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Abstract

The Internet is widely popular and has become a
culture of most, if not all, mankind worldwide. The use
of the Internet is solely through accessing web-addresses
like social-media, online-news, emails, etc. Obviously,
this generates enormous traffic allowing communicating
parties to establish a covert channel without a suspicious
pattern. This renders the Uniform Resource Locator
(URL) a highly attractive steganographic carrier to
securely conceal and transmit messages. As a result, a
novel URL-Based Steganography Methodology (URL-
Stega) is presented in this paper. URL-Stega generates
a steganographic cover in a form of a web-link. Sim-
ply, URL-Stega encodes a message then assigns it to
steganographic carriers such as words, alphabet, numeric,
alphanumeric, or other legible URL characters in order to
camouflage data in the generated URL (Web Address).
In addition, generated text-cover (URL-Cover) can be
embedded among other legitimate non-coded text to
make it harder for adversary to suspect and/or analyze
such text. Unlike contemporary text-steganographic
techniques, URL-Stega doesn’t hide messages in the
actual text body. Instead, URL-Stega conceals both
the message and its transmission in innocent web-links
rather than webpage contents. Yet, shortening the
generated URL-Cover as any non-steganographic URL
makes it more impressive to conceal data. URL-Stega
neither hides data in a noise (errors) nor produces noise
while a message is concealed in a legitimate URL. The
presented implementation, validation, and steganalysis
of URL-Stega demonstrate: robustness of achieving the
steganographic goal, adequate room for concealing data,
and superior bitrate than any other contemporary text
steganography approaches from roughly about 39.47%
up to 75.0%.

Keywords: Indicators; Social-media; Steganography;
URL-Stega

1 Introduction

Steganography is the scientific art of concealing the
presence of covert communications. The steganographic
goal is to prevent an adversary from suspecting the exis-
tence of covert communications [7, 8]. Unlike cryptogra-
phy, the aim of steganography is not to impede an attacker
from deciphering a hidden message like ciphertext. To
emphasize, if suspicion is raised when using any stegano-
graphic technique, the goal of steganography is defeated
regardless of whether or not a plaintext is revealed [7].
Contemporary approaches in the literature are often clas-
sified based on the steganographic cover type like image,
audio, graph [21], and text. When text is employed for
hiding data and generating the steganographic cover, an
approach is usually categorized as textual steganography
to distinguish it from non-textual techniques like image
or audio. Textual steganography has become more favor-
able in recent years because the size of non-textual cover
is relatively large and burdens the traffic of covert com-
munications [28].

Contemporary steganography, other than Nostega-
based techniques, hides a message as noise in a cover that
is assumed to be unnoticeable. For instance, an encoded
message can be embedded into an image by altering it
without noticeable degradation to human eyes [28]. Sim-
ilarly, a message can be hidden in a text by modifying
the format and style of an existing text [7, 8]. The alter-
ation of authenticated covers may raise suspicion, and the
message may be detectable regardless of whether or not
a plaintext is revealed. The same applies for hiding data
in unused or reserved space for systems software includ-
ing designated storage area of an operating system, the
file headers on a hardrive [30], or in the packet headers
of communication protocols such as TCP/IP packets [26].
These techniques are vulnerable to distortion attacks [7].

On the other hand, a similar argument is made in the
literature about textual steganography approaches such
as: null cipher [7], mimic functions [36], NICETEXT
and SCRAMBLE [5], translation-based [25], confusing ap-
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proach [33], and abbreviation-based [31]. The vulnera-
bility and concerns of these textual approaches are ex-
plained minutely in [7] and can be summarized as fol-
lows. First, the textual-cover either introduce detectable
flaws (noise) such as: incorrect syntax, lexicon, rhetoric,
or grammar when generating a text-cover. Such flaws can
raise suspicion about the presence of covert communica-
tions. Second, the content of the cover may be mean-
ingless and semantically incoherent, and therefore draw
suspicion. Third, the bitrate is very small. Since there
is a limit on how many flaws a document can typically
have, a very large document is needed to hide few bytes
of data. In fact, this applies to non-textual approaches
as well. Fourth, the bulk of the efforts have been focused
on how to conceal a message and not on how to conceal
its transmittal. In other words, the establishment of a
covert communication channel has not been an integral
part of most approaches found in the literature. Fifth,
while these approaches may fool a computer examination,
they often fail to pass human inspections. A successful
textual steganographic system (stegasystem) must be ca-
pable of passing both computer and human examinations.
These concerns have motivated the development of the

URL-Based Steganography Methodology (URL-
Stega), as introduced in this paper. URL-Stega
overcomes the issues mentioned above by manipulating
only the textual part of a web-link (Web Address/URL)
to camouflage both a message and its transmittal.
Fundamentally, URL-Stega exploits textual elements of
URL such as words, alphabet, numeric, alphanumeric,
and other legible URL characters in order to camouflage
data in the generated Web Address. In addition, the
generated text-cover (URL-Cover) can be embedded
among other legitimate non-coded text to make it harder
for an adversary to suspect and/or analyze such text.
Unlike contemporary text-steganographic techniques,
URL-Stega doesn’t hide messages in the actual text body.
To emphasize, URL-Stega does not conceal data in the
actual content of a webpage. Instead, URL-Stega conceal
both the message and it its transmission in innocent
web-links. Shortening the generated URL-Cover as
any non-steganographic URL makes it more impressive
to conceal data. Such elements can be fabricated in a
legitimate way in order to embed data without generating
any type of suspicious pattern. Basically, URL-Stega
encodes a message and then assigns it to legitimate
elements (e.g. words, alphabet, numeric, alphanumeric,
other legible URL’s characters, etc.) in order to generate
a text-cover in a form of a web address.

The main advantages of URL-Stega are as follows.
First, the high demand for using Internet by a wide va-
riety of people worldwide creates a high volume of traffic
which averts suspicion in the presence of covert commu-
nication channels. Second, URL-Stega does not imply a
particular pattern (noise) that an adversary may look for.
Third, the concealment process of URL-Stega has no ef-
fect on the linguistics of the generated cover (URL-cover)
because no linguistic structures are required in URL to

be obeyed. Therefore, a URL-cover is linguistically legi-
ble, and as such is capable of passing both computer and
human examinations. Fourth, URL-Stega can be applied
to all languages. Fifth, the textual of URL-Cover has
plenty of room for concealing data, as demonstrated later
in the paper. The observed average bitrate of the current
implementation experiments is superior to all contempo-
rary textual steganography approaches found in the lit-
erature to be roughly around 3.38% up to 7.67%. Sixth,
URL-Stega is resilient to all known attacks, and the hid-
den message is anti-distortion. It is worth noting that
the presented methodology in this paper follows this new
Nostega paradigm [7, 9, 10] by exploiting URL to camou-
flage data without generating any suspicious pattern. Ex-
amples of other Nostega-based system are Sumstega [11,
12], Listega [13], Notestega [14], Matlist [15], NOR-
MALS [16], Edustega [17], Headstega [18], Jokestega [19],
and Chestega [22]. The implementation and steganalysis
validation demonstrate that URL-Stega methodology is
capable of achieving the steganographical goal.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 explains the URL-Stega methodology and its
implementation in detail. Section 3 presents the steganal-
ysis validation and its bitrate versus others. Finally, Sec-
tion 4 concludes the paper.

2 URL-Stega Methodology

To illustrate URL-Stega, consider the following sce-
nario. Bob and Alice are on a spy mission. Like any
ordinary people, Bob and Alice access, send, and receive
URLs from each other via chat, email, or by any other
electronic means. Before they go on their mission, which
requires them to reside in two different countries, they
strategically plan and set the rules for communicating
covertly using their friendship as a steganographic um-
brella to justify sending and receiving messages. They
agree on concealing messages only in URLs in such a way
that does not look suspicious while the content of a web-
page is legitimate and nothing is concealed in it. To make
this work, Bob and Alice can legitimately send, receive,
and forward emails, chats, posts, and texts to each other
or to other individuals without suspicion. Covert mes-
sages transmitted in this manner will not look suspicious
because the content of the webpage contains no hidden
message except its web-link. Furthermore, Alice is not
always the sole user or recipient of Bob’s URL and vice
versa. In other words, other non-spy people may also
receive messages from Bob or Alice. As a result, suspi-
cion is further warded off, thereby fooling an adversary.
However, only Bob and Alice will be able to unravel the
hidden message because they know the rules of the game.

2.1 An Overview of URL-Stega Architec-
ture

The core idea of URL-Stega methodology is basically
camouflaging data in the natural and legitimate URL.
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Therefore, URL-Cover will look like any ordinary web ad-
dress.

As shown in Figure 1, a legitimate URL shows the use
of Google search engine when searching the word ”test”.
Note that a web link looks like an illegible text. However,
due to the use of URL, an adversary will be fooled in URL-
Cover because URL will legitimize the text-cover. URL
is an excellent means for camouflaging data due to the
common use of illegible format of text that can contain a
combination of alphabet, numbers, or special characters,
without obeying any linguistic syntax. In addition, URL
looks as if it is in a random format which makes it easy
to embed encoded messages for covert communications.

Linguistically and logically, the URL format like the
combination of characters used in Figure 1, qualifies URL
as a legitimate steganographic cover. Additionally, URL-
Stega methodology takes advantage of the heavy traffic
of the Internet via accessing web-addresses, social-media,
online-news, emails, and more to conceal both a message
and its transmittal in a web link format.

URL-Stega Architecture:
The following is an overview of the URL-Stega architec-
ture, which consists of three modules, as shown in Fig-
ure 1:

1) Determining the Set of Characters (Module 1) to be
used for encoding messages.

2) Building URL-Stega Encoder (Module 2) that is ca-
pable of encoding and camouflaging messages using
the determined characters format from Module 1.

3) Establishing a Covert Channel (Module 3) to embed
an encoded message in order to camouflage the mes-
sage and its transmittal in a sub domain name such
as a web link.

The following subsections explain these modules in de-
tail.

2.2 Determining the Set of Characters
(Module 1)

Determining the set of characters to be used by the en-
coder (Module 2) for encoding messages, as discussed in
Subsection 3.3. Simply, the maximum number of charac-
ters in the character set may be equal to all allowed char-
acters in Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) and should
not exceed its maximum unless there is a legitimate rea-
son to generate an illegitimate web-link. Generating illicit
web-link is not recommended without legitimacy because
it can easily be detected. Therefore, this paper will only
use a legitimate character set that is allowed in URI/URL
while other characters are forbidden. Table 1 shows the
allowed characters in URI [1–3]. URL-Stega may use the
entire set of characters in Table 1 or a subset.

Table 1: Allowable characters by URI

2.3 Building URL-Stega Encoder (Mod-
ule 2)

Coding is a very well researched technical field, and
there are numerous published techniques that can be em-
ployed to generate steganographic code [7,20]. Therefore,
this subsection only focuses on key issues that affect the
implementation of URL-Stega Encoder and building a
URL-Stega Encoder that is capable of encoding messages
using the determined character type and the format
from Module 1. Table 1 shows a list of most of the
characters that can be used in URI/URL. However, when
building such encoder, a subset of Table 1 may suffice
to achieve the steganographic encoder goal. Note that
the character set must cover the entire length of binary
code. In other words, if the length of a binary code equal
n digits then the steganographic parameters must be
capable to cover n digits from all of 0’s and up to all of
1’s (e.g. 00000-11111, length of 5 digits). To emphasize,
2 digits 00-11, 3 digits 000-111, 4 digits 0000-1111, 5
digits 00000-11111, 6 digits 000000-111111, and so on.
This is to cover all possible binary values. Therefore, if
2 digits are selected, then 4 different symbols/characters
are needed in order to cover 4 different binary values,
and if 3 digits are chosen, then 8 different characters are
needed in order to cover 8 different binary values. Thus,
a message may be encoded by slicing its binary string
into a particular length of bits such as four bits, seven
bits, or any required bit length.
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Figure 1: Shows a common web search result for the word ”test” using the Google Search Engine. The search result
is presented via web-link. Obviously, this web-link does not contain a hidden message and it is just an innocent and
common practice of web search engine. The second web-link appears after shortening the first web-link using Google
URL Shortener.

Example:

• A message in plaintext: ”our meeting 8pm”;

• The concatenated binary string of the ASCII repre-
sentation of the above message is:

0110111101110101011100100010000001101101

0110010101100101011101000110100101101110

0110011100100000001110000111000001101101

• Slicing this string (from the previous step) into 6 bits
each will result in:

011011 110111 010101 110010 001000 000110

110101 100101 011001 010111 010001 101001

011011 100110 011100 100000 001110 000111

000001 101101

• URL-Cover of the binary code above, generated using
Table 2 and Table 3, shows the mapping process for
each character based on Table 2. The following is a
pre-final URL-Cover before embedding it in domain
name: ”b3VyIg1lZXRpbmcgOHBt”;

• Final URL-Cover, as shown in Figure 3, after embed-
ding it in domain name (e.g. www.desoky.com) and
it is ready to be delivered by accessing or sending
it: ”http://desoky.com/b3VyIg1lZXRpbmcgOHBt”.
Obviously, other existing domain names or generat-
ing new domain names can be used. In addition,
URL-Cover can be shortened using any URL short-
ening tools, as shown in Table 4.

Table 2: 6 bit-based steganographic code table
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Figure 2: Illustrates the architecture and the use of URL-Stega. It shows the interaction of various modules to build
URL Stega. Then, it shows the use of URL-Stega scheme by the communicating parties.
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Table 3: Encoded message by encoding each 6 bits from
Table 2

Index Binary Message URL-Cover
1. 011011 b
2. 110111 3
3. 010101 V
4. 110010 y
5. 001000 I
6. 000110 g
7. 110101 1
8. 100101 l
9. 011001 Z
10. 010111 X
11. 010001 R
12. 101001 p
13. 011011 b
14. 100110 m
15. 011100 c
16. 100000 g
17. 001110 O
18. 000111 H
19. 000001 B
20. 101101 t

• URL Checker can be used to avoid false link. There
are some online tools that verify short URL in or-
der to show the full URL, e.g. unfurlr.com [27],
getlinkinfo.com [23], checkshorturl.com [6], un-
shorten.it [34], and urlxray.com [35].

In this paper, the steganographic code example is con-
figured by determining the number of bits (m bits) used
for binary values e.g. 4, 5, 7, etc. This is based on the
available number of characters in the defined stegano-
graphic character set which is 64 characters according
to Table 2. It is worth noting that Table 2 is derived
from Table 1 as discussed earlier. The 64 characters in
a steganographic character set are suitable to slice a bi-
nary message based on a length of 6 bits. The grouping
in lengths of 6 digits will result in a value of 0 up to
63 in decimal and changing the value from 000000 up to
111111 in binary. Each character in URL-Cover conceals
a particular m bits according to the steganographic code
defined in Table 2. The current steganographic code is
just a simple example to ease the understanding of the
presented approach. The steganographic code may differ
from one implementation to another and many alterna-
tives with more sophisticated encoding techniques can be
employed.

2.4 Establishing a Covert Channel (Mod-
ule 3)

The frequent use of URL is widely popular and gen-
erates a high volume of traffic that allows communicat-

ing parties to establish a covert channel without a suspi-
cious pattern. This makes web-link an attractive stegano-
graphic carrier for transmitting hidden messages. In this
paper, Module 3 is responsible for embedding an encoded
message in a domain name like a sub-link in order to
generate a URL-Cover for concealing data. Unlike other
steganographic approaches (e.g. image, audio, text, etc.)
where a message is hidden in URL-Cover, it also addresses
how a message is delivered. Specifically, a message is con-
cealed in an image or audio file and then the file is de-
livered. Conversely, when concealing a message in URL,
the message is delivered via accessing or sending the same
URL. Thus, the steganographic cover is the same stegano-
graphic transmittal method, which is the covert communi-
cation channel. A sender will hide a message in a web-link,
then a recipient will access or receive it via email, posting,
chat, or by any other way. A sender and recipient may
pre-agree on a particular URL domain name to use in or-
der to hide and retrieve messages. Other ordinary people
who are not part of the steganographic game can also ac-
cess, send, and/or receive the same URL from each other
for non steganographic purposes. Therefore, suspicion is
warded off. Using URL makes it more legitimate and very
difficult, if not impossible, to investigate. It is essential
that legitimate users plot a convincing strategic plan and
set the rules for communicating covertly using justifiable
reasons as a steganographic umbrella to avert suspicious
from covert communications. Basically, legitimate users
have the right to use URL via accessing, sending, receiv-
ing, forwarding emails, chatting, posting, or texting each
other. Covert messages transmitted in this manner will
not look suspicious because such URL is sent via email,
chat, posting, or texting while its content does not contain
any hidden message except in the web-link. Therefore,
such communication will be fully legitimate and justifies
the discernable communications. The example presented
in this paper conceals up to 120 bits in the URL-Cover.
It is worth noting that the use of words and numerical
values can be employed to conceal data. Due to the size
constrain of this paper, the presented URL is just an ex-
ample, and URL-Stega can conceal longer messages. Af-
ter concealing data in URLs, web-links can also be com-
bined with other web addresses (non-coded) that are not
used to camouflage data for further protection and legit-
imacy. In this case, a predetermined-based protocol can
be employed among communicating parties such as read
every other URL, every fifth URL, or any other way in
order to ease the process of unraveling a hidden message
while making it harder on an adversary.

3 Steganalysis Validation

The aim of this section is to show the resilience of URL-
Stega to possible attacks. The success of a steganographic
approach is its ability of preventing an adversary from sus-
pecting the presence of a hidden message. It is assumed
that an adversary will perform all possible investigations,
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Figure 3: An actual example of URL-Cover. The message is not concealed in the web page content, but it is embedded
in the URL.

and he is aware of URL-Stega as a public methodology.
However, he does not know the actual URL-Stega config-
uration that the sender and recipient employed for their
covert communication.

3.1 Traffic Attack

One possible attack an adversary may pursue is to in-
spect the communication traffic of images, graphs, au-
dio files, and text files in order to detect the existence
of covert communications. For example, the intelligence
community has a number of tools at their disposal for
analyzing traffic on the Internet, tracking access to web
sites, monitoring checked out literature from public li-
braries, and so on. The main goal of a traffic attack is
to detect unusual or questionable association between a
sender and recipient. Traffic analysis intuitively can iden-
tify who communicates with whom. The relationship be-
tween the communicating parties and their profiles (e.g.
occupation, interest, hobbies, etc.) will play an essen-
tial role in either legitimizing or suspecting the presence
of covert communications. Traffic attacks can be a threat
for most contemporary steganographic techniques regard-
less of the steganographic cover types used. In regards to
URL-Stega, the profile of users and webpage contents of
particular URL are checked instead of its validity and
its consistency to the URL’s text body. In other words,
the URL is most likely overlooked because no one will

read or pay too much attention to it since it contains no
meaningful information. For this reason, it is a common
behavior that all Internet users accessing a web-address
pay attention to the contents of the webpage rather than
its web-address. On the other hand, if someone unrelated
to the medical field such as a taxi driver, baker, or car-
penter accesses, sends, and receives web-address for med-
ical research without a justifiable reason, suspicion can be
raised and further investigation may be prompted. Addi-
tional investigations may involve a thorough analysis of a
steganographic cover as detailed in the next subsections.

Traffic analysis is deemed ineffective with URL-Stega.
URL-Stega camouflages the transmittal of a hidden mes-
sage (URL-Cover) making it appear legitimate, averting
suspicion. URL-Stega is based on Nostega paradigm [9,
10]. URL-Stega by default ensures that the involved par-
ties establish a covert channel. This is achieved by se-
curing that the users have a legitimate relationship with
each other and the used URL is justifiable. As such, the
traffic of communication is innocent and appears like nor-
mal communication. Analyzing the traffic between them
will not reveal any questionable association and will not
trigger any further investigation. In addition, URL-Stega
requires the communicating parties to use innocent URL
domains like news, blog, or others that are commonly used
by a wide variety of people. The common use of such
domains generate a high volume of traffic which makes
it impractical for an adversary to investigate all traffics.
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Table 4: List of different short link of the same URL-Cover

Tool Name for Shortening the URL Short URL-Cover
Google URL Shortener [24] https:/goo.gl/3AcmRm

Bitly [4] http://bit.ly/2rwqLic
Ow.ly via Hootsuite [29] http://ow.ly/XZjk30cIKC4
TinyURL by Gilby [32] https://tinyurl.com/y9zvza9w

The voluminous traffic plays a core role that allows the
communicating parties to establish a covert channel in or-
der to transmit a URL-Cover without drawing attention.
As a result, URL-Stega is an attractive steganographic
methodology. Finally, note that if further investigations
on a URL-Cover are triggered by traffic analysis, they
would not be successful as will be explained later. To
sum, differentiating between a URL-Cover containing a
hidden message with that of other URL peers without a
hidden message is infeasible.

3.2 Contrast and Comparison Attacks

In text steganography, there are two ways of contrast
attack [7]. First, contradictions between a profile of users
and a URL/webpage subject which an adversary may look
for. Such, contradictions reveal the fact of an unmatched
subject of URL and its user profiles as discussed in traffic
attack. This can be a sign of using steganographic tools.
URL-Stega scheme is resilient against such attack by es-
tablishing a covert channel that guarantees to match the
user profiles to a webpage subject. Second, another type
of contradictions may exist in the text, and an adversary
may try to look for them only inside a text-cover. This
is unlike the first type of contradictions where the text is
compared to its user profiles. When a piece of text con-
tains this type of contradictions, most likely the text is
incoherent. Whether or not a URL-Cover contains con-
tradictions in its textual URL, suspicion will not be trig-
gered because a URL is not intended to be read. In other
words, a URL is not a text that obeys linguistics rules
such as syntax and grammar as such it is not intended to
be read or contain information. This is a strong natural
immunity for URL-Cover against contrast attack.

Unlike contrast attack, comparison-attack attempts to
detect alterations in an authenticated text. To empha-
size, an adversary’s goal is to employ comparison-attack
to find any modifications between the original text and
the target-text that may reveal the manipulation of con-
tent to embed a message. For example, if an adversary
compares an article to its original and detects alteration,
it implies a steganographic tool was used. However, com-
parison attack cannot be used against the presented ap-
proach because URL-Cover is not a textual document like
a news article that can be subject to alteration. There-
fore, URL-Cover is naturally resistant against comparison
attack too.

3.3 Linguistics Attacks

Linguistic examination distinguishes the text that is
under attack from normal human language which can be
done via inspecting the meaning, syntax, lexicon, rhetoric,
semantic, coherence, and any other features that can help
in detecting or suspecting the existence of a hidden mes-
sage. These examinations are used to determine whether
or not the text under investigation is normal. Obviously,
the URL is a type of text that link users to a webpage,
and it is not an informative text to be read. No one pays
attention to such text (URL). Conversely, everyone will
pay attention to the contents of a webpage rather than
its URL. This is a common behavior of all Internet users
due to the fact that there is nothing to be read in a web-
address itself. A web-address (URL) may contain weird
text, as shown in Figure 1, which will ease the generating
process of URL-Cover and help legitimize it. This is very
noticeable in looking to a number of web-links. For exam-
ple, when searching the web, the URL of the search result
will contain abnormal text. In this paper, a text abnor-
mality means that a text neither obeys linguistic syntax
nor correct spelling of any legitimate languages. Gen-
erally, in text steganography when detecting noise (text
abnormality) the goal of steganography is defeated re-
gardless of whether or not a plaintext is revealed. How-
ever, this is not the case in the URL-Stega because it is
very common and legitimate that the URL contains such
abnormality which makes web-link an attractive stegano-
graphic carrier for concealing data.

The text used in URL is a different type of text that
follows only the rules of URI rather than following the
rules of normal language like syntax, grammar, and so
on. Investigating the textual URL-Cover should be based
on the rules of URI such as the permissible characters,
as shown in Table 1. URL-Stega methodology requires
the implementation process to obey all the rules of URI.
One may say a wrong web-link that violates the rules of
URI can also be used because there are so many users
that send, receive, and attempt to access incorrect web-
addresses. However, this may trigger suspicion because it
is not a common practice to frequently use a wrong web-
link. Additionally, when using incorrect web-link, the de-
tection of violating URI’s rules can easily be achieved.
URL-Cover does not use sophisticated text, and it is easy
for such scheme to retain the textual normality according
to URI rules. Yet, there is no linguistic structure to be
obeyed in URL and thus it does not generate any noise
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(linguistic flaws). As a result, the generated cover is nor-
mal text, as demonstrated in the implementation section.
Therefore, URL-Stega is capable of passing any linguistic
attack by both human and machine examinations.

However, a statistical attack tracks a profile of the text
used. A statistical signature (profile) of a text may refer
to the frequency of words and characters used. An adver-
sary may use the statistical profile of a particular topic for
documents that contains no hidden message and compares
it to a statistical profile of the suspected URL-Cover to
detect any differences. An alteration in the statistical sig-
nature of a particular document may be a possible way of
detecting a noise that an adversary would watch for. Un-
like image steganography, tracking statistical signatures
is an ineffective means for attacking textual steganogra-
phy [7, 10, 25]. Nonetheless, URL-Stega is resistant to
statistical attacks because it uses legitimate textual URL
that is generated based on URI rules. In addition, the
generated textual cover (URL-Cover) retains the same
profile of its peers’ text that contains no hidden message.
Basically, most alterations introduced by URL-Stega are
nonlinguistic and do not produce any flaws (noise), as
demonstrated in the implementation section. As a result,
statistical attacks on URL-Cover is ineffective.

3.4 Bitrates

The aim of this section is to evaluate the presented
URL-Stega bitrate to contemporary textual steganogra-
phy approaches. The bitrate is defined as the size of the
hidden message relative to the size of the cover. The
average bitrate of the presented URL-Stega system used
in this paper is roughly between 39.47% and 75.0%. It
is worth noting that the bitrate may differ from one el-
ement to another and from one implementation to an-
other, as observed. To put this bitrate figure in perspec-
tive, the bitrate of contemporary textual steganography
approaches has been investigated and for more informa-
tion refer to [7]. Tables 5 and 6 summarize the findings
of the bitrate and categorize them based on the pursued
approaches.

Table 5: The bitrate of URL-Cover with and without
shortening it

Tool Name for Shorting the URL Bitrate
Without shorting the URL 39.47%
Google URL Shortener [24] 75.0%

Bitly [4] 71.42%
Ow.ly via Hootsuite [29] 62.5%
TinyURL by Gilby [32] 53.57%

Table 6: The bitrate of contemporary textual steganog-
raphy approaches other than Nostega-based approach as
discussed in [7]

Approach Bitrate
Mimic functions 0.90%

NICETEXT 0.29%
Winstein 0.5%

Murphy et al. 0.30%
Nakagawa et al. 0.034%

Translation-based 0.33%
Confusing 0.35%

4 Conclusion

The high demand of using the Internet by a wide va-
riety of people makes it feasible for communicating par-
ties to establish a covert channel for transmitting hid-
den messages (URL-Cover). Thus, URL is an attractive
steganographic carrier. Such features motivated the de-
velopment of the URL-Based Steganography Methodol-
ogy (URL-Stega). URL-Stega conceals data only in le-
gitimate textual URL/web-address. URL-Stega neither
hides data in a noise (errors) nor produces noise. In-
stead, it camouflages data by exploiting elements that
are allowed by URI rules, such as alphabet, numeric, al-
phanumeric, abbreviation, words, and other legible URL
characters in order to construct a URL-Cover that looks
innocent. The bitrate of the presented implementation
in this paper is roughly about 39.47% and up to 75.0%.
This bitrate is superior to all other contemporary text
steganography approaches found in the literature and it
confirms the effectiveness of URL-Stega. The steganalysis
validation shows that URL-Stega methodology is capable
of achieving the steganographic goal.
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Abstract

Since the 21st century, the degree of informatization has
been greatly accelerated, which has brought great con-
venience to people’s life. Moreover the problem of com-
puter network security has become a crucial point in the
development of information technology. How to protect
network security and safeguard their own rights and in-
terests are the problems faced by network security. Ar-
tificial intelligence technology is also developing with the
progress of information technology. This study proposed
the application of artificial intelligence in computer safety
protection by combining artificial intelligence with com-
puter network security. Artificial intelligence based Tro-
jan horse detection model was established and tested. The
experimental results demonstrated that the proposed ar-
tificial intelligence model could accurately and rapidly de-
tect out Trojan horse program, with a low false alarm rate
and missing alarm rate, suggesting favorable performance.
This work provides a reference for the application of artifi-
cial intelligence technology in computer network security.

Keywords: Artificial intelligence; Computer network se-
curity; Trojan horse detection

1 Introduction

Artificial intelligence, a branch of computer science, is
a new technical science which focuses on developing
theories, methods, technologies and application systems
for simulating, extending and expanding human intelli-
gence [3, 27]. The technology can operate computer by
simulating the intelligence of multiple people to make it
solve and analyze problems like human. Artificial intelli-
gence technology has been widely used in various fields,
and scholars in various countries have conducted consider-
able research on it. Liao et al. [13] applied artificial intelli-
gence technology in the medical field to help nurses solve
problems and guide nursing. It was found through in-

vestigation that the heterogeneity of artificial intelligence
technology in nursing diagnosis was 87%, suggesting a
high applicability in the medical field. Wang [28] explored
the application of artificial intelligence technology in in-
telligent video surveillance system, established artificial
intelligence technology based image surveillance system,
and explained the feasibility and advancement of the sys-
tem through verification. Network is extremely developed
currently; however there are many threats such as virus
on the Internet. How to prevent those threats has been
the primary problem.

Morel [16] considered that network security needed to
be based on artificial intelligent technology. He also ad-
vocated focusing on Web application security in practice
and controlling the possibilities of false positive and false
negative using knowledge based system, probabilistic rea-
soning and Bayesian updating. Demertzis and Iliadis [7]
proposed a network based online system for network se-
curity protection. The system analyzed the basic charac-
teristics of network traffic with the minimum computing
power to find the existence and types of potential network
abnormalities and identified Packed Executable with the
minimum computing power and resource to find the exis-
tence of malicious software. Ling et al. [14] proposed a
model built on AdjointVM. The model is a virtual com-
puter with the ability of double circular chain intrusion
detection which can block the invasion of attacker. In this
study, artificial intelligence was analyzed and applied in
network safety protection; the way how to combine artifi-
cial intelligence and computer network security was pro-
posed. This work provides a reference for the application
of artificial intelligence in network security.

2 Artificial Intelligence Technol-
ogy

Artificial intelligence technology mainly aims at studying
and developing simulation of human brain, i.e. develop-
ing artificial intelligence systems which can operate artifi-
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cial intelligence behaviors through computer according to
human body intelligent activity rules [5]. Artificial intel-
ligence technology involving many subjects and theories
including linguistics, computer science and neurology is a
subject with high comprehensive level [12]. Application
of artificial intelligence technology in practice should co-
ordinate with other subjects to achieve the combination
of theory and technology and generate intelligence tech-
nologies that imitate human brain.

Artificial intelligence technology has four major char-
acteristics. The first characteristic is favorable fuzzy in-
formation processing capacity. Compared to other com-
puter technologies, it was better in processing fuzzy in-
formation [4]. The second characteristic is strong collab-
oration ability. Artificial intelligence divides network se-
curity management into three levels, and managers at the
higher level should monitor managers at the lower level.
Such a complete monitoring system greatly enhances the
collaboration ability of network security defense. Next
is good learning and nonlinear processing ability. It can
learn during information mining. The current network is
complex and changes constantly. Many unexpected mat-
ters may happen during network security management,
which makes computer network a nonlinear control ob-
ject [20]. The last characteristic is low computational
cost. Calculation tasks can be fulfilled by one time based
on optimal solution obtained through control algorithm,
which reduces resource consumption and achieves energy
conservation [23].

3 Application of Artificial Intelli-
gence Technology in Computer
Network Security

3.1 Firewall

Firewall technology is the most extensively applied tech-
nology in network security management. It can protect
computer network through identifying all activities which
may damage the completeness and confidentiality of in-
formation [6, 8, 10]. Firewall can guarantee information
security. Setting firewall can isolate hostile attacks from
Hacker to computer in the internal and external network.

3.2 Anti-virus Technology

Online anti-virus technology based on artificial intelli-
gence can timely discover the invasion of network virus
and alarm users to respond timely according to warning
messages [17,21,22].

3.3 Establishment of Rule Generation
Type Expert System

Expert technology is one of the extensively applied ar-
tificial intelligence technologies in network security man-
agement [2, 15]. Expert system is an invasion detection

system designed based on all professional knowledge of
experts. Application of expert system can reduce the
workload of invasion detection.

3.4 Application of Artificial Neural Net-
work System

Artificial neural network is good at identifying invasion
mode which carries noise or is hidden [24]. The system
is designed based on the long-term simulation of human
brain; hence it has favorable learning ability and strong
adaptive capacity and can efficiently identify invasion be-
haviors.

3.5 Application of Artificial Immunolog-
ical Technique

Artificial immunological technique, one of artificial intel-
ligence technologies, can simulate a series of defense man-
ifestations produced after human immunity [29]. In com-
puter network management, it can improve the learning
ability of natural defense mechanisms, prevent informa-
tion from invasion by network virus, and effectively pro-
tect the integrity and confidentiality of information.

4 The Framework of Trojan Horse
Detection Model

Trojan horse virus refers to a kind of virus which controls
a computer through specific programs. Generally, Tro-
jan horse virus is divided into two programs, i.e. control
site and controlled site. Trojan horse virus is prevalent
currently. Unlike other viruses, it will neither multiply
nor infect other files on purpose. But it induces users
to download through disguise and then provide the chan-
nel of the invaded computer for the invader; as a result,
the invader can damage or steal users’ documents and
even control host remotely. General viruses have strong
infection ability because of self replication. It multiplies
through self replication and spread by taking advantage
of the weakness of computer.

Artificial intelligence based Trojan horse detection
model classified programs using Bayesian classifier accord-
ing to program behaviors and Trojan horse behavior fea-
tures library. The model was mainly composed of pro-
gram behavior extraction, behavior features library, pro-
gram behavior analyzer, Trojan horse processor and user
negotiation and judgment.

The main function of program behavior extraction was
to monitor and record suspicious behaviors in system and
send the recorded data to program behavior analyzer.
There were suspicious behaviors such as automatic op-
eration of documents, hiding documents and closing

security system when Trojan horse operated. Trojan
horse behavior features library included information such
as Trojan horse behaviors and its action objects of the
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Figure 1: Artificial intelligence based Trojan horse detection model

Table 1: Brief description of behavior analysis module

Input Output Process
Data Redundancy Processing feature Non-redundant (1) Calculate feature CRR
preprocessing elimination vector independence feature set (2) Eliminate features with

low correlation degree
Feature vector Non-redundant Mutually Merge behavior attributes
independence feature set independent and reduce using SNCB
processing non-redundant model

feature set
Weight Mutually independent Feature weight (1) Assign influence factors
calculation non-redundant (2) Obtain influence degree

feature set (3) Calculate weight
Classification calculation (1) Sample features set Classification (1) Statistical calculation

(2) Classification algorithm results of sample features
(3) Unknown examples (2) Extraction of features

of examples
(4) System parameter table (3) Classification

Classifier learning Classification (1) Feature set table (1) Incremental learning
performance table (2) System parameter (2) Relearning
performance table table (2) Relearning
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behaviors and a large amount of basic probability infor-
mation. Program behavior analyzer, an important com-
ponent of the system, could determine the category of
programs using Bayesian classifier and constantly study
according to the data provided by the behavior library to
enhance its classification ability. In user judgment mod-
ule, user set a value, and the size of the value determined
the category width of the classifier. When the classifier
was unable to make correct judgment, then it was pro-
cessed by users; users processed results using processor
after judgment. The main framework is shown in Fig-
ure 1.

4.1 Program Behavior Extraction Mod-
ule

The monitoring and capture of program behaviors should
be done inside operating system to achieve the monitoring
of file system, registry and system process. In this study,
APIHOOK technology was used to intercept the call of
system program.

4.2 Behavior Features Database

Behavior characteristics database which included behav-
ior characteristics of Trojan horse and normal program
could provide basic evidences for computer classifica-
tion. It could be divided into characteristic set database
and feedback adaptive database. The characteristic set
database mainly included characteristic set table, testing
features table, parameter table and feature datum table.
Feedback adaptive database mainly included classification
performance table and system parameter table.

4.3 Behavior Analysis Module

Behavior analysis module had function of data prepro-
cessing, classification calculation and classifier learning
(Table 1).

Table 2: Duration of 10 times of detection

No. Artificial intelligence Traditional
technology(S) technology (S)

1 1.4172 10.2547
2 0.9388 11.1024
3 1.2511 9.0325
4 0.8219 9.6935
5 1.2101 10.5241
6 1.5114 9.9857
7 0.9918 10.2155
8 1.1192 11.0123
9 0.9712 10.3954
10 1.0116 9.9069

4.4 System Response Module

After classification of programs which needs detection,
system processing was needed. For example, Trojan horse
program needs to be eliminated once abnormal behaviors
of Trojan horse were detected out; monitoring stopped
if normal program was detected out. When the model
was unable to identify a program, then the program was
isolated, determined by users, and processed after deter-
mination [1, 9, 26].

5 Experimental Results and Anal-
ysis

Artificial intelligence technology and the traditional com-
puter network security management technology were
tested to compare the network protective efficacy of the
two technologies.

Firstly the detection speed of the two technologies
was compared; 990 legal programs and 10 Trojan horse
viruses. The Trojan horse programs used in this study
was from China Hacker Union, and the legal programs
were from common software and system files. The detec-
tion results are shown in Table 2.

As shown in Table 2, artificial intelligence technology
cost no more than 1.5 s for scanning 1000 files, while
the traditional technology cost more than 9 s. It indi-
cated that artificial intelligence technology could more ef-
fectively and rapidly scan network source files and identify
Trojan horse virus, suggesting a great role in the protec-
tion of computer network security.

To further test the detectability of artificial intelligent
technology, parameter δ(δ >1) was introduced to measure
the classification width of the classifier. The larger the
value of δ, the smaller the determination scope, the more
accurate the result, but the more undecidable situations;
the smaller the value of δ, the larger the determination
scope, the less undecidable situations, but the less accu-
rate the result. The two technologies were tested by for
three times according to different detection width δ. t
stands for the number of Trojan horse programs, and n
stands for the number of legal programs. The experimen-
tal results are shown in Table 3.

It could be seen from Table 3 that the detection ef-
fect of the artificial intelligent technology was superior to
that of the traditional technology, and moreover the arti-
ficial intelligent technology had a low missing alarm rate
and false alarm rate, suggesting a favorable performance
in detecting Trojan horse viruses. But it should be no-
ticed that the number of unclassified programs increased
though the detection rate improved with the increase of
δ. Hence the value of δ should not be too large.

With the development of information technology, the
crime pattern has also changed, and internet gradually
becomes a novel criminal means [25]. The development
of network technologies results in the increase of network
crimes and the severity of network invasion and attack;
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Table 3: Comparison of the two technologies under different detection width

Evaluation index δ=2, t=100,n=200 δ=8, t=100, n=200 δ=20, t=160, n=180
Artificial The Artificial The Artificial The
intelligent traditional intelligent traditional intelligent traditional
technology technology technology technology technology technology

Number of Trojan horse 96 82 98 83 158 129
viruses identified
Number of Trojan horse
viruses identified as 4 8 1 9 3 9
legal programs
Number of legal
programs identified 2 6 2 5 1 5
as Trojan horse virus
Number of unclassified 2 - 6 - 8 -
Detection rate 96% 82% 98% 83% 98.75% 80.6%
Missing alarm rate 4% 8% 1% 9% 3% 9%
False alarm rate 2% 4.67% 1% 4.67% 1.18% 4.11%
Unclassification rate 0.67% - 2% - 2.35% -

hence stronger network defense systems are needed [19].
Artificial intelligence technology, one kind of computer
science, is a technology simulating the thinking process
and behaviors of human through computer. It mainly in-
cludes the principles of intelligence implementation and
the manufacturing of computers which can simulate com-
puter. Nakayamada et al. [18] applied artificial intelli-
gence into electron beam lithography modeling and im-
proved the production efficiency and location preciseness
through adjusting point spread function. Kang et al. [11]
introduced the tendency of artificial intelligence technol-
ogy and applied it in health care, aiming to provide opti-
mal treatment scheme for patients in clinical tests. This
study applied artificial intelligence technology into net-
work security management and found that the technology
could precisely and rapidly detect virus files in other files.

6 Conclusions

In conclusion, artificial intelligence has strong fuzzy infor-
mation processing ability, collaboration ability, learning
ability, nonlinear processing ability and cost few resources
in calculation. Based on artificial intelligence, this study
proposed a Trojan horse detection model. The model
could rapidly and accurately detect Trojan horse virus.
The experiment suggested that the model could precisely
find out Trojan horse viruses in a short time while defend-
ing computer network security, with a low missing alarm
rate and false alarm rate. This work provides a reference
for the application of artificial intelligence technology in
computer network security management.
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Abstract

Mobile Ad-hoc Networks rely on participating nodes to
conduct routing duties and forwarding data packets be-
tween nodes, mainly due to their limited transmission ca-
pabilities. Routing protocols intend to minimize the ex-
change of information to reduce overhead, which in result
leads to lack of knowledge about others beyond the trans-
mission range of a selected path. This creates a perfect
environment for wormholes (WHs) to direct the route dis-
covery through themselves and harm the network. This
paper proposes an enhancement to the SIMAN (Smart
Identification of MANET Nodes) algorithm that facili-
tates location sharing of nodes within the discovered path
and allows source nodes to reject the path if the distance
between any two nodes exceeds the transmission capa-
bility of the wireless device. Nodes are authenticated
through the original identity sharing mechanisms of the
SIMAN algorithm applied during the RREP process of
the AODV routing protocol.

Keywords: Aodv; Manet; Siman; Wormhole

1 Introduction

MANET emerged as a promising technology offers
infrastructure-less networks that do not require cen-
tral management entities. Current wireless devices, like
Smart-phones, can use MANET to create/join a network,
exchange data, and quickly disconnect without prior noti-
fication or permission. Nodes in MANET take the central
role of finding the possible paths between any two or more
nodes separated from each other via some distance within
the network. These nodes are wireless devices with lim-
ited transmission and power capabilities that can sense
the neighbors inside their transmission range only [6, 7].
Therefore, to find a path to a specific destination, each
node relies on each other to forward packets. Moreover,

routing protocols are designed to avoid overhead caused
by additional processes that provide further information
about the vicinity to preserve the limited resources of
nodes inside the network. As a result, it creates a suitable
environment for malicious nodes to expose and launch at-
tacks. Wormholes (WH) are one of the dangerous attacks
that is hard to detect and prevent due to limited knowl-
edge about the physical location of nodes inside the net-
work. Two or more malicious nodes can cooperate and
use a high-speed link between them to win the route dis-
covery and subsequently harm the network [15].

This paper proposes an enhancement to a previously
designed algorithm called SIMAN [5].Which is designed to
share knowledge about nodes identity inside the discov-
ered path using AODV routing protocol RREP message.
This is achieved by calculating two values from Friend
nodes IP address (nodes who are known to each other dur-
ing the initial network set-up and have an IP address with
a prime number host part) and then using these two val-
ues by any node inside the transmission path to get a list
of addresses for previous nodes inside the route to desti-
nation. Furthermore, the enhancement replaces nodes re-
liance on routing tables to retrieve the previous and next
nodes address using a mathematical formula to forward
packets during data transmission. This concept provides
an abstract authentication of nodes inside the transmis-
sion path. Additionally, it is used to prevent newly joined
unknown nodes called (Bridging nodes) from altering any
information passed through the RREP message because
they will not be aware of the algorithms existence.

The current enhancement uses location information,
obtained from GPS-enabled devices like Smart-phones,
to measure the distance between nodes and detect any
abnormal distances. Every Friend node attach its coordi-
nates to RREP message and passed it all the way back to
the source node. The source node then accepts the dis-
covered route if the distance between nodes is less than
the threshold defined according to maximum transmission
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characteristics of the wireless environment. Additionally,
three Friend nodes cooperate to determine Bridging node
coordinates and attach it to the RREP message on their
behalf. If the distance between any two nodes inside the
discovered path is greater than a pre-determined thresh-
old, the source then rejects the path and start a new route
discovery.

The rest of this paper organized as follows: Section 2
explores the recent work done that involves the usage of
localization information to improve routing protocol per-
formance and ways of WH attacks prevention. Section 3
explains the proposed algorithm design and Section 4 de-
tails the implementation of the algorithm using Riverbed
Simulation software. Section 5 examines the simulation
results of various scenarios in comparison to AODV rout-
ing protocol. Finally, we conclude the achievements ob-
tained through this enhancement and identify the future
use of this method in security protocols in Section 6.

2 Literature Review

MANET is restricted by the limited information shared
among nodes about the physical location of others inside
the network. Sharing such information improves the per-
formance and provides better protection against malicious
nodes. Researchers used various approaches toward this
goal, in this section, we explore some of these methods
used for this purpose.

The Geographical AODV (GeoAODV) is an improve-
ment of the LAR protocol, which uses directed flooding
technique with AODV routing protocols. The physical
location of nodes is used to reduce the amount of broad-
casted route requests messages aimed at a destination
node by defining the request zone as an isosceles triangle.
Nodes inside the request zone process RREQ messages
and share location information, while others outside the
zone discard the messages [1].

The same concept of requested and expected zones is
used in another research to limit the search area during
route discovery. A list added to the route request mes-
sage, which contains a fourth Nominated Neighbor to re-
broadcast. The algorithm partitions the radio transmis-
sion range into four zones and restricts the path discovery
area to the expected zone. Then chooses one node per
zone to forward the RREQ messages [3]. The proposed
solutions reduce the route discovery traffic toward sav-
ing resources. However, it does not consider applying the
zone restriction might lead to overhead and deny essen-
tial nodes that provide better alternative paths for data
transmission.

In another research work, an On-demand Routing with
Coordinates Awareness (ORCA) protocol uses the dis-
tance measurement for broadcasting route request mes-
sages. The node broadcast the packets to selected neigh-
bors (called relays) using the shortest Euclidean distance
to four points in its transmission range. Based on this
calculation, the algorithm selects the neighbors closest to

these polar points to flood the route requests [17]. The
algorithm relies on Hello message to exchange the coor-
dinates and identifiers of a node and its neighbors, which
results in creating extra processing that causes overhead,
especially in large networks.

Another recent approach, the distance measurement
between nodes was used to improve the route stability
affected by node mobility. Nodes typically use the RSSI
method to quantify the mobility of its neighbors and for-
mulate a method to find the coordinates of nodes when
GPS devices do not exist. The method is used as a mo-
bility metric to obtain routes that stay longer, which im-
proves the performance [12]. This concept works better
if the distance list was attached to the RREP message,
rather than the RREQ, to avoid additional loads on nodes
that are not a part of the established path.

The distance measurement between nodes used in an-
other research to confirms the location of neighboring
nodes securely in wireless sensor networks [14]. The neigh-
bor verification protocol identifies nodes as true neighbors
if the link between four nodes with known distances forms
a convex quadrilateral. These nodes exchange location
information through what is called a neighbor table, and
they use encryption to prevent alteration. The disadvan-
tage of this protocol is the number of operations con-
ducted to exchange data and confirm each other, which
creates overhead in addition to the inconsistencies that
occur due to 4-clique tests.

Additionally, location information is used to detect and
prevent attacks from malicious nodes like WHs. The
nodes inside the discovered route measure the distance to
the neighbors and share it with others inside the path [2].
The concept of this algorithm can provide knowledge be-
yond the neighbors of a node, and it requires a mechanism
to hide the implementation from WHs because they can
defeat the algorithm by merely sharing the wrong distance
between them.

Likewise, another technique, called AODV With
Wormhole Detection and Prevention (AODVWWDP), is
used for WH elimination. This method uses location, hop
count and neighboring nodes in a route selection process
suggested by AODV. Every node makes sure that the path
from neighbor to the node next to neighbor is WH free,
by examining different paths and determining if the hop
count is greater than a maximum hop count that was cal-
culated earlier [13]. It is not clear in the research how
the location helps toward eliminating open attacks from
WH nodes, as they act like normal nodes and that can
be hard to detect. Furthermore, several hop count cal-
culations cause much overhead that consumes resources.
Moreover, it is not clear how the node identifies the node
next to neighbors without exchanging further informa-
tion.

Similarly, the location information was used in another
research to detect and prevent WHs by allowing nodes to
share their distances from the next node and the next
one beyond. This process map nodes inside the path so
that the network provide knowledge about the distance
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between all nodes [16]. In theory, the algorithm can pro-
vide knowledge about all node locations, even those be-
yond the neighbors, but there is no guarantee that the
WHs will not alter this information, which can be a big
problem because of a lack of authentication authority.

Another protocol called the distance bounding protocol
checks the proximity of two-hop neighbors to verify the
physical presence of the node beyond its known neighbors.
The round-trip-time for multi-cryptographic challenge-
response pairs are used to obtain the upper bound of
physical location between two nodes [9]. As discussed
earlier, sharing knowledge of nodes beyond its neighbors
is crucial to improving the performance of the network,
but key-based security solutions used to exchange infor-
mation adds extra processing that causes overhead and
consumes node resources.

3 Proposed Algorithm

The proposed algorithm is an enhancement of the original
SIMAN algorithm, which uses two values generated from
the IP addresses of the nodes inside the discovered path
that is forwarded using RREP messages. These two values
help to share knowledge about nodes identity inside the
transmission path. The enhancement adds an extra field
to the RREP message that holds a list, which contains
the coordinates of the node in 2D obtained from a GPS
device.

Each Friend node attaches its coordinates to the extra
field added to RREP message, whereas Bridging nodes
(earlier assigned prime ID by previous Friend nodes) are
not involved in this process. Instead, Friend nodes coop-
erate to find the coordinates of the bridging node. Once
the source node receives the RREP message, it uses the
list of coordinates to measure the distance between nodes
inside the discovered path and rejects the route if the dis-
tance exceeds the wireless transmission threshold. The
algorithm is used to detect and isolate WH attacks ini-
tiated by malicious nodes hiding their location to take
over the transmission path and harm the network. The
measurement procedure, which is categorized according
to the Friend and Bridging node topology layout, will be
explained next.

3.1 Coordinate Measurement

1) If the procedure is between two Friend nodes (Fr),
then the calculation will be a simple distance mea-
surement between two points using the coordinate of
the Friend attached to RREP.

2) If one of the nodes is a Bridge (Br), then the process
requires the cooperation of three neighboring Friend
nodes to calculate the coordinates of the Bridging
node. The location of the Bridging node creates
two different sequences: Fr1→Fr2→Br1→Fr3 and
Fr1→Br1→Fr2→Fr3 as shown in Figure 1. Two
different calculation tracks are used for different node

Figure 1: The sequence of friend and bridging nodes in
the RREP process

Figure 2: Three-circle intersection used to calculate bridg-
ing node location

sequences based on the location of the bridge node
Br1 that can be inside or outside the triangle (Fr1,
Fr2 and Fr3) as illustrated in Figure 2.

First track: If the Bridging node is located inside
the triangle (Fr1, Fr2 and Fr3), then the in-
tersection of the three circles theory will be
used to calculate the coordinates (radical cen-
tre) [10]. Afterword, the resulting coordinates
will be used to calculate the area of the three
triangles (Ar1, Ar2 and Ar3). The sum of these
areas should be equal to the area of the triangle
(Fr1, Fr2 and Fr3) using the Pythagorean The-
orem. The coordinates of the bridging node cal-
culated using Equations (1) and (2) for the in-
tersection of the three circles (Trilateration Es-
timation) [11]. Lets assume that:

A = (y3
2−y22), B = (x3

2−x2
2), C = (r2

2−r32)

D = (y2
2−y12), E = (x2

2−x1
2), F = (r1

2−r22)
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Then

xb =
ym[A + B + C]− yn[D + E + F ]

2[xm ∗ yn − xn ∗ ym]
(1)

and

Á = (x3
2 − x2

2), B́ = (y3
2 − y2

2)

D́ = (x2
2 − x1

2), É = (y2
2 − y1

2)

Then

yb =
xm[Á + B́ + C]− xn[D́ + É + F́ ]

2[ym ∗ xn − yn ∗ xm]
(2)

The coordinate values then used to find the
area of the three inner triangles (Fr1, Br1 and
Fr2), (Fr1, Br1 and Fr3) and (Fr2, Br1 and
Fr3) which is calculated using the determinant
of three points (shoelace formula) as in Equa-
tion (3).

Trarea =
|x1y2 + x2y3 − x3y1 − x2y1 − x3y2 − x2y3|

2
(3)

The sum of these areas should equal the area of
the main triangle (Fr1, Fr2 and Fr3) that con-
tains them as in Equation (4).

Areamain = Ar1 + Ar2 + Ar3 (4)

Second track: Considering the two node sequences
explained earlier as Fr1→Fr2→Br1→Fr3 and
Fr1→Br1→Fr2→Fr3. The distance between
the two outer Friend nodes (Fr1 and Fr3) repre-
sents the radius of two circles that intersect at
two points. One of these two points represents
the correct coordinates of the Bridging node as
seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3: The distance between nodes (A, B and A, C)
represents the radius of two circles

The following mathematical procedure will be used
to find the actual coordinates of node B.

• The rules of sine and cosine used to derive the for-
mulas used to find the length of the radius of the
two circles as in Equations (5) and (6).

Law of Sine:

c̄d

sinA
=

ād

sinC
=

āc

sinD
(5)

Law of Cosine:

c̄d
2

= ād
2

+ āc2 − 2 ∗ ād ∗ āc ∗ cosA (6)

āc2 = ād
2

+ c̄d
2 − 2 ∗ ād ∗ c̄d ∗ cosD

ād
2

= c̄d
2

+ āc2 − 2 ∗ c̄d ∗ āc ∗ cosC

• The two radii are then used to calculate the inter-
section points B and B

′
of the radical line as in

Equations (7) and (8).

xb = xg+
b̄g(yd − ya)

2 ∗ ād
(7)

yb = yg+
b̄g(xd − xa)

2 ∗ ād
(8)

• Finally, two different methods used to find the area
of the triangle ABD.

– The first method applies Heron’s formula, seen
in Equation (9).
Assuming:

M = (āb + ād + b̄d), N = (−āb + ād + b̄d),

P = (āb− ād + b̄d) andQ = (āb + ād− b̄d)

Area =

√
M ∗N ∗ P ∗Q

4
(9)

– The second method applies the shoelace formula
previously explained in Equation (3), and the
result of one of the two points B and B

′
should

yield an equal area as in Equation (10).

Area (Sides) = Area (Coordinates) (10)

3) It is possible for two consecutive Bridging nodes to
come one after another inside the path. The Friend
node located after them can detect this, by compar-
ing the hop count with the factor list items. The co-
ordinate measurement for this case is accomplished
in two stages. First, by computing the first Bridging
node coordinates and then by using the discovered
values for the other Bridging node.

4) Lastly, a particular case in which the path between
the source and destination contains only two Bridg-
ing nodes, and as explained before the coordinates
measurement require three Friend nodes. Therefore,
when the Source node discovers this case, it creates
a false RREQ to one of its neighboring Friend nodes.
Once the source node receives the RREP back, it re-
trieves the coordinates of the Friend node and uses
it to compute the coordinates of the Bridging nodes,
using the previously explained procedure.
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3.2 The Route Discovery

1) RREQ process: During the initial route discovery,
the RREQ procedure is the same as in AODV routing
protocol. Later when the source receives the RREP,
if it detects an unusual distance between two nodes
during the measurement process, then it rejects the
route and starts a new route discovery.

This procedure requires a mechanism to prevent the
RREQ from following the same path by informing
the Friend nodes inside the path to reject packets for-
warded to them from nodes with surpassed distance.
Therefore, two extra fields added to the RREQ mes-
sage. The first field is called the S-list, which contains
the list of rejected nodes. The second field is called
the S-Flag, which is used to inform the other Friend
nodes to distinguish it from initial RREQ.

Once the RREQ is broadcasted, Friend nodes check
the S-Flag field, and if it is set, then the node com-
pares the address inside the S-list with preceding
node. If a match is found, then it discard the packet
otherwise, rebroadcast the RREQ.

2) RREP process: In this process, an extra field is added
to the message format to hold the list of coordinates.

• The destination node starts the process, by adding
its coordinates and forward the RREP message to
the previous node. Every Friend node receives the
RREP repeat the same process as in Figure 4(1).

• Bridging nodes are not aware of the algorithm,
so they use AODV to process the RREP message
shown in Figure 4(2).

• When a Friend node receives the message from a
Bridging node, it first checks the number of Friend
nodes, preceding the Bridging node:

– If there was two, then it starts the calculation
using (Fr1→Br1→Fr2→Fr3) otherwise, for-
wards this task to the next Friend node as in
Figure 4(3).

– If there was no other Friend node (i.e. The
Friend node itself is the source), then it sends
a special RREQ to another neighboring Friend
node to get additional coordinates, which is re-
quired to measure between coordinates using
the sequence (Fr1→Fr2→Br1→Fr3) as in Fig-
ure 4(4).

Assuming there were two Friend nodes before the
Bridging node, then the next step is to check for
the number of Bridging nodes by comparing the hop
count with the factor list items [4]. If they were
equal, then the one-step coordinate calculation is
used. Otherwise, it uses the two-step procedure as
seen in Figure 4(5).

• If a Friend node received the RREP message and
found that a Bridging node is without coordinates,

Figure 4: The RREP process for SIMAN and coordinates
measurement

then it will process it using (Fr1→Fr2→Br1→
Fr3) as in Figure 4(6).

• This procedure continues until the RREP reaches
the source node, which starts the distance mea-
surement between nodes as seen in Figure 4(7).

• If the distance between any two nodes exceeds the
wireless transmission capability of devices, then
the route is rejected, and the address of the nodes
added to S-list of the RREQ. Otherwise, the route
is accepted, and the source starts data transmis-
sion.

3) Wormhole attack detection: The example in Figure 5
demonstrates how the explained technique is used to
eliminate different WH types. The network consists
of ten Friend nodes, and eight Bridging nodes two of
them 7 and 17 are WH nodes. The source node 3
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Figure 5: MANET scenario with two WH nodes

wants to send data to destination node 23, and for
this purpose, it broadcasts a RREQ message. The
two WH nodes make efforts to win the shortest path
by processing packets quickly using their Ethernet
connection (line connects two black laptops), and the
attack comes in three types.

Closed WH attack: Both WH nodes in this attack are
invisible/hidden, and any packet passed to them is
copied to the output and forwarded to the next node
without change. The algorithm detects this attack
through the following procedure.

• The initial RREQ process is broadcasted by source
node 3 using the AODV routing protocol.

• WH nodes 7 and 17 copy the content of the
RREQ message to the output and forward it in-
tact. Therefore, Friend nodes 29 and 13 think they
are neighbors.

• Once the destination node 23 receives the RREQ,
it creates the RREP message and add its coordi-
nates, then forward the RREP.

• Friend nodes 13 and 29, respectively receive the
RREP, and add their coordinates and forward it
to the previous node.

• Upon the arrival of the RREP message, the source
node measures the distance between nodes and re-
alises the distance between Friend nodes 13 and 29
exceed the threshold, therefore rejects the route.

• Then it creates a new RREQ, and adds the two
Friend node addresses to the S-list and sets the
S-flag field.

• When both Friend nodes 13 and 29 discover their
addresses in the S-list, they reject the RREQ and
mark the path between them as invalid since they
are not neighbors.

Half open WH attack: In this attack, one of the WH
nodes is hidden (node 7), so it does not participate
in the routing process, while the other WH (node 17)
uses the AODV routing protocol and acts as a normal

node. The algorithm detects the attack through the
following procedure.

• WH node 7 copies the content of the RREP mes-
sage received from node 17 to the output and for-
wards it to Friend node 29.

• Friend node 29 realise that two other Friend
nodes 13 and 23 located before the Bridging nodes.
Therefore, it uses one-step Bridging node with se-
quence (Fr1→Br1→Fr2→Fr3) to measure the
coordinates.

• Friend 29 is unaware of WH 7 as the latter copies
the content of the message to the output, so the
hop count remains unchanged.

• Next, source node 3 receives the RREP, measures
the distance between nodes inside the path, and
discovers the abnormal distance between nodes 29
and 17. Therefore, it rejects the route and starts
a new RREQ process by adding the address of 29
and 17 to the S-list.

• The RREQ propagates, and when Friend node 29
detects its address and WH node 17 in the S-list,
inside the new RREQ, it drops the RREQ and
marks the path with node 17 as invalid.

• In this way, the route that passes through WH
node 17 rejected, and the node is eliminated from
future routing process.

Open WH attack: When both WH nodes are visible,
they act like normal nodes, in terms of processing
and forwarding routing packets. The following steps
show how the detection procedure is accomplished.

• The WH node 17 forwards the RREP message us-
ing the Fast Ethernet link, to WH node 7, which
in turn forwards the RREP to the Friend node 29
using its wireless interface.

• When Friend node 29 receives the RREP, it exe-
cutes the following steps:

– Find the node addresses in the factor list and
discovers that Friend nodes 13 and 23 located
before the Bridging nodes, therefore, it exe-
cutes (Fr1→Br1→Fr2→Fr3) sequence mea-
surement.

– Compares the number of nodes in the factor list
(3 hops) with a hop count (4 hops) and discovers
that two Bridging nodes come one after another.
Therefore, it uses the two-step measurement.

• When the source node receives the RREP message,
it calculates the distance and detects the abnormal
distance between WH nodes 7 and 17. Therefore,
it rejects the route and starts a new RREQ process
with WH nodes in S-list.
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4 Algorithm Simulation

In this section, the enhanced algorithm is implemented
to MANET nodes using Riverbed (OPNET) simulation
software to examine the elimination of the WH and the
performance of the network under attack.

The scenario consists of ten Friend nodes with six
Bridging nodes (12, 15, 31, 33, 49, 51) and two WH
nodes (nodes 7 and 17). Two Friend nodes 3 and 23 have
raw data to exchange in both directions, as in Figure 5.
Then the scenario is modified to have five different lay-
outs, and nodes are placed randomly at various distances
with a fixed data rate of 24Mbps. The full characteristics
of the scenarios shown in Table 1.

Several simulations for the scenario are executed to
compare the AODV and the enhanced SIMAN algorithm
performance under three types of WH node attacks.

Riverbed’s IP route report used to collect results that
shows the number of hops and its sequence inside the es-
tablished path. Furthermore, The RDT (Route Discovery
Time) and End-to-end-delay for both algorithm simula-
tion measured using various metrics like (Data rate, the
distance between two node and topology layouts) to ob-
serve the impact of WH elimination on the performance.

Table 1: Simulation scenario parameters

Parameter Value
Trajectory Random mobility way-point

Movement range: 2000m * 2000m
Distance between - Nodes7 and 17 >300m
two node - Other Nodes <300m
Data rate -Nodes7 and 17 Outbound (24Mbps),

inbound (100-BaseT Ethernet link)
- scenario-1 1,2,6,9,12,18,24 and 36 Mbps
- scenario-2 24 Mbps

Packet size 512 Byte
Packet reception power threshold -82.65 dBm
Transmission power 0.005 Watt
Active route time-out 3 sec
Buffer time-out 2 sec
Traffic 500MB, all explicit
Simulation Duration 300 sec

5 Results and Analysis

5.1 Route Discovery Analysis

Simulations were executed for various type of WH attacks
for both AODV and SIMAN. The purpose was to examine
the successful elimination of WH nodes by the enhanced
SIMAN algorithm, through the number and the identity
of hops involved in the process as in Figure 6.

Initially, the scenario was simulated without WHs us-
ing AODV to compare with results when the WH is intro-
duced. The route report for IP traffic flow (blue dotted
arrow) shows a 7 hops path (the nodes 3, 5, 12, 13, 23, 29,
43), and the distance between any two consecutive nodes
is ( 225.4, 238.07, 251.8, 265.6, 272.8, 273.7) meters, re-
spectively.

Figure 6: AODV route discovery without WH attack

Open WH attack: The simulation then was repeated for
AODV with two visible WH nodes, and the result
shows that the WHs managed to divert the route dis-
covery using 6-hop paths (the nodes 3, 7, 13, 17, 23,
29) as illustrated in Figure 7. Using the coordinates
values for the nodes inside the path, the distance be-
tween neighboring nodes was (238.07, 234.7, 544.1,
253.4, 272.8) meters, respectively.

Using the coordinate values for the nodes inside the
path, the distance between neighboring nodes was
(234.7, 238.07, 253.4, 272.8, 544.1) meters, respec-
tively. The distance between the two WH nodes, 7
and 17, is 544.1m, which exceeds the maximum
threshold distance between wireless nodes [8]. Then,
the scenario was simulated again for the SIMAN al-
gorithm, and the result shows that the same original
path seen in Figure 6 was established before introduc-
ing the WH. Which means the algorithm managed
to prevent the two nodes from winning the path, as
shown in Figure 8.

Half open WH attack: Afterwards, one of the WHs
(node 7) was made hidden to forward the packets

Figure 7: AODV route discovery with open WH attack
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Figure 8: SIMAN route discovery with open WH attack

received from Friend node 29 straight to the visible
WH node 17 without any change. Then WH node 17
processes the packet using AODV routing protocol.
The route report for AODV shows the path consists
of 5 hops (nodes 3, 13, 17, 23, 29) as in Figure 9,
with distances (238.07, 234.7, 713.7, 253.4, 272.8)
meters, respectively. We note that the distance be-
tween the Friend node 29 and node 17 is 713.8 meter,
which is an indication of hidden WH nodes existence.
Subsequently, the same simulation was repeated for
SIMAN, in which the outcome was the same as pre-
viously established paths seen in Figure 8.

Closed WH attack: In the next simulation, both WH
nodes were hidden, so Friend nodes 29 and 13 as-
sumed they are neighbors. The result of the AODV
routing protocol shows a path consists of 4 hops
(nodes 3, 13, 23, 29) as seen in Figure 10. The dis-
tances between these nodes are (238.07, 846.4, 253.4,
and 272.8) meters, respectively. We note that the dis-
tance between the Friend nodes 29 and 13 exceeds the
maximum transmission distance of two nodes (846.4

Figure 9: AODV route discovery with half-open WH at-
tack

Figure 10: AODV route discovery with closed WH attack

meters), which indicates the existence of hidden WH
nodes inside the path. After that, the simulation
was repeated for the SIMAN algorithm, and the re-
sult shows that SIMAN managed to eliminate the
WH nodes, and used the same route as the previous
simulations in Figure 8.

5.2 Route Discovery Time (RDT)

Represents the average round trip time required to re-
ceive a RREP message from the destination successfully.
The next simulation measured the RDT for both AODV
and SIMAN algorithm for various data rates and topology
layouts for the three types of WH attacks:

1) Various Data Rates: The RDT results, seen in Fig-
ure 11, shows that it took SIMAN 1.28 sec on average
more to establish the path in comparison to AODV.
Because of the second route discovery process, as the
first attempt was rejected because of WH nodes.

Furthermore, the RDT in both algorithms increased
for the open WH attack because the WH nodes need

Figure 11: RDT with various data rates
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to process packets rather than just forwarding them
as in a close attack.

2) Various Topology Layouts: Simulation results for
five different topology layouts (with WHs placed ran-
domly in different locations) shows that, when using
AODV routing protocol, the WH always divert the
path inside the network. While for the SIMAN al-
gorithm, the WH nodes are rejected in all topology
layouts as detailed in Table 2.

Table 2: Comparison for number of hops in AODV vs.
SIMAN for discovered routes in different layouts

Layout Traffic 3←→ 23

AODV SIMAN

Hops Path Hops Path

Layout-1 6 3-43-17-7-51-23 7 3-43-33-5-31-47-23

Layout-2 5 3-17-7-51-23 4 3-5-31-23

Layout-3 4 3-7-17-23 7 3-61-29-5-47-41-23

Layout-4 5 3-43-17-7-23 6 3-12-33-31-23

Layout-5 7 3-5-17-7-12-29-23 8 3-13-43-61-47-49-29-23

Additionally, several different factors influence the
RDT in the second scenario, as seen in Figure 12.

• In layout, 1 and 5 an increase of 2.89 sec on average
in RDT noticed for SIMAN compared to AODV,
due to several route discovery attempts conducted
by the algorithm to prevent WH nodes from di-
verting the path. Likewise, one or more Bridging
node coordinate calculation (two for layout-1 and
one for layout-5) increases the RDT further.

• Moreover, the RDT in layout-2 took an average
2.46 sec more than AODV, despite having 4 hops
inside the discovered route. This result represents
a particular case (Sec.4 page 4), in which only two
Bridging nodes are in the path. Thus, it requires
the source node to send a false RREQ to a neigh-
boring Friend node to get the extra coordinates
required for the measurement.

• Finally, the SIMAN algorithm in layout-4 has a
greater RDT (2.31 sec) compared to AODV. This
is due to three Bridging nodes coordinates calcu-
lation that increases the processing time.

5.3 End to End Delay

Simulation result shows that WH attack has an impact on
the delay encountered during data transmission. This de-
lay is caused by the speed of processing/forwarding pack-
ets by WH nodes inside the selected route. As seen in
Figure 13, SIMAN has 0.354 sec on average more delay to
AODV, which is due to the number of hops inside the path
(AODV-5 hops and SIMAN-6 hops). Because of SIMAN
prevention of WH nodes from winning the path. Then
the End to end delay was measured for the scenario with

different topology layouts, and the result shows variable
delay measurements for various topology layouts with an
average advantage for AODV 0.248 sec. This advantage
is due to different hop numbers inside routes and the WH
nodes role in AODV to forward packets faster, as it is
illustrated in Figure 14.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In conclusion, the enhanced algorithm managed to use the
existing routing protocol processes to share the node coor-
dinates between nodes inside the discovered path. Which
in result it helps toward improving the knowledge of the
node’s physical location inside the network and enabled
the source node to reject routes that have unrealistic dis-
tances between two nodes.

Additionally, it prevents malicious attacks without us-
ing an extra key-based security solution. The results of
distance measurements showed the elimination of several
types of WHs introduced by a network scenario. This was
observed through the RDT and end-to-end delay, which
slightly increased due to SIMANs effort to eliminate and
avoid WHs in path discovery. Moreover, several different
topologies used with WHs placed in various locations. It
was evident from the results that they win the path all
the time with AODV routing protocols, while in SIMAN
algorithm case simulation reports showed different paths
constructed to avoids them.

This algorithm can serve as a platform for further re-
search that can enhance MANET operation through help-
ing the intermediate nodes to repair links by tracking and
predict the direction of other nodes movement, which can
be a valuable addition to the highly dynamic mobile net-
work. Moreover, sharing other information like nodes
remaining battery energy can help the source to select
routes that last longer by avoiding nodes with critical bat-
tery energy.

Figure 12: RDT for different topology layouts
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Figure 13: End to end delay for various WH attacks
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Abstract

Nowadays, virtualization has been widely used in the
design of application systems. In this paper, we outline
the characteristics of an intrusion tolerance system based
on virtualization. The semi-Markov process of discrete
time is used to model the system. The security of the
system is analyzed and evaluated quantitatively from a
number of perspectives such as time and space. Some
new indicators are proposed to evaluate the security per-
formance of the intrusion tolerance system more compre-
hensively and appropriately. We present the methods how
to calculate the indicators. The simulation results showed
that our methods are more accurate and comprehensive
than the previous methods in describing the performance
of such intrusion tolerance systems.

Keywords: Indicators; Intrusion Tolerance; Quantitative
Analysis; Virtualization

1 Introduction

Intrusion tolerance [1, 5] is the popular third-
generation network security technology. It assumes that
the mission can be completed within a limited time even
if there are intrusions in a system. The confidentiality, in-
tegrity, and availability of the system are still ensured in
case attacks, failures and accidents have occurred. Classic
intrusion tolerance models use the Byzantine fault toler-
ance (BFT) protocol to ensure system security. The BFT
protocol requires 3f+1 replicas to ensure the continual-
ity of a service. If attackers have enough time to attack
the system, the redundant replicas can always be broken
one by one to lead the failure of the intrusion tolerance
mechanism. To address the problem, an approach called
proactive recovery is used to recover replicas to their pris-
tine states in order to block intrusions. Self-cleaning in-
trusion tolerance (SCIT) [9] is one of such approaches.
In SCIT, the online replica providing a service is peri-
odically forced offline to clean up malwares. A backup

replica will go online to provide the service. The offline
replica will be cleaned and recovered to a pristine state.
Some solutions added intrusion detection mechanism to
the system to trigger the reaction recovery. The online
replica is immediately forced offline if a malicious intru-
sion is detected. The combination of the two recovery
ways improves the security of self-cleaning intrusion toler-
ance. With the development of virtualization technology,
a replica can be replaced by one instance of virtual ma-
chine images. The virtualization technology can quickly
generate an instance for accelerating the recovery process
and easily provide more replicas. Furthermore, providing
several virtual machines in a physical server can reduce
the implementation cost for intrusion tolerance and pro-
vides better scalability.

The main work of this paper is to analyze the security
performance of an improved self-cleaning intrusion toler-
ance system based on virtualization. The system com-
bines proactive recovery with reactive recovery. But the
trigger conditions and recovery strategies of the two re-
covery methods are quite different. In order to refine the
evaluation indicators, we propose MTTPR and MTTRR
which correspond to the two recovery mechanisms respec-
tively. Rotation recovery requires to provide backup repli-
cas. We introduce the system virtual machine threshold
to ensure the number of required replicas for system ser-
vices. Instead of the single server level, we calculate the
maximum tolerance time at the system level to evaluate
the intrusion tolerance ability of the entire system. These
security analysis parameters and their evaluation meth-
ods aim at evaluating the self-cleaning intrusion tolerance
systems based on virtualization from new perspectives.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 briefly describes the relevant work. In Section 3,
the semi-Markov model construction is described in de-
tail. Section 4 introduces quantitative evaluation meth-
ods. Section 5 analyzes the experimental results. Finally,
the summary is concluded in Section 6.
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2 Related Work

Since Gong [21] proposed an extended intrusion tol-
erance distributed service model SITAR, intrusion toler-
ance gradually entered the people’s vision and has been
widely concerned. Various types of intrusion tolerance ar-
chitecture have mushroomed. In 2003, Singh proposed the
multi-replicas system of intrusion tolerance [19]. In 2006,
Sord proposed the self-cleaning intrusion tolerance model
(SCIT) [9]. In 2015, Zhang et al. designed an intrusion
tolerance architecture for SCADA systems [22]. Nowa-
days, the intrusion tolerance architectures based on virtu-
alization, such as SOA service architecture [13] and cloud-
based SCIT model [14], have been widely used. Marco et
al. proposed a multiple-replicas system which uses the
Byzantine agreement to provide a theoretical basis for
SCIT cluster security [18]. Iman et al. used the rotation
model to serve cloud data centers citeMir2015Security.
Georges [17] proposed an attack tolerance model serving
for Web applications. Basing on the work, he further
designed an intrusion detection and attack tolerance ap-
proach called CLARUS for cloud environments [16]. Sy-
rine and Habib used intrusion tolerance in a cloud of
databases environment [2, 3].

It is very important to analyze the security perfor-
mance of intrusion tolerance systems before they are put
into use. In order to describe the performance of an intru-
sion tolerance system better, F. Gong proposed a generic
state transition model [6]. He divides the behavior of the
system into nine different states. In 2004, Madan [11] et
al. considered the relationship between the existence time
of vulnerabilities and the probability of state transition,
and proposed a semi-Markov process (SMP) model based
on state transition matrix. They proposed the mean time
to security failure as the security measure for evaluating
the system. SMP based on state transition can more ef-
fectively describe the security attributes of intrusion tol-
erance systems than previous models. The presentation
of MTTSF is of great significance in the security analysis
of intrusion tolerance systems, which provides a basis for
many researches. Inspired by the SITAR model and the
SMP method, many scholars have also proposed their own
methods. For example, Yang [8] proposed an evaluation
approach based on attack behavior model and introduced
the tolerability as a new quantitative indicator. Mir [12]
proposed the combination of preventive recovery and the
existing SCIT to improve the security of the system. He
simulated the behavior of the system through the semi-
Markov process, and quantified the cost of a single system
recovery. Che [4] proposed a security quantitative analy-
sis method for access control based on security entropy.

The shortcoming of state transition and SMP models is
that the state transition probability and the mean sojourn
time cannot be accurately determined. To address this
problem, Sord used SMP to model SCIT [15] and intro-
duced the concept of exposure window time for more ac-
curate quantitative analysis. Based on this work, Gan [7]
proposed a method for calculating evaluation parameters

more accurately. This method considered the relationship
among the exposure window time, attack success rate and
the shielding rate. Luo [10] used SMP to analyse the in-
trusion tolerance capacity of systems. He proposed a kind
of SMP model parameters algorithm. Tanha [20] designed
a self-healing control center of critical infrastructures and
analysed its security by using SMP.

Although the intrusion tolerance architectures based
on virtualization have been well developed, the security
evaluation on these architectures still uses several tradi-
tional methods. They only consider the states of a single
virtual machine, but ignore the effect of recovery mecha-
nism, multi-virtual machines, cluster and other character-
istics. In this paper, some new security analysis param-
eters and evaluation methods are proposed to improve
these shortcomings.

3 Intrusion Tolerance Architec-
ture Based on Virtualization

3.1 Architecture

Virtualization technology can simplify software recon-
figuration and allow multiple operating systems to run on
the same physical platform at the same time. Applica-
tions can run in a separate space without affecting each
other. The Low-cost and on-demand virtualization tech-
nology provides a good distributed environment for self-
cleaning intrusion tolerance. The combination of proac-
tive and reactive recovery ways improves the security of
the system. Figure 1 shows a virtualization-based self-
cleaning intrusion tolerance system combined with proac-
tive and reactive recovery.

In Figure 1, each service implements its intrusion toler-
ance through self-cleaning mechanism. The Online VM is
the primary replica which connects with the outside world
via the network. It accepts requests from users and pro-
vides the appropriate services. In the architecture, there
are two different kinds of recovery methods: proactive re-
covery and reactive recovery. The proactive recovery will
make the online primary replica go offline at regular in-
tervals. It will be replaced by a clean virtual machine
to continue to provide services. When the intrusion de-
tection system (IDS) detects a malicious behavior, the
reactive recovery will be triggered to force the primary
online replica into self-cleaning ahead of time. The inter-
val time that the online replica provides services is called
the online time To. If some requests have not yet been
completed when the online VM is offline, the online VM
has to go into the grace period to process the requests,
but not accept any new requests. This period is called
the grace time Tg. To and Tg together constitute the
exposure time window. If a virtual machine is exposed to
the network for a long time, it will be vulnerable to at-
tacks. The virtual machine will go into self-cleaning after
the grace period. Self-cleaning include deleting the mal-
ware and putting a patch. After the self-clean process,
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Figure 1: Intrusion tolerance architecture based on virtu-
alization

the virtual machine is recovered to the initial clean and
healthy state and the machine is ready for the next on-
line service. There are several prepared VMs which are
ready to go online. The combination of the two recovery
methods can not only reduce the possibility of intrusions,
but also will respond immediately after an attack. The
mechanism improves the overall security of the system.

3.2 Modeling

The state transition model can clearly describe dy-
namic behaviors and state transition of a system, but
it lacks the description of the state transition probabil-
ity. The Markov process not only describes the states,
but also describes the transition probability between ad-
jacent states. Because the sojourn time in each state is
associated with the malicious attack frequency, exposure
window time, network environment and many other fac-
tors, the duration staying in each state is random and
not exponential. It is appropriate to use the semi-Markov
process of discrete time to describe this kind of self-clean
intrusion tolerance system.

Based on the state transition model, this paper
presents a semi-Markov state transition model, as shown
in Figure 2. This model is used to describe the transi-
tion of the various states and the relationships between
them. It is also used as a basic framework for quantitative
analysis of security.

The states of the analyzed system include good state
(G), attack state (A), masked compromised state (MC),
normal recovery state (N), undetected compromised state
(UC), triage state (TR), failed state (F), graceful degrada-
tion state (GD), fail-secure state (FS), self-cleaning (C),
prepared state (P). The system is in good state (G) when
it starts working. If no attack exists, it will enter the
normal recovery state (N) which belongs to the grace pe-
riod after the online time expires. When the system is
attacked, it goes into the attack state A and then the
intrusion detection mechanism will go into effect. If the
detection mechanism cannot find the attack (minimum
probability), the system will go into the undetected com-

Figure 2: SMP model

promised state (UC). And it will go into the state N after
the online time expires. When the attack is detected,
if the system can shield damage through some preven-
tive mechanisms (such as firewalls, repair vulnerabilities,
etc.) to make the system unaffected, the system will enter
the state MC. Then it will go into good state (G) after
damage is completely shielded. Otherwise the system ini-
tiates the redundancy mechanism and enters the triage
state (TR). Depending on the actual situation and the
security policy, the system may choose to only keep the
critical service and enter the graceful degradation state
(GD). Or the system will stop all services into the fail-
secure state (FS) to protect the data confidentiality and
reliability. If the system has been significantly damaged
and its confidentiality and reliability have failed, then it
will enter the failed state (F). Finally, the offline virtual
machine will start self-cleaning (state C). The system will
enter the prepared state (P) after recovering to a secure
and clean state.

States G, A, MC and UC together form the active pe-
riod in the life cycle of a virtual machine. States TR, F,
GD, FS and N form the grace period. States C and P cor-
respond to the self-cleaning and prepared period respec-
tively. The state transition diagram describes the com-
plete life cycle of the virtual machines in detail. It lays
a solid foundation for the numerical analysis and evalua-
tion.

4 Quantitative Analysis

4.1 Availability Analysis

Based on the method in [11], system availability can
be calculated.

Let {X(t) : t ≥ 0} be the underlying stochas-
tic process with a discrete state space Xs =
{G,A,MC,UC, TR,GD,F, FS,N,C, P}. To analyze a
SMP, we need to determine a sets of parameters:

1) Mean sojourn time hi in state iεXs;
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2) The transition probabilities pi between different
states iεXs.

For computing the availability measure, we first need
to compute the steady-state probabilities {πi, iεXs} of the
SMP states. π’s in turn can be computed in terms of the
embedded discrete time Markov chain (DTMC) steady-
state probabilities vi’s and the mean sojourn times hi’s:

πi =
vihi∑
j

vjhj
, i, jεXs (1)

The DTMC steady-state probabilities vi’s can be com-
puted as:

v̄ = v̄ ·Q , vε{vG, vA, vMC , vUC ,

vTR, vFS , vGD, vF , vN , vC , vP } (2)

Q is the DTMC transition probability matrix which
can be written as:

Q =

G
A
MC
UC
TR
GD
F
FS
N
C
P



G A MC UC TR GD F FS N C P
0 pa 0 0 0 0 0 0 p̃a 0 0
0 0 pm pu ˜pmu 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 pg pf ˜pgf 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 (3)

Where p̃a = 1 − pa, ˜pmu = 1 − pm − pu and ˜pfg =
1− pf − pg. In addition,∑

i

vi = 1, iεXs (4)

The transition probability matrix Q describes the
DTMC state transition probabilities between the DTMC
states as shown in Figure 2. Rewriting Equation (2) into
the elemental form yields relationship between DTMC
steady-state probabilities as:

vG = vMP + vP , vA = vGpa,

vMC = vApm = vGpapm,

vUC = vApu = vGpapu,

vTR = vA(1− pm − pu) = vGpa(1− pm − pu)

vGD = vTRpg, vF = vTRpf ,

vFS = vTR(1− pg − pf ),

vN = vG(1− pa) + vUC = vG(1 + pa(pu − 1)),

vC = vP = vGD + vF + vFS + vN = vG(1− papm).

(5)

Solving the above equations, in conjunction with the
total probability relationship given by Equation (4) we
obtain:

vG =
1

2 + pa(2− 3pm)
(6)

Substituting Equation (5) into Equation (6) will
yield the expressions for the remaining v’s. The

states {G,A,MC,UC, TR,GD,F, FS, N,C, P} are as-
sumed to have mean sojourn times {hG, hA, hMC ,
hUC , hTR, hGD, hF , hFS , hN , hC , hP }, respectively. The
SMP steady-state probabilities π’s can now be easily com-
puted by using Equation (1). In the case of calculating
the steady-state probabilities, the availability of the sys-
tem can be easily obtained:

Availability = 1− πF − πFS − πGD (7)

4.2 Mean Time to Proactive Recovery
and Mean Time to Reactive Recov-
ery

The system presented in this paper has two recovery
methods: proactive recovery and reactive recovery. [14]
evaluated the recovery-based self-cleaning system by cal-
culating MTTSF. In this paper, the security of the pro-
posed system can be evaluated by calculating the mean
time of two recovery methods. We refine the evaluation
indicator by calculating mean time to proactive recovery
(MTTPR) and mean time to reactive recovery (MTTRR).

Set the state space of proactive recovery method Xp =
{G,A,MC,UC,N} and the state space of reactive recov-
ery method Xr = {G,A, TR, F,GD,FS}. The proactive
recovery state transition matrix PRM can be obtained:

PRM =

G
A
MC
UC
N


G A MC UC N
0 pa 0 0 1− pa
0 0 pm pu 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

 (8)

MTTPR can be calculated as follows:

MTTPR =
∑
iεXp

Vihi (9)

The reactive recovery state transition matrix RRM can
be obtained:

RRM =

G
A
TR
GD
F
FS



G A TR GD F FS
0 pa 0 0 0 0
0 0 ˜pmu 0 0 0
0 0 0 pg pf ˜pgf
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0


(10)

MTTRR can be calculated as follows:

MTTRR =
∑
iεXr

Vihi (11)

Where Vi denotes the average number of times which
state iεX is visited before the DTMC reaches one of the
absorbing states and hi is the mean sojourn time in state
i. The visit count elements Vi can be obtained by solving
the following equation:

Vi = qi +
∑
j

VjPRMji, i, jεXp (12)
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Where qi is the probability that the DTMC starts in
state i. In our case, we assume that G is the initial state,
that is, [qi] = [1, 0, 0, 0, 0].

According to the above formulas, we can calculate
MTTPR and MTTRR as:

MTTPR =

hG + pahA + papmhMC + papmhUC + (1− pa)hN
1− papm

(13)

MTTRR = hG + pahA + pa(1− pm − pu)∗
(hTR + pghGD + pfhF + hFS(1− pg − pf ))

(14)

If proactive recovery is triggered, it means that there
is no malicious attack or malicious attacks are masked
before the damage occurs. The system is still in a healthy
state. If reactive recovery is triggered, it shows that the
system is compromised by malicious attacks and has to
force the virtual machine to go offline. We can calculate
the ratio of MTTPR and MTTRR:

R =
MTTPR

MTTRR
(15)

The higher the ratio R is, the longer the system stays
in the proactive recovery cycle. It means that the system
is less vulnerable to malicious attacks and more secure.
This parameter is important while evaluating the security
of the system.

4.3 Virtual Machine Threshold N

Ideally, assuming that the system has an infinite num-
ber of virtual machines. Whenever an intrusion occurs,
the online virtual machine will be forced to go offline to
recover. There will be a clean virtual machine to replace
it immediately. Therefore, the entire system can endless
rotate and always guarantee services. But the reality is
not nearly satisfactory. The number of offline virtual ma-
chine replicas may be limited sometimes. This paper in-
troduces the virtual machine threshold N that meets the
endless rotation of the system in a given environment.

Assuming that the deal-failure rate of virtual machines
is µ, then the duration of the self-cleaning state is TC =
1/µ. It represents the time from the beginning of the
virtual machine offline to the end of self-cleaning. After
that the virtual machine is recovered to state P and ready
to go online again.

Assuming that the total attack frequency is λ. The
attack frequency which causes the system to enter the
self-cleaning state is:

λC = λpa(1− pu − pm) (16)

Then the number of the attacks that cause the system
to enter the self-cleaning state in time TC is λCTC .

Assuming that attacks are independent of each other.
When attacks cause the system to enter the self-cleaning

state, a new virtual machine must be enabled online. The
number N of virtual machines must meet:

N ≥ λCTC + 1

≥ λpa(1− pu − pm) + µ

µ

(17)

According to literature [15], the online time To has a
great impact on pa. The probability distribution of these
attack behaviors satisfies the Poisson distribution. There-
fore, the attack behaviors and the response of the system
are determined as a Poisson process N(t) with a rate of λ.
The probability being attacked by k times per unit time
is

P (X = k) = (λk/k)e−λ (18)

The random variable Y denotes the interval between
two attacks. It obeys the exponential distribution: f(t) =
λe−λt. In time t, we get the probability P (Y ≤ t) =
1−e−λt. When time t is equal to the online timTo, P (Y ≤
To) = 1 − e−λTo . P (Y ≤ To) indicates the probability
that the time interval between two attacks is less than
the online time. When the attack frequency is λ, the
probability pa that the system is compromised can be
replaced by P (Y ≤ To). Equation (17) can be written as:

N ≥ λ(1− e−λTo)(1− pu − pm) + µ

µ
(19)

So the ability of systems resisting intrusion in a par-
ticular environment can be evaluated by calculating the
threshold value N and comparing with the actual number
of virtual machines. If the number of virtual machines
which the system provides for each service is greater than
or equal to N, the system can resist the intrusion for a
long time through the rotation mechanism. On the other
hand, the smaller the N is, the stronger the resistibility
of the system is and the less the resource required is.

4.4 Maximum Tolerance Time T

Assuming that the system does not meet the thresh-
old N. It means that the system cannot provide enough
virtual machine resources for rotation. All the virtual
machines will enter the self-cleaning state. The system
will not be able to continue to guarantee the services and
go into the crash state. At this moment the system has
to stop the services until the failed virtual machines are
recovered. So there exists a maximum tolerance time T.
It represents the total time that a system can provide for
regular rotation. We can evaluate the persistence of a
system against intrusion by the maximum tolerance time
T.

When the number of actual virtual machines n ≥ N
and T = ∞, the system can rotate continuously. When
n < N and λCT ≤ n − 1, the system will not crash. It
means that the number of attacks that cause the system to
enter the self-cleaning state is less than the total number
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of virtual machines. The maximum tolerance time T can
be calculated:

T ≤ n− 1

λC

≤ n− 1

λpa(1− pu − pm)

(20)

When the number of actual virtual machines cannot
reach the threshold, the constancy of the system to resist
intrusion can be evaluated by calculating the maximum
tolerance time T. The greater the T is, the stronger the
ability for the system to resist the intrusion is.

5 Experimental Evaluation

Now we analyze a typical system with rotation re-
covery architecture. In this section we illustrate the
evaluation of the security attributes through numer-
ical examples. In order to reflect the relationships
among the quantification parameters, we use the MAT-
LAB software in the simulation experiment. The pa-
rameters involved include the state transition proba-
bilities pi, iε{A,MC,UC,GD,F}, the average sojourn
time hj , jε{G,A,MC,UC, TR,GD,F, FS,N,C, P} and
the online time To that can be used to express pa.

5.1 Availability Analysis

Figure 3 shows the relationship between system avail-
ability and attack success rate pa. It compares the model
availability presented in this paper with the other two
models. Curve 1 represents the rotation-based compos-
ite architecture proposed in this paper. Curve 2 rep-
resents the classical SCIT [15]. Curve 3 represents the
improved SCIT in [12]. The results in the figure show
that the availability of the three models decreases with
the increase of the attack success rate. It indicates that
pa is the main factor affecting the availability of the sys-
tem.When the system is in a more secure network envi-
ronment (pa < 0.2), the availability of our model is more
than 0.95. Even in a more malicious network environment
(pa > 0.8), the availability can remain at 0.65 or more.
This shows that our model has a high degree of tolerance.
The availability of the proposed model is overall greater
than the other two and the descending speed is slower. It
indicates that the ability to deal with the intrusion has
been improved. Compared with the other two models, the
proposed model has a richer state space. It is the major
reason for its performance improvement.

5.2 MTTPR/MTTRR

As shown in Figure 3, in a typical system based on
rotation recovery mechanism, the greater the attack suc-
cess rate pa is, the more easily the system is compromised.
Once the system is compromised and the detection mech-
anism detects the intrusion, the system will force the vir-

Figure 3: Comparison of model availability before and
after improvement

Figure 4: Ratio of MTTPR and MTTRR vs. attack suc-
cess rate

tual machine to be offline for self-cleaning. Proactive re-
covery is converted to reactive recovery. Subsequently,
the corresponding MTTPR will decrease and the MT-
TRR will increase. It results in a decrease of the ratio
R. The higher the ratio R is, the longer the system stays
in the proactive recovery cycle. It means that the system
is less vulnerable to malicious attacks and more secure.
The slope of the curve decreases with the increase of pa,
indicating that the change rates of MTTPR and MTTRR
are also decreasing. The ability for the system to tolerate
high-intensity intrusion is saturated and stabilized. When
pa = 1, the ratio R remains above 0.6. It indicates that
the system can still maintain normal rotation under high-
intensity intrusion. This parameter is important while
evaluating the security of the system. If pa=0, the sys-
tem will only use proactive recovery and the ratio R will
tend to infinity. Figure 4 only considers the case that the
system is attacked. So we set paε[0.1, 1].
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Figure 5: Virtual machine threshold vs. online time

5.3 Threshold N

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the online time
and the rotation virtual machines threshold. The follow-
ing three cases are considered:

1) Attack frequency 100 times/unit time, recovery ca-
pacity 10 times/unit time;

2) Attack frequency 200 times/unit time, recovery ca-
pacity 10 times/unit time;

3) Attack frequency 100 times/unit time, recovery ca-
pacity 20 times/unit time.

With the increasing of online time To, the three curves
are on the rise. The greater the threshold N is, the more
virtual machines are required to ensure rotation. The
requirement of virtual machine resources continues to in-
crease. The λ of curve 2 is twice that of curve 1 and the
N of curve 2 is always greater than the value of curve 1.
It shows that the threshold is related to the attack fre-
quency λ. The higher λ is, the higher the threshold is. It
can be seen from the figure that the µ of curve 1 is twice
that of curve 3 and the overall trend of curve 1 is greater
than curve 3. It shows that the stronger the system re-
covery capability is, the less virtual machine resources are
required. Therefore, in the application environment, the
requirement of rotation virtual machines can be reduced
by shortening the online time and improving the ability
of system recovery.

5.4 Tolerance Time T

Figure 6 shows the relationship between maximum tol-
erance time and attack success frequency. The following
two cases are considered:

1) Attack frequency 100 times/unit time;

2) Attack frequency 200 times/unit time.

Both curves show a downward trend, indicating that
the maximum tolerance time T which the system can

Figure 6: Maximum tolerance time vs. attack success rate

maintain the regular service will decrease with the attack
success frequency pa increasing. The λ of curve 2 is twice
that of the curve 1 and the maximum tolerance time T is
one-half of curve 1, indicating that the increase of attack
frequency will cause the system’s tolerance time to drop.
The simulation results show that the tolerance time de-
creases sharply with pa when pa is less than 0.5. Because
the higher the attack frequency is, the faster the virtual
machine rotates. The curve tends to be gentle when pa is
greater than 0.5. Because the system’s tolerance ability
has reached saturation and the tolerance time has been
reduced to a minimum. It means that the simulation sys-
tem is less resistant to intrusion.

6 Conclusion

In view of the self-cleaning intrusion tolerance model
based on virtualization, this paper builds a comprehensive
SMP model which considers a variety of characteristics:
the virtual machine rotation, the self-adaption, the combi-
nation of proactive and reactive recovery and etc. We add
self-cleaning, prepared and normal recovery states to the
model, so the architecture’s unique life cycle is described
in more detail. Most of the existing evaluation meth-
ods only evaluate single virtual machine behaviors and
cannot be adapted to the comprehensive system. This
paper focuses on modeling and evaluating the entire clus-
ter architecture. We highlight the characteristics of vir-
tual machine rotation from different perspectives such as
time and space. The MTTPR, MTTRR, virtual machine
threshold and maximum tolerance time are put forward.
It enriches the methods of security evaluation of intru-
sion tolerance systems. The experimental results show
that the improved model is more comprehensive to eval-
uate the security of the system than other models. The
proposed indicators give us more way to evaluate the in-
trusion tolerance capability of the system, which provides
a new way for the system security evaluation. But the
evaluation process of these parameters needs to be an-
alyzed and perfected by a lot of practice. We need to
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further consider the dynamic self-adaptability of virtual
machines and the evaluation effect of these parameters in
more complex cloud environment. These still need to be
resolved in future research.
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Abstract

This paper proposes an innovative technique of wa-
termark video security using Watermark Sub-Division
method. The main objective of this paper is to demon-
strate Video Watermark Subdivision Algorithm (VWSA)
to secure watermarked secret information. In this algo-
rithm watermarked secret data is subdivided into suit-
able parts and pixel value of every part is embedded with
the same pixel value of a selected frame of video and lo-
cates the respective offsets as secret key. At the receiver
end the same pixel values are correlated with the Red,
Green, Blue (RGB) plane of frames and watermark se-
cret data is recovered based on the amount of correlations
achieved. We have applied various types of attacks on wa-
termarked video during transmission and recovered both
original video and watermarked secret data without any
loss of information. The simulation results demonstrate
that the security parameters are improved and the em-
bedded watermark is robust and invisible. Peak Signal
to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Similarity Index (SI) mea-
surable parameters are also calculated to test the quality
and matching performance between the original water-
mark and the extracted watermark to achieve impercep-
tibility.

Keywords: Attacks; Information Security; Video Water-
marking; VWSA

1 Introduction

Nowadays internet plays a very important role in digi-
tal multimedia tools like YouTube, Facebook, WhatsApp,
Twitter which contain videos for sharing secret informa-
tion. When such information is sent from the transmit-
ter to the receiver, the major concerns are security of se-
cret watermark data, watermark embedding capacity and
good recovery of both original video and watermark secret

data. Hence it is always better to provide an informa-
tion security model to all multimedia [8, 16] tools during
transmission. Due to this requirement of digital multime-
dia, video watermarking can provide a perfect solution for
this issue. With today’s expanding development of digi-
tal multimedia, video watermarking technology plays an
important role in copy control, video authentication [3]
and copyright protection. Data security is the primary
concern when using any media of communication. Our
objective is to provide higher data security to protect the
watermarked data [1] over the communication channel.

2 Related Work

In 2016, a hybrid algorithm was developed by Kunhu et
al. which use both DCT and DWT. Index mapping table
was used to convert the color watermark logo into the 3
bit index. Then 2-level wavelet decomposition was ap-
plied to the selected channel to a particular band which
was then divided into 8x8 block and DCT was applied.
Then, the location of some coefficients was selected for
hiding [8]. Su et al. presented a blind watermarking
technique which hid the watermark into the blue com-
ponent of RGB image in the spatial domain. For em-
bedding the watermark, the watermark was divided into
four parts and then embedded into different locations of
the host image by directly modifying pixel values in the
spatial domain [17]. The paper [16] has suggested an effec-
tive watermarking technique to secure multimedia data.
They explained video watermarking system with image as
a watermark using alternative pixels flipped shared under
wavelet. In 2008, Do et al. gave the concept of digital
video watermarking technique using the pixel value his-
togram watermark which was more robust to camcorder
recording attacks and geometric distortions to improve
the robustness against geometric synchronization.

To make it imperceptible watermark is adjusted
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roughly according to human visual system which shows
that proposed technique was more robust to different at-
tacks such as camcorder recording attack and video pro-
cessing attacks such as MPEG compression. The pro-
posed method was evaluated using different video se-
quences and it indicates that watermarked video quality
is good with average PSNR equal to 45.64dB which is
less secure [3]. The paper [2] has suggested the concepts
of video watermarking against various attacks using Dis-
crete Wavelet Transform (DWT) technique and Principle
Component Analysis (PCA) transform to improve the ro-
bustness. The proposed method has applied various at-
tacks on watermarked video to improve the performance
against a wide range of attacks with average PSNR equal
to 31.65dB and NC equal to 0.8786 which was not corre-
lated to original video, hence it was less secure. Chalu-
vadi et al. has developed an efficient image tamper de-
tection and recovery technique using dual watermarking
technique.

The proposed algorithm used two copies of watermark;
if one copy is destroyed, watermark is recovered with the
other copy of watermark message by embedding more
than one bit in 5-MSBs [4, 9]. The result of proposed
technique was tested which showed that it is more efficient
than Lee and Shingen’s method with PSNR 45.85dB [1].
Na Wang et al. explained block-based watermarking tech-
nique for tamper detection and recovery with color im-
age. In this proposed scheme, RGB channel is divided
into blocks and the watermark insertion space is gener-
ated by manipulating Least Significant Bit of each tar-
geted block to zero which is used for authentication and
recovery codes. Simulation result showed that the pro-
posed technique successfully identified the tampered po-
sition and recovered with visual quality with maximum
PSNR value of 44.362dB [19]. An efficient video water-
marking technique is proposed by Osama based on SVD
in DCT domain. In this method video frames are trans-
formed using DWT technique with two resolution levels
and error correction code is applied.

In order to increase the robustness, the watermark is
embedded with spatial and temporal redundancy [6, 12,
18]. The watermark was tested against different attacks
and the proposed watermarking scheme was compared
with other schemes [5]. In 2015, Majid et al. has pre-
sented blind video watermarking technique for verification
of ownership using CDMA techniques with binary image
as a watermark. In this technique watermark is scat-
tered into different frequency sub-bands of wavelet and
during extraction process original video is not required.
The proposed technique has good robustness against dif-
ferent video watermarking attacks such as frame drop-
ping, frame averaging and Gaussian noise and evaluated
this method with security parameters like PSNR, MSE
and SSIM [10]. As video copyright protection is strongly
concerned, a robust video watermarking scheme is nec-
essary. In order to design a robust [7], invisible, blind
andnon-removable video watermarking scheme, a survey
and investigation has been done on multimedia security

issues and multimedia watermarking scheme.
Various watermarking scheme are compared and evalu-

ated. Based on these, a new approach and procedures for
multimedia security based on watermarking are proposed.
At the same time, Sowmya [15] error correcting code is
extracted from the video channel and embedded into the
audio channel, which provide extra information for recov-
ery of extracted watermark. Shojanazeri and Wan present
the state of the art in video watermarking techniques. It
provides a critical review on various available techniques.
In addition, it addresses the main key performance indi-
cators which include robustness, speed, capacity, fidelity,
imperceptibility and computational complexity. The ad-
vancement of Internet services and various storage tech-
nologies, made video piracy as an increasing problem par-
ticularly with the proliferation of media sharing through
the internet. This method performed better in JPEG
compression of 80% as the PSNR equaled to 37.715dB
and the NC for the extracted watermark from LL is 0.983
despite of HH sub band which is 0.162.The PSNR after
resize is 41.207dB [13].

2.1 Main Contribution

The main contribution of this paper is to improve con-
cealed watermark secret data security, perceptibility and
its robustness. As video is made up of number of still
images/frames, we have selected any frame to conceal
secret watermark image using VWSA technique. Dur-
ing transmission of watermarked video we have applied
five different types of attack on watermarked video and
obtained important key security parameters before con-
cealing, after concealing and after recovering from water-
marked video. The values of key security parameter like
PSNR, NC, MSE, SI and Histogram were not changed and
we recovered secret watermark image without any loss of
information. Thus it improves security, perceptibility and
robustness of proposed security model for video water-
marking using VWSA.The rest of the paper is organized
as follows. Section 3 indicates proposed video watermark-
ing using VWSA, Section 4 shows key security parameters
and its importance and Section 5 gives different attacks
on watermarked video, Section 6 indicates simulation re-
sults & discussion and in the last section conclusion and
references are presented respectively.

3 Proposed Security Model of
Video Watermarking

The input to proposed security model is any type of video.
The input video is split into number of frames and audio.
Before concealing watermark secret data we have divided
it into number of small parts and every small part is con-
cealed using VWS algorithm. In this paper, all embedding
procedures are explained for single block of watermark se-
cret image. We have obtained major security parameter
like PSNR, MSE, NC and histogram of secret watermark
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Figure 1: Block diagram of proposed video watermarking security model

data before embedding. Once concealing process has been
done, watermarked video is obtained which is sent from
transmitter to receiver. Authentication tool is used to
cross check the incoming watermarked video in terms of
PSNR, MSE, NC and histogram. If these major security
parameters are matched with original watermark secret
data, then it is sent to the receiver end, otherwise au-
thentication tool stops the incoming watermarked video.
We have used secret key which is known to both the par-
ties. After matching the security parameters, authentica-
tion tool allows sending authenticate watermark video to
receiver with watermark extraction process as shown in
Figure 1.

3.1 VWSA for Video Watermarking

To improve the watermarked concealed capacity and secu-
rity, we have divided secret watermark data into number
of blocks and each block is embedded by using key struc-
ture. As video contains large number of frames,hence
large numbers of locations are available to embed the
secret data and hence embedding capacity is increased.
When such watermarked video is sent from transmitter to
receiver it is very difficult to understand in which frame of
video secret watermark data is embedded, hence security
of proposed technique is improved. In watermark subdi-
vision technique, pixel values are located on the basis of
matching between watermark pixel values and frame pixel
values which forms secret key as shown in Figure 2. We
have obtained the pixel values from watermark secret im-
age and located those pixel values into selected frames of
video to improve the embedding capacity and enhance the
security of secret watermark information. The Figure 2
shows the working model of proposed video watermark-
ing algorithm using VWSA technique which improves the
conceal capacity and security of secret data. We have
considered the color image as watermark data, converted
it into its pixel values and found out those pixel values in
cover video frame. An example shown in Figure 2, pixel
value 5, 0 and 89 matched with frame pixel values by dif-
ferent locations. Record frame number and the locations
of matched pixel values between secret watermark im-
age with cover video frame in secret key structure shown
in Matrix (d) which is used for higher data security or

privacy. Continue this process till the matching of pixel
values of watermark image with cover video frames.

3.2 Embedding Procedure with Example

The Algorithm 1 is explained with an example of first
frame of cover video of size 8x8 as shown in Matrix (a) and
watermark image of size 4x4 as displayed in Matrix (b).
Let w(i, j) and f(i, j) be the pixel location in watermark
and cover frame respectively. The pixel value at w(1, 1)
is 251, will be searched row-wise in the selected frame of
video. This value is found to be matched at f(1, 3) i.e.
shown in bold in Matrix (c). So note that frame number
and location of f(1, 3) in key structure displayed in Ma-
trix (d) which occupies three locations of key structure.
First two locations of key structure indicate the size of
watermark secret image and the third location indicates
the frame. Similarly the next pixel value of watermarked
image w(1, 2) i.e. 250 will be searched in Matrix (a) and
the match is found at f(4, 8) then stored respective frame
number and pixel location in key structure. If water-
marked pixel value is not found in first frame the search
it in the next frame and continue. When match is found,
the respective frame number and the location of that pixel
stored in key structure and so on. Steps 6, 7, and 8 are
explained respectively in detail as follows:

If (f(i, j) == w(i, j)) Note the frame number and pixel
location in key structure elseif (f(i, j) == (w(i, j) + 1))
Note the frame number and pixel location in key structure
elseif(f(i, j) == (w(i, j)∨1)) Note the frame number and
pixel location in key structure.

4 Key Security Parameters and
Its Importance

4.1 Similarity Index (SI)

Similarity Index is used to find similarity between two
images, the measurement of image quality is based on
an initial uncompressed or distortion free image as refer-
ence [10]. In the proposed security model, we have ob-
tained SI with respect to original video which is found to
be similar to each other hence our proposed method is
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Figure 2: Process of embedding and extracting secret watermark image using VWS algorithm

Figure 3: Pixel matrix and key structure
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Algorithm 1 Algorithmic Steps

1: Begin
2: Obtain the cover video in RGB format.
3: Take color image as watermark data (32x32, 64x64,

128x128and 256x256).
4: Convert the secret image to gray scale image.
5: Search first pixel value of the gray scale image into

first frame of video for matching the pixel values.
6: If it is not matched in the first cover frame then search

in the next frame andcontinue this up to last frame.
7: When match is found then that frame number of video

and location of pixel is stored in structure key.
8: If match is not found in all frames then watermarked

pixel value is incremented by 1 i.e. w(i,j)=w(i,j)+1,
then new pixel value i.e. w(i,j) is searched in all
frames of the video starting from the first frame.

9: If again match is not found decrement watermark
pixel value by 1 i.e. w(i,j)=w(i,j)-1, then again search
in all frames.

10: Repeat steps vii and viii upto match condition, and
after that perform step vi for storing the location of
pixel in structure key.

11: Convert all matching pixel locations separately for R,
G and B planes.

12: Repeat all above steps for all pixel values of water-
marked image.

13: Generate the watermarked video with above water-
mark subdivision algorithm.

14: Reconstruct the watermark image by using respective
locations from secret key structure.

15: End

more secure as shown in Equation (1):

SI =
(2ηxηy + a1)(2κxy + a2)

(η2x + η2y + a1)(κ2x + κ2y + a2)
(1)

Where ηx and ηy are the average of x and y respectively,
Kxy is covariance of x & y, a1 and a2 are two variables to
stabilize the division with weak denominator.

4.2 Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)

PSNR is most commonly used to measure the quality of
reconstruction of original secret data. Its typical range is
35dB to 70dB. A higher PSNR generally indicates that
the reconstruction is of higher quality, which can be cal-
culated using Equation (2):

PSNR = 10 log10

(
MAX2

MSE

)
(2)

Where MAX is the maximum pixel value of the image,
MSE [10] is the sum over all squared value differences
divided by image size, determined by Equation (3):

MSE =
1

MN

∑
mn

(P (m,n)−Q(m,n))2 (3)

Where P (m,n) and Q(m,n) represents two images and
M and N represents total number of pixels of secret frame
of video and secret watermark image.

4.3 Normalised Correlation (NC)

Normalised Correlation shows the similarities between
original image and secret image extracted from water-
marked video.We have calculated the NC of selected frame
of original video before embedding secret data and after
embedding secret data which are exactly identical to each
other as shown in Equation (4):

NC =
1

n

∑
xy

(f(x, y)− f)(t(x, y)− t)
mfmt

(4)

Where n is the number of pixels in t(x,y) and f(x,y), f̄ is
the average of f and mf is standard deviation of f. It mea-
sure immunity of watermark against attacks to remove or
degrade it. Maximum Normalised Correlation indicates
better Robustness [5].

5 Different Attacks on Water-
marked Video

5.1 Histogram Equalization

It is used to remove the embedded data from water-
marked video.The basic concept of histogram equaliza-
tion is to enhance contrast of watermark histogram. His-
togram equalization is an example of image enhancement
technique [19]. To apply the histogram equalization at-
tack we have modified the values of watermark image to
stretch the histogram and controlled the desired number
of grey scale value from the watermark image pixel value
as shown in Figure 4.

5.2 Gaussian Noise Attack

In the proposed technique we have applied Gaussian
noise [10] to original video and watermarked video. After
Gaussian attacks our original and watermark video does
not change, hence the proposed method is more robust
against this attack as indicated in Figure 5.

5.3 Salt and Pepper Attack

Impulsive noise is also sometimes called as salt and pepper
attack or spike attack. For selected frame of watermark
videowe have obtained dark pixel in bright region and
bright pixel in dark region. It is the process of removing
the watermark image from watermarked video without
attempting to break the security of the algorithm [3, 8].
It is a noise attack in which salt is considered as non-
zero value 255 (salt) and pepper as 0 (pepper) as given in
Figure 6.
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Figure 4: Historgram equalization

Figure 5: Gaussian attack

Figure 6: Salt and pepper attack
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5.4 Contrast Enhancement Attack

Contrast enhancements improve the perceptibility of em-
bedded data by enhancing the brightness difference be-
tween embedded data and their backgrounds. We have
applied contrast enhancement attack [3] on selected frame
of both original and watermarked video which looks iden-
tical as shown in Figure 7.

5.5 Speckle Noise Attack

Speckle attack is noise attack which is applied to test the
robustness of the system [2, 14]. It is added to the wa-
termarked video and calculated the PSNR between the
original and watermarked video and in between the ex-
tracted and original watermark secret message to identify
the effect of attack on the watermark after attacking pro-
cess as shown in Figure 8.

6 Simulation Results and Discus-
sion

We have simulated results through number of videos of
different video formats like .Avi, .Flv, .Wmv and .Mp4
and watermark images like Lena, Baboon, Pepper and
Pears of different sizes. Table 1 indicates frame wise
analysis of SI for different video format. For .Avi video
of frames 220 we have used Lena as secret data of size
64x64. For .Avi car video of frames 220, we have em-
bedded Lena watermark image of size 64x64 with and
without attack. The value of PSNR is 49.97dB without
attacks while with attacks average PSNR is 25.06dB. We
have applied median filter so noise in the pixel has been
removed and we have obtained PSNR = 49.67dB. As we
have embedded baboon image of same size (64x64) with
attack and without attack, the PSNR value is 49.67dB
without attack while 37.79dB with attack as shown in 9.
We have applied median filter with all types of attack and
last column shows the values with Gaussian attack. Ta-
ble 2 gives the functionality comparison between Taun’s
method [11], Osama [5], Ranjeet [14] and our proposed
video watermarking security model in terms of PSNR, SI,
NC, attacks, robustness and perceptibility. As we have
divided the secret watermark image into four equal parts
and embedded it into selected frames of video, hence it
is very difficult to understand in which frame, the se-
cret data is hidden so security of watermark video is in-
creased. We have observed five different attacks on water-
mark video during transmission and calculated PSNR, SI,
NC, MSE and Histogram after recovering from watermark
video which is identical to each other hence perceptibility
of proposed algorithm has increased. We have observed
results through .Avi, .Flv and .Mp4 video format having
different frame size. We have embedded secret data as
images into randomly selected frames of video to gener-
ate watermarked video. Median filter is used to remove
the unwanted noise which is added during transmission.

Hence we have applied median filter after applying differ-
ent types of attacks. Hence we have recovered our secret
data without any loss of information as indicated in Fig-
ure 9. Figure 5 indicates the effect of Gaussian attacks.
The original .Avi car video of frames 220 of size 410Kb
displays in Figure 5(a). Figure 5(b) is the watermark
original secret Lena image of size 64x64 before embedding
into video. Figure 5(c) is the watermarked video which is
exactly identical to original Car video hence perceptibil-
ity of proposed system is increased. Figure 5(d) indicates
the effects of Gaussian attacks on watermarked video and
Figure 5(e) shows extracted secret Lena image with some
distortion hence we cannot recover watermark secret data.
In the proposed technique we have used median filter to
remove the noise from the watermarked video as shown
in Figure 5(f).

Figure 4 shows the effect of Histogram Equalization at-
tacks. The original .Avi Railway video of frames 311 of
size 746Kb is displayed in Figure 4(a). Figure 4 (b) is the
watermark original secret Baboon image of size 64x64 be-
fore embedding into video. Figure 4(c) is the watermarked
video which use exactly identical to original Railway video
hence perceptibility of proposed system is increased. Fig-
ure 4(d) indicates the effects of Histogram Equalization
attacks on watermarked video and Figure 4(e) shows ex-
tracted secret Baboon image with some distortion hence
we cannot recover watermark secret data. In the proposed
technique we have used median filter to remove the noise
from the watermarked video as shown in Figure 4(f).

Figure 7 indicates the effect of Contrast Enhancement
attacks. The original .Flv Dog video of frames 335 dis-
played in Figure 7(a). Figure 7(b) is the watermark orig-
inal secret Tree image of size 128x128 before embedding
into video. Figure 7(c) is the watermarked video which
looks exactly identical to original Dog video before attack
hence robustness of proposed system is increased. Fig-
ure 7(d) indicates the effects of Contrast Enhancement
attacks on watermarked video and Figure 7(e) shows ex-
tracted secret Tree image with some distortion hence we
cannot recover watermark secret data. In the proposed
technique we have used median filter to remove the noise
from the watermarked video as shown in Figure 7(f). Fig-
ure 8 indicates the effect of Speckle Noise attacks. The
original .Flv Cat video of frames 410 is displayed in Fig-
ure 8(a). Figure 8(b) is the watermark original secret Pep-
per image of size 128x128 before embedding into video.
Figure 8(c) is the watermarked video which are exactly
identical to original Cat video hence the security of pro-
posed system is increased. Figure 8(d) indicates the ef-
fects of Mean Noise attacks on watermarked video and
Figure 8(e) shows extracted secret Pepper image with
some distortion hence we cannot recover watermark se-
cret data. In the proposed technique we have used median
filter to remove the noise from the watermarked video as
shown in Figure 8(f). Figure 6 indicates the effect of Salt
and Pepper attacks. The original .Mp4 Sparrow video of
frames 390 displays in Figure 6(a). Figure 6(b) is the wa-
termark original secret Pear image of size 256x256 before
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Figure 7: Contrast enhancement

Figure 8: Speckle noise attack

Figure 9: Security parameters value with five different attacks and without attacks
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embedding into video.we have recovered watermark video
without any loss of secret information as shown in Fig-
ure 6(c). Figure 6(d) indicates the effects of Salt and Pep-
per attacks on watermarked video and Figure 6(e) shows
extracted secret Pear image with some distortion hence
we cannot recover watermark secret data. In the pro-
posed technique we have used median filter to remove the
noise from the watermarked video as shown in Figure 6(f).

The frame wise analysis is displayed in table 1 for frame
numbers such as 21, 41, 61, 81, 101 and 141. Proposed
method has been checked by applying five different at-
tacks on watermark video during transmission with NC
= 1 and SI = 0.987 which shows that proposed method
is more robust than existing methods.

Table 1: Frame wise analysis SI for different video

Frames Car Railway Dog Cat Sparrow
21 0.987 0.990 0.972 0.974 0.999
41 0.872 0.762 0.853 0.830 0.837
61 0.721 0.973 0.726 0.708 0.692
81 0.772 0.622 0.822 0.744 0.587
101 0.984 0.987 0.966 0.961 0.971
141 0.932 0.933 0.922 0.927 0.929

Figure 10 shows the histogram of original watermark
image (Lena), histogram after embedding watermark (wa-
termarked video) and histogram of extracted watermark.
Figure 10(a) indicates Lena as watermark image and fig-
ure 10(b) shows its histogram. Watermarked video is indi-
cated in figure 10(c) and figure 10(d) shows its histogram.
Figure 10 (e) and figure 10(f)shows the recovered water-
mark and its histogram respectively. Hence our proposed
watermarking system is more imperceptible to any exist-
ing techniques.

It is found that the proposed security approach is bet-
ter than existing video watermarking techniques. Taun’s
method [11] used the DCT based watermarking using
even-odd quantization method where the performance pa-
rameters were calculated for different video sequences and
watermark under different attacks. The average value of
PSNR and SI is 44.44dB and 0.8969 respectively; hence
it recovers the secret data with some loss of information.
Osama’s method [5] applied effects of different attacks like
scaling, cropping and rotation on video during transmis-
sion which is less secured. As the value of SI is 0.8969
the quality of recovered secret data has some distortion.
In the suggested approach we have embedded watermark
data as text and image into selected frames of video using
video watermark subdivision technique, key security pa-
rameters PSNR, SI, NC, MSE are better than those are
in Taun’s [11], Osama’s [5] and Ranjeet’s [14] approach.

In SVD based DWT watermarking proposed by
Osama, PSNR is compared for different DWT schemes [5].
The PSNR is calculated as 44.82dB and the performance
is checked under 4 different attacks. Watermarking in
spatial domain is projected by Ranjeet which uses LSB
watermarking [14]. The PSNR is calculated for differ-

Figure 11: PSNR comparison of other schemes with pro-
posed schemes

Figure 12: Robustness of other schemes and proposed
scheme

ent RGB components of an image separately and the ef-
fect of three different attacks is evaluated. The PSNR is
about 38.69 and the value of NC is 0.5206. The proposed
method shows the average value of PSNR as 46.06dB, SI
as 0.9870, and NC as 1 and MSE as 0.0858. The perfor-
mance parameters are calculated for five different attacks.
This shows that the proposed method is more robust than
other three different methods. Taun and Osama applied
four different attacks while Ranjeet applied only three.
As the value of PSNR, SI, NC, MSE are found to be ex-
actly same, the perceptibility, security of hidden data and
robustness of proposed system is increased.The Figure 11
shows the average PSNR comparison of other schemes
with proposed schemes. The DWT based SVD water-
marking scheme proposed by Osama displays the value of
PSNR as 44.82dB. Ranjeet’s method gives the PSNR of
38.75 dB while 44.71dB is for the DCT based method ex-
plained by Tuan. In proposed method the PSNR is 49.89
dB.

Figure 11 shows that our proposed scheme offers bet-
ter PSNR than other similar schemes. This indicates the
quality of reconstruction of watermark is better in pro-
posed method than other mentioned schemes; while Fig-
ure 12 shows the number of attacks performed by different
techniques.

Method Proposed by Osama survives four different at-
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Figure 10: Histogram of watermark image, watermarked video and watermark (secret data) after extraction

tacks while three attacks are applied in Ranjeet’s scheme
based on LSB technique. Analysis of four different attacks
is done by Tuan while the proposed method analyses five
different attacks. It indicates that our proposed scheme
has more robustness than other scheme.

7 Conclusions

We have presented innovative video watermarking tech-
nique to improve security of watermark embedding data
with video watermark subdivision algorithm (VWSA).
The video watermark technique is tested and verified us-
ing standard videos and sample watermark images. The
key security parameters PSNR, MSE, NC, SI are calcu-
lated before embedding, after embedding and after recov-
ering embedding data from watermarked video. We have
applied five attacks on watermarked video during trans-
mission and it is found that the proposed technique is
more robust and imperceptible to these attacks. We have
compared our result to existing techniques and it is better
than existing techniques. In future it can be applied on
more video formats with different embedding techniques.
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Abstract

The threat of losing the privacy of stored images due to
data breaches and malicious attacks has increased the se-
curity concerns to improve the protection of storage sys-
tems. However, the inherent features of images and the
manual nature of the current encryption applications have
proven to limit the prevention factors of encryption from
being used more heavily in real-time. To overcome these
limitations, several studies have highlighted the promi-
nent effects of transparent encryption; nevertheless, the
run-time processing in the current implementations of
transparent cryptographic file systems is still limited and
inefficient. In this paper, we describe the design and im-
plementation of Crypto filter driver, a fully transparent
and secure cryptographic file system for Windows plat-
form. It can dynamically realize the processes of writing
and reading file images on local disk, and transparently
encrypt and decrypt them on the fly. The experiments are
performed to measure the performance of the crypto fil-
ter driver over images of cryptographic service write and
read. Besides the robust security level provided by the
new crypto filter driver, the results showed high perfor-
mance.

Keywords: File System Filter Driver; Image Encryption;
Transparent Encryption

1 Introduction

The rapid technological progress in the multimedia do-
main leads to proliferation of huge volumes of image files
to be stored on the disk drives, which in many circum-
stances can provide vital information. Unfortunately, the
lack of security provisions for stored images may invite
unwanted attackers to gain access and risk images’ pri-
vacy.

Security in storage domain is a complex challenge due

to the long-term requirement to storing data. Unlike
transmission where the security is only needed for spon-
taneous time event, whereas the storage latency roughly
indicates the amount of time which the attacker would
need to analyse the security technique applied.

The nature of risks and threats today are increasingly
getting more sophisticated, transformational, and mali-
cious. Furthermore, the security provided by technologies
such as firewall, anti-virus, intrusion detection and pre-
vention systems are not self-protected from being attacked
once an intruder gains privileges to the root security since
they are all operated on the application level [16,28].

Encryption is the most effective solution to frustrate
malicious attacks and prevent inadvertent disclosure. It
can effectively protect the confidentiality and integrity of
stored images in the face of an intruder. Nevertheless,
designing systems for storage domain using cryptographic
approach is an error-prone, difficult and delicate task, and
it may affect system performance if it is not properly im-
plemented. Image encryption differs from text encryp-
tion due to the fact that images may encounter a larger
space, and contains complex structures and high correla-
tion between pixels. Therefore, encrypting and decrypt-
ing digital images involve high computational overhead
and processing time, which makes it a major challenge
for real-time implementations [19].

A large number of end user encryption applications
are available to provide encryption for different user file
types and platforms. Nevertheless, most of such encryp-
tion applications suffer from several limitations and they
are always influenced by the security requirements. Per-
formance failures occur once the encryption application
is unable to meet a real-time requirement due to inad-
equate performance. The manual nature of applications
to carry out encryption, decryption and key management.
Furthermore, the routine use would increase the overhead
incurred by user, which would make a user careless, or in-
tentionally leave files in plain view. Therefore, when ex-
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ecution depends on a particular software or user’s direct
control, it may introduce a dangerous encryption scheme.

Technology of transparent encryption is the most effec-
tive solution for storage security. However, applications
must request the kernel response to perform different op-
erations on their behalf. Inserting cryptographic service
into the kernel as a basic part of the underlying file sys-
tems would offer a better functionality for transparent
encryption than using any automatic user-space encryp-
tion applications. It can effectively handle huge volumes
of stored data with efficient performance, high level of
transparency, and it is simple to use. It also increases
both the security and stability with an inability for super-
user privilege to run any arbitrary code with the kernel
control [11].

Transparent storage encryption can be carried out us-
ing either hardware-based or software-based approaches
to perform the encryption for the entire disk data, or even
a part of disk for individual files, directories, or individ-
ual partitions. Software-based encryption in this domain
is more flexible and popular. Cryptographic file systems
can significantly tackle the limitations related to the secu-
rity and reliability by incorporating advanced encryption,
authentication, and key management mechanisms. Cryp-
tographic file system can be performed as a user space en-
cryption layer using file system in a user space (FUSE) [7],
or as a middleware layer inside the kernel [8]. It can also
operate at the lower level of abstraction under the real
file system either as a block device layer attached to the
storage disk itself [4], or as a virtual disk driver [22,25] to
provide encryption to the entire single or multiple disk’s
partitions.

As a part of our previous work, we have developed
a transparent cryptographic file system for stored image
files using FUSE technology, named ImgFS [11] for Linux
platform. We also have improved the performance of the
ImgFS by developing the Parallel-ImgFS [12] to overcome
the cryptographic overheads and enhance the response
time during image read / write operations. Parallel-
ImgFS was implemented by exploiting the parallelism of
the multi-core computers using block-based parallel en-
cryption of image files. Although our implemented file
systems can provide high-performance cryptographic so-
lution; the task of reading or writing large stored image
files with cryptographic service still suffers from heavy
workloads due to the FUSE structure. FUSE generally
suffers from a limitation of lower performance compared
to other kernel file system layers. This is due to the addi-
tional overhead associated with the context switches when
the FUSE passes between user space and the underlying
file system [26].

In this paper, a new cryptographic file system called
Crypto filter driver has been introduced for Windows
platform to provide more effective transparent crypto-
graphic service for stored images stored on disk on a per
image file basis, which improves the efficiency. The devel-
oped crypto filter driver is implemented as a middleware
layer inside the Windows kernel by using the file system

filter driver technology. The main aim of developing this
crypto driver is to attain a higher processing speed and
to enhance the response time of encrypting and decrypt-
ing large image files. Moreover, to provide a systematic
way to access, manage, and control all cryptography and
key management operations. Therefore, we will evaluate
the performance of the developed crypto filter driver over
image files’ read / write operations. Finally, we will com-
pare the obtained computation results with our previous
work results of ImgFS and Parallel-ImgFS versions.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents a review of related work. Section 3
provides an overview of file system filter driver technol-
ogy. Design and implementation details of the crypto fil-
ter driver are presented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses
the performance evaluation. Finally, the conclusion of the
paper is given in Section 6.

2 Related Works

The innovative idea of transparent services provided by
the file system filter driver technology has stimulated
much research in this area. Many works have been estab-
lished using transparent encryption technology to provide
user protection and information secrecy, and without any
required change in the operating system functions. In
our previous work [13] we proposed an efficient approach
that can effectively trade-off between security and per-
formance of spatial image encryption through performing
a transparent partial encryption and shuffling of image
blocks that was implemented inside a file system filter
driver. Another proposed model by [21] for data leakage
prevention. It used a double cache file system filter driver
through allocating buffers in Windows kernel to manage
and encrypt sensitive data that are accessed by authorized
applications only. The authors of literature [34] proposed
a framework model for real-time monitoring and access
control to protect spatial geographical files. The filter
driver focused on tracking and analyzing the copyright
of protected data, and then performed transparent en-
cryption or decryption when a user supplying the correct
keys. Literatures [3,14] devoted to enhancing the security
of office documents by using transparent encryption that
was embedded inside the filter driver. A further proposed
model for intelligent transparent encryption was discussed
in [30]. It based on a filter driver to encrypt high se-
cret level files that are evaluated and identified using a
safety assessment program inside an intranet network. A
prevention sensitive data leakage model proposed by [29]
for transparent data encryption and real-time monitoring,
which was implemented inside a filter driver for intranet
environment.

Several authors have proposed models based on filter
driver that play an equally important role in the field
of information security as well as access control. Litera-
ture [27] proposed a transparent prevention system for il-
legal files access using an information flow detection algo-
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rithm that was implemented inside a filter driver. A secu-
rity service on cloud platform as a well established model
proposed by [20] that based on a filter driver to provide
transparent encryption and cloud authentication to pro-
tect and regulate virtual works. Digital rights manage-
ment model was proposed by [32] using digital watermark
together with a filter driver for the protection of spatial
geographical files. The authors of literature [33] based
on a filter driver to propose a backup model to monitor
defined events belong to an application, and then back
up such events or recover them when needed from the
storage.

Most of these works are only proposals with less ob-
vious implementation details, and without relative per-
formance evaluation and testing process. Although such
works might provide a satisfying solution for data security,
there are still some inherent limitations in terms of trans-
parency, flexibility, and efficiency. Current encrypting file
systems provide encryption at a fine-grained level of en-
crypted folder or partition that include all sensitive files
inside, and they do not support encryption on per spe-
cific file-type basis or specified program’s file encryption.
Therefore, once the file system is mounted over that folder
or partition, all of its stored contents will be decrypted
with extra performance overhead. On the other hand, all
encryptions are performed using a single key that is stored
along with data inside the local disk in plain view.

3 Overview of File System Filter
Driver

File system filter driver is an optional driver tailored and
attached above the file system driver inside the Windows
kernel. Inside the Windows kernel space there is a set
of drivers existing between user space applications and
hardware devices that are grouped together in stacks and
integrating with the I/O Manager. When a user threads
an I/O request to open, create, read, write, or close a
file, the system call request would be sent to the I/O
Manager in the kernel space. In the following, the I/O
Manager carries out the required processing, like parsing
the filename, finding the physical location on the hard
disk and creating the necessary buffers. In the end, it
will build the required I/O Request Packet (IRP) before
passing it down to the entry point of file system drivers.
Drivers use a set of routines to handle with the IRPs
through the different file system drivers’ levels. Therefore,
drivers read or write data from disk drivers, and then
return the response back by I/O management to the user’s
process [31].

Windows uses a memory mapping mechanism to im-
prove the efficiency of the file system. It maps a file into a
memory space and accessing it whenever the file is needed.
It uses a Fast Dispatch routine to process all fast I/O re-
quests, and then stored data is taken out from the cache
memory to the I/O Manager. Unfortunately, this leads
to the difficulty of attaching any custom filter driver to

capture the processes access the memory, or changing the
control structure. On the other hand, Windows uses Dis-
patch routines to process the IRP requests that handle
data obtained from disk partition by disk driver through
swapping and paging activities, which are then returned
to the I/O Manager [2]. This gives an opportunity to at-
tach a filter driver to add new features, like caching, lock-
ing, compressing, security, recoverability, etc., or modify
the behavior of other drivers. Therefore, whenever the
IRP requests are sent to the local disk driver with a spec-
ified function call, the attached filter driver will effectively
intercept these requests to carry out its task that was be-
ing designed, on the fly, before they reach the lower file
system drivers. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of the
file system filter driver in addition to the interaction be-
tween different kernel parts.

Figure 1: File system filter driver structure

4 System Design and Implemen-
tation

The overall objective of this study is to develop a crypto
filter driver to provide mandatory encryption and decryp-
tion services for all image files stored on disk drive in high
performance and secure execution. It has also managed to
overcome the identified weaknesses related to other cryp-
tographic filter driver based implementations.

The crypto filter driver will be able to automatically
recognizing the image file once it detects that the process
is trying to open or save an image file on a local disk.
It will then be able to transparently encrypt or decrypt
the image contents at the granularity of per image file
level. All the operations will be performed in a dynamic
and seamless way, neither adding overhead on the users
for ciphering nor paying attention to the key management
related problems.
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4.1 Crypto Filter Driver Work Mode

The crypto filter driver is built on the top of the file sys-
tem, therefore it can block all read and write requests re-
lated to the stored image files. When a user threads a re-
quest to write or read an image file through WriteFile() or
ReadFile() system calls, the I/O Manager handles the re-
quest and builds the required IRP, and subsequently turns
it directly to the underlying file system drivers. Once the
IRP passes through the crypto filter driver, it exposes the
logical structure of the IRP by reading the file object and
header attributes to recognize whether it is for read or
write an image file on a disk. With the write and read
destination addresses, the crypto driver is able to encrypt
or decrypt image data before it is written on disk or sent
back to the user mode.

In our system, the crypto filter driver mounts itself over
any file system driver and listens to all requests trying to
read or write images from its associated disk partition by
disk drivers. Therefore, all image files stored at the secure
partition are considered confidential (automatically en-
crypted), and are not allowed to leak. Other files created
by normal processes will not be encrypted or decrypted.

There are two methods to determine image file for-
mats. The first method is by using the filename exten-
sion by determining the format of an image file based
on the portion of the filename. However, this approach
suffers from security concerns when an image format is
renaming and treating as a different format, or hiding the
image file extension. The other method is by using the
metadata contained in the header of the file. Each file
header contains a magic number that can uniquely dis-
tinguish the format of the file. Other metadata in the
image header store information about image file, colour
space, resolution, and other authoring information. Al-
though this approach take longer time to identify a file
format, it offers a secure way to guarantee that a file for-
mat will be identified correctly. The crypto filter driver
is designed to recognize image files based on the magic
numbers contained on the file header. To do this we use a
list that contains most of the image magic numbers from
both of well-known compressed and uncompressed image
formats [10].

The pre-processing operation that is carried out by the
crypto driver is to detect the image file by reading its
magic number, and if that magic value is included in the
list, the image file will be considered for encryption pro-
cess. This makes the crypto driver most convenient to
work with image applications.

Image encryption and decryption processes are carried
out in the complete dispatch routines of IRP MJ WRITE
and IRP MJ READ, respectively, through the completion
routine set by IoSetCompletionRoutine(). When the re-
quirements are determined for reading or writing an im-
age file from a place on a local disk under the mount of
the crypto filter driver, the image file will be considered
to be added into a created encryption linked list. The
File Control Block (FCB) is used to represent the confi-

dential image files opened, and it is stored in the image
file object. Consequently, the file system will generate a
memory area for each image file to save image contents,
regardless of how many times the image file is opened
since each image has only one FCB. All opened confiden-
tial images are stored in the encryption-linked list. There-
fore, when an image file is opened, the FCB pointer will
be gotten from the file object that is available in the IRP.
Then, the FCB pointer will be compared to an encryp-
tion file table to determine its availability. If the pointer
is encountered, the FCB will be immediately added into
the encryption-linked list. Confidential image file read or
write is associated with adding or deleting FCB from the
encryption linked list. Consequently, the corresponding
image file’s content will be placed into a local buffer to
apply encryption or decryption operation.

4.2 Encryption and Decryption Pro-
cesses

Inside our implemented crypto filter driver, there are
two modules, cryptographic and key management. Fig-
ure 2 shows the implementation architecture of the image
crypto filter driver.

Figure 2: Crypto file system architecture

When the crypto driver realizes a new image in the
list needs to be encrypted, it immediately initializes the
encryption algorithm and other encryption parameters,
which are realized on the cryptographic module. The
whole image contents are firstly divided into a number of
blocks of fixed size, each with 16 bytes. Obviously, each
block should be checked that it has a perfect 16 bytes
size; otherwise, the block will be padded while it is being
written. Thereby, all image blocks would be encrypted
sequentially one block at a time, except the image file
header, which will be excluded from being encrypted or
decrypted.

We picked AES as a fast symmetric encryption algo-
rithm [5] with default 128-bit key length. Furthermore,
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we chose the cipher block chaining (CBC) as an oper-
ation mode. Although the use of symmetric algorithms
may provide a lower performance for the image encryption
process compared with other image encryption methods,
the security level provided by the symmetric ciphers is
higher [15]. Thus, a trade-off between performance and
security can be achieved with the usage of the symmetric
ciphers.

In order to guarantee of achieving a better security
level, the uniqueness requirement for the initialization
vector (IV) across all image files is considered. There-
fore, a unique IV of 64 bits is generated randomly each
time a new image file is created. After completion of
image blocks encryption, the random generated IV is at-
tached to the header of the image file. Upon completing
the encryption process, a tag is added to the head or tail
of the image file. This method leads to easily identifying
the encrypted image when it is read from disk during re-
sponding to the read dispatch routine in order to satisfy
the decryption process.

Similarly, reading or copying stored image is performed
transparently in reverse order. In the IRP MJ CREATE
routine, the crypto driver extracts the file object from
IRP stack. It then checks whether the file has an encryp-
tion tag. If the IRP is related to a stored image in a place
under the crypto driver mounting point, the driver imme-
diately responds by adding the file to the decryption list.
Key management module is used firstly to extract the IV
from the image file header. After that, the cryptographic
module initiates the AES encryption cipher and related
parameters, and then uses the associated encryption key
to decipher all image blocks. The padded bytes are then
removed from blocks, if exist. Once the plain image is
generated, it will be directly sent back to the I/O Man-
ager and then to the caller in the user space.

4.3 Key Management Process

The security of any cryptographic system is relied on the
stringent level of the applied key management. Losing or
forgetting encryption keys due to a long storage period
leads to losing access to all stored data on a disk. In ad-
dition, storing keys in plain form on disk would increase
the keys chances to be stolen or leaked out easily. In such
study, we enforce the security of encryption keys, to over-
come the key issues of authenticated encryption schemes
identified by [9]. Furthermore, we allow the crypto driver
to use and manage the encryption keys of all stored im-
ages in a fully transparent manner. It also addresses the
limitations of current key management schemes that are
operated manually on a per-file system basis.

Key management module involves the operations of
creating, using and retaining the encryption keys. Us-
ing a single key to encrypt all image files is not secure,
once the attacker successes to obtain the secret key for
one file; he would be able to recover all other encrypted
files. Therefore, in our scheme, each image is encrypted
using a different file encryption key (FEK), hence, it is im-

possible to find two similar ciphered images related to the
same plain image. We enhance the security of FEK with
security margins afforded by HMAC [18], where the secu-
rity analysis of HMAC is proved in [1, 17]. The FEK for
each image is created by HMAC-MD5 of a common used
symmetric key of 16-byte length and a hashed code of the
image corresponding IV that is produced using MD5-128.

In order to ensure the integrity of the secure stored im-
ages, an embedded signature that is generated by hashing
the FEK (HFEK) using MD5-128 to ensure that the im-
age file has not been tampered or replaced by attackers
during storage. The generated HFEK is then stored as an
extended attribute on the header of the image file. Thus,
as soon the encrypted image file is being retrieved from
the disk, it would be loaded into a local buffer. The key
management subsequently extracts the HFEK from the
header file and the ‘check signiture()’ function will check
the file signature to verify that the image file has not been
tampered, before the read operation is executed. When
the image signature is verified, the cryptographic module
will shift by 256 bits of image file header to read 16 bytes
image block, and then calls the ‘file decrypt()’ function
to decrypt it using the corresponding FEK. The process
is repeated with all subsequent image blocks and the re-
sult will be stored temporarily into a buffer in order to be
returned later to the caller in the user space.

5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, several experimental tests were performed
sequentially to evaluate the performance of the crypto fil-
ter driver over the write and read operations of image
files with cryptographic service. A set of experimental
image samples of large sizes and different formats were
used. The experiment machine was installed with Win-
dows 7 of 32-bit version, and WDK. It had an Intel Core
i3- 2120, 3.3 GHz CPU. The system RAM was of size 4
GB, and the hard disk size was 320 GB of 7200 rpm.

We used Windows System Assessment Tool (Win-
SAT) [23] and Geekbench [6] benchmarks to run a series
of tests and to evaluate the performance of the machine
(in execution time) over the normal image file’s write and
read on the standard NTFS, against the performance of
image write with encryption and read with decryption, re-
spectively, on the implemented crypto filter driver. Each
test was repeated fifteen times in each benchmark and the
average of their values was taken. The standard deviation
of the calculated results was not high and the intervals
were always less than 6%. To ensure the accuracy of the
obtained results, we flushed the cache after each test using
the CcFlushCache() routine [24].

We measured the computational times of write and
read operations on a number of large experimental im-
age files using the crypto filter driver. We, respectively,
wrote and read an image file of size 25 MB from places on
local disk under the mount of the crypto filter driver and
NTFS, and the elapsed writing and reading times were
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recorded. The tests were regularly repeated by increasing
the size of the image file up to 500 MB, where the sample
of image files (above 250 MB) are uncompressed images
of type BMP (Windows bitmap).

The recorded times include the total time for the op-
erations of write/read image into local buffer, encrypting
or decrypting image blocks, in addition to the time for
extracting or saving keys on the header of image file. Fig-
ure 3 and Figure 4 show the comparison of total times
measured (in seconds) for writing and reading image files
using the standard NTFS and the crypto filter driver, re-
spectively.

Figure 3: Comparison of computation times spent for
writing images using Crypto filter driver and NTFS

Figure 4: Comparison of computation times spent for
reading images using Crypto filter driver and NTFS

From the evaluation results, it was noted that the
crypto filter driver could always achieve an average speed
of 16 MB/s for writing image files with encryption on
the local disk, in comparison with the normal write using
NTFS which could achieve the average speed of 35 MB/s.
It was also observed from the results that the crypto fil-
ter driver could achieve the average speed of 48 MB/s
for reading image files with decryption. Compared with
the normal read on the standard NTFS, it could always
achieve 91.7 MB/s as the average of reading speed.

Several major processes executed during image write
and read operations in the crypto filter driver. These
processes include of searching image blocks of fixed 16-
byte size, writing/ reading image blocks into local buffer,

the workload time for generating and loading encryption
keys into/from the image file header, in addition to the
actual encryption/ decryption time of all image blocks.

We measured the computational time elapsed for gen-
erating keys and saving them on the image file header
during image write operation throughout the crypto fil-
ter driver mount time. It took in average 0.35 second
from the image write time. We also measured the aver-
age time elapsed to load and re-generate the keys dur-
ing image read operation, and it took about 0.27 second
from the total image read time. Table 1 illustrates the
times spent by the write-related processes and actual en-
cryption, the read-related processes and actual decryption
times elapsed during image write and read operations, re-
spectively, in the crypto filter driver.

Table 1: Computational times elapsed for the write-,
read-related processes, actual encryption, and actual de-
cryption

Image Time (sec)

size (MB)
Write-related

processes
Actual
encrypt

Read-related
processes

Actual
decrypt

25 0.58 0.91 0.32 0.21
50 0.93 2.13 0.39 0.64
100 1.57 4.27 0.61 1.49
200 2.96 8.62 0.93 3.24
300 4.53 15.44 1.25 5.19
400 6.06 20.59 1.59 6.73
500 7.11 26.03 1.91 8.38

Following that, we compared the performance of the
crypto filter driver over the write and read operations
with our previously implemented cryptographic FUSE-
based file systems, namely ImgFS and Parallel-ImgFS.
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the measured computation
times for writing and reading images on ImgFS, Parallel-
ImgFS and Crypto filter driver, respectively, using the
same experimental image samples.

Figure 5: Comparison of computation times for writing
images with encryption using ImgFS, Parallel-ImgFS, and
Crypto filter driver
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Figure 6: Comparison of computation times for reading
images with decryption using ImgFS, Parallel-ImgFS, and
Crypto filter driver

From the results, it was noted that the crypto filter
driver could achieve higher performance (lower execution
time) for both write and read operations than Parallel-
ImgFS and ImgFS. When calculating the average perfor-
mance, the crypto filter driver always took about 48% of
the normal write time and about 57% of the normal read
time for writing and reading image files, respectively. As
a result, the new crypto filter driver has successfully en-
hanced the response time of writing and reading image
files with an efficiency of 9% and 6% of the Parallel-ImgFS
write and read performance, respectively.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we designed and implemented crypto filter
driver based on the file system filter driver technology that
was running inside the Windows kernel. The crypto filter
driver can effectively provide mandatory, automated and
transparent encryption scheme for all stored images dur-
ing system run time with an improved user’s convenience.
The system is perfectly suitable to work with image ap-
plications that might provide important information. It
is more convenient to work with medical imaging systems,
military image databases, scientific images, geography im-
age sensing and personal image albums.

We have shown the implementation details of the
crypto driver in order to make up the shortcomings of
the existing cryptographic filter driver based implementa-
tions. It has successfully managed to reduce the response
time from the forced decryption of all stored files when
other cryptographic file systems are mounted, by support-
ing a decryption to be on per-image file basis. Key man-
agement was also perfectly suited to provide different keys
for different encrypted images and without storing keys in
plain form on disk.

The experimental results indicated that while the new
crypto filter driver managed to provide a higher level of
security, it could achieve higher processing speed with a
reduced response time. It is always able to gain an average
speed of 16 MB/s and 48 MB/s, respectively, for writ-

ing and reading image files with cryptographic service.
In comparison with our previous FUSE-based works, the
crypto filter driver could achieve higher response times of
images’ write and read of about 9% and 6%, respectively.
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Abstract

Android malwares are the most serious threats for the cur-
rent mobile Internet. In this paper, we propose a static
analysis approach which does not need to understand the
source code of the android applications. The main idea is
as most of the malware variants are created using auto-
matic tools. And there are special fingerprint features for
each malware family. Depending on decompiling the an-
droid APK, we innovatively map the Opcodes, API pack-
ages and high level risky API functions into an integrated
three channels of a RGB image respectively. And then
use convolutional neural network to identify each family’s
features. The experimental results show that the pro-
posed method successfully identified the entire 14 mal-
ware datasets with accuracy 90.67%, precision 93.36%,
recall rate 93.95% and F1 93.56% on average.

Keywords: Android Malware; Deep Learning; Malware
Identification; Visual Analysis

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of mobile internet, mobile de-
vices, especially smartphones, are not only as important
tools for people to communicate with the outside world,
but also as personal digital assistants or enterprise digital
assistants to plan or organize their users’ work and also
private life. So, mobile security has become increasingly
important in mobile computing. According to the statis-
tical analysis of AliMobileSecurity, although the number
of mobile malwares and infections in 2015 showed a cer-
tain degree of decline,still 18% devices were infected with
different kinds of virus or trojans. Moreover, the profes-
sional virus attacks over the year have been significantly
upgraded, such as the abuse of system vulnerabilities, se-
curity reinforcement technology, especially the social en-

gineering. All of these make the traditional mobile virus
interception technology being encountered unprecedented
challenges.

Although the number of malwares is increasing every
year,most of the variants are modified or generated based
on the original malicious code [6]. In most cases, hackers
use automated or module reuse tools to generate mal-
wares automatically. These variants often share the same
ancestor’s work, resulting in the high degree of similar-
ity among variants. So, how to recognize the fingerprints
among different variants is the main task we should pay
more attention to.

About the mobile operating systems, there are An-
droid, iOS, Symbian OS and Windows phone. Consider-
ing the open source and widespread applications, in this
paper we mainly focus on Android system. We introduce
a new method to classify the android malwares. For each
malware sample, we extract the Opcode feature and map
it into R channel of RGB image, OS API feature into G
channel and risky API feature into B channel, then we
merge three channels into one combined feature image
and use the deep learning algorithm for further classi-
fication. The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 gives a brief introduction of the related work.
Our main contributions, the image based feature integra-
tion and deep learning based classification are described
in Sections 3 and 4. The experimental results are shown
in Section 5. Section 6 summarizes the whole paper and
give some directions for future work.

2 Related Work

According to code state for analysis, malware detection
methods can be typically divided into two categories:
static analysis and dynamic analysis. In static analysis,
the codes of the sample are examined comprehensively
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by disassembling or decompiling the malware binary files
without executing it, which can prevent operating system
from malicious damages. The advantages of static analy-
sis are that we can get a complete view of what a given
malware does. However, in most cases, static analysis
is not a trivial task since hackers use code obfuscation,
such as binary packers, encryptions to evade detection.
Furthermore, static analysis does not allow a high degree
of automation, since in most cases, it is done by hand
and sometimes very time-consuming. Considering about
the dynamic analysis, it can analyse the behavior of the
malware during executing it in a debugger. Currently,
sandbox-based dynamic analysis is one of the most pop-
ular solutions. A sandbox executes a malware sample in
a controlled environment which can monitor and record
information of system calls and behaviors dynamically.
The main limitations of dynamic analysis, especially the
sandbox-based solutions, are the overwhelming detailed
reports for human analysts to face. How to make the
malwares behavior more easier accessible. How to guar-
antee the high degree of execution path coverage are two
critical factors. Furthermore, in contrast to static analy-
sis, dynamic analysis can be automated to a high degree,
though it has high computation complexity.

2.1 Android Malware Detection Using
Static Analysis

Static analysis involves extracting information from the
application’s manifest of the Android application’s byte-
code. The features often used in static analysis include
API calls, requested permissions, used permissions, con-
trol flows, data flows, hardware components, application
components, intents, network addresses, etc.

Sanz et al. [15] presented PUMA, a system used the
permission application requests upon installation to de-
tect whether the application is malicious or not. Machine
learning models including simple logistic regression, Naive
Bayes, Bayes Net, SMO, IBK, J48, Random Tree (RT)
and Random Forests (RF) are evaluated on a dataset con-
sisting of 357 benign and 249 malicious applications. The
best overall accuracy reaches by Random Forests 86%.

Lee et al. [17] presented a detection mechanism us-
ing runtime semantic signatures, which showed high fam-
ily classification accuracy. They used three sets of ele-
ments to construct the signatures. The first set is binary
patterns of malicious API calls instructions, runtime se-
mantics of control and data flow. The second set is the
malware family characteristics including family common
strings, constants, methods, and classes. The third set is
weights that each behavior belongs to a family. Experi-
ments on 1,759 Android malwares including 79 variants
of 4 malware families show that the proposed method can
obtain 99.89% accuracy on detecting the malware family
of a particular variant.

Arp et al. [1] proposed DREBIN, which was a simi-
lar approach to the method proposed by Peng et al. [8].
Eight different static feature sets are extracted including

hardware components, requested permissions, application
components, filtered intents, restricted API calls, used
permission, suspicious API calls, and network addresses.
Experiments on evaluation of 123,453 benign applications
and 5,560 malware samples, DREBIN can detect 94% of
the malware.

Zhang et al. [12] implemented DroidSIFT. They ex-
tracted a weighted contextual API dependency graph as
program semantics to construct feature sets. Graph simi-
larity metrics are introduced to uncover homogeneous ap-
plication behaviors. Experiments on 2,200 malware sam-
ples and 13,500 benign samples are performed using Naive
Bayes. The results show that DroidSIFT can detect 93%
of malware instances.

Yang et al. [2] developed DroidMiner, which used static
analysis to automatically learn the malicious program
logic from known Android malwares. A two-tiered be-
havior graph is constructed in DroidMiner. The upper
tier is a component dependency graph (CDG) in which
each node represents an activity, a service or a broad-
cast receiver. The lower tier uses component behavior
graphs (CBG) to present each component’s lifetime be-
havior functionalities. From the behavior graph, differ-
ent malicious patterns, named modalities, can be mined.
In particular, function modality representing an ordered
sequence of API functions, and resource modality rep-
resenting a set of sensitive resources, are extracted and
converted to a modality vector by DroidMiner. The vec-
tors are then fed into several machine learning classifiers
including Naive Bayes, SVM, decision trees, and ran-
dom forests for malware detection. The best algorithm
of DroidMiner can achieve a 95.3% detection rate on a
dataset of 2,466 malwares. It can also reach 92% for clas-
sifying malwares into their proper families.

2.2 Android Malware Detection Using
Dynamic Analysis

Dynamic analysis records the execution of an application
and tries to identify malicious behavior. It is well known
for being resilient to obfuscation techniques. However,
dynamic analysis introduces more overhead because it
requires running the application first and then deciding
whether it is malicious based on run-time behavior. As
a consequence, it is mostly applicable for offline malware
detections. Besides that, the other deficiency of dynamic
analysis is code execution path coverage. Since some ma-
licious behaviors are triggered by special conditions, dy-
namic analysis will not record an application’s malicious
behavior if the conditions are not matched.

Ham et al. [20], proposed a method that was very sim-
ilar to CrowDroid. They also aggregated real-time sys-
tem calls to create a histogram using Linux strace tool.
They discovered that some system call patterns only oc-
curred in malicious applications and some only in benign
ones. Different from the K-means used in CrowDroid,
Ham et al., applied a discrimination algorithm based on
Euclidean distance on 1,260 malware samples published
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by Genome [19]. But no classification accuracy was re-
ported yet.

Tchakounté et al. [18] scrutinized system call invoca-
tions initiated by the malicious code at the moment the
user runs it using the Linux strace tool. With their tool
they discovered new scenarios of how the users are lured
to aid the malicious developer.

Wei et al. [21] recorded system call invocations by man-
ually installing and executing each application on a real
Android phone. N-gram vectors are generated from the
system call invocations and fed into a SVM and a naive
Bayes for classification. Experiments on 96 benign appli-
cations and 92 digital book malware samples show their
methods can reach 94% accuracy.

Dimjasevic et al. [3] proposed MALINE, which also
records system call invocations for Android malware and
converts them into two representations. One is histogram
and the other is a variant of the Markov Chain representa-
tion. Experiments on 4,289 malwares and 12,789 benign
applications show that they can achieve 93% detection
accuracy.

So, there have been some relative work on Android
malwares using static or dynamic methods. But different
from the existing work, our contributions are as follows:

1) Proposing a new method that recognize the malware
without understanding its source code and execution
behavior.

2) Using visualization techniques to transform the Op-
codes to family images.

3) Integrate the Opcodes sequence features, API calls
features and high risky API calls features to three
different RGB channels.

4) Using CNN network to train the malware feature im-
ages and get an excellent identification results.

3 Visual Representation for An-
droid Malwares

Nataraj et al. [13], proposed a method for visualizing and
classifying malwares using image processing techniques,
which transform windows platform malware binaries to
gray-scale images. In 2015, Little Boat et al. won the
championship of Kaggle, a famous Microsoft Malware
Classification Challenge. It is interesting that the cham-
pionship team with three people did not engage in secu-
rity, and the methods used are very different from our
common methods. They use gray-images, n-gram and
the PE-header features, and use machine to learning clas-
sify the malwares. Without understanding the malware’s
source code, it shows great potential that image based
methods for malware detection.

Based on this idea, we propose a method mapping
Android applications to RGB images. We extract three
features: Opcode, sensitive API calls, and risky API re-
quests. And integrate them into one RGB color image.

Figure 1: The whole procedure of the malware family
identification

3.1 System Architecture

Figure 1 shows the working flow of our method. Firstly,
we decompile the application and extract the Opcodes;
Secondly, mapping the different Opcodes to pixels in R
channel of the RGB image, and then colouring some sen-
sitive API packages in G channel, highlighting the risky
API functions in B channel. Thirdly, merging the three
R, G, B channels to generate the feature image. Finally,
using machine learning to model the features and identify
different family fingerprints automatically.

3.2 Android Malware Decompilation

An Android application is commonly written in Java and
compiled to Dalvik bytecode which contained in a .dex
file. This file can be just-in-time compiled by the Dalvik
virtual machine or compiled once into a system-dependent
binary by ART on the Android paltform. Table 1 is the
structure of the .apk file that the Android applications are
packaged in. It contains the Dalvik executable .dex file.
The Androidmanifest.xml used to describes the content of
the package, including the permissions information. The
native code (optional) in form of executables or libraries
is usually called from the .dex file. Also, it contains the
digital certification for authentication and the resources
that the app uses, for instance, image files, sounds, etc.

The .dex file is a binary container for the bytecode and
the data within the classes. The structure of a .dex file is
showed in Table 2. This file is partitioned into a number
of sections. After the header and before the data section,
it contains the actual code. There are several identifier
lists that contain offsets pointing to the corresponding
entries in the data section. Due to the data section is the
section that contains the actual code, and other sections
are just for complimentary descriptions. So, for malwares
family identification, we extract the fingerprint features
from the data section to reduce the interferences of other
sections.
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Table 1: The structure of apk file

File or directory Function

META-
INF/MANIFEST.MF

The Manifest file

META-INF/CERT.RSA The certificate of the application

META-INF/CERT.SF The list of resources and SHA-1 digest of the corresponding lines in the MANIFEST.MF file

lib/ The directory containing the compiled code that is specific to a software layer of a processor

res/ The directory containing resources not compiled into resources.arsc (see below).

assets/ A directory containing applications assets, which can be retrieved by AssetManager.

AndroidManifest.xml
An additional Android manifest file, describing the name, version, access rights, referenced
library files for the application.

classes.dex The classes compiled in the dex file format understandable by the Dalvik virtual machine.

resources.arsc A file containing precompiled resources, such as binary XML for example.

Table 2: The structure of dex file

Name Format Description

header header item The header

string ids string id item[ ]
String identifiers list. These are identifiers for all the strings used by this file,
either for internal naming (e.g., type descriptors) or as constant objects referred
to by code.

type ids type id item[ ]
Type identifiers list. These are identifiers for all types (classes, arrays, or primitive
types) referred to by this file, whether defined in the file or not.

proto ids proto id item[ ]
Method prototype identifiers list. These are identifiers for all prototypes referred
to by this file.

field ids field id item[ ]
Field identifiers list. These are identifiers for all fields referred to by this file,
whether defined in the file or not.

method ids method id item[ ]
Method identifiers list. These are identifiers for all methods referred to by this
file, whether defined in the file or not.

class defs class def item[ ]

Class definitions list. The classes must be ordered such that a given class’s super-
class and implemented interfaces appear in the list earlier than the referring class.
Furthermore, it is invalid for a definition for the same-named class to appear more
than once in the list.

call site ids call site id item[ ]
Call site identifiers list. These are identifiers for all call sites referred to by this
file, whether defined in the file or not.

method handles method handle item[ ]
Method handles list. A list of all method handles referred to by this file, whether
defined in the file or not.

data ubyte[ ]
The Data area, containing all the support data for the tables listed above. Differ-
ent items have different alignment requirements, and padding bytes are inserted
before each item if necessary to achieve proper alignment.

link data ubyte[ ]
Data used in statically linked files. The format of the data in this section is left
unspecified by this document. This section is empty in unlinked files, and runtime
implementations may use it as they see fit.
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Figure 2: An example of mapping the Opcodes to pixel
values in R channel of an image

3.3 Opcode Feature Extraction

Feature extraction is the basis for malware family iden-
tification. In this paper, we try to use RBG image to
describe the Android malware features. The motivation
is, for RGB image, there are three channels and we can
use these three channels to represent different malware
features integrally and simultaneously. Besides that, once
we got the featured images, we can use some image pro-
cessing techniques, i.e., deep learning, to do feature mod-
elling.

First of all, we should map the Opcode into R channel
of RGB image. Android OS has a total of 255 Opcodes,
coding from the 0x00 to 0xFF according to different func-
tions. Here, we adopt a method similar to Nataraj et
al. [13], mapping the Opcode to pixels by converting its
hex value (encoded in Android OS) to decimal value. An
example is given in Figure 2.

3.4 API Colouring

Application program interface (API) is a set of
procedures, protocols, and tools for building soft-
ware applications. API calls are applied in An-
droid application development in order to imple-
ment functionalities conveniently. For example,
if we want to get the phone number, we should
call: android.telephony.TelephonyManager →
getLine1Number. API calls are also an important
clue for malware identification. Wu et al., [4] proposed
DroidMat, which detects malware by characterizing
applications using the manifest file, API call tracing and
it reaches 97.87% classification accuracy. Lee et al., [17]
presented a detection method using runtime semantic sig-
natures from malicious API call instructions, control and
data flow, the family common string, constants, methods
and classes. It reaches the 99.89% accuracy. So, the API
calls are very important for malware identification.

In Android system, the API calls are usually given in
parameters of a function call instruction as shown in Fig-
ure 3.

Figure 3: An API call example of a Android instruction

In order to extract the API call features, we divide
them into 58 classes by their packages, as shown in Ta-
ble 3. Among them, 18 classes are related to high level
securities needed to focus on as shown in Table 4. They
involve user privacy or device hardwares, such as camera,
microphone, etc.

Table 3: Android APIs classification

Package
Name (first
level)

Package Name (second level)

android

Account animation app appwidget blue-
tooth content databse drm gesture graph-
ics hardware inputmethodservice location
media mpt net nfc opengl os preference
provider renderscript sax security service
speech support telephony text util view we-
bkit bytecode system

java
Beans io awt lang math net nio security sql
text util

javax Crypto net security sql xml

junit Framework runner

org.apache Http

org Json w3c xml

dalvik System

3.5 Highlight the Risky APIs

In previous section, we summed up security related 18
classes from 58 Android OS classes. But the granular-
ity is too coarse. In order to highlight some high level
risky behavior, we should refine the granularity to con-
crete methods or functions. Therefore, 41 high level risky
methods from Android OS API are extracted as shown in
Table 5. And these features will be shown in B channel
of the RGB image.

3.6 RGB Image Creation

In previous section, we extract opcodes, API calls, risky
API features, and map them to different pixel values. Af-
ter that we should integrate all the three features into a
integrated RGB image as combined features. For exam-
ple, if an operation is as follows:

invoke{v0, v1}, Landroid/content/Context;→
getSystemService(Ljava/lang/String);Ljava/lang/object
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Table 4: High level security related API classes and pixel values for G channel

# API Package Name Description
Pixel
value

1 android.account Account Manager 6

2 android.app Contains high-level classes encapsulating the overall Android application model 18

3 android.bluetooth
Provides classes that manage Bluetooth functionality, such as scanning for devices,
connecting with devices, and managing data transfer between devices

30

4 android.graphics
Provides low level graphics tools such as canvases, color filters, points, and rect-
angles that let you handle drawing to the screen directly

42

5 android.hardware Provides support for hardware features, such as the camera and other sensors 54

6 android.media Used to play and,in some case,record media files 66

7 android.location Define location-based and related services 78

8 android.nfc
Provides access to Near Field Communication (NFC) functionality, allowing ap-
plications to read NDEF message in NFC tags

90

9 android.telephone
Provides APIs for monitoring the basic phone information, such as the network
type and connection state, plus utilities for manipulating phone number strings

102

10 android.content Contains classes for accessing and publishing data on a device 114

11 android.database Contains classes to explore data returned through a content provider 126

12 android.net Classes that help with network access, beyond the normal java.net.* APIs 138

13 java.net Net connection relative 150

14 android.os
Provides basic operating system services, message passing, and inter-process com-
munication on the device

162

15 android.service Notification relative 174

16 dalvik.system Dynamic loading relative 200

17 java.lang Classes loading relative 212

18 others other package 0

Then, we define the Opcode is invoke, and the parameters
are Landroid/content/Context;→ getSystemService.
Algorithm 1 shows how to merge the three different sort
of features.

Algorithm 1 Map Opcode to RGB image
1: Begin
2: Accept the dataOpcode,parameters.
3: R pix⇐ Call getPixelValue(Opcode)
4: if parameters is SensitiveAPI/*given in Table 4*/ then
5: G pix⇐ Call getGPixelValue(parameters)
6: else
7: G pix⇐ 0
8: end if
9: if parameters is RiskAPI /*given in Table 5*/ then

10: B pix ⇐ Call getBPixelValue(parameters) /*get from
Table 5*/

11: else
12: B pix← 0
13: end if
14: Image⇐ Callmerage(R pix,G pix,B pix)
15: End

4 Features Modelling and Ma-
chine Learning

Traditional machine learning techniques were limited in
their ability to process natural data in their raw form,

for example, the pixel based image data. Deep learning
allows computational models that are composed of multi-
ple processing layers to learn representations of raw data
with multiple levels of abstraction [11]. Deep learning
techniques, powered by advanced computation ability and
large datasets, have shown great performance in strate-
gic games like Go [16], ImageNet competition [14], lan-
guage translation and speech recognition. A very impor-
tant paper published recently in Nature [5] also validates
that deep constitutional neural network exhibits very high
melanoma classification ability. In this paper, the author
utilized a GoogleNet Inception v3 CNN architecture with
well trained weights on 1.28 million ImageNet data. The
final layer is removed and finely tuned to the author cate-
gorized dataset containing more than 13,000 images which
was collected from a combination of open-access derma-
tology repositories. The experimental results show it has
exceeded the common well trained dermatologists (72.1%
vs 66.0%)

In this paper, we adopt Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) to identify the previous Android malware images.
For CNN, Fukushima [7] proposed a calculation model for
CNN in 1980 firstly based on local connections between
neurons and hierarchical transformation. Based on this
model, LeCun et al. [9] proposed the first real CNN multi-
layer network structure learning algorithm and used it for
handwritting digit recognition. The model can automat-
ically extract local features of image with strong adapt-
ability. Parameters sharing makes it more similar to the
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Table 5: High level risky API and its pixel values for B channel

API class Method or function Description Pixel value

java.lang.Runtime exec execute script 220

android.content.Intent startActivity mail 210

android.app.PendingIntent send delayed trigger 200

android.app.AlarmManager Set delayed trigger 200

android.content.pm.PacakageManager removePackageFromPrefe uninstall application 190

android.database.sqlote.SQLiteDatabase execSQL database related 180

android.content.ContentResolver delete delete data 170

android.app.AcitivityManager killBackgroudProcess kill process 160

android.media.MediaRecorder MediaRecorder sound record 150

java.net.HttpURLConnection connect internet connection 140

java.net.URLConnection connect internet connection 140

org.apache.http.impl.client DefaultHttpClient internet connection 140

android.content.BroadcastReceiver abortBroadcast intercept SMS 63

android.telephony.PhoneStateListener onCallStateChanged monitor phone status 130

android.content.Intent getAction monitor broadcast 120

javax.crypto.Cipher getInstance encryption/decryption 110

javax.crypto.Cipher Init encryption/decryption 110

javax.crypto.Cipher doFinal encryption/decryption 110

android.telephony.TelephonyManager getLine1Number get phone number 100

android.content.pm.PacakageManager getInstallerPackageName get application information 90

android.content.pm.PacakageManager getInstalledPackages get application information 90

android.content.pm.PacakageManager getInstalledApplications get application information 90

android.location.LocationManager getLastKnownLocation get location information 80

android.telephony.TelephonyManager getCellLocation get location information 80

android.telephony.TelephonyManager getSubscriberId get IMSI 71

android.telephony.TelephonyManager getDeviceId get IMEI 70

android.telephony.SmsManager sendTextMessage send SMS 64

android.telephony.gsm.SmsManager sendMultipartTextMessage send multipart SMS 62

android.telephony.SmsManager sendMultipartTextMessage send multipart SMS 62

android.telephony.gsm.SmsManager sendDataMessage send multimedia message 61

android.telephony.gsm.SmsManager sendTextMessage send multimedia message 61

android.telephony.SmsManager sendDataMessage send multimedia message 61

android.telephony.gsm.SmsManager getDisplayOriginatingAddress read SMS 60

android.telephony.gsm.SmsManager getDisplayMessageBody read SMS 60

dalvik.system.DexClassLoader loadClass dynamic loading 50

dalvik.system.PathClassLoader loadClass dynamic loading 50

android.content.ContentResolver update tamper 40

android.content.ContentResolver insert insert 30

android.ContentResolver query traverse 20

android.content.Intent setDataAndType install 10
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(a) Structure of the LeNET network
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(b) Structure of our used CNN network

Figure 4: Structure of the LeNET network and the used
CNN network

biological neural network and reduces the complexity of
the network model.

The CNN structure (Figure 4(b)) used in this paper is
modified from Lenet-5 [10] as shown in Figure 4(a). Our
architecture consists of three sets of convolutions, acti-
vation, and pooling layers, followed by a fully-connected
layer, activation, another fully-connected, and finally a
softmax classifier. The convolution layer will learn 20
convolution filters, where each filter is of size 5x5. The
input dimensions of this value are the same width, height,
and depth as our input images. If each input feature im-
age is shown as xi, learn-able weight value wij , then the
output feature image is:

yj = bj +
∑
i

wij ∗ xi (1)

Where “*” is a convolution operator, and b is a learn-able
bias parameter.

The purpose of convolution layer is to extract different
features from the input layer. The first layer can only
extract convolution low-level features such as edges, lines,
angles, etc., more layers of the network can extract more
complex features from low-level features in iteration.

The output feature image adopts an activation func-
tion R = h(y) for non-linear mapping. The original LeNet
architecture used Tanh activation functions rather than
ReLU . But in this paper we use ReLU . The reason is
that ReLU tends to give much better classification ac-
curacy. The comparison results will be discussed in Sec-
tion V. The ReLU is defined as:

f(y) = max(0, y) (2)

and the Tanh is defined as:

R =
ey − e−y

ey + e−y
(3)

Activation function can enhance the non-linear char-
acteristic of the decision function and the whole neural
network, but does not change the Convolution layer it-
self.

The ReLU activation function followed by 2x2 max-
pooling in both x and y directions with a stride of 2 to

reduce training parameters. It divides the input image
into several rectangular regions, and outputs the maxi-
mum value for each subregion. The max-pooling layer
will constantly reduce the size of the data space, so the
number of parameters and the amount of computation
will drop. Also, it can control the overfitting during train-
ing to a certain extent. Typically, the CNN convolutional
layer is periodically inserted into the pool layer.

After the third subsampling layer (S2), we flatten the
output feature image to vector and link it to three fully
connected layers whose dimensions are 512, 256, 13 (num-
ber of malware categories) respectively. And after the first
two fully connected layers, there is a dropout layer whose
probability is 0.5 to avoid overfitting. The first two fully
connected layers adopt ReLU as activation function and
the last one (Loss Layer) uses softmax, which is defined
as:

σ(Z)j =
eZj

ΣK
k=1

for j = 1, ...,K. (4)

The softmax is used to determine how the training pro-
cess ”punishes” the difference between the predicted re-
sults and the actual results of the network.

5 Experiments and Analysis

The experimental dataset is downloaded from the Drebin
Dataset of Techinische Universität Braunschweig [1]. The
dataset contains 5,560 applications and we choose 14 rep-
resentative families to do our experiments. The malware
samples distribution of the experimental dataset is shown
in Table 6. The experimental programs are written in
Python, and the hardware environment is Intel Core i7-
3370 and 12GB main memory.

Table 6: The experimental android malware samples

# Malware family Number of samples

1 FakeInstaller 925

2 DroidKungFu 666

3 Plankton 625

4 Opfake 612

5 BaseBridge 327

6 Iconosys 152

7 Kmin 147

8 FakeDoc 131

9 DroidDream 81

10 MobileTx 69

11 FakeRun 61

12 SendPay 59

13 Gappusin 58

14 Imlog 43
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5.1 The Fingerprint Image of Malware
Family

In order to train the model by CNN preferably, different
malware feature images should zoom into the same size,
here 64x64. As shown in Figure 5, images generated by
malware variants from the same family have some spe-
cific similar textures in some area. Figure 6 shows an
example of the difference between Opcode features and
the features after combined three channels. It shows that
the combined features can describe more details of each
malware family.

Based on this feature image, the identification results
of our method are shown in Table 7. To evaluate the re-
sults scientifically, we use the Accuracy, TPR (true pos-
itive rate, also call Recall), FPR (false positive rate),
Precision, F1, and receiver operating characteristic curve
(ROC). All the metrics have the following definitions:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

P +N
,

TPR =
TP

TP + FN

FPR =
FP

FP + TN
,

Precision =
TP

TP + FP

F1 =
2× Precision× TPR
Precision+ TPR

Where, TP is the number of true positive predictions, FP
is the number of false positive predictions, and FN is the
number of false negative predictions. And the F1 score is
as a weighted average of the precision and TPR. The F-
measure or balanced F-score (F1 score) is the harmonic
mean of precision and TPR. From the experimental re-
sults, we can see that our algorithm performs well at Op-
fake family at 96.91%. Since there are only 58 samples
in Gappusin family, and the identification result is not as
good as other families.

5.2 The Identification Accuracy of Differ-
ent Feature Representations

Figure 7(a) shows a comparison of the identification ac-
curacy between the Opcode feature and the combined
features (Opcde feature, API feature and risky API fea-
ture). It shows that the combined features perform bet-
ter than just Opcode feature on malware family identifi-
cation. That is to say, the API call and the risky API
functions can significantly improve the texture features
on different families to some degree. Although for differ-
ent families, the improvements are not the same, but the
effect is positive.
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Figure 7: (a) Comparison of the TPR between the com-
bined features and Opcode feature (only R channel); (b)
Comparison of different activation functions for identifi-
cation accuracy; (c) Comparison of different activation
functions for loss; (d) Comparison of TPR between Com-
bined feature, Opcode feature and Drebin’s method
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Table 7: Experimental results with different metrics

Malware Family Accuracy TPR FPR Precision F1

BaseBridge 0.9338 0.9253 0.0020 0.9807 0.9520

DroidDream 0.8966 0.9021 0.0020 0.9492 0.9250

DroidKungFu 0.8855 0.9402 0.0460 0.9015 0.9200

FakeDoc 0.9362 0.9710 0.0010 0.9419 0.9560

FakeInstaller 0.9629 0.9560 0.0070 0.9911 0.9730

FakeRun 0.8977 0.9610 0 0.9180 0.9390

Iconosys 0.9495 0.9710 0.0500 0.9617 0.9660

Imlog 0.8710 0.9857 0.0 0.8604 0.9190

Kmin 0.9619 0.9800 0.0010 0.9727 0.9760

MobileTx 0.9293 0.9876 0.0 0.9192 0.9520

Opfake 0.9691 0.9787 0.0070 0.9795 0.9790

Plankton 0.9698 0.9760 0.0060 0.9821 0.9790

SendPay 0.9647 0.9809 0.0010 0.9880 0.9840

Gappusin 0.5663 0.6373 0.0 0.7245 0.6780

Average 0.9067 0.9395 0.0090 0.9336 0.9356

(a) BaseBridge family

(b) DroidDream family

(c) Iconosys family

Figure 5: The fingerprint feature images of different malware families
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(a) Iconosys family (b) FakeInstaller family

Figure 6: Examples of the difference between Opcode features and combined features of three channels

5.3 Comparison of Different Activation
Functions on Accuracy

In neural networks, the neuron is a computational unit
that takes as input x1, x2, x3 , and outputs hW,b(x) =

f(WTx) = f(
∑3

i=1Wixi + b), where f : < 7→ < is called
the activation function. The activation function affects
the training speed and final result of the whole model. It
is very important for the generation of the whole model.
Tanh and Relu are the two typical activation func-

tions, we use both of them in our experiment, and the
effect of each function are compared in Figure 7(b) and
Figure 7(c). From Figure 7(b), it shows that the Relu can
get a better accuracy than that of Tanh, and the conver-
gence rate of Relu is faster than that of Tanh. Figure 7(c)
shows the effects of different activation functions on mis-
classification rate (loss) on the testing dataset, we can see
that Relu is better on over-fitting than that of Tanh.

5.4 Comparison With the Drebin
Method

Figure 7(d) shows the true positive rate (TPR) compari-
son among combined feature, Opcode (on R channel) fea-
ture and Drebin’s method. We can see that although Op-
code feature shows the similar performance with Drebin in
some family, while for the overall performance, the Op-
code feature is still better than Drebin’s. Furthermore,
when considering the combined features, the overall de-
tection rate has improved a lot. We can get that in
most cases, the combined features are better than that
of Drebin and Opcode only.

For ROC curve, in Figure 8, we can get similar conclu-
sions that for different malware families, using combined
features, the ROC curve is closer to the upper left corner
of the coordinates. That is to say that using combined
feature we can get better results in general.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we propose a malware identification algo-
rithm which combines malware visualization method and
machine learning techniques. First of all, we extract the
Opcode features, API calls features and high risky API
function features. Then we adopt convolutional neural

network to train the fingerprint images and identify the
malware families. The experimental results show that the
classification accuracy can be 96.91% at best and the av-
erage accuracy is higher than DREBIN [1] on the same
malware dataset. Besides that, the experimental results
show once again that Android malware variants in the
same family have some common textures in feature im-
age.

About the future work, we can consider the following
directions:

1) Using parallelization techniques to accelerate classi-
fication and detection speed.

2) Study further to detect effectively when malwares
using packing, encryption, anti-debugging, anti-
dissembling techniques.

3) Integrate the proposed static method with dynamic
analysis to extend the robustness and adaptability of
the detection system.
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Abstract

Secure data deduplication, which can reduce the amount
of storage cost in the cloud by eliminating duplicate data
copies, has been widely used in industry and academia.
At the same time, as the outsourced cloud storage server
is not fully credible, it will cause data destruction when
the user puts the the encrypted data in the cloud. There-
fore, we present a secure and efficient cloud data dedupli-
cation scheme supporting dynamic data public auditing.
Compared with the prior systems, our system has two ad-
vantages. Firstly, the proposed scheme has a high perfor-
mance in terms of data equality test by using the decision
tree, as the server can reduce the time complexity of dedu-
plication equality test from linear to logarithmic over the
whole data items in the database. Secondly, the proposed
scheme can reduce the computation cost of searching a
data block from linear to logarithmic by using relative
index of a node and also support data modification, in-
sertion, append and deletion procedure.

Keywords: Cloud Storage; Deduplication; Public Audit-
ing

1 Introduction

Cloud computing is a pay-per-use model that provides
available, convenient, and on-demand network access to
configurable computing resource sharing pools (resources
including networks, servers, storage, applications and ser-
vices). These resources can be quickly provided with very
little management effort or little interaction among the
service provider.

Among them, cloud storage is a networked storage
model that data is stored in a virtual storage pool, usually
maintained by the third party. Cloud storage provides
customers with a lot of benefits, including cost savings
and simplified convenience, and so on. These benefits
make more and more customers store their personal data
in the cloud. The analysis shows that the amount of data

will reach 40 trillion gigabytes in 2020, of which 70% are
stored in the cloud. Among these remote stored files,
most of them are identical. Data deduplication, a spe-
cial data compression method, has been widely used in
cloud to optimize storage space by reducing the amount
of data storage [5, 14, 20]. Nevertheless, the problem,
that the same file encrypted by different users lead to dif-
ferent ciphertexts, makes cross-user deduplication impos-
sible. The convergence encryption(CE) can implement
this, because the key is derived from the file, regard-
less of who performs the encryption algorithm. However,
existing solutions in use unfortunately have either secu-
rity or privacy issues. Such as offline dictionary attacks
as the keys are derived deterministically from the file F
(i.e.,KA(= KB) = H(F )), where H is a conventional
hash function used to map any length of messages into a
fixed-length value.

At the same time, the users put the data in the cloud
and need to consider the data security. Because the Cloud
Service Provider (CSP) may take the initiative to delete
the data that the client does not frequently access, so it is
necessary for users to ensure the integrity of data in the
cloud. In other words, any change about the data in the
cloud without the consent of the user, such as data loss,
corruption, modification, or disclosure, should be detected
by the user. However, as the user’s computing power is
limited, the user decides to authorize the task of audit-
ing to a Third Party Auditor (TPA), which enables that
the user can efficiently perform integrity verifications even
without the local copy of data. TPA replaces the user to
perform the integrity of data and do not need to download
the entire file.

We also consider that the user may want the cloud
to protect their data to prevent unauthorized users from
accessing. So we use a key distribution mechanism to
process the convergence key [16, 26].

In this paper, we propose a secure and efficient cloud
data deduplication scheme supporting public auditing.
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows.

• A secure and efficient cloud data deduplication
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scheme is achieved [13, 24], and can reduce the com-
parison times of the equality-testing algorithm from
linear to nearly logarithmic.

• An auditing entity can help clients audit the integrity
of data stored in the cloud even without the local
copy of data files [9]. At the same time, the compu-
tational cost of searching the data block can reduce
efficiently from linear to logarithmic. In addition, the
scheme supports the dynamic operation of data.

• A scheme of data deduplication by using a key en-
capsulation mechanism [16, 26], which means that
the key of the file is re-encrypted with the attribute,
and the user can decrypt the ciphertext only if the
user has a private key associated with the attribute.

In Section 2, we give the relevant knowledge of dedu-
plication and auditing. In Section 3, we give the bilinear
pairings, computational Diffie-Hellman problem, Path-
PRV-CDA2, modified Merkle Hash Tree, Boneh-Lynn-
Shacham signature and equality test over deduplication
decision tree. Section 4 gives system structure and the
threat model. Our detailed scheme is shown in Section 5.
The dynamic operation of the modified MHT tree will
be showed in Section 6. The Section 7 gives the security.
The Section 8 gives the performance analysis. We make
a conclusion in Section 9.

2 Related Works

In this section, we will elaborate on the work related to
our scheme from two aspects.

2.1 Secure Deduplication

Convergent encryption, which can not only guarantee the
confidentiality of data, but also achieve data deduplica-
tion. Specifically, each data file will be encrypted with
a so-called convergence key that derived from the cryp-
tographic hash value of the file contents. This gives rise
to the same data file to be encrypted to get the same
ciphertext, which makes it possible to reduce the re-
dundant data. Bellare et al. [5] proposed a novel cryp-
tographic primitive called Message-Locked Encryption
(MLE), where the formal definition and security model
of deduplication is given. However, both of them do not
meet semantic security because of content-guessing at-
tack. If the adversary wants to specify a distribution of
plaintexts, the tag that is deterministic from the mes-
sage will leak unnecessary information. To strengthen
the security, Abadi et al. [1] proposed a modified prim-
itives, named random Message-Locked Encryption (R-
MLE) which can support an equality-testing algorithm
defined on the ciphertexts. However, the equality-testing
algorithm is very inefficient, which is the only problem. To
enhance the security of deduplication and protect the data
confidentiality, Bellare et al. [4] proposed an improved

deduplication scheme, which can resist the online brute-
force attack by running an oblivious pseudo-random func-
tion (OPRF). In the scheme, users generate the key by the
aid of a secret parameter which is produced by a third-
part key server. To prevent the data from being leaked
to the third-part server, Bellare and Keelveedhi extended
their prior work and proposed a new primitive named In-
teractive Message-Locked Encryption (iMLE) [3]. In their
model, security depends on whether the message is related
to the public parameter or not. After that, Jiang et al. [13]
introduced a new primitive called µR-MLE2, which gen-
erates a key that does not depend on the third party, and
can resist content-guessing attack. The most important is
that the time of deduplication test is reduced from linear
to logarithmic.

2.2 Integrity Auditing

Ateniese et al. [2] put forward the concept of provable
data possession (PDP), which makes sure that the cloud
server owns indeed the data and does not need to down-
load all the data. PDP implements mainly through ran-
domly extracting a set of data blocks from the cloud
server. Zhang et al. [28] proposed a secure provable data
possession scheme, which can resist forgery attack and re-
play attack, under the Chosen-Target-CDH problem and
the CDH problem. Proof of retrievability (POR) [19] is
also a part of the data integrity verification. Compared
with PDP, POR can also achieve the recovery of data.
Ling et al. [17] proposed an efficient and secure one time
password authentication scheme for wireless sensor net-
works. Xu and Chang [25] recommended to use the poly-
nomial commitment to reduce the communication cost
of [19]. Stefanov et al. [21] made a protocol to the frequent
changes in the authentication file system. Hsien et al. [10]
presented a survey of data integrity based on public au-
ditability and provided the approach to analyze security
and efficiency. Hwang et al. [11] proposed a scheme with
a mechanism to locate the problematic data blocks when
the cloud data as a whole fails the auditing. Ming et
al. [27] implemented a more secure and efficient audit-
ing mechanism in the cloud. Cao et al. [8] showed that
there are two flaws in one scheme for cloud storage audit-
ing with verifiable outsourcing of key updates. However,
these protocols only adapt to the static operation of the
data and do not support the dynamic one. Liu et al. [18]
considered dynamic data update when the data is shared
with multiple users, but only described the inserted oper-
ation. The scheme [12, 23] supports the dynamic opera-
tion of the data, the time of integrity verification is O(m).
The computational complexity of integrity verification is
proportional to the amount of data in the cloud. When
the amount of the data in the cloud increases, the compu-
tational complexity will increase linearly. Garg et al. [9]
improved it by using Relative Index and Time Stamped
Merkle Hash Tree (RIT S − −MHT ), which can guaran-
tee that it can not only support the dynamic operation of
the data, but the computation cost of searching the node
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can reduce from linear to sub-linear.

3 Preliminaries

In this section, we give bilinear groups and computational
Diffie-Hellman problem, Path-PRV-CDA2. At the same
time, in order to achieve the integrity of the data, we give
the modified Merkle Hash Tree (MHT ), Boneh-Lynn-
Shacham (BLS) signature and equality test over dedupli-
cation decision tree.

3.1 Bilinear Pairings

Suppose that G and GT are the multiplication cycle
groups of prime order p. When the map e : G×G→ GT
satisfies the following properties, we say that e is a bilin-
ear map [6, 22]:

1) Bilinearity: For all u, v ∈ G, a, b ∈ Zp, we can de-
duce that e(ua, vb) = e(u, v)ab;

2) Non-degeneracy: e(g, g) 6= 1;

3) Computability: For all u, v ∈ G, we can compute
e(u, v) in an efficient algorithm.

3.2 Computational Diffie-Hellman Prob-
lem

The Computational Diffie-Hellman problem (CDH) [6] is
that, given g, ga, gb ∈ G, it is difficult to compute gab,
where a, b is the random number in Z∗p and g is the gen-
erator of G.

3.3 Path-PRV-CDA2

In the decision tree, the user interacts with the server,
calculates 1 bit path decision and sends it to the server.
The definition of Path-PRV-CDA2 [13] is based on the
definition of PRV-CDA2 [1].

3.4 Modified Merkle Hash Tree

Modified MHT [9] is a binary search tree, where each
node stores two parts of information, one is the hash value
of the data block and the other is the relative index of
the node. Apart from the leaf nodes, the hash value of
each node is the concatenation of the hash value of its
child nodes. By verifying the hash value of root node, we
can assure the integrity of data. In modified MHT , the
relative index of leaf nodes is set to 1. Suppose that the
index value of a node’s two child nodes is ra and rb, then
its index value is ra + rb.

Figure 1 shows a modifiedMHT with 8 leaf nodes. For
example, if the auditor wants the cloud server to prove the
integrity of the data block d[3], the cloud server will give
the auditor the Auxiliary Information (AI) as AI(d[3]):

H(d[1]),1 H(d[2]),1 H(d[3]),1 H(d[4]),1 H(d[5]),1 H(d[6]),1 H(d[7]),1 H(d[8]),1

HC,2 HD,2 HE,2 HF,2

HA,4 HB,4

HR,8 root node

d[1] d[2] d[3] d[4] d[5] d[6] d[7] d[8]

Data blocks

Figure 1: Modified merkle hash tree (MHT )

{(HC , L), H(d[3]), (H(d[4]), R), (HB , R)}. Now the audi-
tor verifies the integrity by using the root node HR as
follows:

Compute HD ← (H(d[3]) ‖ H(d[4])).

Compute HA ← (HC ‖ HD).

Finally compute root HR ← (HA ‖ HB).

3.5 Boneh-Lynn-Shacham Signature

Boneh-Lynn-Shacham Signature (BLS) [7] is a short sig-
nature scheme, which is used for authentication the signer
of a message. Its security is based on the CDH problem.
BLS signature can aggregate multiple signatures about
many blocks of message into a single signature. There-
fore, BLS signature of n data blocks (d[1], d[2], · · · , d[n])
in file F are generated as follows:

φ =

n∏
i=1

(H(d[i]))k

H : {0, 1}∗ → G is a hash function and G is a prime or-
der group having generator g. The BLS signature specif-
ically contains three parts in the following:

Let k ∈ Zp be the private key and gk is the public key.

Generate a signature φ for file F : φ→ H(F )k.

Input the file F and signature φ, verify

e(φ, g)
?
=e(H(F ), gk).

3.6 Equality Test Over Deduplication
Decision Tree

Jiang et al. [13] proposed an interactive deduplication
decision tree in Figure 2. Generally speaking, the user
requests the server to return the tag of current node. The
user checks whether there is a copy, if it is, users just get
a link related to file from the cloud without uploading the
encrypted data. Otherwise, the user uploads the data to
the cloud. In general, give h(F ), some relevant informa-
tion and 1-bit path decision b = B(gri·h(F ))(B(x) denotes
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Figure 3: The system model

the bitwise exclusive or of the digest of x). If b = 0, the
server moves it to the left child node. Else if b = 1, the
server moves it to the right child node. The algorithm
can be described as follows.

• User ↔ Server: The user owns file F∗ and requests
the cloud server to return the tag τi of the current
node, τi = (gri , grih(Fi)). (In general, if the node is
the root one in the tree, and the corresponding tag
is τ = (gr0 , gr0h(F0)).

• User: The user detects whether the cloud has the
same one as himself. That is to say, the user verifies

whether the equation grih(F∗)
?
=grih(Fi) holds.

• User → Server: When the equation is established, it
means that the user finds a duplication. Otherwise,
he calculates b = B(grih(F∗)) ∈ {0, 1} and gives it to
the server.

• Server: When the server gets 0, the user moves the
node to the left child. Otherwise, the node is trans-
ferred to the right child. The user then continues
to interact with the server and finds that one of the
following cases occurs. One is that, when the server
traverses the entire tree, it does not find the same
data as the user. The other is that, the server finds
a copy of the data.

4 Problem Formulation

4.1 System Architecture

In our system, we include four entities: the user, Cloud
Service Provider (CSP), Third Party Auditor (TPA) and
attribute authority (AA). The relationship among them
is shown in Figure 3.

• The user has a lot of files and will generally put them
in the cloud to save their own storage and reduce the
computing cost.

• Cloud Service Provider (CSP) is a system that pro-
vides file storage and business access capabilities
truthfully. Users often pay the cloud to enjoy this
service.

• The Third Party Auditor (TPA) helps the user detect
the integrity of the outsourced file in the cloud, since
the cloud may delete files that is rarely used by the
user or that has been corrupted to save storage.

• The attribute authority (AA) is an entity which can
send the user a key related to the user’s attribute to
encapsulate the encryption key.

Our system contains two phases: data deduplication
phase and public auditing phase.

1) Data deduplication phase: At this stage, the user
detects whether CSP has the same file. We mainly
have two situations to consider.

• When CSP has already stored the data, users
do not have to upload the file and only obtain
a link to the file.

• The user uses the message locked encryption to
encrypt the file and uploads it to the cloud.
After that AA employs the key encapsulation
mechanism to encapsulate the key.

2) Public auditing phase: We introduce it mainly in four
parts. They are BlockSigGen, Challenge, GenProof
and VerifyProof, respectively.

• Keygen(1λ): The user inputs a security pa-
rameter λ and outputs key pair (k, gk). Here, k
is the private key, gk is the public key.

• BlockSigGen(k,H(ctd(i)), u): The user in-
puts k, the hash value of encrypted file block
H(ctd(i)), a random number u, and outputs the
signature of the block is φi. The set of signa-
tures for each encrypted block is represented as
θ = {φi}, i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}.

• Challenge: TPA replaces the user to detect the
integrity of data in the cloud. TPA takes several
blocks of file randomly and sends them to the
CSP.
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• GenProof(ctF , θ, C): When CSP received the
challenge information C from TPA, CSP inputs
encrypted File ctF , all signature set θ, challenge
information C to produces the proof Pf . Fi-
nally, CSP sends the proof to TPA.

• VerifyProof(C,Pf , g
k): TPA inputs the chal-

lenge Information C, proof Pf , public key gk,
and verifies the results. If it holds, it indicates
that the data stored in the cloud is complete.
Otherwise, we conclude that the data has been
tampered or even lost.

4.2 Threat Model

We consider some threats about the users’ data in the
following.

• The user authorizes the task of auditing to TPA to
ensure the integrity of data in the cloud. Although
TPA is credible, he will be curious about the data
stored in the cloud.

• CSP may delete data that is occasionally accessed by
the user, or CSP may damage the data due to their
own processing error without informing the user.

• The previous administrator in the cloud could break
into and corrupt the integrity of data. And if the
certificate of legitimate user is lost, the other users
will use the certificate to destroy the data or even
delete the data.

5 Our Detailed Construction

In this section, we construct a secure and efficient cloud
data deduplication scheme supporting dynamic data pub-
lic auditing. Our scheme mainly includes four entities
which has been showed in Figure 3. Firstly, AA defines
the set of public attributes [15] and sends the user a key re-
lated to the attribute. The key which is used to re-encrypt
the convergence key to implement the key encapsulation.
Then, the user sends a tag to CSP to decide whether the
cloud stores the file or not.

5.1 Data Deduplication Phase

This phase intends primarily to detect whether the cloud
has the same data by using the equality test over dedu-
plication decision Tree.

• The user has the file F∗ and the tag of F∗ is τ∗ =
(gr∗ , gr∗h(F∗)). After that, the user requires CSP to
return the tag τi = (gri , grih(Fi)) of current node.
The user then detects whether there exists the same
file by checking gri·h(F∗)

?
=gri·h(Fi), where ri and r∗

are selected randomly. If the equation is verified to
be equal, it means that there is a duplicate one stored
in the cloud, it is unnecessary for the user to upload
the file.

• Otherwise, the user sends b (b = B(grih(F∗)) ∈ {0, 1})
to CSP, if b = 0, CSP moves the node to the left, oth-
erwise it moves the node to the right. The algorithm
terminates when CSP has traversed the entire tree
and can not find the same data. Therefore, the user
is authorized to upload the ciphertext to the cloud.
Specifically, the user computes kF = Hash(pp, F ),
ctF = Encpp(kF , F ), and gives ctF to CSP, where
Enc(·) is the symmetric encryption algorithm, pp is
the public parameters. The convergent keys kF is en-
crypted with the key associated with the attribute.
The user can get the convergence keys to decrypt the
ciphertext only if he has the attribute.

5.2 Public Auditing Phase

TPA replaces the user to check the integrity of data in the
cloud and returns the results to the user. Detailed details
are as follows.

• KeyGen: The user first randomly selects the private
key k ∈ Zp and the public key η = gk. After that,
the user divides the encrypted file into n blocks.

• BlockSigGen: Generally speaking, the user gener-
ates BLS signature for each encrypted block ctd[i] of

the file is φi = (H(ctd[i]) · uctd[i]))k, where ctd[i] =
Encpp(kd[i], d[i]), i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n} and a random ele-
ment u ∈ G. Here H(ctd[i]) indicates the hash value
of the encrypted file block. The user generates a
MHT and a root nodes HR with H(ctd[i]) as a leaf
node for all i ∈ {1, n} (HR is the root node of the
encrypted data block). The signature for the root
node is expressed as ρ = H(R)k. After that, the user
sends {ctF , θ, ρ} to CSP for storage.

• Challenge: In order to ensure that their files are
intact, the users upload the files to the cloud and
delegate the task of verifying the integrity of data to
TPA. Then TPA randomly extracts a portion of the
file from CSP, and CSP responds to the extracted
data. TPA randomly selects Q and bi, and sends
C ← (i, bi)i∈Q to CSP, where Q = {r1, r2, · · · , rk} ∈
[1, n] and i ∈ Q.

• GenProof : When receives the challenge message C,
CSP starts to search ith node in the hash tree (i ∈
C). We determine whether the search node exists
in the hash tree by validating the root node. For
example, we need to search for file block d[4], CSP
can use all the auxiliary information on the path of
the search node. The auxiliary information(AI) is
expressed as: [(HC , 2, L), (H(d[3]), 1, L), (HB , 4, R)],
where L represents the position of node on the left,
R is represented as the position of the node on the
right. SIB specifies the number of sibling nodes on
the left. When the detection of the node passes, CSP
continues to search for the other nodes on the hash
tree. Otherwise CSP terminates the auditing and
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computes:

φ←
rk∏
i=r1

φbii ∈ G.

and

µ←
rk∏
i=r1

biD[i] ∈ G.

After that, Pf is sent to TAP by CSP, Pf =
{µ, φ, (H(ctdi), AI(i)i∈Q, ρ, SIB). Here AI(i) is the
auxiliary information of i on the path from the node
H(ctd[i]) to the root node.

• VerifyProof : TPA establishes the root node of the
tree and verifies the root node by detecting whether
the following equation holds or not:

e(H(R), gk) = e(ρ, g). (1)

Here, H(R) is the hash value of the root of the en-
crypted data block. Finally, TPA sends the verifi-
cation results to the user. On authentication verifi-
cation successes, TPA proceeds the auditing process
and verifies whether the following equation holds or
not:

e(

rk∏
i=r1

H(ctd[i])
bi · uµ, gk) = e(φ, g) (2)

That is to say,

e(

rk∏
i=r1

H(ctd[i])
bi · uµ, gk)

=e(

rk∏
i=r1

H(ctd[i])
bi · ubictd[i] , gk)

=e(

rk∏
i=r1

(H(ctd[i]) · uctd[i])bi , gk)

=e(

rk∏
i=r1

((H(ctd[i]) · uctd[i])k)bi , gk)

=e(

rk∏
i=r1

φbii , g)

If the validation process passes, the file that the user
stores in the cloud is complete. Otherwise the user’s
file is compromised.

6 Data Dynamic Procedures

Data dynamic operation [9] is very important in
data auditing, which includes data modification proce-
dure (DMP), data insertion procedure (DIP), data
append procedure (DAP) and lastly data deletion
procedure(DDP). Data dynamic procedures which al-
low the user to update the selected file when a file block
changes.

6.1 Data Modification Procedure

When the user wants to modify the ith file block, the
user generates a new signature for this data block as
φ
′

= (H(ctd[i′ ]) · u
ct

d[i
′
])k, and produces a new file

tag as τ
′

= (gr, grh(F
′
)), and then the user sends

(M, i, ct(d[i
′
]), H(ctd[i′ ]),

′
, τ
′
) to CSP, where M is denoted

as DMP. Cloud storage server replaces ct(d[i]) with
ct(d[i

′
]), replaces φ with φ

′
, replaces τ with τ

′
, replaces

H(ctd[i′ ]) with H(ctd[i′ ]), and then generates a new hash

of the root node H(R
′
) by reconstructingMHT with ith

modified file block. Then the user authenticates the root
by using (H(ctd[i′ ]), AI(i))i, ρ), produces ρ

′
= H(R

′
)k

with secret key k and sends it to the cloud for storage. In
this way, the user completes the modification operation
of the data block.

6.2 Data Insertion Procedure

When the user wants to insert the file block, the user
first generates a signature for the inserted file block as
φ∗ = (H(ctd[i∗]) · uctd[i∗])k and computes the tag as

τ∗ = (gr, grh(F
∗)). Assume that the insertion file block is

(I, i, ct(d[i∗]), φi, τ
∗) and sends them to the CSP, where

I is denoted as DIP. When a new node is inserted,
the hash value of the node at that location becomes
(H(ct(d[i])) ‖ H(ct(d[i∗]))) and the index value of it will
also change, too. Specific detail is shown in [9]. The
user establishes MHT to authenticate the root node us-
ing AI(I), H(ct(d[i])) in Equation (2), if the certification
holds, it means that CSP performs the insert operation
honestly.

6.3 Data Deletion Procedure

DDP is similar to DIP. Assuming that we want to delete
a data, then the hash value of the node is transferred, the
corresponding index of the node changes, too.

6.4 Data Append Procedure

DAP is similar to the data insertion.

7 Security Analysis

In this part, we will analyze the security of our scheme.
The Theorem 1 is reduced to that of Garg and Bawa’s
scheme [9], which has been proved to be secure in random
oracle model. We show that our scheme is Path-PRV-
CDA2 secure in Theorem 2. Finally, we give an analysis
to show that the auditing is sound in Theorem 3.

Theorem 1. As Garg and Bawa’s scheme [9] is secu-
rity, then an adversary C has an negligible advantage ε to
generate a forgery for a data block ctd[i′ ]:

ε
′
≥ (1/qS + 1)e)ε
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Table 1: Functionalities and features comparison of deduplication and auditing

Schemes Ciphertext deduplication No additional key server Auditing Block dynamic operations
[1]

√ √
× ×

[9] − −
√ √

[13]
√ √

× ×
[15]

√
×

√
×

[23] − −
√ √

Ours
√ √ √ √

and in polynomial time:

tc ≥ t+ tsm(qH + 2qS)

where tsm is time for one scalar multiplication in G and
e is base of natural logarithm.

Proof. Assuming the attacker A has already known
(g, ga, gb), our purpose is to solve the CDH problem by
using a subroutine B, B is maintained by A.

Parameter Query: The adversary C makes queries to B
about the relevant system parameters , and B re-
sponds it in the following, B chooses r ∈ Zp as its
own private key, generates gr ∈ G as the public key,
and sends (r, gr, G) to the adversary, where r keeps
secret.

Hash Query: The adversary C can make a Hash Query,
B responds it as below. The adversary C also makes
a list LH : {ctd[i], wi, ki, cl}, which is initially empty.

• If there has been a query on ctd[i] in the LH , B
responds with H(ctd[i]) = wi.

• Otherwise, B flips a coin c ∈ {0, 1}, when cl = 0,
the probability of it is δ. And when cl = 1, the
probability of it is 1− δ.

• B chooses a element ki ∈ Zp randomly,
computes wi = (gb)(1−cl)φ(g)ki and puts
{ctd[i], wi, ki, cl} to list LH .

Sign Query: The adversary makes a signature inquiry
about the data block ctd[i], and B replies to him as
follows:

• If cl = 0, B halts.

• Otherwise, if cl = 1, then B responds with σi =
(φ(ga)ki)(φ(g)kir). Here wi = φ(g)ki , therefore
σi = wa+ri .

• Assume that the adversary C has created a
forged signature σ∗k for the data block ctd[k],
Then if cl = 1, B halts. when cl = 0, B replies
to the adversary with H(ctd[k]) = gbφ(g)k and
σ∗k.

Then we can derive that:

gab = σ∗k/(g
rbφ(gak)φ(rk)).

Only B can calculate gab in the polynomial time.
Next, we show the probability that the CDH problem

can be solved by B. B wants to succeed mainly based on
the following three cases:

• E1: Any sign of an adversary C does not make B stop
the game;

• E2: The adversary C generates a genuine σk on data
block ct(d[k]);

• E3: The adversary C produces a forged signature on
data block ct(d[k]) and B does not abort.

The probability of B succeed is

P [E1 ∩ E2 ∩ E3] = P [E1] · P [E2 ‖ E1]P [E3 ‖ E1 ∩ E2]

From Garg and Bawas scheme in [9], we can calculate the
probability of B succeed is ε

′

ε
′
≥ (1/qS + 1)e)ε.

Since our scheme is based on the same difficult problem
as Garg and Bawa’s scheme, And the advantage of the
attacker to break our scheme is the same as the attacker
break the Garg and Bawa’s scheme. So, our scheme is
also secure in CDH problem.

Theorem 2. Our µR-MLE2 scheme is Path-PRV-
CDA2 [1] secure.

Proof. Given two sequences v = (v1, · · · , vn) and v
′

=
(v
′

1, · · · , v
′

n), we consider the information that the adver-
sary C can get through the two sequences. And if the tree
path of two files is same, we recognize that they are the
same one. We consider it in two cases.

One is when both of them have the same tree path, v
is in the deduplication list, v

′
is also in the deduplication

list. Then, the adversary C can not get any information
from the two sequences.

The other is that v and v
′

have the same order relation.
v is in the deduplication list, v

′
is not in the deduplication

list. The user gives the path bit to the server. In both
cases, the information obtained by the adversary is same,
and the number of bits leaked does not exceed the height
of the tree. So it is Path-PRV-CDA2 [1] secure.
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Table 2: Number of challenged blocks up to 90% of corrupted blocks

Number of corrupted blocks(x) Number of challenged blocks(t)
6250 23
12500 12
18750 10
25000 7
31250 5
37500 4
43750 4
50000 3
56250 2

Theorem 3. Assuming the hash function is collision-
resistant, when clients and CSP follow the Modified
Merkle tree-based protocol, a dishonest CSP cannot pass
through the verification.

Proof. Suppose that the user needs to verify the ith
file block, the malicious CSP transfers part of the
user’s data and has two ways to cheat the user. One
way is to return a forged message. The server may
try to find an ctdj 6= ctdi satisfying that H(ctdj ) =
H(ctdi). However, under the collision-resistant assump-
tion, CSP cannot generate invalid data and the cor-
responding integrity path that the client can use to
compute the correct metadata H(R). The other way
is that CSP may ignore the verification without giv-
ing the correct Pf = {µ, φ, (H(ctdi), AI(i)i∈Q, ρ, SIB},
but to return another valid pair of data Pf∗ =
{µ∗, φ, (H(ctdj ), AI(j)j∈Q, ρ

∗, SIB∗} to the user.
In the phase of VerifyProof, TPA found that

e(

rk∏
j=r1

H(ctd[j])
bj · uµ

∗
, gk) 6= e(φ, g)

In other words, any malpractice by CSP will be detected
by a fully trusted TPA at the VerifyProof stage. There-
fore, based on the Equation (2), CSP cannot use another
data path pair to pass through the verification success-
fully.

8 Performance Analysis

In this section, we will conduct our performance analysis
including three aspects, the probability of malpractice at
CSP, the computation cost, and communication overhead.

8.1 Probability of Detecting Malpractice
at CSP

The solution [9] is to take the sampling method, that is,
it divides the file F into n chunks and then randomly ex-
tracts t from n data blocks to detect the probability of
detecting malpractice at CSP. Suppose that CSP changes

x data block in n data blocks, then the probability of ran-
domly sample a corrupted block is x

n . If the probability
of detecting malpractice at least one block in challenge
phase is P , then

P = 1− (1− x

n
)(1− x

n− 1
) · · · (1− x

n− t+ 1
)

= 1−
t−1∏
i=0

(1− x

n− i
)

(3)

In order to know more clearly the relationship among
P, x, t, n, we simplify the Equation (3) and finally get

1− (1− x

n− t−1
2

)t ≤ P ≤ (1− x

n− t+ 1
)t

Suppose the data owner divides the 1GB file into 62, 500
blocks, each one of which is 16kb. We will show the num-
ber of blocks(t) required in challenge message to detect
the number of blocks corrupted by considering the proba-
bility of malpractice detection (P = 0.9) in Table 2. Also
with the number of corrupted data blocks increasing, the
data blocks in the challenge decreasing. When CSP mod-
ifies 10% of total outsourced blocks(n), then CSP needs
only 23 random blocks in the challenge set to detect a
server malpractice with 0.9 probability.

8.2 Computation Cost

As is shown in Table 3. Hash is represented as a hash
function, which can map a message from any long bit
string to a fixed length. Mul represents a multiplication
on group G. Exp is expressed as a exponentiation op-
eration. Pair is represented as a pairing operation. m
represents the total number of files in the cloud, each file
is divided into n blocks. t is the number of challenged
blocks.

In Table 3, Jiang et al. [13] and Abadi et al. [1] used
deduplication to reduce the redundant data in the cloud.
Although the computational cost of Jiang et al. [13] is
2Exp+Mul+Hash+ 2(Hash+Exp) ·O(logm), which
is a litter higher than Abadi et al. [1], the time of dedu-
plication reduced greatly from linear O(m) to logarith-
mic O(logm). Wang et al. [23] and Garg et al. [9]
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Table 3: Computation cost of deduplication and auditing

Schemes
Deduplication Auditing

User CSP Time CSP TPA Time

[1]
2Exp+Mul

2Pair ·O(m) O(m) − − −
+Hash

[9] − − − tExp 2Pair + tExp
O(log(n))

+(t− 1)Mul +tMul

[13]
2Exp+Mul +Hash ∅ O(logm) − − −

+2(Hash+ Exp) ·O(logm)

[15] Hash ·O(m) ∅ O(m)
tExp 2Pair + tExp

O(n)
+(t− 1)Mul +tMul + tHash

[23] − − − tExp 2Pair + (t+ 2)Exp
O(n)

+(t− 1)Mul +(t+ 1)Mul

Ours
2Exp+Mul +Hash ∅ O(logm)

tExp 2Pair + tExp
O(log(n))

+2(Hash+ Exp) ·O(logm) +(t− 1)Mul +tMul

Table 4: Communication cost of deduplication and auditing

Phases Communication cost
Data deduplication User ↔ CSP : l + k

Delegation of audit task User → TPA : 2|G|
Challenge phase TPA→ CSP : t|Zp|+ 283

Responding proof CSP → TPA : |G|+ |Zp|+ (t+ 2)× 256

can detect the integrity of data in the cloud. Although
Li et al. [15] can achieve both deduplication and au-
dit, it makes the computation cost of auditor’s become
2Pair + tExp + tMul + tHash, which is much higher
than Garg et al. [9]. And when the file is encrypted, a
fully trusted key server is needed. Therefore, we imple-
ment both by adopting the method of Jiang et al. [13]
and Garg et al. [9], which can not only reduce the time
complexity from linear to logarithmic by using a decision
tree, but also make the time of searching node vary from
linear to sub-linear by using the Merkle Hash Tree with
a relative index.

8.3 Communication Cost

As is showed in Table 4, |Zp| and |G| are expressed as the
size of element in Zp and G, respectively. t is the number
of blocks challenged. l represents as the size of file tag. k
represents as the size of decision bit.

Communication costs are mainly divided into four
phases. The first phase is to perform the data deduplica-
tion test between the user and CSP which includes that
CSP sends the tag to user and user returns the decision
bits to CSP. The second phase is to authorize the integrity
of data to the third parties, therefore the communication
costs equals the size of keys, root signature and which is
one time for every audit. The third phase is that TPA
sends the challenge message to the CSP, which needs to
extract t element subset Q randomly and select random

element {bi}i∈Q ∈ Zp to the CSP, and the fourth phase
is the CSP response to the challenge phase. We can ob-
tain that Q can be represented as 283 bits in [9], when
the size of file ≤ 1024TB and 2 ≤ err ≤ 80(err is error a
probability).

9 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a novel approach to
realize a secure and efficient data deduplication scheme
supporting dynamic data public auditing. The proposed
scheme can not only save the storage cost in the cloud,
but also use the auditor to verify the integrity of data in
the cloud. It is significant to reduce the time to detect
the redundant data and the calculation cost of searching
the block of file. In addition, our scheme also supports
the dynamic data operations, such as data insertion, data
deletion, data modification and data append.
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Abstract

The existing secure routing protocol in Mobile Adhoc Net-
work (MANET) lacks the capability of identifying the du-
bious communication behavior of a mobile node, which is
essential in order to construct policy to resist them. This
could happen when the malicious nodes choose to act like
a regular node in order to bypass security. After review-
ing the existing research approach, we found that existing
studies are carried out in highly controlled research envi-
ronment which is no more applicable if the environment
changes. Therefore, we introduce a framework which is
capable of assessing the level of legitimacy of the node in
a network before confirming the route establishment with
it. The study uses a novel decision making constructs for
implementing its strategy of communication and it also in-
corporates strategic construction of assessing the security
threat. The study outcome of proposed system is found to
excel better communication performance when compared
with existing security routing protocols in MANET.

Keywords: Intrusion Detection; Intrusion Prevention;
Malicious; Mobile Adhoc Network

1 Introduction

Mobile Adhoc Network is one of the best way to provide
seamless communication platform without any kind of
fixed infrastructure. Hence, this communication feature
allows it to perform adhoc based communication [9, 22].
Significant advantage of MANET system includes

1) Infrastructure independent;

2) Multi-hop routing;

3) Autonomous terminal;

4) Dynamic topology;

5) Fault tolerance;

6) Cost effective [1, 7].

It has its wide range of applicability in tactical network,
emergency services, education applications, location-
based services [12, 19, 20]. However, an interesting fact
to observe that although MANET is being studied and
investigated from more than two decades, but still date
there are few application that is commercially available
or known to the common people.

The communication in MANET is supported by three
different routing protocols i.e. proactive, reactive, and
hybrid [18]. At present, there are more than thousand
numbers of research work on routing protocols till date,
but majority of them suffers from one or other issues. For
an example, proactive protocols suffers from slow con-
vergence rate, tendency for loop creation, higher depen-
dencies on resources, unexploited routing information etc.
Reactive protocols suffers from out-date routing informa-
tion, maximized delay, overhead cost, etc. Finally, hybrid
protocol suffers from usage of random schemes (proactive)
over the simulation area, latencies involved in inter-zones
routing, routing over zones are highly resource dependent.
Hence, it will be unwise to highlight any specific routing
protocol in MANET to be highly efficient one. Although,
these routing protocols are sufficient to form communica-
tion among mobile nodes but they are not enough pow-
ered to resist different forms of attacks e.g. active at-
tack and passive attack in MANET. Some of the attacks
in MANET are modification, Denial-of-Service, Spoofing,
Impersonating, Masquerade, wormhole attack, Sybil at-
tack, black-hole attack, rushing attack, replay attack, etc.

Some of the standard routing protocols in MANET are

1) Secured Efficient Distance vector (SEAD);

2) Secured Destination Sequence Distance Vector
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(SDSDV);

3) Secure Line State routing protocol (SLSP);

4) Server Routing Protocol (SRP);

5) Byzantine Failure Resilient Protocol;

6) Authenticated Routing for Adhoc Networks
(ARAN);

7) Secured Position-Aided Adhoc Routing (SPAAR);

8) Security Aware Routing (SAR), etc. [24, 28,31].

However, all the existing secure routing protocols suffer
from problems that really don’t assist in proper identifi-
cation [11].

At present there are also various techniques based on
trust and reputation [27] meant for checking the security
validity of the next node. Unfortunately, all these tech-
niques have not offered any evidence that their outcome in
the form of identification process is reliable or not. Hence,
existing process doesn’t offer any form of standardized
validity that the outcome generated by security protocol
should be believed as universal standard. This is a serious
problem as it doesn’t lead us to find the distinct differ-
ence between different types of mobile nodes in MANET.
Therefore, if there is any malicious node pretending to be
normal node existing within simulation that it may lead to
collateral damage. Therefore, the proposed system offers
a framework that applies the potential of decision making
approach for strategy building in order to investigate the
pattern of malicious communication behavior of mobile
nodes.

The outcome of the study is meant to be used for both
intrusion detection system as well as intrusion prevention
system. The study uses multiple parameters of probabil-
ity to find the level of authenticity of the mobile nodes
present within the network. The proposed study is essen-
tially meant for adopting a communication strategy based
on the environmental condition. Section 1.1 discusses
about the existing literatures where different techniques
are discussed for secure routing protocols in MANET fol-
lowed by discussion of research problems in Section 1.2
and proposed solution in Section 1.3. Section 2 discusses
about algorithm implementation followed by discussion
of result analysis in Section 3. Finally, the conclusive re-
marks are provided in Section 4.

2 Background

This section presents the brief highlights of the existing
research-based approaches towards securing the commu-
nication in MANET. Cao et al. [3] have presented a frame-
work that evaluates the capacity of the secrecy along with
the delay factor in MANET using empirical-based ap-
proach. Anand et al. [2] introduced a scheme that in-
vestigates the misbehavior of the node using dynamic ap-
proach of partially retaining the malicious information.
Matam and Tripathy [17] have presented a multi-cast
routing using digital signature in order to resist wormhole

attack. Although this work is targeted for mesh network
but it is equally applicable for MANET. Surendran and
Prakash [26] have used bio-inspired algorithm for retain-
ing maximum resiliency of routing process in MANET.
Zhang et al. [33] have presented a technique that can of-
fer mitigation from jamming-based intrusion in MANET.

Study towards investigating traffic behavior was car-
ried out by Qin et al. [21] using statistical approach. Liu
and Yu [14] have introduced a routing technique that of-
fers both robust authentication as well as anonymity in
MANET using digital signature. Sekaran and Parasura-
man [23] have used conventional cryptographic approach
in order to secure the routing protocol. Usage of network
code for supporting a cryptographic scheme is seen in the
work of Zhang et al. [18] for enhancing the confidentiality.
Shakshuki et al. [10] have presented a unique mechanism
of intrusion detection system on the basis of the acknowl-
edge in the control message.

Liu et al. [15] have enhanced the reliability by pre-
senting a clustering scheme for assisting in revocation
of certificate in MANET. Lv and Li [16] have imple-
mented a mechanism for securing group-based communi-
cation system in MANET. Study towards trust effective-
ness is emphasized by Zhao et al. [34] considering the pat-
terns of cyclic movements using stochastic approach and
Bellmam-Ford algorithm. Zhao et al. [35] have presented
a mechanism for identifying the extent of risk involved
in capturing the response message in MANET. Chen and
Wu [4] have designed a secure protocol for safeguarding
the anonymity process during routing using hash func-
tion.

El-Defrawy and Tsudik [6] have also focused on privacy
preservation using group signature for resisting suspicious
node to take part in routing process. Dhurandharet al. [5]
have implemented a scheme for incorporating robust secu-
rity while routing among the networks of friendly nodes.
Study towards optimal secrecy was carried out by Liang
et al. [13] towards ensuring enhanced throughput in com-
munication process. Xu et al. [29] have presented a tech-
nique that performs execution of trust from kernel level.
Shen and Zhao [25] have also emphasized on incorporat-
ing a technique to maintain anonymity towards positional
information during the routing process in MANET.

Hence, it can be seen that there are various techniques
that has been evolved since last decade for securing the
routing process in MANET. All the techniques play differ-
ent level of roles to address security problems as well as all
of them are implemented towards routing security itself.
Each one of the protocol has its own advantages in form
of security strength. The next section briefly discusses
about the problems explored from the existing system.

3 Research Problem

The significant research problems are: Existing solutions
are specific to the routing adversaries and its applicabil-
ity on different environment is yet to be proven. Studies
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towards identifying malicious behavior have not been as-
sessed deeply in existing system that is not capable of dif-
ferentiating the characteristics feature of nodes. Influence
of increasing level of attack (be it any) towards communi-
cational performance is not yet tested in existing system.
Existing studies also doesn’t assure the effectiveness / re-
liability of outcome of intrusion detection system in case
of complex attack scenario.

Therefore, the problem statement of the proposed
study can be stated as ”It is technically a difficult task
to assess the level of legitimacy of the neighborhood node
if the malicious node chooses to either act as normal node
or self node in order to achieve their aim of intrusion”.

4 Proposed Solution

The prime purpose of the proposed work is to present a
novel framework that uses the strategic approach for con-
structing decision thereby assisting the node to perform
legitimacy evaluation for secured routing in MANET. The
adopted scheme of proposed system where the significant
contribution lies in behavioral modeling of a mobile node
into malicious and normal node as shown (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Adopted schema of proposed system

We formulate conditional feature stating that there are
common and uncommon behavior for both the type of
nodes. The common behavior is assisting the node in
data forwarding and dropping packet. However, uncom-
mon behavior is that actions of intrusion is only shown by
adversary while announcing the node as malicious (M) or
normal (N) is the feature of normal node.

The algorithm construction of proposed system takes
the different form of inputs which after processing leads
to evaluation of statistical information about ambiguity

factor, trust factor, and suspicious factor using simple
mathematical approach (discussed in the algorithm step
in next section). The algorithm also considers using mul-
tiple form of strategies that either of the nodes could pos-
sibly consider for achieving their objectives. The possi-
bility of false positive towards the announcement is also
formulated in the proposed system. The notion is that
for a given simulation scenario of unknown identities of
node, the proposed system evaluates the communication
behavior of the nodes and confirms a decision based on
statistical evaluation. The decision is finally confirmed by
filtering any form of false positive information in order to
ensure proper isolation of malicious node from the further
process of routing in MANET. The next section discusses
about algorithm implementation of this concept.

5 Algorithm Implementation

The algorithm is mainly responsible for assessing the
unpredictable behavior of the mobile nodes in MANET
where it is assumed that confidentiality of any nodes is
unknown. This assumption will mean that the proposed
system does not have any kind of prior information
about the legitimacy of the mobile nodes. The proposed
system runs two different algorithms where one of them
is responsible for computing the security attributes
responsible for making decisions of legitimacy nodes
and the other algorithm is responsible for isolating the
malicious or suspected nodes to be participating in the
routing process.

Algorithm for Computing Decisive Parameters

Input: sa, n, a, b
Output: τ , T, S
Start
1. init sa, n, a,b
2. [x . y]= sa-(2*b).arb(n)
3. for i=1:n
4. τ = k .a1.a2
5. T=(1- τ).a.(a+ b)−1 and S=(1- τ).b.(a+ b)−1

6. end
End

The above mentioned algorithm is responsible for com-
puting the decisive parameters for exploring the legiti-
macy of a node in MANET. The algorithm takes the
input of sa (dimension of surveillance area), n (number
of mobile nodes), a (% of Adversaries), b (boundary of
surveillance area) (Line-1), which after process yields the
computed outcome of τ (Ambiguity factor), T (trust fac-
tor), S (Suspicious factor). A closer look into this formu-
lation will show that the system just takes the input of
proportion information of adversary node as input and it
is never aware of any specific node to become adversary.
The next part is to perform random distribution of the
node according to Line-2, where the variable b represents
boundary of node. For effective computation, the pro-
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posed system uses probability theory for defining two dif-
ferent parameters a and b representing quantity of nodes
assisting in data forwarding and occurrences of identified
intrusion or packet drop respectively. It should be noted
that process of packet drop is not only characteristic of
malicious node but even a normal node can also drop the
packet because of genuine technical reasons.

Hence, now the modeling imposes quite a challenging
scenario to identify malicious or adversary node. In
Line-4, the variable a1 and a1 will represents (a.b) and
(a+b)2. (a+b+1) respectively that is used for computing
ambiguity factor. The variable k represent network
coefficient. Similarly, the empirical representation of
computation of trust T and suspicious factor S is as
shown in Line-5. This computation is an iterative
process and is carried out by the transmitting node while
choosing its neighborhood nodes by evaluating their
legitimacy first. The next part of the algorithm will
further assist the node to confirm its decision by taking
necessary security measures.

Algorithm for Isolating Malicious/Suspected
Nodes

Input: µ1, µ2, µ3
Output: isolation of adversary
Start
1. [n] = [µ1, µ2, µ3]
2. if λ ∗ (1-τ) < Threshold
3. if λ < h
4. return strategy → v1
5. else
6. return strategy → v2
7. end
8. end
9. Compute τ , T , S
10. Ω = si *( (c- v1)/ϕ)
11. Flag n (max(card(τ))) → adversary
End

The above algorithm confirms the level of threat for
its monitored nodes and isolates them from participating
in the routing process. The algorithm takes the input
of three different strategies i.e. µ1 (Defensive Strategy),
µ2 (Tactical Strategy), µ3 (Equilibrium Strategy), which
after processing leads to isolation of adversaries (Line-
1). By defensive strategy, it will mean that normal node
will always assist in data forwarding while malicious node
will always intrude. Hence, defensive strategy is the eas-
ier one that can be adopted by node straightly. Tacti-
cal strategy will mean that malicious node may even for-
ward data packet without harming anyone and normal
node may drop the packet without having any intention
of disrupting the ongoing communication. Therefore, the
tactical strategy is the most challenging one where there
are chances of misidentification of legitimacy of either of
the nodes. However, we believed that a malicious node
will never continue to forward a data packet for a longer
duration of time as it may significantly drain their re-

sources which will lower the success rate of their execu-
tion of harmful intention. Hence, at certain point of time,
it will definitely intrude.

In order to solve this problem, the proposed system
introduces a probability parameter λ that represents the
probability that the identified mobile node is possibly an
adversary. A statistical threshold is used which is com-
pared with the probability of confirming that a node is
malicious (λ ∗ (1 − τ)) (Line-2). A new temporary pa-
rameter h is used for computing the gain obtained by a
mobile node for forwarding a data packet (Line-4). It
should be noted that if the malicious node is forward-
ing the data packet that it will not have gain as it is
only meant for initiating attacks. Similarly, if the regular
node forwards data then its gain will increase. There-
fore, the condition stated in Line3-Line7 is that, if the
threat probability parameter λ is found to be minimal to
h than it is only the possibility that a data forwarding
event v1 is taking place (Line-4) otherwise it will mean
that data packet is dropped (Line-6). Although, this con-
dition gives information about the state of data packet
forwarding or dropping, but it doesnt give much clarity
that if this information obtained from the node is normal
node or malicious node. Hence, the decision cannot be
confirmed although the nature of communication being
regular or threatful is confirmed.

The solution to this problem is consideration of the
third strategy called as µ3 (Equilibrium Strategy) that is
also one of the possible characteristics of any node (Line-
1). According to this characteristics, it will mean that a
malicious node will obtain maximum gain if it achieves its
intention of intrusion/attack as faster as possible without
much resource consumption. Similarly, equilibrium strat-
egy also states that a normal node has all the right to
compute the legitimacy of its neighbor node and can de-
clare them to be normal or malicious nodes depending
upon the level of threats in communication as seen till
Line-6.

Hence, we formulate a condition that if the normal
node flags incorrect information about its neighborhood
node than its gain value will reduce. Interestingly, we
don’t model any such characteristics of computing legit-
imacy for the adversary. It is because we believed that
performing such computation is completely unnecessary
for the adversary node as it will only result in draining
its own resources, which should be used only for invoking
attacks. After this, the algorithm recomputes the value of
trust factor T, suspicious factor S, and ambiguity factor
τ (Line-9). We define a parameter τ which is representa-
tion of false positive information about the neighborhood
node computed by a normal node (Line-10). The variable
s represents selected strategy of action by the node (Line-
10) whereas the variable c represents computation of the
probability of the threat level to higher intensity. The
variable Ω represents probability of identifying a mobile
node to be malicious, which will mean that higher value
of Ω will provoke the normal mobile node to confirm that
the identified mobile node is malicious node. At the same
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time, the malicious node will ensure that it doesn’t take
such step so that value of Ω for itself comes to be higher
as per the principle of equilibrium strategy.

Therefore, according to the equilibrium strategy, a reg-
ular node will be be continuing more number of packet
dropping event as in that case its gain obtained will be
exponentially reduced which will affect its i) trust value
and ii) its resources too. At the same time, a malicious
node will only keep on forwarding data as long as their
gain of invoking an attack is more than the resource ex-
penditure inorder to carry out an attack. Hence, it is
eventual that an attacker node will not continue to be in
the mode of forwarding the data packet as in that way
it will minimize its gain, which is only meant for attack
purpose. Therefore, an indication of the attack scenario is
that consistent frequencies of packet dropping by a same
node is a direct indication of the malicious node (Line-11).

Even if such characteristics is carried out by a normal
node than we assume that involvement of such node is
highly detrimental for routing performance and therefore,
we choose to remove the identity of the compromised /
malicious node from the routing table. Also, we find that
there is a strong relationship between the ambiguity fac-
tor and Ω whereas we find that if the first one increases
than the later one also increases. Hence, the cardinality
of the ambiguity factor is consistently assessed. Our ob-
servation says that a normal node will never exhibit more
occurrences of relayed information more close to ambigu-
ity factor, which is the definite identification of the mali-
cious node. Therefore, the proposed system can success-
fully offer better behavioral analysis of the mobile nodes
and performs secure routing only after ascertaining that
its link with neighborhood nodes are stable and not yet
compromised. The algorithm incorporates more decision
making capabilities to the mobile node by using three dif-
ferent strategies to select from. The next section discusses
about the result being accomplished after implementing
the proposed algorithm.

6 Result Analysis

The implementation of the algorithm discussed in prior
section has been designed by MATLAB considering sim-
ulation area of 1200 ∗ 1500m2. The analysis was carried
out considering 100 mobile nodes where 10% of the nodes
are considered to be an adversary. The proportion of ad-
versaries can be varied to understand the impact. The
implementation is also analyzed considering all the three
different forms of strategies (defensive, tactical, and equi-
librium). For better assessment of the study outcome,
we consider comparative performance analysis with the
most standard secured protocol in MANET i.e. Secured
AODV [30] and ARIADNE [8].

As shown (see Figure 2) the proposed system offers
better throughput performance as compared to that of
existing system of SAODV and ARIADNE. The prime
reasons behind this are many. One of the advantages of

Figure 2: Comparative analysis of throughput

SAODV is its capability to detect and prevent misbehav-
ior of node and it does so by using digital signature. Usage
of digital signature offers significant resistance to the en-
try towards falsifying the legitimacy of the identity of the
requester node. Although, SAODV schemes offers higher
degree of resiliency towards authentication but it doesn’t
have capability to identify the selfish node like our system
does. Therefore, if a regular node is found to drop packet
for any good reason, SAODV still considers that node as
malicious node. This causes the complete communication
process to slow down causing lowering of the throughput
with an increased level of authentication being demanded
for with an increase in malicious node.

On the other hand, ARIADNE protocol is believed to
offer resiliency against denial-of-service attacks in adhoc
network, where the lightweights of the secured routing
is confirmed by the usage of symmetric encryption. Us-
age of secret shares makes this protocol highly resistive
towards authentication failures using digital signatures.
ARIADNE also uses MAC protocol to perform robust au-
thentication among each other. A closer look into both
SAODV and ARIADNE protocol shows that it offers max-
imum resiliency when there is an attacker present in the
network. However, none of these protocols are found ca-
pable of identifying any selfish node or compromised node,
which is the main pitfall of existing system. Therefore,
when SAODV and ARIADNE is allowed to be executed
in our environment where the adversaries acts as a nor-
mal node and assists in forwarding data packet, both the
protocol has failed to identify it.

Moreover, the existing protocol also found to be failing
in understanding the motive that malicious node assist in
data packet forwarding only because they want to increase
trust level which lowers down the resource expenditure to
greater degree. This causes the malicious node to meet
an appropriate situation where it is not possible for any
of the existing system to identify the degree of threat for
the existing system. From the perspective of throughput
as shown (see Figure 2), routing overhead as shown (see
Figure 3), and routing latency as shown (see Figure 4),
the trend is nearly similar. ARIADNE offers significant
routing overhead along with increased delay because of its
combined usage of MAC authentication with digital sig-
nature. Hence, existing on-demand routing schemes may
offer good security against certain types of attacks but
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doesn’t excel optimal performance when it comes to com-
munication performance in MANET where the identity of
the attacker is not immediately disclosed.

Figure 3: Comparative analysis of routing overhead

Figure 4: Comparative analysis of routing latency

Apart from this, we also find that proposed system
takes approximately 0.31176 seconds in order to identify
the malicious node while the existing system are found to
consume 0.9762 seconds and 2.7669 seconds for SAODV
and ARIADNE routing protocol tested on core i3 ma-
chine on windows platform. Moreover, the proposed sys-
tem doesn’t store any information during the run-time
of the algorithm, all the information regarding the ambi-
guity factor, trust factor, suspicious factor are computed
on run time. The advantage of this mechanism is that
the system forcibly introduces lots of updated informa-
tion about the legitimacy which assists the normal node
to take a final decision with high true positive about the
identity of the intruder by observing the communication
behavior of them. The proposed system doesn’t act di-
rectly as intrusion prevention system but rather it offers
more insights on the typical behavior of a mobile node
whose identity is suspected to be malicious. The frame-
work is free from any form of encryption and therefore it
is highly light weighted compared to any form of security
protocol in existing system. The applicability of proposed
framework is more on intrusion detection and prevention
system for any form of malicious activity in MANET.

7 Conclusion

A robust and full proof security incorporation is one of
the open-end challenging problems in MANET system
primarily due to its effect of decentralization. The ex-
isting studies towards secure communication only offers
resiliency from particular form of attack. This will mean
that if the adversary launches two different form of at-
tacks at same time than it is nearly impossible for the
normal node even to identify the threat level and defi-
nitely will not possess enough time even to take a deci-
sion for adopting a precise mitigation. It may also be
the case that mitigation policy doesn’t even exists in the
node being about to be victimized. Therefore, the pro-
posed study presents such a technique that could compute
the level of threat and takes necessary action in order to
resist it. The outcome of the study was assessed to find
that proposed system offers better throughput and mini-
mal overhead and latency as compared to existing secured
routing system in MANET.
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Abstract

Today, data security has become a great concern. The
increase in digitalization and e-commerce has encouraged
more and more people to use the Internet. As a result,
the web has become a part of our life. Hence the need of
data security is evident. In order to enhance the data se-
curity, researchers have come up with new concepts. The
use of DNA cryptography along with various encryption
techniques is one of the major trends used in modern data
security. Experimental results show that several biologi-
cal operations and encoding techniques can be applied on
DNA. This paper gives a brief review of the methods used
in DNA cryptography and real time implementation of
those techniques. Computational advantages along with
the limitations regarding DNA cryptography is also ad-
dressed.

Keywords: Data Security; Decryption; DNA Cryptogra-
phy; E-Commerce

1 Introduction

Cryptography [38] can be defined as the art of achiev-
ing security with the help of encoding messages in order
to make them non-readable. The technique of decoding
the non-readable messages into readable one is known as
cryptanalysis and it can be said that cryptology is de-
fined as the combination of cryptography and cryptanal-
ysis. Before the age of computers, the art of cryptography
was performed my manual techniques. Some of the tech-
niques involved are substitution technique and transposi-
tion technique. Caesar cipher, modified version of Cae-
sar cipher, mono alphabetic cipher, polygram substitution
cipher, Vigenere cipher are different examples of substi-
tution technique. Some transposition techniques include
rail-fence technique, simple columnar transposition tech-
nique, vermin cipher etc. The introduction of computer
made it possible to use more complex cryptographic algo-

rithms. Technical terms like encryption and decryption
came into existence. Encryption is defined as the process
involved in the encoding of plain text to cipher text and
decryption is the reverse process of encryption [13].

There are two aspects in respect to this encryption
and decryption process. One is the algorithm that is in-
volved in the encryption process and another one is the
key used in the algorithm. Key is the most important
attribute on which the security of the encryption tech-
nique depends. It can be classified into two categories.
If the same key is used for both encryption and decryp-
tion procedure then the key is known as symmetric key
whereas in asymmetric key different keys are used for both
encryption and decryption algorithm. There are various
methods to implement these techniques like data encryp-
tion standard (DES), International data encryption al-
gorithm (IDEA) [29, 31], RC4, RC5, blowfish, advanced
encryption standard (AES) [30, 45], RSA [14, 33], ElGa-
mal [18,19,42,43], and ECC cryptography [36,54] etc.

There are some challenges involved in traditional cryp-
tography. One such problem is the sharing of key because
it may fall prey to attacks like eavesdropping or man in
the middle. It has been found out that the ultimate power
of a cipher depends on three important factors i.e. the
size of the key, the infrastructure on which the key is run-
ning and last one is the algorithm on which it is designed.
Today the most secure key length is 2028 bits. A famous
symmetric key algorithm known as DES which uses a 5-
bit key size is no more considered as safe. The increase
in computational power has compromised the safety of
the traditional cryptographic techniques. This problem is
solved with the use of DNA cryptography.

1.1 Operations on DNA

Many biological operations [5,6,46] can be done on DNA
molecules which will aid us in solving mathematical and
computational problems. Some of the arithmetic and log-
ical operations performed on DNA are as follows.
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The basic arithmetic operations which can be imposed
on DNA nucleotides are addition and subtraction. They
are described in the following section.

1) Addition Operation: The addition operation on DNA
nucleotides are performed according to the tradi-
tional binary addition rules. For example, if two bi-
nary numbers 10 and 11 are added then it will result
the value 01. Now, suppose the four DNA nucleotide
bases A, T, C and G are encoded as 00, 01, 10 and
11 respectively. Then it can be concluded that when
C is added with G, it results into T.

2) Subtraction Operation: The subtraction operation
on DNA sequences are performed according to the
traditional binary subtraction rules. For example, if
01 is subtracted from 11 then the result is 10. Now,
suppose the four DNA nucleotide bases A, T, C and
G are encoded as 00, 01, 10 and 11 respectively. Then
it can be concluded that when T is subtracted from
G, it results into C.

The logical operations which can be implemented on DNA
sequences are NOT, OR, AND, XOR, NOR, NAND and
XNOR. They are described below in details.

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) has a number of charac-
teristics that enables us to mimic the traditional logical
operations. DNA prefers to be in double stranded form,
so single stranded DNA sequences naturally migrate to-
wards complementary sequences to form double stranded
complexes. Complementary sequences pair the bases ade-
nine (A) with thymine (T) and cytosine (C) with guanine
(G). DNA sequences pair in an anti-parallel manner.

In each DNA-based logic operation, the input is rep-
resented by a single stranded DNA sequence with the re-
quirement that the sequence representing a true evalua-
tion is complementary to the sequence representing a false
evaluation for a single gate. For example, ACCTAG can
be represented as true whereas CTAGGT is represented
as false, since CTAGGT is the reverse complement of AC-
CTAG. This enables sequence assignment to be dynamic
in nature. A user could arbitrarily assign a new set of
representative sequences for each gate in a circuit.

DNA’s preference to be in double stranded form en-
ables the implementation of traditional logic operations
in a very convenient way. For each respective DNA-based
gate design, a predetermined mixture is supplied contain-
ing a specific single stranded sequence to induce the ap-
propriate chemical reaction which is known as the base
mixture. If the gate input sequence provided is comple-
mentary to the base sequence then the corresponding dou-
ble stranded DNA sequence will form. Thus, the presence
or absence of a double stranded sequence is used to eval-
uate the gate output whereas the presence of a double
stranded sequence represents a true evaluation and it’s
absence represents a false evaluation.

Fluorescent labels can be used to detect the presence
or absence of the double stranded sequence. In this pro-
cess fluorescent molecules are attached to the nucleotide

sequence, which absorbs and emits light at a particular
wavelength. Thus, by attaching the fluorescent molecule
to one of the strands of the double stranded sequence, the
double stranded sequence can be detected. It’s presence
can be identified by examining the sequence solution at
the fluorescent probe’s characteristic wavelength.

The presence of a fluorescently labelled double
stranded sequence only works if the single stranded
labelled sequences are removed. Deoxyribonuclease
(DNase) is an enzyme that breaks down the single
stranded DNA sequences by degrading the sugar bonds
connecting adjacent to nucleic acids.

The final step of the DNA-based logic gates is to use
the output observed at the previous gate as the input into
the next logic gate in the circuit.

The representative sequences can be dynamically as-
signed and a new set of complementary sequences can
be substituted between evaluation of the previous gate
and the insertion of the representative sequence in the
next proceeding gate. Each DNA-based logic gate de-
sign is built on the preceding set of procedures. Indi-
vidual gate logic is achieved through the introduction of
a specific complementary sequence in the base mixture
provided to each gate. Specific gate construction for the
traditional DNA-based Boolean logic gates for NOT, OR,
AND, XOR, XNOR, NAND and NOR are discussed in
the following section. All Boolean logic gates can be eas-
ily derived from the three fundamental logic gates AND,
OR and NOT.

1) NOT Gate: The NOT gate often referred to as an in-
verter, is one of the simplest DNA-based logic gate.
Only one input is supplied to the gate and the out-
put is the corresponding complementary sequence.
Because the output should evaluate true only in the
presence of a false input and the base mixture pro-
vided to the gate contains the representative true
sequence. DNase is supplied to destroy any single
stranded sequences. If a double stranded sequence is
observed then the result is true otherwise the result
is false.

2) OR Gate: The OR gate evaluates true if at least one
of the gate input is true. DNase is supplied to destroy
any single stranded sequences. If a double stranded
sequence is observed then the result is true otherwise
the result is false.

3) AND Gate: The AND gate evaluates true if both in-
puts are true. DNase will destroy any single stranded
sequence in the mixture. If a double stranded se-
quence is observed then the result is true otherwise
the result is false.

4) XOR Gate: The XOR gate evaluates true only if ex-
actly one of the input sequences evaluate true. With
binary inputs, XOR is defined as evaluating true if
input values are opposite. In DNA-based logic gates
the XOR gate has the most simplistic design since no
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base sequence needs to be supplied to the gate. Op-
posite input sequences are complementary and will
bind together to form a double stranded sequence. If
the inputs are not opposite then the sequences will
not be able to bind with each other and DNase will
destroy both input sequences.

5) XNOR Gate: The XNOR gate which evaluates true
when both inputs are the same, is created by apply-
ing the NOT gate to one of the inputs then applying
the XOR gate to the result and the other input. Like
the preceding gate designs, the presence of a double
stranded sequence indicates a true evaluation of the
gate while the absence of a double stranded sequence
indicates a false evaluation of the gate.

6) NAND Gate: The NAND gate evaluates true if both
inputs are not true. The DNA-based NAND logic
gate is similar to the OR gate presented previously
except the base sequence contains the sequence rep-
resenting value true rather than false. Thus, at least
one of the inputs must be false in order to form a
double stranded sequence. DNase will destroy any
single stranded sequence in the mixture. If a double
stranded sequence is observed then the result is true
otherwise the result is false.

7) NOR Gate: Finally, the NOR gate which evaluates
true when both inputs are false, is implemented by
applying the NOT gate to the output of the OR gate.

2 DNA Cryptography

DNA computing can be defined as a new technique for se-
curing information with the help of biological structures.
Leonard Max Adleman [2] can be considered as the pi-
oneer of the DNA computing. He used this in 1994 for
solving complex algorithmic problems. Now it is discov-
ered that DNA can be used to store and transmit data.
There are several advantages of DNA computing out of
which a few of them are discussed as follows.

1) Minimum storage requirement: In a compact volume
large amount of data can be stored. Calculations
suggest that 1 gram of DNA contains 108 terabytes
of data.

2) Speed: DNA computing techniques are almost 100
times faster than the modern-day fastest computer.

3) Minimum power requirements: DNA computing
needs very less or no power at all compared to mod-
ern day computers.

DNA cryptography is defined as a process of hiding
data in terms of DNA sequence. At present, the work in
the field of DNA cryptography is focused on the use of
DNA sequences to encrypt binary data in some form or
other. In the near future, DNA computing will become
as one of the leading techniques for securing information.

Some of the DNA cryptographic techniques are discussed
as follows.

2.1 DNA Complement Operation

In DNA complement operation the four nucleotide bases
adenine(A), cytosine(C), thymine(T) and guanine(G) are
substiuted according to the complementary rule and an-
tiparallel manner where A is substituted with T and vice-
versa. Similarly C is substituted with G and vice-versa.
For example, if the input DNA sequence is ACTGACTG,
then it’s complemented DNA sequence will be TGACT-
GAC.

2.2 DNA Digital Coding

It is a technique of mapping the 4 different bases of DNA
that are A, C, T and G with 0 and 1. Plain text messages
can be easily encoded using this scheme. There are 24
such patterns possible but only 8 unique combinations are
considered which fit the complimentary rule. This will be
clear with the following example. Suppose someone wants
to send the number 97 using DNA encoding. He or she
can convert 97 to binary, by breaking 9 to 4 bit binary
form 1001 and 7 is converted into 0111. Then both the
binary forms of 9 and 7 are joined together. The resulting
binary number will be 10010111.

Table 1: Conversion scheme for binary form to DNA nu-
cleotide

Binary Form DNA Nucleotide
00 A
01 T
10 C
11 G

Starting from the left most bit, two consecutive binary
digits are taken and converted to corresponding DNA nu-
cleotide bases following the scheme described in Table 1.
In this way finally, the number ”97” will be encoded as
”CTTG”. Now the encrypted message ”CTTG” will be
sent through a channel to the receiver. The receiver then
decodes it and extracts the original message.

2.3 Hao’s Permutation and Fractal Se-
quence Representation

Hao et al. [32] designed and proposed a DNA fractal se-
quence representation approach. A complete genome of
length N is given which may be circular or a linear DNA
sequence composed of N letters from the alphabets A, C,
G and T. The authors designed a mapping technique that
maps the four letters A, C, G and T to the base 4 number
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system. α: {G,C,A,T}→{0,1,2,3}.

x = Σk
i=12k−i[α(si) >> 1] (1)

y = Σk
i=12k−i[α(si)&E] (2)

In Equations (1) and (2) E means a binary number 1,
“>> 1” indicates the right shift by one bit, symbol “&” is
bitwise AND operator and s stands for the chosen DNA
sequence. Here is a mapping function which converts the
selected sequence into its corresponding base 4 number
system.

This permutation approach is robust and provides high
security, particularly in image encryption. Using this ap-
proach authors have proposed a new key generation pro-
cess for image encryption [56].

2.4 Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)

It is a technique using molecular biology which amplifies
the DNA. The steps followed in PCR operation is de-
naturation, primer annealing and primer extension. In
denaturation, a two single stranded DNA is formed from
a double-stranded molecule. This is done by heating the
sample at a very high temperature of about 94 to 96 de-
gree Celsius. Then primer annealing is done at about
50 to 65 degree Celsius where the primers which are de-
signed to amplify the DNA regions are attached to the
complimentary sequences. Finally, primer extension is
performed. In this step, the temperature is again raised
to about 72 degree Celsius. Here, nucleotides are added
to the strand of a short primer on the base of original
DNA strand using polymerase enzyme.

Apart from traditional methods some of the hybrid
DNA cryptographic techniques which are evolving in this
era are discussed as follows.

2.5 Elliptic Curve Cryptography Using
DNA Encoding

It is one of the most efficient public key cryptography
methods [34,35] . There are several benefits and facilities
of this technique such as reduced key size. The security
provided by this algorithm is similar to the security pro-
vided by RSA algorithm but the key used is much smaller
compared to the RSA algorithm. Elliptic curve arith-
metic is used for this technique. The security is increased
by encoding the message with a DNA encryption tech-
nique. Elliptic curve cryptography is implemented over
this DNA encoded message, thereby making the method
more robust and a hybrid one.

2.6 Quantum Cryptography Using DNA
Encoding

Quantum cryptography can be explained as emerging se-
curity technique in which the receiver and the sender com-
municate through a quantum channel. Quantum cryptog-
raphy is based on Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle and

no-cloning theorem. This is purely based on the laws of
applied physics. DNA encoding can be applied in the
encryption technique of the plain text that is being sent
through the quantum channel. The process is tough to
crack and has given birth to a new hybrid technique.

3 DNA Encryption Techniques

The technique of converting the plain text to cipher text
with involvement of DNA is known as DNA encryption.
In the following section four DNA encryption techniques
are discussed.

3.1 DNA Random One-Time Pad Based

This encryption technique is implemented using a set of
randomly organized non-repeating characters. These act
as the input ciphertext. It is named as one-time pad be-
cause if an input ciphertext is used once it is not used
again. This helps in increasing the security. In this
scheme the length of the one-time pad should be equal to
the length of the plain text. In order to convert the short
segments of plain text messages to cipher text, DNA one-
time pad process is used. A random and unique codebook
is taken into account for replacing the plain text. The
problem in this method is that it is applicable only on
short messages. For large messages the current hardware
is not suitable enough for one-time pad. The increase
in size of the message escalates the complexity of DNA
mapping.

3.2 DNA Chip Based

The introduction of DNA chip technology has been a great
progress in the field of DNA cryptography. It is helpful for
the manipulation of a huge amount of genome sequences
along with storing and handling of biological information.
The DNA chip is commonly known as microarray. The
microarray is made of nucleic acid and its electronic cir-
cuit is composed of semiconductors. Encryption and de-
cryption occur using biochemical processes and it can be
applied in encryption of plain text messages and images.
Since the DNA chip is a biological element, its properties
may change due to other physical factors. This sudden
change will have a negative impact on encrypted mes-
sages.

3.3 DNA Steganography

The technique of hiding messages inside another mes-
sage is known as steganography. When DNA is used in
steganography it is known as DNA steganography. The
scheme allows the message to be hidden in an image, au-
dio or even a video file. It is a new emerging technique
in the field of DNA cryptography. This is ideal for hiding
a large amount of data. The process involves biological
strands hence the data can get corrupted due to the sud-
den change of environment.
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3.4 DNA Fragmentation

This method is used for library construction in DNA se-
quence. It is used to split the DNA sequence into small
pieces. Many encryption algorithms use this as a second
layer of security. It is also implemented in encryption of
the key.

4 Literature Survey

There are several research papers which explore the DNA
based cryptographic techniques. In this section the sum-
maries of some of them are presented in a nutshell.

These papers are further categorized into five classes.
They are DNA-based symmetric cryptography technique,
DNA-based asymmetric cryptography technique, DNA-
based elliptic curve cryptography technique, DNA-based
quantum cryptography technique and DNA-based cloud
cryptography technique respectively. It is described below
in details.

Zhang et al. [25] proposed a DNA cryptographic algo-
rithm. The method is based on DNA fragment assembly.
Authors have implemented the features of DNA digital
coding, DNA molecular key and some software techniques
in their algorithm. This technique follows the concept of
symmetric key cryptography. The encryption mechanism
is done here using DNA digital coding. The main dis-
advantage of this algorithm is the implementation of the
DNA molecular key.

In [24] the authors have mentioned a new encryption
scheme on data security and cryptography, based on DNA
sequencing. In the proposed system the message is con-
verted into its binary form. Prior to communication es-
tablishment, the session key is shared through a secure
channel between sender and receiver. Two rounds of en-
cryption are used in this technique. The security is in-
creased by breaking the sequence into blocks which is
followed by hexadecimal addition and subtraction. The
encoding method used here is based on symmetric key
cryptography. This concept can be implemented in real-
time security of distributed network systems. The sharing
of key during distribution is a real difficulty in this algo-
rithm.

Ibrahim et al. [1] proposed a technique to enhance the
security of data hiding using double DNA sequences. The
main idea behind the designed scheme is the encryption
of secret message to ensure security and robustness. The
encryption is done in two phases. The encrypted message
is hidden into another DNA reference sequence. Overall
a new data hiding algorithm based on DNA sequences
has been recommended. In this scheme hiding of data in
repeated characters minimizes the modification rate. On
analysing the security aspect of this algorithm, it can be
concluded that it would be difficult for the attacker to
identify the secret message. But, if somehow the attacker
manages to obtain the secret message then the method
can be broken down easily.

In [39] the authors have proposed a method to encrypt
information with DNA-based cryptography which is per-
formed on five main stages. The first stage is data pre-
processing where binary data is converted into a DNA
string. The second step is the key generation followed by
the encryption process. The fourth step is the decryption
process where the DNA strand cipher text acts as the in-
put and the output is DNA plaintext. The secret key is
used to decrypt the cipher text. The last step is data
post-processing where the obtained DNA sequence plain
text is converted into binary plaintext. This algorithm is
very much secured since it has a double layer of security
and is based on vigenere cipher. The time complexity
involved in this algorithm is huge.

Anwar et al. [4] proposed a new DNA cryptographic
algorithm. This encryption technique is a combination
of XOR operation and symmetric key exchange. It is
very simple but powerful algorithm. The scheme encrypts
plain text message into DNA cipher text. In order to
increase security, the message is checked at the receiver
end. Sender uses the symmetric key technique and en-
crypts the plain text into DNA sequence. The message is
then sent to the receiver through various insecure chan-
nels like the Internet. At the receiver end, the receiver
decrypts the cipher text into plain text using the DNA
sequence. The concept of DNA hybridization and ma-
trix calculations are done here to minimize the time com-
plexity. DNA sequences can store large messages in very
compact form which is one of the major advantage of this
algorithm. Implementation of this method in real life is
very cost effective.

Bama et al. [49] provided an interesting algorithm for
secure data transmission using various properties of DNA
sequencing and substitution techniques. The encryption
technique is mainly dependent on a substitution scheme
and a selected DNA sequence. The DNA sequence is se-
lected out of 55 million possibilities which make the al-
gorithm very much secured. Some intelligent binary logic
and reverse substitution techniques are used to recover
the message during the decryption phase. This method
is very simple, efficient and reliable. The proposed al-
gorithm is already implemented in an Electronic Medical
Record System. The substitution scheme used here needs
to be protected because if the scheme is compromised then
the whole method will be vulnerable.

In [52] the authors proposed a cryptographic algorithm
based on DNA, random key generation scheme and matrix
multiplications. This generated key is XOR-ed with the
outcome of the scrambled matrix. As a result even though
the same key and same message is used, each and every
time this technique will generate a different cipher text.
Here, a total of three keys are used i.e. the initial key,
primer key and the generated key. The performance and
security of the DNA-based algorithm is suitable for mul-
tilevel security. This DNA cryptographic algorithm can
resist exhaustive attack, statistical attack and differential
attack. For single level security this method unnecessarily
increases the time complexity.
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Raj et al. proposed a technique on DNA-based cryp-
tography using random key generation and permuta-
tion [51] . The above algorithm uses the concept of DNA
pattern generation in a random manner. The method is
very simple where the encryption starts by first convert-
ing the plain text into ASCII code and then into binary
form. Table 2 is used here to convert the binary data into
DNA sequences.

Table 2: Conversion formula for binary code to DNA nu-
cleotide

Binary Form DNA Nucleotide
00 A
01 T
10 C
11 G

A DNA sequence is selected as a key and grouped in
blocks where each block consists of four characters. A
table is created on the basis of how the characters oc-
cupy the block positions. Finally, from this table the
randomly selected DNA sequence gets converted into en-
crypted form. The cipher sequence along with the key
is sent to the receiver. The DNA sequences are decoded
by following Table 2. The reverse steps are applied to
get back the original message. This algorithm is some-
how different from others, since traditional mathematical
operations or data manipulation techniques are not used.
Hence this method cannot be applied for multilevel secu-
rity.

In [44] the authors presented a method which gives
a secure data transfer mechanism using symmetric algo-
rithm through DNA cryptography. Initially, the input
data, text or image is converted to ASCII value and then
it is again converted into its binary equivalent. Now, the
binary value is converted to DNA code. The DNA code
is randomly assigned on the basis of a private key and
is converted to the extended ASCII code. Finally, the
message is encrypted using DNA code and clinical per-
mutation is done with the private key. The proposed sys-
tem is implemented using Java and falls in the category
of modern symmetric key encryption technique. DNA
chromosome need to be used during the data transmis-
sion. On deep analysis of the algorithm, we can conclude
that this method uses a much faster and better encod-
ing scheme than conventional cryptographic techniques.
This scheme can be used to increase the security mech-
anism of wireless networks. However, the use of DNA
chromosome increases the overall implementation cost of
the algorithm.

Researchers in [28] came up with a new technique for
secure data transmission using the process of XOR oper-
ation, one-time pad (OTP) scheme and DNA cryptogra-
phy. OTP scheme is applied here by a suitable method
which has some preconditions. XOR operation is ap-

plied between the OTP and binary form. The binary
digits are converted into DNA sequence by the following
scheme: 00=A, 01=T, 10=C and 11=G. After comple-
menting DNA bases, the DNA sequence is reversed from
right to left. Then resulting encrypted data is sent to the
recipient. This algorithm provides three levels of secu-
rity i.e. arithmetic operation or XOR operation, one-time
pad and DNA complementary rule. Overall the process
is very simple to understand but highly secured as the
randomly generated OTP is very much hard to guess for
an attacker. Since there are some preconditions applied,
therefore the method is not so user friendly as the user al-
ways has to take care of the preconditions while choosing
the OTP.

Sravanan et al. [50] proposed an algorithm based on the
modified Shamir’s secret algorithm as well as DNA-based
encryption and decryption technique. In the receiver end,
a group is involved instead of a single user. Some added
security is incorporated in the algorithm. When all the
clients in the group are involved in the decryption process,
only then the secret message can be decoded. Mathemati-
cal calculations are performed to convert the message into
ASCII values. It is then altered into DNA bases. The
message is transmitted to the group of clients and then
the message is decrypted using DNA encoding to increase
the security of message transmission for multicast appli-
cations. The proposed protocols can be implemented in
Python and Java. This process can be used in trust-based
image encryption system in future. The method is suit-
able only for a group and if someone is missing then the
message cannot be decrypted.

Kamaraj et al. [11] proposed a new cryptography al-
gorithm based on DNA computing. The algorithm is di-
vided into two stages namely encryption and decryption.
The first step converts the data into the corresponding
cipher text and then it is sent to the receiver. At the
receiver end, the encrypted code is decoded into original
data. Here, the input message is in the form of normal
text which is given to the FPGA(Field-Programmable
Gate Array) through PS 2 keyboard. The message is read
by the FPGA as ASCII value codes. Then it is converted
to the codon by a codon table provided by the authors.
Vigenere cipher is used for the encryption of the codon.
This algorithm gives an idea of double layer security with
a symmetric key. The distribution of key is not discussed
here hence it can be a hectic problem for the algorithm.

In [22] the authors proposed a new structure for dis-
tributed system security with the help of DNA cryptogra-
phy and trust-based approach. A rule-based approach for
evaluating the trust-management has been designed. It is
processed using the reputation approach. The reputation
approach contains three phases i.e. proof collection, rep-
utation factor approximation and reputation confidence.
In the rule-based approach, the authors have used a DNA-
based cryptographic method where detailed rules for en-
cryption and decryption are laid out. The trust-based dis-
tributed systems used here are extremely robust in deal-
ing with the security aspects. The introduction of DNA-
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based cryptography in this type of system will make the
system highly secured. Data post-processing approach is
integrated into this method to deal with various cyber-
attacks. This method cannot have wide applications and
is applicable to only trust-based distributed systems.

Roy et al. [17] designed a method to improve the key
generation based on DNA synthesis. This system opti-
mizes the encryption and decryption process. The plain
text is converted to the primary cipher text by a first level
key (PK1) along with an encryption algorithm. The con-
cept of second level key is introduced which increases the
security of this technique. The second level private key
add primers and positions of introns which strengthen the
cipher text. On analysing the proposed method against
brute force attack, excellent results are achieved. It would
take more than half a year for the hacker to decrypt the
cipher text with the help of modern day computer. Time
and space complexity associated with this method is very
high.

In [3] the authors have introduced a complimentary
pair approach instead of traditional DNA encryption
method. Initially, the DNA bases are complemented in
the following manner: A-T, C-A, G-C and T-G. Then
a DNA reference sequence is selected and named as S.
This S will be known to both sender and receiver. S is
then complemented and named as S’. This S’ is then sent
to the receiver by using any steganographic technique.
The receiver will decrypt cipher text S’ with the help of
S. Application of steganography enhances the security of
the proposed method. The algorithm is implemented in
Java. In order to decrypt the message, an attacker has
to guess the randomly generated sequence S. There are
roughly 55 million publicly DNA sequences are available,
hence it will be very hard to crack S. This makes the algo-
rithm a robust and reliable one. The distribution of S is
not discussed properly and if the receiver does not know S
from before then the algorithm cannot be applied in that
case.

Rani et al. [37] developed a DNA-based encryption
technique using XOR operations. Initially, the plain text
is selected and a random key is generated. A Random-
ized codon list is created and XOR-ed with the key. Swap
complement operation is applied to create the encrypted
message. The key is generated on the basis of DNA prop-
erties and biotechnology. The XOR operation is very fast
hence it is implemented in O (log N) time. In future, more
work can be done on decreasing the space complexity of
the algorithm.

Zhang et al. [53] designed a method on index-based en-
cryption algorithm which follows the concept of symmet-
ric key cryptography. The proposed technique is based
on the index of string and block cipher. The plaintext is
encrypted twice with the help of the key. First, the plain
text is converted to ASCII code and then it is expressed in
8-bit binary value. DNA encoding technique is performed
to convert the binary form into DNA sequences using the
scheme described in Table 3.

In the next step, the key is selected and it is divided

Table 3: Conversion scheme from binary form to DNA
nucleotide

Binary Form DNA Nucleotide
00 C
01 T
10 A
11 G

into two parts. Finally, the encryption process takes
place. The uniqueness of this algorithm is that it gives
a huge key space and an extremely complex encryption
algorithm. The chaos mapping added in this algorithm
increases the mathematical security. Key generation en-
sures that the huge key space is fully optimized and can
prevent extensive attacks. The space complexity associ-
ated with this method is huge.

Borda et al. [12] proposed a method on secret writ-
ing with the help of DNA hybridization. The algorithm
hides the data in artificial or real DNA digital form. It
is based on the one-time pad (OTP) scheme. In the de-
signed method the receiver and transmitter will have a
set of such non-repeating strands. Each ssDNA from the
set will be used once and then destroyed. The concept of
OTP is applied with ssDNA key in order to encrypt the
message. This message is hidden with the help of Viviana
Risea’s idea. The actual message is changed to ASCII
value and then in binary form. One time pad is applied
and finally the encrypted message is a set of segments
which is complementary to the ssDNA. The encoded mes-
sage will be transmitted in a compact form and is hidden
using DNA steganography technique. The message recov-
ery is possible for someone who has the knowledge of the
medium containing the message, the one-time pad and
the primer sequences which are used for the encryption
process. This algorithm has the advantage of parallel
computing. It’s implementation is done using Bioinfor-
matics Toolbox present in Matlab software. The use of
this method requires high tech laboratories.

In [7], the authors proposed a new concept on DNA
cryptography. It is based on Yet Another Encryption Al-
gorithm (YAEA). YAEA was first proposed by Saeb and
Baith. Symmetric key cryptography is used here. This
method uses sequential search algorithm. Then it locates
and returns one of the many positions of quadruple DNA
nucleotides. These nucleotides represent the binary octet
of each plain text characters. The decryption process is
done with the help of pointer file and random binary file.
This binary file is available to both sender and receiver
from beforehand. In order to get a higher order of secu-
rity, larger genome sequence is used. The technique can
be used in large digital information products. If the re-
ceiver does not have the binary file from beforehand then
he or she cannot apply this algorithm.

In networking and data communication the main con-
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cern is security. Mobile networks are becoming vulner-
able day by day. In [20] the authors have proposed a
method to secure mobile networks through DNA-based
cryptography. The message to be sent is initially con-
verted into 8 bit extended ASCII code and then to binary
form. DNA encoding, mRNA sequence, amino acid and
some mathematical concepts are used for encryption pro-
cedure. The algorithm is implemented using C++ envi-
ronment in Windows Vista machine. The proposed tech-
nique is secured enough to endure the brute force method
as the permutations used in this methodology are very
strong. This process can be applied as a hardware solu-
tion. The method can only be used in wireless communi-
cations.

Shinde et al. [26] proposed a new DNA-based cryptog-
raphy technique. The method comprises of traditional
cryptographic technique along with new approaches for
enhancing the data security. Initially, the plaintext is con-
verted into ASCII value then consequent binary strings.
Further, the binary strings are converted into hexadecimal
values and simultaneously using MD5 algorithm a 128 bit
key is generated. This key is converted into the hexadec-
imal string of length 32 characters which are mapped to
16 dynamic values. The binary values are encoded with
the help of mapping table. Some mathematical and logi-
cal operations are performed after encoding. An insecure
transmission channel is used for data transfer. Here de-
cryption is not exactly the reverse process of encryption.
Some extra parameters are required for decryption proce-
dure. This technique is very fast and efficient one. The
algorithm is implemented on Java platform. The security
provided in this algorithm is not suitable for multilevel
applications.

Chavan designed a new DNA cryptographic technique
based on DNA hybridization and one-time pad (OTP)
scheme [15] . Here, same keys are used in encryption and
decryption process, hence making the algorithm symmet-
ric. One of the keys is a randomly chosen string of nu-
cleotides forming a ssDNA sequence. The second key is a
binary sequence that is used for the OTP. The length of
the ssDNA sequence key should be half of the length of
binary key. XOR technique, OTP, ssDNA sequence and
oligonucleotides are used for encryption method. DNA
hybridization is implemented in decryption procedure.
Experiment results show that the security of this algo-
rithm is very high. About 1 in 1.94 X 1084 combinations
can be right while guessing the key. The main advantage
of this technique is scalability and reusability. Neverthe-
less, as the data for encryption increases, the computa-
tional complexity also increases. However, in future with
the increase in processing power of computers, this prob-
lem may be solved.

Verma et al. [23] have proposed an index based DNA
encryption algorithm. The plain text messages are en-
crypted into DNA sequences with the help of index of
strings and block cipher. The DNA sequence is then sent
to the receiver through a secure communication channel.
Initially, the plain text or message is converted into ASCII

code and then converted into binary code. This binary
code is further encoded into DNA sequence. An algo-
rithm is designed to search the key sequence among the
encoded DNA sequences. Finally, the sequences are given
an index number which acts as the cipher text. It is very
hard for any attacker to guess the real message. The main
difficulty of this algorithm is to find a secure communica-
tion channel in order to send the DNA sequence.

Paspula et al. [16] proposed a unique cipher text gener-
ation procedure as well as a new key generation method.
The key generation method has two rounds. A conven-
tional cryptographic technique generates an intermediate
form of cipher text and in the second round the inter-
mediate form of cipher text is converted into final cipher
text. The method generates a fake DNA sequence in-
order to confuse an intruder. If the application requires a
single layer of security then this algorithm unnecessarily
increases the time and space complexity.

In [8] biotic pseudo DNA cryptography method has
been proposed. The methodology uses splicing system to
improve the security. The key is generated in a random
fashion, due to this reason the degree and confusion of the
algorithm increases and makes the resulting cipher text
difficult to de-cipher. Robustness analysis of the method
shows that the method is very much secured from com-
mon cipher attacks. The implementation of this algorithm
requires high tech bio-computational laboratories.

Tanaka et al. [47] proposed a DNA cryptographic algo-
rithm which is based on one-way public key. The keys are
generated using ODN mixture for PkB and solid mixture
for PkA where PkA and PkB are public keys A and public
key B respectively. The plain text or message is encoded
in a DNA sequence with the help of one of the public
key. It is furthermore synthesized and ligated both with
DNA synthesizer and the remaining public key. In order
to decode the DNA sequence, PCR amplification with the
help of a secret sequence is done. This is an asymmetric
method which has a high level of security but very costly
to implement.

Lai et al. [41] designed a method which is based on the
asymmetric key algorithm. The proposed method uses
DNA chip technology where the DNA chip is fabricated
with probes. The probes are used for encryption and de-
cryption purpose. This algorithm uses the National En-
gineering Centre for Biochip at Shanghai as the bank for
generating the keys. On the basis of intensity of probes,
the value of probes are assigned. If intensity is greater
than some threshold, then the value is fixed to 1 else it
is 0. The process uses two keys for encryption, one by
the sender and another one by the receiver. In first step,
the plaintext is converted to ASCII value and then to its
equivalent binary code. These binary codes are arranged
in the form of a matrix. For 0 and 1 in the matrix, probe
0 and probe 1 are selected respectively. These probes are
spotted on the DNA chip and then fabricated. This fab-
ricated chip now becomes the cipher text. The receiver
uses hybridization technique and the decryption key to
decrypt the cipher text. A light spot in the key indicates
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high intensity that means 1 and dark spots correspond to
0. The use of two keys in the encryption process increases
the complexity of the algorithm.

In [21] the authors have implemented a method which
is based on the asymmetric key. The algorithm uses PCR
amplification along with DNA digital coding and digital
synthesis for encryption of the plain text. PCR ampli-
fication is added here to provide security and safeguard
during the communication phase. This encryption scheme
has high confidential strength and at the same time is very
cost effective.

Vijayakumar et al. [55] have proposed a technique us-
ing DNA cryptography and hyper elliptic curve cryptog-
raphy to enhance the level of security. In DNA-based
elliptic curve cryptographic technique the key size used
is quite large hence the message encryption and decryp-
tion time increases. The concept of DNA strands is used
in order to remove the above limitation. In this method
converting the original text message into DNA nucleotide
is the first level of security. Koblitz method provides the
second level of security. The encoded nucleotide is con-
verted into numbers and then the numbers are mapped
into points. These points act as plaintext for encryption
using hyper elliptic curve cryptography. This method can
be implemented using MATLAB simulation tool. Real
time implementation of the algorithm will be a challeng-
ing one.

Barman et al. [9] have proposed a new method to de-
velop a DNA cryptography technique through a hybrid
approach. The technique is composed of traditional DNA
cryptography and elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). In
this method, the plain text is converted first to ASCII
value and then to binary form. A DNA nucleotide is taken
from publicly available sequences which will be known to
both sender and receiver. These nucleotide bases are con-
verted to binary form using DNA encoding scheme. Sev-
eral pairs of binary numbers are produced and all these
pairs are concatenated to generate a long binary num-
ber. Encoding is done here by following some tables.
The Koblitz method is used to convert the decimal num-
bers into elliptic curve points. These points are again
encrypted to another elliptic curve point with the help of
ECC encryption expression. The encrypted points are in
the form of cipher text points which are sent to the re-
ceiver. This DNA-ECC hybrid method is more efficient
in terms of security than the present DNA cryptography
techniques. It uses a small key size and at the same time
has two levels of security. The proposed method can be
implemented on FPGA-based embedded system. Since
the key size is small, so this method is not very much
secured from the brute force attack.

Gogte et al. [27] presented a new type of DNA cryptog-
raphy system based on quantum cryptography for secure
communication. Quantum cryptography can be explained
as an emerging security technique in which two parties
communicate through a quantum channel. It is based
on Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle and no-cloning the-
orem. Initially, a simulation of quantum key exchange

along with authentication is done. This step is followed
by an application of a DNA-based algorithm. The pro-
posed system consists of the following steps. The first
step is authentication, which is based on both the tradi-
tional and quantum cryptographic methods. Secure key
exchange using the BB84 protocol is done in the second
step. This protocol is purely a quantum cryptography
based method. The designed algorithm follows this pro-
tocol as it is except for the method through which random
bits and basis are generated. The DNA encryption algo-
rithm uses a symmetric block cipher where the input is
a 128 bit key. The method is perfectly secured from the
man in the middle attack, eavesdropping, replay-attack,
packet sniffing and spoofing. The technique is very ex-
pensive to implement in real life.

Cloud computing has become very popular. It has
many features like cost effectiveness, resource-ness, shar-
ing and easy to use. Nevertheless, the security provided
in the cloud data is one of the main concerns. In [40], the
authors have proposed a new DNA-based cryptography
method to increase the security of cloud data. The pro-
posed algorithm uses a symmetric key for the encryption
process. Initially, the original text is encrypted using a
key and then converted to binary text. DNA sequences
are selected and converted to the corresponding DNA base
pair cipher. Though the algorithm looks simple yet it is
very much secured.

As the field of cloud computing started emerging, many
companies are embracing this technique. Eventually,
there are many risks involved in this technique like theft
of data, data leakage etc. The concept of multi-cloud has
evolved in order to cope up with the problems of cloud
computing. In multi-cloud technique, the users’ data
are split into different parts and uploaded into multiple
clouds. In [48] the authors have described a DNA-based
cryptographic technique which can be used in multi-cloud
computing environment to enhance the security. The pro-
posed strategy is divided into two phases, namely data
embedding and data extracting. Initially, the data is con-
verted into binary form and then into DNA sequence. The
base pairing rule is applied to the message. The index of
nucleotides is searched and matched from the reference.
The data is then sent over the cloud. Data extracting
phase follows the reverse steps of data embedding phase.
The cipher text is converted back to the original text.
This step takes place at the receiver side. The security
of this algorithm is very strong. The probability for the
attacker to guess the message correctly is less than 1 in
million chances. This algorithm is implemented using Mi-
crosoft Visual Studio 2010 and Microsoft SQL 2008 on
Windows 8 platform. This strategy is proved to provide
the cloud user with more secured storage. The method
has huge time complexity.

In [10] the authors have proposed a DNA-based encryp-
tion method using BIG data. The idea is very innovative
and tough to crack. If a third party or any unautho-
rized person tries to retrieve the message, then he or she
will only be able to get the DNA sequences, without the
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key nobody can break the encryption algorithm. When a
large amount of data is to be stored using BIG data then
the use of this encryption technique is suggested. The de-
signed method uses PHP language and a DNA encoding
table for the encryption process. So far BIG data anal-
ysis is facing many challenges. Therefore this encryption
process can be used to solve some of the problems in BIG
data analysis.

5 Discussion

The use of cutting edge technologies and the computa-
tional properties of DNA are bringing several crypto-
graphic methods into existence. The key used in these
techniques is one of the main factors. It helps to deter-
mine the strength of the algorithm. Most of these meth-
ods are designed using a symmetric key. These algorithms
are efficient, fast and reliable. Nevertheless, if the key is
known to the attacker then the method will be cracked in
few minutes. The use of an asymmetric key is one solu-
tion to this problem. Even if one of the keys is known,
without the private key it is impossible to break the algo-
rithm. But asymmetric key increases the computational
complexity and making the process slow down. If the
data to be encrypted is huge then an asymmetric key is
not at all preferred. These disadvantages have paved the
way for hybrid cryptographic methods. The use of DNA
encryption techniques with quantum cryptography and
hyper elliptic curve cryptography methods have become
the new area of research. But implementation of these
methods will be very costly as well as a challenge to the
computer engineers.

6 Conclusion

DNA cryptography provides a medium of ultra-compact
information storage. A few grams of DNA can hold about
108 terabytes of data. Effective and efficient algorithms
are implemented in order to bring DNA computing on a
digital level and use it on large scale. In future, DNA
encryption will replace the need of digital signature, au-
thorization and digital timestamps as DNA itself is a
unique signature. It is fast, reliable and can work in a
parallel manner. DNA cryptography has a wide range
of applications and can be implemented in various fields
like mobile networks, cloud computing, multi-cloud com-
puting, plain-text messages, images, videos, servers etc.
Exploring the various characteristics of DNA molecule
and using it in the field of cryptography is one of the
main concerns among the researchers. In order to increase
more security, work can be done on developing asymmet-
ric keys which will make the system more secure. The
encryption schemes used in the four cryptography tech-
niques i.e. traditional cryptography, DNA cryptography,
elliptic curve cryptography and quantum cryptography is
being interchanged with each other and as a result new

hybrid techniques are being invented. DNA has the po-
tential to explore the further biological molecule based
computation methods. The invention of energy efficient
DNA computer chip by IBM has opened up new gates
for a bright future in this field. DNA cryptography is
in its primary phase and hence it’s implementation will
need bio-molecular labs and costly instruments which are
major constraints for the smooth progress in this field.
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Abstract

Image encryption has been a popular research field in re-
cent decades. This paper presents a novel scheme for the
preview of the encrypted image. Using the scheme can
preview the encrypted-image before decryption. So we
can get to know that this image is really needed before
decryption. Using the scheme can save a lot of unnec-
essary decryption time. To the best of our knowledge,
this work is the first attempt to present such a scheme
in the field of image encryption. We present the design
and implementation of the scheme. The design of the pro-
posed scheme is efficient. The experiments results show
that the suggested scheme satisfies the requirement. It
provides the necessary properties for a secure image en-
cryption scheme. These characteristics make it a suitable
candidate for using in cryptographic applications.

Keywords: Chaotic Ikeda Map; Image Encryption; Image
Encryption Preview

1 Introduction

Recently, with the rapid development of network tech-
nology and their increasing popularity, the roles of im-
ages in the exchange of information among people be-
come more frequent, image data protection has become
more and more important. To meet the needs of the
image authentication, image encryption algorithms were
proposed [21, 22, 45]. In 1970s, Chaos theory was pro-
posed, which was used in a number of research areas,
such as mathematics, engineering, physics, biology, and
so on. The first description of a chaotic process was made
in 1963 by Lorenz [30], who developed a system called
the Lorenz attractor that coupled nonlinear differential
equations. The complex behavior of chaotic systems in
nonlinear deterministic was described. The implementa-
tion of chaotic maps in the development of cryptography
systems lies in the fact that a chaotic map is characterized
by:

1) The initial conditions and control parameters with
high sensitivity;

2) Unpredictability of the orbital evolution;

3) The simplicity of the hardware and software imple-
mentation leads to a high encryption rate [16].

These characteristics can be connected with some very
important cryptographic properties such as confusion and
diffusion, balance and avalanche properties [39].

Over the past two decades, the image encryption based
on Chaos theory has become a hot research topic. A
large number of digital image encryption schemes have
been proposed with demonstrated success. The classic
encryption architecture based on chaotic map has been in-
vestigated. Researchers have proposed many chaos-based
digital image encryption schemes [2, 8, 9, 12, 20, 28, 29, 34,
38, 43, 49], which utilize chaotic maps. Jawad and his
research group promoted a chaotic map-embedded Blow-
fish algorithm for security enhancement of color image
encryption [25]. Mao and his research group proposed a
new color image encryption scheme based on chaotic non-
linear adaptive filter [19]. Mirzaei and his research group
designed a parallel encryption algorithm based on hyper
chaos [31]. Haroun’s real-time image encryption used a
low-complexity discrete 3D dual chaotic cipher [18]. Xiao-
Jun Tong and his partner proposed an image encryption
algorithm based on cross chaotic map [40]. Guodong Ye’s
chaotic image encryption algorithm using wave-line per-
mutation and block diffusion [47].

The average decryption time of images with different
sizes is different. The larger the encrypted image is, the
longer it takes to decrypt. Decrypting a 2048× 2048 im-
age takes about 50 times as much time as a 256 × 256
image [6, 7, 13, 33]. So how do we get to know that this
image is really what we need before decryption? In order
to solve this problem, this paper gives a novel solution.
Before decryption, we can decrypt the key region that has
been set up in advance, so as to find out if it is the image
we are interested in. We can manually or automatically
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select one or more key regions of the image that will be en-
crypted. We encrypt the key region image and the entire
image separately. The two encrypted images are com-
bined into an encrypted image. The image segmentation
and recognition algorithm will be employed.

The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2
presents the related works. In Section 3, the details of our
scheme are proposed. The experimental results are intro-
duced in Section 4. The security discussion is shown in
Section 5. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2 Related Works

We categorize the related work into three topics, and each
topic is summarized separately.

2.1 Image Encryption

There are many image encryption algorithms. They have
some common characteristics, which are some very impor-
tant cryptographic properties such as confusion and dif-
fusion, balance and avalanche properties. In [28], we pro-
posed an encryption algorithm based on chaotic tent map.
In [26], Manish and his team presented a new algorithm
for image security using ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptogra-
phy) diversified with DNA encoding. Zang et al. sug-
gested a novel optical image encryption algorithm, which
based on spatially incoherent illumination [48]. Akhavan
and his partners proposed a novel parallel hash function
based on 3D chaotic map [4]. Choosing a suitable image
encryption algorithm is not difficult.

In this paper, we presents an image encryption algo-
rithm, which is based on the chaotic Ikeda map. The
design of the proposed algorithm is simple and efficient.
It provides the necessary properties for a secure image en-
cryption algorithm including the confusion and diffusion
properties. We use well-known ways to perform the secu-
rity and performance analysis of the proposed image en-
cryption algorithm. Simulation results show that the sug-
gested algorithm satisfies the required performance tests
such as large key space, high level security, and acceptable
encryption speed. The fail-safe analysis is inspiring and
it can be concluded that the proposed algorithm is effi-
cient and secure. These characteristics make it a suitable
candidate for using in cryptographic applications.

In physics and mathematics, the Ikeda map is a
discrete-time dynamical system given by the complex
map [23]. The original map was proposed first by Ikeda
as a model of light going around across a nonlinear opti-
cal resonator in a more general form. In 1979, Kensuke
Ikeda did an experiment on brain simulation [24]. The
result confirms that the Ikeda model with its multiple ex-
trema nonlinear function is a good candidate for chaos
generation dedicated to encryption [27].

zn+1 = A+Bzne
i(|zn|2+C). (1)

Figure 1: The image of the chaotic Ikeda map

Figure 2: The image of the standardized chaotic Ikeda
map

The complex Ikeda map is reduced to the above simpli-
fied form by Ikeda, Daido and Akimoto. Where zn stands
for the electric field inside the resonator at the n-th step
of rotation in the resonator, A, B and C are parameters
which indicate laser light applied from the outside, and
linear phase across the resonator, respectively. In partic-
ular the parameter B ≤ 1 is called dissipation parameter
characterizing the loss of resonator, and in the limit of B
= 1 the Ikeda map becomes a conservative map.

A 2D real example of the complex map is:

xn+1 = 1 + µ(xncostn − ynsintn) (2)

yn+1 = µ(xnsintn − yncostn) (3)

where µ is a parameter and tn = 0.4− 6
1+x2

n+y2
n

.

For µ ≥ 0.6, this system has a chaotic attractor. The
Ikeda map has the dynamical behavior of nonlinear sys-
tems.

Using MATLAB in the experiments, the Ikeda equa-
tion parameter µ was selected as µ = 0.9, in this case the
system has a chaotic behavior. Figure 1 shows trajectories
of 10000 random points for various values.

In order to apply the chaotic Ikeda map to image en-
cryption, we made the transformation, let all xn ∈ (0, 1)
and yn ∈ (0, 1) , n ∈ [0,1,2,· · · ], showing in Figure 2.

2.1.1 The Image Encryption Algorithm

In this section, we use the chaotic Ikeda map Equation (2)
and Equation (3) to implement encryption process. This
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paper proposes an image encryption algorithm includes
the following main steps:

1) Read plain-images (original-image) (Pa×b×c), get size
of P , e.g. using [a, b, c] save size of P , let N = a∗b∗c,
let x(0) = 0.100001, y(0) = 0.100003;

2) Input the secret (encryption) key µ into the chaotic
ikeda map equation. Iterate the chaotic ikeda map N
times using system Equation (2) and Equation (3),
obtain an array X(N) and Y(N);

3) Confusion: Change X(N) into [0, 255] using X(N) ∗
1000 mod 256, we can get CX(P )

= X(N) XOR
Pa×b×c;

4) Diffusion: CY(P )
= Y(N) ∗ CX(P )

;

5) Change CY(P )
into Ca×b×c, which is encrypt each el-

ement of matrix (Pa×b×c) using the key array X(N)

and Y(N), namely, mix the confusion of the original
image (Pa×b×c) (CX(P )

) components with the diffu-
sion of the original image (Pa×b×c) (CY(P )

), get the
resulting image is the ciphered image Ca×b×c.

2.1.2 The Image Decryption Algorithm

In this section, we use the chaotic Ikeda map Equation (2)
and Equation (3) to implement decryption process. This
paper proposes an image decryption algorithm includes
the following main steps:

1) Read ciphered-images (encrypted-image) (Ca×b×c),
get size of C, e.g. using [a, b, c] save size of C, let N =
a ∗ b ∗ c, let x(0) = 0.100001, y(0) = 0.100003, here
x(0) and y(0) must be same as encryption process;

2) Input the secret (encryption) key µ into the chaotic
ikeda map equation. Iterate the chaotic ikeda map N
times using system Equation (2) and Equation (3),
obtain an array X(N) and Y(N);

3) Inverse confusion: Change X(N) into [0, 255] using
X(N)∗1000 mod 256, we can get PX(C)

= X(N) XOR
Ca×b×c;

4) Inverse diffusion: PY(C)
= PX(C)

∗ Y −1(N);

5) Change PY(C)
into Pa×b×c, decrypt each element of

matrix (Ca×b×c) using the key array X(N) and Y(N),
namely, mix the confusion of the ciphered image
(Ca×b×c) (X(C)) components with the diffusion of
the ciphered image (Ca×b×c) (Y(C)), get the resulting
image is the original image Pa×b×c.

2.2 Image Segmentation

Many image segmentation techniques are available in the
articles [1, 11]. They proposed a number of related algo-
rithms and schemes. In [17], a novel method is proposed
for performing multi-label, interactive image. In [10],
Boykov and his partners focused on possibly the simplest

application of graph-cuts: segmentation of objects in im-
age data. Vese and his research group proposed a new
multiphase level set framework for image segmentation
using the Mumford and Shah model, for piecewise con-
stant and piecewise smooth optimal approximations [42].
We can choose an image segmentation algorithm for im-
age segmentation.

2.3 Image Recognition

Image recognition technology has been studied by many
scholars in recent years. In [37], Shi and his research group
proposed a novel approach for learning coupled mappings
to improve the performance of low-resolution (LR) face
image recognition. In [46], Wu and his research part-
ners presented a state-of-the-art image recognition sys-
tem, Deep Image, developed using end-to-end deep learn-
ing. In [41], a neural network model, the hyper-column
model (HCM), which is applicable to general image recog-
nition, was proposed by Tsuruta and his partners. We can
choose an image recognition algorithm to automatically
select the feature regions from the image.

3 Proposed Scheme

Before introducing the preview scheme, we first intro-
duce a definition that is the Preview-Region-Image. The
Preview-Region-Image is the key region which is a part of
the original image. Then we can find out if the original
image is the image we are interested in.

We can manually or automatically select one or more
Preview-Region-Image from the original image that will
be encrypted. The Preview-Region-Image and the origi-
nal image are encrypted separately. The two encrypted
images are combined into an encrypted image. The de-
cryption process is exactly the opposite of the encryp-
tion process. In order to preview the image, we extract
and decrypt the encrypted Preview-Region-Image from
the encrypted image. Details are given in the following
encryption and decryption schemes.

3.1 The Image Encryption Preview
Scheme

In this section, we give the processing flow of the image
encryption scheme. The flowchart of the image encryp-
tion scheme is shown in Figure 3. This paper proposes
an image encryption scheme which includes the following
main steps:

1) Select the Preview-Region-Image. Two methods of
selection can be used. Get the original image I[a ×
b× c], c = 2 or 3.

• Using the mouse click spot as the center manu-
ally selects a region.

a. a > 256 and b > 256, selects a region (256×
256× c), save to an array K[256× 256× c];
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Figure 3: The flowchart of the image encryption scheme

b. a > 256 and b < 256, selects a region (256×
b× c), save to an array K[256× b× c];

c. a < 256 and b < 256, selects a region (a ×
b× c), save to an array K[a× b× c];

d. standardize the array K to SK[256×256×
c], insufficient 0 fill. the array SK[256 ×
256×c] is named as Preview-Region-Image,
before we encrypt the original image.

• Before encrypting the original image (I[a× b×
c]), we can use image recognition technology
to automatically select a Preview-Region-Image
from the original image, and standardize to
SK[256× 256× c], insufficient 0 fill.

2) Encryption. Using the image encryption algorithm.
We encrypt the Preview-Region-Image (SK[256 ×
256 × c]) that is selected in step (1), named as
Encrypted-Preview-Region-Image (CSK[256×256×
c]). Encrypt the original image, named as Encrypted-
Original-Image (CI[a× b× c]).

3) Integration. In this step, we integrate two en-
crypted images (Encrypted-Preview-Region-Image
CSK[256 × 256 × c] and Encrypted-Original-Image
CI[a × b × c]) save to the array C[(a + (256 ×
256/b))×b×c]. We place Encrypted-Preview-Region-
Image (the encrypted preview region image) in front
of Encrypted-Original-Image (the encrypted original
image).

Figure 4: The flowchart of the image decryption scheme

3.2 The Image Decryption Preview
Scheme

In this section, we give the processing flow of the image
decryption scheme. Before decryption, we first decrypt
Encrypted-Preview-Region-Image to preview the original
image. The flowchart of the image decryption scheme is
shown in Figure 4. This paper proposes an image decryp-
tion scheme which includes the following main steps:

1) Extract the encrypted preview image. Extract the
Encrypted-Preview-Region-Image CSK[256×256×c]
from the encrypted image C[(a + (256 × 256/b)) ×
b × c], Get the image region (its size is 256 ×
256 × 3), namely, the Encrypted-Preview-Region-
Image CSK[256 × 256 × c], from the beginning of
the encrypted image C[(a+ (256× 256/b))× b× c];

2) Decrypt the encrypted preview image. Decrypt
the Encrypted-Preview-Region-Image (the encrypted
preview image) CSK[256×256×c], get the Preview-
Region-Image (the preview region image) SK[256 ×
256× c], and show it;

3) Decrypt the encrypted original image. In Step 2, if
we find that this image is the image we need. Extract
the Encrypted-Original-Image (the entire encrypted
original image) CI[a × b × c]) from the encrypted
image C[(a+ (256× 256/b))× b× c], and decrypt it.
In Step 2, if we find that this image is not the image
we need, stop the decryption.
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Figure 5: (a) The original image; (b) The encrypted im-
age; (c) The decrypted image; (d) The histogram of orig-
inal image; (e) The histogram of ciphered image; (f) The
decrypted image with wrong key.

Figure 6: (a) The original image; (b) The encrypted im-
age; (c) The decrypted image.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Experimental Results of The Image
Encryption

The efficiency of the proposed image encryption algorithm
is shown in the following experimental results. The stan-
dard gray scale image Lenna (Figure 5(a)) with the size
256× 256 pixels is used for this experiment.

The results of the encryption are presented in Fig-
ure 5(b). As can be seen from the encrypted image Fig-
ure 5(b), there are no patterns or shadows visible in the
corresponding cipher image. The result of the decryp-
tion is presented in Figure 5(c). As can be seen from the
decrypted image Figure 5(c), it is not different from the
original image.

The color image Lenna with the size 512×512×3 pixels
is used for this experiment. The Figure 6(a) is the color
image of Lenna, Figure 6(b) is the encrypted color image
of Lenna, and Figure 6(c) shows the decrypted color image
of Lenna from Figure 6(b).

The result of the decryption using wrong key is pre-
sented in Figure 5(f). As can be seen from the Figure 5(f),
there are no patterns or shadows visible in the correspond-
ing ciphered image.

Figure 7: (a) The original image (1024×1024×3); (b) The
preview region image (256× 256× 3); (c) The encrypted
preview region image; (d) The integrated encrypted im-
age; (e) The decrypted preview region image; (f) The
decrypted original image.

4.2 Experimental Results of The Image
Encryption Preview Scheme

The efficiency of the proposed image encryption preview
scheme is shown in the following experimental results.
The color images with different sizes are used in this ex-
periment.

The color image with the size 1024× 1024× 3 is used
in this experiment. The Figure 7(a) is the color image of
street lamp in snow (1024× 1024× 3), Figure 7(b) is the
preview region image (256×256×3), which is a party se-
lected from Figure 7(a), Figure 7(c) shows the encryption
of Figure 7(b), Figure 7(d) shows the integrated encrypted
image (include the encryption of the preview region im-
age and the entire encrypted original image), Figure 7(e)
shows the preview of the encryption image, Figure 7(f)
shows the decrypted color image of street lamp in snow.

We have also done another experiments using the color
image with the size 2048×2048×3, as shown in Figure 8.

5 Security Analysis

Security is a major issue of a cryptosystem. When a new
cryptosystem is proposed, it should always be accompa-
nied by some security analyses. A good encryption proce-
dure should be robust against all kinds of cryptanalytic,
statistical and brute-force attacks. Here, some security
analyses have been performed on the proposed scheme like
key space analysis, distribution of the cipher-text, correla-
tion analysis of two adjacent pixels, information entropy,
plain-text sensitivity analysis, etc. The security analysis
demonstrates a high security level of the new scheme.
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Figure 8: (a) The original image (2048×2048×3); (b) The
preview region image (256× 256× 3); (c) The encrypted
preview region image; (d) The integrated encrypted im-
age; (e) The decrypted preview region image; (f) The
decrypted original image.

5.1 Key Space

For every cryptosystem, the key space is very important.
The key space of an encryption algorithm should be large
enough to resist brute-force attacks. In our proposed
scheme, the key space of the image decryption is com-
puted by:

T (µ, x0, y0) = θ(µ× x0 × y0),

where x0 ∈ [0, 1], y0 ∈ [0, 1], µ ≥ 0.6, the each precision
of x0, y0 and µ is 10−16, namely, the size of key space is
2160 (((1016)3)). This key space is big enough for brute-
force attacks [32]. In this scheme, we take the key to the
original as follows: x0 = 0.100001, y0 = 0.100003, µ =
0.9000000001. When taking the wrong key: the difference
between wrong and right key is 10−16. For example, using
µ = 0.9000000001000001 as the wrong key to decrypt the
encryption image, we get a wrong decrypted image shown
in Figure 5(f).

5.2 Distribution of The Ciphertext

An image histogram displays that how pixels in an image
are distributed by plotting the number of pixels. Here we
take a Lenna image (its size is 256 × 256) as the original
image. Histogram of the original Lenna image and the
corresponding ciphered Lenna image are shown in Fig-
ures 5(d) and 5(e). As is shown, the histograms of the
ciphered image is uniform and do not provide any clues to
the use of any statistical analysis attack on the encrypted
image [7] .

5.3 Correlation Analysis of Two Adja-
cent Pixels

The superior confusion and diffusion properties are shown
in the correlations of adjacent pixels from the ciphered

Table 1: Correlation coefficient of two adjacent pixels in
simulated original and ciphered image

Direction Original image Ciphered image
Horizontal 0.9302 0.0057
Vertical 0.8367 0.0041
Diagonal 0.8623 0.0032
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Figure 9: Correlation analysis of original image

image [44]. We analyze the correlation between adjacent
pixels in original and ciphered Lenna image. We calculate
the correlation coefficient in the horizontal, vertical and
diagonally, the following relation is used [5]:

Cr =
(N

∑N
j=1 xjyj −

∑N
j=1 xj

∑N
j=1 yj)

(N
∑N

j=1(xj)2 − (
∑N

j=1 xj)2)(N
∑N

j=1(yj)
2 − (

∑N
j=1 yj)

2)

where xj and yj are the values of the adjacent pixels in
the image and N is the total number of pixels selected
from the image for the calculation. We choose randomly
3000 image pixels from the original image and the ci-
phered image respectively to calculate the correlation co-
efficients of the adjacent pixels in horizontal, vertical and
diagonally direction. It demonstrates that the encryption
algorithm covers up all the characters of the original im-
age showing a good performance of balanced 0 1 ratio.
The correlation of the original image and the encrypted
image are shown in Figures 9 and 10.

5.4 Information Entropy

Information theory is a mathematical theory founded in
1949 by Shannon [36]. Modern information theory is con-
cerned on data compression, error-correction, communi-
cations systems, cryptography, and related topics. There
is a universal formula for calculating information entropy:

H(s) =

2N−1∑
i=0

P (si) log2

1

P (si)

where P (si) represents the probability of symbol si and
the entropy is expressed in bits. The ideal entropy value
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for an encrypted image should be 8. The calculation of
entropy for the ciphered image (Figure 5(b)) is presented
below:

H(s) =

255∑
i=0

P (si) log2

1

P (si)
= 7.9986387.

The result shows that the entropy of the encrypted image
is very close to the ideal entropy value, higher than most
of other existing algorithms. This indicates that the rate
of information leakage from the proposed image encryp-
tion algorithm is close to zero.

5.5 Plain-text Sensitivity Analysis (Dif-
ferential Attacks)

Attackers often make a slight change for the original im-
age, use the proposed scheme to encrypt the original im-
age before and after changing, and through comparing
two encrypted images to find out the relationship between
the original image and the encrypted image. This kind of
attack is called differential attack [44]. In order to re-
sist differential attack, a minor alternation in the plain-
image should cause a substantial change in the ciphered
image. To test the influence of one-pixel change on the
whole image encrypted by the proposed algorithm, two
common measures were used: NPCR and UACI [14].
NPCR represents the change rate of the ciphered im-
age provided that only one pixel of plain-image changed.
UACI which is the unified average changing intensity,
measures the average intensity of the differences between
the plain-image and ciphered image. For calculation of
NPCR and UACI, let us assume two ciphered images
C1 and C2 whose corresponding plain images have only
one-pixel difference. Label the gray-scale values of the
pixels at grid (i, j) of C1 and C2 by C1(i, j) and C2(i, j),
respectively. Define a bipolar array, D, with the same
size as image C1 or C2. Then, D(i, j) is determined by
C1(i, j) and C2(i, j), namely, if C1(i, j) = C2(i, j) then
D(i, j) = 0; otherwise, D(i, j) = 1. NPCR and UACI

are defined by the following formulas [35]:

NPCR =

∑
i,j D(i, j)

W ×H
× 100%

UACI =
1

W ×H

∑
i,j

|Ci(i, j)− C2(i, j)|
255

× 100%

where W and H are the width and height of C1 or C2.
Tests have been performed on the proposed scheme by
considering the one-pixel change influence on a 256-gray
scale image of size 256× 256. Also in order to clarify the
effect of small change in the secret key such as initial con-
dition (x0 = 0.100001 to x0 = 0.1000010000000001,y0 =
0.100003 to y0 = 0.1000030000000001) NPCR is calcu-
lated. We obtained NPCR = 0.00351 (1 − NPCR =
0.99649) and UACI = 0.367. The percentage of pixel
changed in encrypted image is over 99% even with one-
bit difference in plain-image. UACI is near to 1/3 as
security required [3]. Moreover, in order to analyze the
effect of the control parameter µ in the cipher image, the
NPCR test is conducted on the algorithm over this pa-
rameter. The process of the analysis is almost the same
as the one for a single bit change in the plain-text, but
this time we keep plain-image as original, and analyze
the number of bit changes between two different cipher
texts achieved from encryption with two different param-
eters with very small change (µ = 0.9000000001 ver-
sus µ = 0.9000000000000001). The calculated value of
NPCR for the proposed algorithm is 0.003169 which is
very close to the ideal value. Also, compared with other
chaos based algorithms such as NPCR and UACI of the
proposed algorithm has a good ability to anti differential
attack [15].

5.6 Analysis of Speed

Apart from the security consideration, running speed
of the algorithm is also an important aspect for a
good encryption algorithm. We measure the encryp-
tion/decryption rate of several color images of different-
size by using the proposed image encryption scheme.
The time analysis is done on a core 2 duo 2.26Gz
CPU with 4GB RAM notebook running on Debian 8.0
and using Matlab 2014b glnxa64. The average encryp-
tion/decryption time taken by the algorithm for different-
sized images is shown in the Table 2. The average time of
the image encryption preview scheme taken by the algo-
rithm for different-sized images is shown in the Table 3.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we concentrate on the field of image en-
cryption. The image encryption and decryption preview
schemes have been given. In this scheme, we presented
a method to preview the encrypted image before entire
decryption. Using the scheme can save a lot of unnec-
essary decryption time. Experimental results show that
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Table 2: Average ciphering time taking of a few different
size images

Images size(pixels) Bits/pixels Ciphered time(s)
256× 256× 3 24 0.53-0.68
512× 512× 3 24 2.92-3.06
1024× 1024× 3 24 10.57-13.23
2048× 2048× 3 24 33.80-39.75

Table 3: Average ciphering preview time taking of a few
different size images

Images size(pixels) Bits/pixels Ciphered time(s)
256× 256× 3 24 0.53-0.68
512× 512× 3 24 0.55-0.71
1024× 1024× 3 24 0.63-0.76
2048× 2048× 3 24 0.67-0.82

the scheme is efficient and usable for the preview of the
image encryption. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first attempt to present such a scheme in the field of
image encryption. The advantage of this scheme is that
it is possible to know whether the encrypted image is the
image we need. The disadvantage is that the encrypted
preview image also takes up more storage spaces. Fol-
lowing up, we will try to solve this defect. One possible
solution is that we use the encrypted preview image to
replace the corresponding part of the original encrypted
image.
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Abstract

Due to the rapid technological development all the in-
expensive hand held devices can be quickly set up as a
Mobile adhoc network (MANET). This makes it possible
for efficient communication in disaster scenarios where in-
stant communication is necessary. Our initial phase of
research focuses on the two important protocols: Cluster
Based Routing Protocol and Zone based Routing Proto-
col. Cluster based routing protocol, one of the method-
ology of hierarchical routing have been developed by re-
searchers for easier routing of large scale networks. By ag-
gregating nodes into clusters controlled by cluster heads,
many cluster based routing protocols have been devel-
oped. The main challenging task is the Cluster head
election in cluster based Protocols. Zone based Routing
protocol, one of the Hybrid schemes in protocol classi-
fication, have been designed for large scale networks by
focussing on Zone radius, InterZone and IntraZone rout-
ing. The main challenging task is the security Enhance-
ment in Zone based routing Protocols. By considering
the two important factors such as Cluster Head selection
and security Enhancement, we designed the Zone based
MANET Routing Protocol (ZBMRP) protocol. In this
protocol,cluster or Zone based routing is performed with
efficient Zone head. The Zone head is elected based on
our proposed MANETIC algorithm which is based on the
Metaheuristic Genetic Algorithm. In order to enhance the
security of the protocol the registration of all the nodes
and the authentication is carried out using our Registra-
tion & authentication algorithm which effectively uses the
Neural Network learning approach. GACA and EWCA
are the traditional important clustering algorithms with
cluster head Election schemes. In order to analyse our
Protocol based on the Zone head,the comparison is made
with GACA and EWCA in terms of Load balancing fac-

tor,average number of clusters,Packet delivery ratio and
throughput.

Keywords: Genetic Algorithm; Neural Network Learning;
Zone Based Routing; Zone Head

1 Introduction

MANET as an emerging technology has a rapid growth
from 1990s. The dynamic nature of the mobile adhoc
networks demanded many challenges and issues and the
network strategies have to be refined to achieve the bet-
ter performance. Despite the fact that MANET has
dynamic topology, limited channel bandwidth and lim-
ited battery power, Mobile adhoc networks is popular for
group communication due to its robust ness and instant
usage. MANETs as divergent to Infrastructure wireless
networks gaining attention due to world wide mobile con-
nectivity. Mobile Adhoc networks though started its tech-
nology from IEEE 802.11b, gained rapid importance due
to its emerging trends in IOTs and pervasive pervasive
computing. The vibrant wireless research DARPA Packet
radio Network to military rescue and radio technologies.
Though the research started from 1972, due to the ad-
vancement in MANET in recent IOT, Ubiquitous and Per-
vasive computing the research in MANET will never end
up. Routing is the major challenging issue in a MANET.
The depending on the different applications as Education,
Disaster recovery, Commercial as vehicular adhoc network
and so on. Some Systems demand a multi cluster envi-
ronment to adapt dynamically for changing environments.
A responsible and efficient node will be the leader. Also
MANETs in very sensitive areas will face the problem of
privacy and security. Many clustering algorithms have
been proposed by researchers. Several Key Management
schemes and Cryptographic functions were implemented
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to ensure security. But till now a secured effective com-
munication is a challenging task in MANETs.

1.1 Motivation

MANETS due to their low cost and easier deployment
is widely used in all the fields especially in disaster re-
covery from natural disasters. Due to the tremendous
increase in the number of users, different protocols are
emerging depending on the applications and the need of
the users. Every protocol is having its own advantages
and lacks in some performance. Due to the varying mo-
bility and link conditions it is often a challenging task
to provide the required performance. The network re-
sources, diversity of networks, load balancing routes, and
efficient routing has to be considered as important factors
while designing a Routing Protocol. Hierarchical routing
is one of the approaches in MANET. It performs the the
Intra routing within the Zone or cluster and Interrout-
ing outside the cluster or Zone efficiently. The concept of
dividing the networks into n-number of clusters will help
for easier maintenance but the leader node should be very
effective in communications. Traditional algorithms will
not be sufficient to overcome all the hindrances in find-
ing the specific route or for electing the leader. Hence we
concentrate our work on the hierarchical routing which di-
vides the network into zones and the zone leader is elected
using Metaheuristic Genetic algorithm.Only the best fit
node will be elected as a leader in our approach. Another
promising factor is the lack of security which in technical
words termed as malicious, Intrusion detections,Attacks
in MANETs and so on. Cryptography will provide sev-
eral solutions to the aspects of security in terms of con-
fidentially, authentication, integrity and non repudiation.
Many hash functions will solve the problem of security
to some extent but we have designed the security frame-
work by Neural network learning methodology in which
only the authenticated nodes will enter into the network.
Due to the Neural Network learning, the authentication
process will be faster. The input to the Neural Network
will be the cryptographic hash function. The Key sharing
for secured username and password registration combined
with Reed Solomon coding will provide security for the
protocol.

1.2 Our Contribution

In prior we analysed the parameters for effective zones
using fuzzy [11]. In our work we have chosen Genetic Al-
gorithm, one of the soft computing techniques for Zone
head selection. As the entire network falls on the effi-
ciency of the zone head, the Zone head is efficiently chosen
by the proposed MANET Algorithm based on Genetic Al-
gorithm.Only the best fit nodes alone will participate in
the ranking procedure. The fitness path is determined for
specific route which reduces the latency in route determi-
nation and congestion and avoids unnecessary broadcast-
ing and flooding messages. The leader will be responsible

for all the further communication because the communi-
cation will be processed from zone head to another zone
head. The main contributions of our proposed protocol
are

1) MANET Algorithm based on Genetic approach is
proposed for Zone head election.

2) Effective routing with prior link estimation knowl-
edge.(fitness path).

3) Ranking of the nodes is performed which ensures the
performance of the nodes and to identify the weak
nodes.

4) Registration Procedure is carried out in the Entry
point using encrypted username and password in
which the Zone head will act as a administrator.

5) Packet verification for secure transmission of data
through the supervised Neural Network learning and
cryptographic hash function.

The remaining sections of the paper are systematized as
follows: Section 2 gives a brief overview about the exist-
ing methodologies for Hierarchical Routing, Genetic Ap-
proach in MANET, Neural Network learning in MANET.
Section 3 explains the proposed protocol including net-
work model, Analysis of parameters using fuzzy, Neigh-
bor discovery and zone forming, Zone head election using
MANET algorithm, member Registration procedure with
user id and password, Reed Solomon coding,Key sharing
and Node learning using Neural Network and Node au-
thentication. Section 4 illustrates the performance evalu-
ation results of the proposed protocol. Section 5 presents
the conclusion and future scope of the proposed protocol.

2 Related Work

This section provides an overview about the existing re-
search works related to Hierarchial routing, Genetic Ap-
proach in MANET, Neural network approach in MANET.

2.1 Hierarchical Routing

The Investigation of the Research is conducted from the
analysis of Routing protocols. No fixed infrastructure
for MANET, Energy Constraint, Mobility factors and
other factors are challenging when considering the rout-
ing protocols. Each node in a MANET will not have the
same properties. Any two neighboring nodes will even
differ in their signal strength, reliability, power and so
on. Basically, the Routing Protocols are categorized as:
Global/Proactive, On Demand/Reactive, Hybrid. An-
other Classification of Routing Protocols are: Flat Rout-
ing, Hierarchical and Geographic position assisted Rout-
ing. Hierarchical Routing is further classified as the fol-
lowing categories as: HSR, CGSR, ZRP and LANMAR.
Every routing protocol has its own advantages and dis-
advantages. While Considering the Hierarchical Routing,
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the Internet Hierarchy is a traditional Hierarchical Rout-
ing in the wired network. The most popular way of Hier-
archical approach is the cluster based approach. In gen-
eral, Cluster based routing protocol (CBRP) falls under
the reactive category but due to its level-oriented admin-
istration and governance by cluster head it has the hier-
archical component. CBRP has many advantages such
as energy consumption and network performance. Thus
a typical hierarchical structure can be implemented by
partitioning the network into clusters depending on the
geographic region, transmission range, and communica-
tion reliability irrespective of the sparse and dense re-
gions. Hierarchical routing greatly increases the scalabil-
ity of routing in ad hoc networks by increasing the ro-
bustness of routes. Jin et al.’ [8] classified the cluster-
ing schemes under six categories as Dsbased, Low Main-
tenance, Mobility-aware, Energy Efficient, Load balanc-
ing and combined metrics based clustering. Cost com-
parison of the six clustering schemes and communica-
tion complexity are analyzed based on the ripple effect
of re-clustering, stationary assumptions for cluster for-
mation etc. Many researchers have focused the clustering
schemes based on different metrics. Correa, Ospina, Hin-
capie (2007) [3] classified the Clustering Techniques for
Mobile Adhoc Networks into eight categories as Lowest
ID heuristic, Highest degree heuristic, k-CONID, Max-
min heuristic (α, t) cluster framework, MobDhop DMAC
and WCA and explained their advantages and disadvan-
tages. In [10], Mehta and Rajput classified the clustering
approaches based on its objectives and tabulated the ad-
vantages and drawbacks of the algorithms. From the re-
lated works, it is observed that WCA gained importance
due to its consideration of its four factors and its objective
function as Wv = w1∆v + w2Dv + w3Mv + w4Pv.

Where w1, w2, w3 and w4 refers to the corresponding
systems weighing parameters [2]. Hussein et al. [7] ex-
tended the weighted clustering algorithm (EWCA) for
load balancing and stability of the network. In [8], Wang
et al. proposed a new clustering strategy using Genetic
Annealing based clustering Algorithm in weighted clus-
tering algorithm for energy aware and topology manage-
ment.

2.2 Genetic Approach in MANET

Genetic Algorithm, one of the soft computing techniques
has been used by many researchers to solve optimization
problems. Genetic Algorithm is widely used in all the
areas of Engineering but the applications in MANET is
very limited. The main advantage of genetic algorithm
is its robustness in its performance which can be applied
for previous learning. The objective function (or the de-
sired outcome) for a given application would be to achieve
improvements to an existing solution already in hand or
simply finding a solution to a complex problem. Table 1
lists out the Authors and their work on Genetic Algorithm
in MANET.

Table 1: The genetic approach in MANET

S. No Authors Genetic Approach
1. Alba et al. [1] For Optimum Broad-

casting strategy
2. Sahin et al. [14] For Uniform distribu-

tion of mobile agents
3. Sahin et al. [15] For Topology control
4. Preetha [13] To Predict the stability

of clusters in MANET

2.3 Neural Network Learning in MANET

Artificial Neural Network is one of the very powerful tool
for solving complex problems. Neural Network is widely
used in all the applications involving forecasting prob-
lems. In MANETs, Neural Network is used in Intrusion
detection systems, Mobility prediction and delay predic-
tion. Neural network based algorithms works superior
to traditional algorithms. Because of its robust and self
adaptive methods, even with minimal datasets and rela-
tionships, Neural networks can predict approximate val-
ues with high accuracy. Self organizing neural networks
are used in behavior modeling in games [4]. For power
systems static security assessment [6] multi-layer feed for-
ward artificial neural network is used to implement the on-
line module for power system static security assessment.
In MANETs some of the usage of Neural network learning
is tabulated as in Table 2.

Table 2: Neural networks approach in MANET

S.No Authors NN approach in
MANET

1. Kaaniche et al. [9] For Mobility Predic-
tion

2. Singha et al. [16] For Delay Prediction
3. Gangwar et al. [5] For Cluster Head Se-

lection

Since Neural Network and Genetic Algorithm is very
efficient, it is used in our ZBMRP protocol and the Per-
formance is analysed and it emerges that under many cir-
cumstances it performs well.

3 Proposed ZBMRP Protocol

This section explains the proposed protocol in detail.
ZBMRP focuses on the zone based clustering by analysing
the efficient parameters using fuzzy logic. The best fit
zone head is elected using MANET algorithm and a novel
security method is imparted in the proposed protocol with
highly secured node registration and authentication pro-
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cedure using cryptographic hash functions and neural net-
work learning.

The main stages of our proposed work are

• Network model;

• Analysis of Parameters using Fuzzy;

• Neighbor Discovery and Zone Forming;

• Link Estimation and Zone Selection;

• Zone Head Election using MANET Algorithm;

• Member Registration with user id and password;

• Reed Solomon coding;

• Key sharing and Node learning using Neural Net-
work;

• Node authentication.

3.1 Network Model

The proposed scheme is deployed by a Network model
by assuming as an undirected graph G(V,E) where V =
{v1, v2, · · · , vn} represents the number of nodes and E =
{e1, e2, · · · , eq} is the set of edges connecting two nodes,
only if they are located within the transmission range of
each other. The proposed Zone based Routing protocol is
based on the Radius R.

3.2 Analysis of Parameters Using Fuzzy

The parameters such as connectivity Index, Transmission
range, Battery power, density of the nodes and mobil-
ity factors are analysed (see Table 3). In our previous
work [12] we defined the parameters as:

connectivity =
|largest connected component|

N

where N represents the total number of nodes participat-
ing in the network. Transmission range is defined as∑

u∈V,u6=v

{Duv < Tx, T ransmission range.}

Where D is the distance. Mobility may vary depending
on the application. The energy states of node during a
network may have sleep, idle, transmit and receive mode.

The fuzzy rule for the defined parameters is IF x1 is
Ai1 and . . . and xn is Ain THEN y is Ci, i = 1, 2, . . . L.
In our previous work we conclude using the fuzzy mem-
bership functions that the chance of effective clustering
will be high,if the connectivity index is high and if the
mobility and density are medium. This condition may
exist particularly in applications such as disaster recov-
ery model using MANETs.

Table 3: Parameters chosen for clustering and its range

Parameters chosen
for clustering

Range

Connectivity Index of High connectivity
Particular zone Medium connectivity

Low connectivity
Transmission Range Long distance
(distance covered) Short distance

Medium distance

Mobility
High speed
Medium speed
Less speed

Density
Large denser area
Medium denser area
Lesser denser area

3.3 Neighbor Discovery and Zone Form-
ing

The Zone radius is defined in ZBMRP. That is Zone ra-
dius is the minimum distance from the Zone head. A lo-
cal Routing table is maintained in which every node will
thus broadcast its own routing information to all the other
nodes. Inter-Zone routes are established dynamically us-
ing the node membership information kept at each Zone
head. Instead of flooding,Inter Zone routing protocol will
help to find the route as a reactive component. It uses the
Global reactive component. All the interior members will
have the minimum distance less than R. All the Periph-
eral nodes will have the node distance exactly equal to R.
For Intra Zone routing performance the Link state list,
Peripheral node list, Inner Route list, Update Detect list,
Periodic Update timer, Expiration of Link state routes
and the IntraZone Agent are maintained. If the path to
the destination is not within the Zone the InterZone rout-
ing is performed.

3.4 Link Estimation

The link phase is estimated based on connectivity index,
transmission range. The energy of the node’s bandwidth
and queue congestion are analysed for the effective link
phase determination. The values are normalized between
0 to 1.

3.5 Zone Head Election Using MANET
Algorithm

Our proposed MANET algorithm for Zone head election
is based on the Genetic algorithm.Genetic algorithm is
used to find a better solution goal by using generations
and survival of the fittest logic. But there will be random-
ization in exchange of data. But repeatedly performing
different trials with different operations such as crossover,
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mutation a new set of possible feasible solution can be ob-
tained. The steps in the genetic algorithm are:

• Encoding of the data;

• Creating initial population;

• Selection;

• Crossover;

• Mutation;

• Elitism;

• Fitness value for chromosome.

Encoding of the Data: The number of nodes can be
randomly selected and can be assigned unique IDs.
Encoding can be binary encoding, Real valued en-
coding or Integer encoding. Binary encoding is rep-
resented as in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Binary encoding

Creating Initial Population: The initial population
can be created with the pool size that is equal to
the number of nodes in the network.

Selection: After the initial population is generated, se-
lection of the best fit data is calculated based on
the objective function with the weighing parameters.
The selection can be based on roulette wheel selec-
tion, linear rank selection or tournament selection.
The best fit individual is selected based on the weigh-
ing parameters such as mobility, distance, energy,
transmission range, speed limit and the geographic
location. The probability P that a string is selected
which contains the bit pattern H is [17]:

P =
f(H1)

Nfµ
+
f(H2)

Nfµ
+ · · ·+ f(Hk)

Nfµ

where H1, H2, . . . ,Hk represent all strings of the gen-
eration which contain the bit pattern H. If there are
no such strings, then P is zero.

Crossover: Crossover techniques can be used to pro-
duce new offsprings. Single-point, multi-point, N-
point crossover, uniform crossover, shuffle crossover,
precedence preservative crossover are some of the
types of crossover techniques.Precedance preserva-
tive crossover can be used for routing in nodes. This
crossover operation has deletion-append scheme.

Mutation: The mutation technique involves inverting
the value of each gene with a small probability. Flip-
ping, interchanging, reversing can be chosen for mu-
tation. The splitting and merging operations in mu-
tation may move objects from one zone to another
zone. If mutation probability is 100% whole chromo-
some is changed. Mutation interchanging may help
to manage the Zone head with its neighbors. Accord-
ing to the mutation probability, one random gene of a
chromosome is replaced by a better node if available,
otherwise replaced by a random node.

Elitism: The idea behind Elitism is to update the cur-
rent solution with the new solution if and only if the
new solution is better than previous one.

Fitness Value for Chromosome: In our proposed
protocol the initial population is randomly gener-
ated and fitness of the path is calculated using the
following equation:

FitnessF : (Path) = 1∑N−1
i=1 C(Pi,Pi+1)

F=

{
1 F ≥ Threshold
0 otherwise

The fitness of the path is calculated and the best
guess value is calculated. If the Path P is from
s → i → j · · · → t · · · → d then path =
{(s, i), (i, j), (j, k), . . . (t, d)}.

Since the Link metric is discovered in Neighbor dis-
covery the corresponding Node id will be registered. The
population is ranked based on the fitness value and the
best individual is being found for Zone head. The best
node will be guessed randomly using MANETIC Algo-
rithm and from the best guess the population is carried
out for further optimizing. The fitness value is calculated
and the population is ranked using the fitness values. The
generations are created using best fit values. The fitness
values are evaluated using the minimum and maximum
threshold (see Algorithm 1).

3.6 Member Registration with User ID
and Password

The Zone members will have already participated in the
MANET Algorithm and their ranking is evaluated. In In-
tra routing the zone head will have the knowledge of all
the members in its zone. Every member will be registered
with user ID and password. The User ID and Password is
a secured technique in cryptographic point of view. The
generated username and password are encrypted and con-
verted. It is then trained using Neural Network learning
technique and assigning a weight function. The algorithm
is as follows (Table 4 shows the symbols of the algorithm).

1) User selects ID (IDr) and password (PWr);

2) Compute the encrypted password E(PWr);
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Algorithm 1 Zone Head Election Using MANET Algo-
rithm
1: Begin
2: Initialize: The Source and Destination points
3: Generate: Randomly the initial population using via

nodes in each path
4: while NOT (convergence condition) do
5: {
6: Evaluate the fitness for each path in current Popu-

lation using following equation:

FitnessF : (Path) =
1∑N−1

i=1 C(Pi, Pi+1)

7: if (F(Path) > 0) then
8: Feasible path
9: else

10: not Feasible path.
11: end if
12: Rank the population using the fitness values
13: Eliminate the lowest fitness path
14: Duplicate the highest fitness path
15: Apply randomly validation process between current

Parents using the given probability, while keeping
the start and end nodes without change in the pop-
ulation

16: if (failure in path detected) then
17: Apply the mutation process with the given prob-

ability
18: Generate the new population
19: else
20: Continue in Same Path
21: end if
22: end while
23: Output the best individual found
24: End

3) Convert the ID (IDr) and encrypted password
E(PWr) to p-bit binary number Br;

4) Apply Reed-Solomon coding algorithm to convert the
(Br) to N -bit binary number Ur(n ≥ 2p);

5) Train the nodes in NN by using the computed N - bit
binary number Ur by weight update as follows.

yj(t+ 1) = H[
∑n
i=1Wijyj(t)](1 ≤ j ≤ N)

6) Update NN NNoutput;

7) If (NNoutput = Ur)

Accept the new password

Else

Go to Step 8

8) User provide the ID (IDk) and password (PWk)

9) Perform encryption, conversion and NN training (Uk)

10) Retrieve the weights from the Step 5

11) Input the (Uk) to NN with retrieved weight

//Log-in Authentication

12) If (HNNoutput) = Uk

Authorize the user with new password

Else

Reject the user

13) Recall the pairs (IDr, PWr) and repeat from Step 1

Table 4: Symbols and descriptions

Symbols Descriptions
(IDr) Registration ID
(PWr) Registration Password
E(PWr) Encrypted Password

(Br) p-bit Binary Number
Ur N-bit binary number
H Hash function
NN Neural Network

NNoutput Neural Network output
(IDk) Registration ID with key
(PWk) Password with key

3.7 Reed Solomon Coding

Reed Solomon coding will help to reduce the probabil-
ity of occurrence of the error. Since it is also known as
BCH code, possible number of bit errors can be detected.
The (PWr) is converted to E(PWr) and concatenated as
(IDr) + E(PWr) to (Br).

3.8 Key Sharing and Node Learning Us-
ing Neural Network

HMAC, a type of MAC which involves the combination
of a cryptographic hash function and a secret key is used.
It is used for checking the integrity and certification of
the data packet. The HMAC is dependent on the crypto-
graphic potential value of the hash function, key size we
have determined and the quality and output of the hash
function. The HMAC is defined as

HMAC(Ur, pac) = H(k ⊕ out || H((k ⊕ IN))|| pac).

In the above equation ’H’ represents the cryptographic
hash function, ’pac’ represents the packet in queue to be
verified, ’K’ is the secret key, ⊕ represents the operator
exclusive OR (XOR), and || symbol denotes the concate-
nation, ’Out’represents the outer padding and ’IN’ refers
to the inner padding. The packet is received and encryp-
tion is invoked. Packet encryption is performed using the
HMAC function. Neural Network uses dynamic memory
cycles for learning the patterns. The Converted output is
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trained using neural network with the weight function to
determine the patterns. If the Neural Network output is
equal to the new pass word is accepted. Every user is thus
allotted with a (IDk) and (PWk) Using the Neural Net-
work the training is performed and the weight function is
retrieved.

Node Authentication
If the Neural Network output is equal, the user is au-
thorized or else rejected. The Id and password pairs
are recalled and the function is repeated for all the
nodes authentication.Only the authenticated nodes
will participate in the transmission. Thus the cryp-
tographic hash with Hmac and Neural Network train-
ing will yield only the authenticated secured Nodes
in the transmission.

4 Performance Analysis

This section illustrates the performance Analysis and
evaluations of the proposed ZBMRP protocol by com-
paring it with the existing techniques such as GACA and
EWCA techniques based on Clustering.

GACA: It uses the Genetic Annealing method for En-
ergy aware and topology management in Weighted
Clustering Algorithm.

EWCA: This method extends the Weighted clustering
Algorithm for load balancing and stability of the net-
work.

Cluster Reaffiliation: Cluster reaffiliation factor
(CRF) is defined in [2] as follows:

CRF =
1

2

∑
|Ni1 −Ni2 |

where i represents the average cluster numbers and
Ni1 and Ni2 represents the degree of nodes. If the
Zone Head is 8 and it has 6 neighbors, then N=6
and so on. As the nodes are moving the degrees may
vary. If CRF is equal to one, then it is assumed that
if one node in a particular Zone moves into another
Zone, then one reaffiliation occurs. So we can con-
clude that only if the speed of the nodes increases
the reaffiliation occurs often. If we consider a disas-
ter recovery model, we expect that within the specific
radius the nodes mobility will not increase too much
and minimizes the reaffiliation.

Transmission Range: If the transmission range is high,
the average members in a zone will decrease. The
number of nodes N will depend on the short range
and long range and is defined as

N =
∑

u∈V,u 6=v{Duv<Tx,TR}

where D represents the Distance, TR represents the
Transmission range. Since we have specified the ra-
dius, if it is a disaster scenario we can predict the
incident location’s transmission range priorly.

Load Balancing Factor: The definition for Load Bal-
ancing factor is given as:

LBF =
nc∑

(xi − µ)2
where µ =

N − nc
nc

Where N represents the Number of Nodes. nc is the
average number of clusters. If N= 50 and nc = 7 then
µ = (50−7)/7 = 6. We can conclude that the load is
more or less equally balanced as the Load balancing
factor is approximately equal to the average number
of clusters.

Packet Delivery Ratio: The number of packets actu-
ally delivered to the destination to the total number
of packets originated is defined as Packet delivery ra-
tio. The location information of the nodes will yield
high packet delivery ratio (see Figure 2 and Table 5).

Figure 2: Packet delivery ratio plot of the proposed
ZBMRP with the existing GACA and EWCA

Table 5: Comparative analysis of packet delivery ratio of
ZBMRP protocol with existing GACA and EWCA

No of Nodes GACA EWCA ZBMRP
10 0.512 0.637 0.712
20 0.556 0.681 0.756
30 0.601 0.726 0.801
40 0.642 0.767 0.842
50 0.698 0.823 0.898
60 0.735 0.86 0.899
70 0.785 0.91 0.901
80 0.801 0.926 0.911
90 0.822 0.947 0.922
100 0.798 0.923 0.932

Average number of cluster members (M): M is
defined as M = �(1) because all clusters should have
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a maximum size constrain to avoid overburdening
cluster heads [7]. In this proposed protocol the
average number of clusters did not exceed the
average highest value depending on the number of
nodes (see Figure 3 and Table 6).

Figure 3: Average number of clusters plot of the proposed
ZBMRP with the existing GACA and EWCA

Table 6: Comparative analysis of average number of clus-
ters of ZBMRP protocol with GACA and EWCA

No of Nodes GACA EWCA ZBMRP
25 2 5 7
50 3 5 7
75 4 6 8
100 5 8 11
125 6 9 11
150 7 10 12
175 8 11 15

End to End delay: It is determined by the time lapse
between the source and destination nodes and it in-
creases if the location information of all the nodes
are obtained (see Figure 4 and Table 7).

Figure 4: End to end delay plot of the proposed ZBMRP
with the existing GACA and EWCA

Table 7: Comparative analysis of end to end delay of
ZBMRP protocol with GACA and EWCA

No of Nodes GACA EWCA ZBMRP
10 8546 8373 6776
20 7562 7464 6423
30 8201 7954 7145
40 8475 8328 6574
50 7954 7834 6715
60 8582 8449 7659
70 7421 7121 5904
80 6325 6258 4827
90 6124 5916 4340
100 6985 6693 5021

Throughput: Throughput is measured in megabytes
per second. Throughput is defined as the amount
of successful transmission of data over the network
(see Figure 5 and Table 8).

5 Conclusion

This section presents the conclusion and future scope of
the proposed work. A novel ZBMRP protocol with ef-
fective leader election based on fitness path and secured
architecture using Neural Network is presented in this pa-
per. Initially, the parameters are analysed and Zone ra-
dius is determined. The fitness path is calculated. The
nodes are ranked and the best leader is elected Node au-
thentication is verified effectively and the proposed pro-
tocol will be adaptable for all the situations. The pro-
posed ZBMRP protocol is compared with existing clus-
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tering techniques GACA and EWCA and the results are
analysed and ensures that the performance yields better
results. In future, the security performance of the proto-
col based on different types of attacks will be analysed.

Figure 5: Throughput plot of the proposed ZBMRP with
the existing GACA and EWCA

Table 8: Comparative analysis of throughput of ZBMRP
protocol with existing GACA and EWCA

Simulation
times(ms)

GACA EWCA ZBMRP

5 6582 6348 8004
10 7562 7450 8594
15 8201 7977 10126
20 8475 8305 9864
25 7954 7683 9074
30 8582 8459 10232
35 7421 7323 9048
40 6325 6129 7738
45 6124 5842 7203
50 6985 6836 8755
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Abstract

With the wide development and applications of SDN, its
security has attracted the attention of the people. In this
study, in the beginning we apply applied PI calculus in
symbolic model to formalize Mynah authentication pro-
tocol and mechanized analyze it with ProVerif. We find
that there are two security vulnerabilities. And then, we
propose an improved Mynah authentication protocol to
address the vulnerabilities found by us. At the same time,
the improved Mynah protocol is modeled by applied PI
calculus and analyzed with ProVerif. Finally, we develop
and deploy the improved Mynah authentication protocol
to open source controller ONOS and switch Open vSwitch
to validate its securities.

Keywords: Authentication; Formal Method; ProVerif; Se-
curity Protocol

1 Introduction

The purpose of introducing SDN is to establish a flexible
data access and forwarding method in network and then
to deal with the barriers for deploying the new technolo-
gies of the network protocols and to decrease cost and to
overcome the difficulty of network management, especially
provide a good environment for large-scale implementa-
tion of cloud computing and virtualization. With the wide
development and applications of SDN [15, 16, 18], peo-
ple have paid a special attention to its security [2, 25].
Owning to that the design and development of most SDN
controllers that are the key component in SDN network
at first focuses on the schedule and control of network
resources and ignoring the security considerations of the
controller itself [27]. SDN network is facing enormous
security challenges, for example, the lack of trust mech-
anisms [25, 28]. Kloti and Kotronis [13] use STRIDE
tool and Attack Tree to provide a security analysis of

OpenFlow-based SDN and find that there are security
risks such as information disclosure, denial of service and
intervention vulnerabilities in a controller or a channel
between the controller and the switch. In order to ad-
dress the authentication [29], Shin et al. [26] present the
FRESCO security application development framework in
OpenFlow-based SDN. Based on Nox [9] and FRESCO,
Porras et al. [23] introduce the FortNOX, a software add-
on that applies a digital signature to implement the au-
thentication of users. Mattos and Duarte [17] present
AuthFlow which is a mechanism for authentication and
access control based on host credentials. Dangovas and
Kuliesius [7] introduce a SDN-based authentication and
access control system to provide strong AAA (authenti-
cation, authorization and accounting) schemes.

Recently in order to address the vulnerability of Datap-
athID (DPID) duplication and provide the authentication
between the controller and the switch, Kang et al. [12]
propose Mynah authentication protocol and claim that
it can address the two vulnerabilities. However, security
analysis of Mynah protocol is not only not clear, but also
DPID duplication problem has not fully been solved found
by us. Hence in the study, we present formal analysis and
an improved Mynah authentication protocol.

The main contributions of this study are summarized
as follows:

1) The state-of-art of security research of SDN network
is introduced in detail.

2) Apply applied PI calculus in the symbolic model to
formalize Mynah authentication protocol and mecha-
nized analyze it with mechanized tool ProVerif. The
result shows that it cannot provide mutual authenti-
cation between the controller and the switch and is
unable to deal with DPID duplication.

3) Propose an improved Mynah authentication proto-
col to address the security vulnerabilities found by
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us. At the same time, the improved Mynah authen-
tication protocol is modeled by applied PI calculus
and mechanized analyzed with ProVerif. The result
shows that the improved Mynah authentication pro-
tocol resolves DPID duplication and provides con-
fidentiality of data and authentication between the
switch and the controller.

4) Develop and deploy the improved Mynah authenti-
cation protocol to open source controller ONOS and
switch Open vSwitch to validate authentication and
confidentiality. The experiment result shows that it
can provide confidentiality of data and authentica-
tion between the switch and the controller.

2 Related Works

In the beginning of design and development, most SDN
controllers [11, 21, 24] focus on the scheduling and control
of network resources, ignoring the security considerations
of the controller itself [27]. So SDN is facing security
challenges, for example, the lack of trust mechanisms [28].

With SDN development and applications, attacks of
the controller and the switch significantly increased. Kloti
and Kotronis [13] use STRIDE tool and Attact Tree to
provide a comprehensive analysis of the security of Open-
Flow protocol, whether it is a controller or a channel be-
tween the controller and the switch. There are security
risks such as information disclosure, denial of service and
intervention vulnerabilities. The existing OpenFlow pro-
tocol [8, 10, 22, 30] often uses SSL/TLS protocol and does
not guarantee the authentication between the controller
and the switch [3]. SSL/TLS protocol itself is overloaded
and is not good choice to large-scale deployment. In addi-
tion, the controller is facing a man-in-the-middle attack,
denial of service, bypassing the firewall and other tradi-
tional networks already exist security risks [14].

About the authentication [29]. Shin et al. [26] present
the FRESCO security application development frame-
work in OpenFlow-based SDN. The main function of
FRESCO is to provide modular interface and deployment
platform to build security services, through the corre-
sponding FRESCO scripting language to define and im-
plement security services, simplifying the development of
security applications and complexity of debugging. It
facilitates the controller to update and extend security
services in the operating mode. Based on Nox [9] and
FRESCO [26], Porras et al. [23] introduce the FortNOX,
a software add-on to improve the flaws in the OpenFlow
control plane and to deploy new security modules while
using existing security services, each of the flow rules is
signed using the role-based data source authentication
method and the identity of the user is verified by verifying
the signature data to ensure the security of the session.
Mattos and Duarte [17] present AuthFlow which is an au-
thentication and access control mechanism based on host
credentials. The mechanism uses IEEE 802.1X standard
and RADIUS authentication server to authenticate the

host above the MAC layer, but AuthFlow has not used
the signed certificate as access credentials. Dangovas and
Kuliesius [7] introduce an authentication and access con-
trol system that binds the name (users, addresses) and
user machines to the unambiguously defined network ap-
pliances and its ports and register the switch and host
information to the controller and authenticate, satisfied
strong AAA (authentication, authorization and account-
ing) schemes.

Recently in order to address the vulnerability of DPID
duplication and provide authentication between the con-
troller and the switch, Kang et al. [12] propose Mynah
authentication protocol and claim that it can address the
two vulnerabilities. However, security analysis of Mynah
protocol is not only not clear, but also DPID duplication
problem has not fully been solved found by us.

3 The Applied PI Calculus &
ProVerif

The applied PI calculus [1] is proposed by Abadi et al.
in 2001, which is a formal language [6, 19] used to for-
malize the modeling of concurrent processes. Applied
PI calculus builds on pure PI calculus [20]. From pure
PI calculus, we inherit constructs for communication and
concurrency, also add functions and equations. In ap-
plied PI calculus, messages may then consist of atomic
names or consist of values constructed from names and
functions. The advantage of this is that we can easily
treat standard data types, reducing the limitation of data
representation. The applied PI calculus using functions
to represent generic cryptographic primitives, such as en-
cryption, decryption, digital signatures, etc. It does not
need to construct a new cryptographic primitive for each
cryptographic operation with good versatility. We can
also describe attacks against protocols that rely on (equa-
tional) properties of some of those primitives. Therefore,
it can express and analyze fairly sophisticated security
protocols.

The grammar for processes of applied PI calculus lan-
guage is similar to the PI calculus. Process P , Q as the
basic unit, the input process is 0 that empty process; Q|P
is the parallel composition of P and Q; the replication
!P behaves as innumerable copies of P running in paral-
lel. The process vn.P that defines the variable name and
in(M,x : t) indicates that it is input in the channel in
the process and out(M,x : t) indicates that the process
is output in the channel, ifM = NthenPelseQ indicates
that the execution process is selected according to the
judgment condition, let x = M in P else Q presents the
event evaluation, R(M1, · · · ,Mk) represents the macro
definition.

ProVerif [5] is a mechanized tool based on the Dolev-
Yao model for automated verification of security protocol
properties and is developed by Blanchet in 2001. It can
be used to analyze and validate security protocols that
use Horn clauses or applied PI calculus to model various
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cryptographic primitives. Includes shared key cryptog-
raphy, public key cryptography, digital signature, hash
function and Diffie-Hellman key exchange. At the same
time, it avoids the problem of the state space explosion.
It can analyze and verify the strong confidentiality, au-
thenticity, more general consistency and process of obser-
vation equivalent. ProVerif has successfully analyzed a
large number of complex security protocols.

4 Mynah Authentication Protocol

4.1 Review

Mynah authentication protocol [12] based on OpenFlow
protocol is designed to address the vulnerability of DPID
duplication and to provide the authentication security ser-
vice based on DPID. OpenFlow protocol uses DPID as
the identifier of the data plane, but does not provide any
means to authenticate DPID of the switch. The messages
in Mynah authentication protocol are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The messages of Mynah authentication protocol

Hello and Hello Response: After the switch and the
controller establish a TCP connection, the switch
sends a Hello message to the controller and the con-
troller produces the Hello Reponse message to the
switch to determine the negotiation on version of
OpenFlow protocol used by the communicating par-
ties. Hello message contains the highest version of
OpenFlow protocol that the sender can support. The
switch and the controller each received a Hello mes-
sage from each other, compare the highest version
supported by other parties with the highest version
supported locally and finally the version with the
lower version as the final version. If the negotiation
process fails, a HELLO FAILED error message is re-
turned to the peer and the connection is terminated.

Feature Request and Feature Reply: After the ver-
sion of OpenFlow protocol is determined between the
communicating parties, the controller sends a Fea-
ture Request message to the switch requesting con-

figuration parameters and other related information
for the switch. In the SDN network architecture, a
controller manages the flow table updates of multiple
switches at the same time. Therefore, it is necessary
to save the independent information of the switch
as an identification flag during the connection estab-
lishment process, so as to avoid interfering with the
instructions sent. After receiving the Feature Re-
quest, the switch sends a Feature Reply message to
the controller. Feature Reply message contains ac-
tions, DPID-based authentication and etc.

Echo Request and Echo Reply: The switch sends
the Feature Reply message and indicates that the
switch-controller can perform DPID-based authen-
tication. The switch can send its session key in
the Echo Request message. The session key de-
pends on DPID, timestamp and transaction serial
number. The session key should be encrypted us-
ing either asymmetric key algorithms or symmetric
key algorithms. The switch encapsulates SessionKey
encrypted with a public key into the Echo Request
message and sends it to the controller. After the con-
troller receives Echo Request message, it first checks
DPID to verify the identity of the switch and then
decrypts SessionKey using the corresponding private
key. And then the controller checks whether the
DPID, timestamp and transaction ID is valid or not.
If any of the three parameters is invalid, the con-
troller rejects the connection from the switch. If all
information is valid but has a connection with the
same DPID, the controller still rejects the connec-
tion. Finally, the controller generates a DPID ver-
ification message and encapsulates it into the Echo
Reply message, which is encrypted with SessionKey
and sends it to the switch.

4.2 Formalize Mynah Authentication
Protocol Using the Applied PI Cal-
culus

4.2.1 Function and Equational Theory

The functions and equations used in the modeling process
are described in this section. This study uses applied PI
calculus to formalize Mynah authentication protocol. Fig-
ure 2 depicts the Mynah authentication protocol function
and equation theory.

The message x is encrypted by function senc(x, PU)
with public key PU and message x is decrypted by func-
tion sdec(x, PU) with public key PU . The message x is
encrypted by function aenc(x, PU) with public key PU
and the message x is decrypted with function adec(x, PR)
with private key PR. The private value is received by
function PR(y) as an input and a private key is gener-
ated as an output, at the same time the common value is
received as an input through function PU(y) and a public
key is generated as an output.
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4.2.2 Processes

The whole Mynah authentication protocol process con-
sists of two processes: switch process and controller pro-
cess. They together constitute the main process, as shown
in Figure 3.

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

Funaenc(x, PU).
Funadec(x, PR).
Funsenc(x, PU).
Funsdec(x, PU).
FunPU(y).
FunPR(y).

equationadec(aenc(x, PU(y)), PR(y)) = x.
equationsdec(senc(x, PU(y)), PU(y)) = x.

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
Figure 2: Function and equational theory

‖mainprocess = (processSwitch|processController)‖

Figure 3: Main process

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

letprocessSwitch
∆
=

newmsgV ersionS;newmsgTypeHelloS;newxid1;
out(c, (msgV ersionS,msgTypeHelloSxid1));
in(c, (= msgV ersionCon,= msgType1,= xidRly1));
in(c, (= msgType2,= xidRly2));
newmsgTypeFeaReply;
out(c, (msgTypeFeaReply, xidRly2, datapathID))
newtimestamp;newxid3;newmsgTypeEchoReq;
letsessionkeyS = getSessionKey
(timestamp, xid3, datapathID)in
letsecretKey = aenc(sessionkeyS, PU(keyop1))
inout(c, (msgTypeEchoReq, xid3, secretKey));
in(c,= msgType3,= xidRly3,= secretMessage);
ifsdec(secretMessage, PR(sessionkeyS))
= OPmessagethenout(c, finished)

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
Figure 4: Mynah authentication protocol switch process

The switch process is shown in Figure 4. First, it sends
the protocol version number msgV ersionS to controller
process through public channel c and then receives the
protocol version number msgV ersionS from controller
process through the public channel c for message version
negotiation. After the version is determined, switch pro-
cess receives the configuration information request Fea-
ture Request through public channel c, generates the re-
sponse Feature Reply and sends its own DPID to the
controller process through public channel c. After con-
troller process receives the DPID, switch process uses the
DPID, timestamp and transaction sequence xid3 to gener-
ate the SessionKey and uses asymmetric encryption algo-
rithm to encrypt secretKey and sends it to controller pro-
cess through public channel c. And then from controller
process through open channel c to receive controller en-

crypted message, the use of existing SessionKey and sym-
metric decryption algorithm decryption secretMessage, if
the decryption is successful to verify the correctness of
key, though open channel c output finished, to the end of
this protocol communication.

The controller process is shown in Figure 5. It sends
the protocol version number msgV ersionS to switch pro-
cess through public channel c and then receives protocol
version number msgV ersionS of the switch from switch
process through public channel c and performs the mes-
sage version negotiation. This process is similar to the
switch process. Once the version is determined, controller
process immediately sends Feature Request over public
channel c and waits for the Feature Reply of the receiving
process. In the received Feature Reply response, the con-
troller process obtains DPID of sender’s process and saves
it. And then through open channel c to receive the ses-
sion process SessionKey, using private key PR(keyop1)
decryption secertkey get the session key SessionKeyC,
the session key DPID and previously saved DPID com-
parison verification. If authentication is successful, the
parameter OPmessage is encrypted using SessionKeyC
and sent to switch process via open channel c.

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

letprocessController
∆
=

newmsgV ersionC;newmsgTypeHelloC;
newxid4;
out(c, (msgV ersionC,msgTypeHelloC, xid4));
in(c, (= msgV ersionSw,= msgType4,= xidRly4));
newmsgTypeFeaReq, newxid5;
out(c, (msgTypeFeaReq, xid5));
in(c, (= msgType5,= xidRly5,= datapathID));
in(c, (= msgType6,= xidRly6,= secretkey));
letsessionkeyC = adec(secretkey, PR(keyop1))in
newmsgTypeEchoReply;newflag4;
letsecretMessage = senc(OPmessage,
PR(sessionkeyC))in
newmsgTypeEchoReply, newxidRly6, newflag4;
out(c, (msgTypeEchoReply, xidRly6,
f lag4, secretMessage))

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
Figure 5: Mynah protocol controller process

4.3 Automatic Verification of Authen-
tication and Confidentiality of My-
nah Authentication Protocol with
ProVerif

Here we use the statements query attack (OPmessage) to
verify confidentiality of OPmessage message and then use
non-injective agreements to model authentication, Mynah
protocol authentication is shown in Table 1.

The ProVerif inputs in Figure 7 are entered into the
ProVerif and the analyze outputs are shown in Figure 8
to Figure 10.
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Table 1: Authentication

Non-injective agreement Authentication

ev:endauthcon sMynah(x)==>ev:beginaauthcon sMynah(x). Verify the authentication from the controller to the switch

ev:endauthswit cMynah(x)==>ev:beginaauthswit cMynah(x). Verify the authentication from the switch to the controller

Figure 8 is the result of confidentiality of the message
OPmessage. The result is true. According to the specifi-
cation of Mynah authentication protocol, the switch sends
the session key in the Echo Request message. The ses-
sion key is encrypted using either asymmetric key algo-
rithms. The switch encapsulates SessionKey encrypted
with a public key into Echo Request message and sends
it to the controller. After the controller receives Echo
Request message, it first checks DPID to verify the iden-
tity of the switch and then decrypts SessionKey using the
corresponding private key. The attacker cannot obtain
the private key and hence cannot decrypt the message
OPmessage.

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

funaenc/2.funadec/2.
funsenc/2.funsdec/2.
funPU/1.funPR/1.
fungetSessionKey/3.

equationadec(aenc(x, PU(y)), PR(y)) = x.
equationsdec(senc(x, PU(y)), PU(y)) = x.

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
Figure 6: Functions and equations in ProVerif

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

queryattacker : OPmessage.
queryev : endauthcon sMynah(x)
==> ev : beginaauthcon sMynah(x).
(∗ ∗ ControllerauthenticatesSwitch ∗ ∗)
queryev : endauthswit cMynah(x)
==> ev : beginaauthswit cMynah(x).
(∗ ∗ SwitchauthenticatesController ∗ ∗)
......
eventbeginaauthswit cMynah(echoRequest);
out(c, echoRequest); ......
in(c, echoReply);
eventendauthcon sMynah(echoReply);
......
in(c, echoRequest);
eventendauthswit cMynah(echoRequest);
......
eventbeginaauthcon sMynah(echoReply);
out(c, echoReply).

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
Figure 7: Mynah authentication protocol in ProVerif

Figure 8: OPmessage confidentiality

Figure 9: The analysis result of authentication from the
controller to the switch

Figure 10: The analysis result of authentication from the
switch to the controller

Figure 9 presents the result of ev:
endauthcon sMynah(x) ==> ev:
beginaauthcon sMynah(x). Figure 10 shows the
result of ev: endauthswit cMynah(x) ==> ev:
beginaauthswit cMynah(x). The results are false and
show that the switch and the controller cannot authenti-
cate each other. According to the specification of Mynah
authentication protocol, there has no authentication
mechanism between switch and controller.

About DPID duplication, owning to that the DPID is
not classified, the attacker can get the DPID and then use
the DPID to launch the communication early. According
to the specification of Mynah authentication protocol, the
attacker generates the Echo Request message and sends
it to the controller. The controller checks whether the
DPID, timestamp and transaction ID is valid or not. If
any of the three parameters is invalid, the controller re-
jects the connection from the switch. If all information is
valid but has a connection with the same DPID, the con-
troller still rejects the connection. Because the DPID is
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fresh and not is used, the controller generates a DPID ver-
ification message and encapsulates it into the Echo Reply
message and sends it to the switch. So Mynah authenti-
cation protocol cannot prevent DPID duplication.

5 Improved Mynah Authentica-
tion Protocol

5.1 The Design of Improved Mynah Au-
thentication Protocol

Improved Mynah automation protocol framework is
shown in Figure 11. Firstly, there is a version negotiation
between the switch and the controller. If it is success-
ful, the controller gets switch configuration information,
otherwise ends the conversation. Second, after the switch
configuration information is obtained, the controller ini-
tiates the authentication request and then if the authen-
tication request succeeds, the switch generates a session
key. At the same time the digital signature mechanism is
introduced to implement the authentication between the
switch and the controller. If the request fails, terminate
session. Finally, if authentication is successful, session key
is used to encrypt the follow-up message. Otherwise, the
session is terminated.

Figure 11: Improved Mynah authentication protocol
framework

The improved Mynah authentication protocol intro-
duces a digital signature to implement authentication be-
tween the switch and the controller, confidentiality of data
and to prevent DPID duplication.

Figure 12: Improved Mynah authentication protocol mes-
sages

The improved Mynah message structures are shown
in Figure 12. After the controller obtains DPID of the
switch, it needs to verify the identity of the switch. The
controller initiates an authentication request and uses a
digital signature to generate a message digest for pro-
tocol type, event sequence number and DPID in the
OF AUTH REQUEST message and encapsulates it into
OF AUTH REQUEST message and then sends it to the
switch. After receiving OF AUTH REQUEST message,
the switch verifies the digital signature using public key
of the controller. And then it generates a session key,
encrypts the key using an asymmetric encryption algo-
rithm, calculates the digital signature and encapsulates
it in OF AUTH REPLY message to the controller. The
controller verifies after receiving OF AUTH REPLY mes-
sage. Finally, the controller encrypts subsequent commu-
nication message entries using the obtained session key.

1) The controller and the switch still need to complete
version negotiation process. The controller obtains
configuration information about the switch.

2) After obtaining DPID of the switch, the controller
initiates the authentication request.

3) The controller uses its own private key to gener-
ate a digital signature for OF AUTH REQUEST
message and appends the digital signature to mes-
sage OF AUTH REQUEST as a whole message to
switch. The switch verifies the digital signature
through public key of the controller after receiving
OF AUTH REQUEST message, verifies whether the
initiator of request is indeed controller and then the
switch generates session key and uses symmetric en-
cryption algorithm to encrypt the session key, gen-
erates a digital signature of OF AUTH REPLY mes-
sage using its own private key and sends it to the
controller. After receiving OF AUTH REPLY mes-
sage, the controller verifies the digital signature us-
ing the public key of the switch. If the verification
of the digital signature is successful, the controller
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Table 2: Improved Mynah authentication protocol message structures

Description of the improved Mynah authentication protocol field

Message item Field Name Description

OF AUTH REQUEST
Header Message head, Type=OFPT AUTH REQUEST
DPID Create a data plane identifier for the connected switch

SignedMessage Digital signature, authentication controller identity

OF AUTH REPLY
Header Message head, Type=OFPT AUTH REPLY

SecretKey The encrypted session key
SignedMessage Digital signature, authentication switch identity

OF ECHO REQUEST
Header Message head, Type=OFPT ECHO REQUEST

SecretMessage Encrypted message

OF ECHO REPLY
Header Message head, Type=OFPT ECHO REPLY

Flag Verify that the authentication result is TRUE

obtains the session key sent by the switch using sym-
metric decryption algorithm. Otherwise the protocol
is ended.

4) After the controller obtains the session key gen-
erated by the switch, the session key is used to
encrypt data. And then the controller encapsu-
lates it into OF AUTH REQUEST message and
sends it to the switch. When the switch received
OF AUTH REQUEST message, it uses the session
key to decrypt it. Finally, the switch generates
OF ECHO REPLY message and sends it to the con-
troller.

OF AUTH REQUEST message is generated by the
controller, which contains DPID of the switch and the
digital signature generated by the controller using the pri-
vate key. OF AUTH REPLY message is generated by the
switch, which contains encrypted session key and the dig-
ital signature generated by the switch using the private
key. The message fields and descriptions are shown in
Table 2.

5.2 Formalize Improved Mynah Authen-
tication Protocol Using the Applied
PI Calculus

The function and the equation theory are shown in Fig-
ure 13 in formal model of the improved Mynah authen-
tication protocol. The message x is digitally signed by
function sign(x, PR) with private key PR and the cor-
rectness of message x signature is verified by function
versign(x, PU) with public key PU . The message x is
encrypted by function senc(x, PU) with public key PU
and message x is decrypted by function sdec(x, PU) with
public key PU . The message x is encrypted by function
aenc(x, PU) with public key PU and the message x is de-
crypted with function adec(x, PR) with private key PR.
The private value is received by function PR(y) as an in-
put and a private key is generated as an output and the
common value is received as an input through function
PU(y) as an input and a public key is generated as an
output.

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

Funaenc(x, PU).
Funadec(x, PR).
Funsenc(x, PU).Funsdec(x, PU).
Funsign(x, PR).Funversign(x, PU).
FunPU(y).FunPR(y).

equationadec(aenc(x, PU(y)), PR(y)) = x.
equationsdec(senc(x, PU(y)), PU(y)) = x.
equationversign(sign(x, PR(y)), PU(y)) = x.

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
Figure 13: Improved Mynah authentication protocol func-
tion and equality theory

The switch process is shown in Figure 14. In the first
part, the switch first completes the version negotiation
and the FeatureReply response through public channel c,
sends the relevant configuration information to the con-
troller process and then switch process receives authen-
tication request OF AUTH REQUEST through public
channel c and then uses controller public key PU(keyrp1)
and function versign(x, PU) to confirm the digital sig-
nature. If the verification result verifies the authentic-
ity of signature, the session key is generated by DPID,
timestamp and transaction sequence xid3 and the session
key is encrypted using asymmetric encryption function
aenc(x, PU). Finally, switch private key PR(keyrp2) and
function sign(x, PR) to sign above parameters and sends
them to the controller process via open channel c. The
second part, through public channel c from controller pro-
cess to receive secretMessage, using the existing Session-
Key and symmetric decryption algorithm sdec(x, PU) to
decrypt secretMessage. If the decryption is successful, the
flag of OF ECHO REPLY message is set to true and then
through public channel c sends the message to controller
and the protocol communication ends.

The controller process is shown in Figure 15. First,
it completes the version negotiation and message fea-
tureRequest to the switch process through open chan-
nel c and then obtains DPID of the switch. Sec-
ond, use controller private key PR(keyrp1) and func-
tion sign(x, PR) to generate a digital signature and en-
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capsulate it into the OF AUTH REQUEST message to
send the authentication request through public channel c.
Then the controller process receives the authentication re-
sponse message OF AUTH REPLY through public chan-
nel c, it uses switch public key PU(keyrp2) and function
versign(x, PU) to confirm the digital signature. If the
verification result confirms the authenticity of signature,
the function adec(x, PU) decrypts the SessionKey and en-
crypts the OPmessage with session key, encapsulating it
into the OF ECHO REQUEST message and sending it to
the switch process through public channel c.

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

letprocessSwitch
∆
=

newmsgV ersionS;
newmsgTypeHelloS;newxid1;
out(c, (msgV ersionS,msgTypeHelloS, xid1));
in(c, (= msgType3,= xidRly3,
= datapathID,= SignedMessageC2S));
ifversign(SignedMessageC2S, PU(keyrp1),
(msgType3, xidRly3, datapathID))
= truethennewtimestamp;
newmsgTypeAuthReply;
letsessionkeyS = getSessionKey
(timestamp, xidRly3, datapathID)
inletsecretKey = aenc(sessionkeyS,
PU(keyop1))in
letSignedS2C = sign
((msgTypeAuthReply, xidRly3, secretKey),
PR(keyrp2))in
out(c, (msgTypeAuthReply, xidRly3,
secretKey, SignedS2C));

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
Figure 14: The switch process

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

letprocessController
∆
=

newmsgV ersionS;
newmsgTypeHelloS;newxid1;
out(c, (msgV ersionS,msgTypeHelloS, xid1));
letSignedC2S =
sign((msgTypeAuthReq, xid7, datapathID),
PR(keyrp1))in
out(c, (msgTypeAuthReq, xid7,
datapathID2, SignedC2S, SignedC2S);
in(c, (= msgType7,= xidRly7,
= secretKey,= SignedMessage));
ifversign(SignedMessageS2C,PU(keyrp2),
(msgType7, xidRly7, secretKey)) = true
thennewmsgTypeEchoReq;newxid8;
letsessionkeyC =
adec(secretKey1, PR(keyop1))in
letsecretMessage =
senc(OPmessage, PR(sessionkeyC))in
out(c, (msgTypeEchoReq, xid8, secretMessage));

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
Figure 15: The controller process

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

funaenc/2.
funadec/2.
funsdec/2.
funsenc/2.
funsign/2.
funversign/2.
funPU/1.
funPR/1.

equationadec(aenc(x, PU(y)), PR(y)) = x.
equationsdec(senc(x, PU(y)), PU(y)) = x.
equationversign(sign(x, PR(y)), PU(y)) = x.

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
Figure 16: Functions and equations in ProVerif

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

queryattacker : OPmessage.
queryev : endauthcon s(x)
==> ev : beginaauthcon s(x).
queryev : endauthswit c(x)
==> ev : beginaauthswit c(x).
......in(c, authRequest);
ifversign(SignedMessageC2S, PU(keyrp1)) =
(msgType3, xidRly3, datapathID1)then
eventendauthcon s(SignedMessageC2S);
.......eventbeginaauthswit c(SignedS2C);
out(c, authReply);
.......eventbeginaauthcon s(SignedS2C);
out(c, authRequest);
......in(c, authReply); if
versign(SignedMessageS2C,PU(keyrp2)) =
(msgType7, xidRly7, secretKey1)then
eventendauthswit c(SignedMessageS2C);

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
Figure 17: Improved Mynah authentication protocol in
ProVerif

Figure 18: Confidentiality of OPmessage

Figure 19: The analysis result of the authentication from
the controller to the switch
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Table 3: Authentication

Non-injective agreement Authentication

ev:endauthcon s(x)==>ev:beginaauthcon s(x). Verify the authentication from the controller to the switch

ev:endauthswit c(x)==¿>ev:beginaauthswit c(x). Verify the authentication from the switch to the controller

Figure 20: The analysis result of the authentication from
the switch to the controller

5.3 Automatic Verification of Authen-
tication and Confidentiality of Im-
proved Mynah Authentication Proto-
col with ProVerif

After the formal model of the improved Mynah authen-
tication protocol was generated, ProVerif is used to per-
form the formal analysis. First the target that needs to be
proved is defined and then the analysis with ProVerif is
implemented. The authentication of the improved Mynah
authentication protocol is shown in Table 3. This process
is similar to the verification process of Mynah authenti-
cation protocol.

ProVerif scripts in Figure 17 are as input to ProVerif
and the outputs of analysis are shown in Figure 18 to
Figure 20.

Figure 18 shows the result of the formalize analysis
of confidentiality of OPmessage and the result is true, it
proved that the improved Mynah authentication protocol
provides confidentiality of OPmessage.

Figure 19 shows the result of ev :
endauthcon s(x) ==> ev : beginaauthcon s(x).
Figure 20 is the result of ev : endauthswit c(x) ==> ev :
beginaauthswit c(x).The two results are true and indi-
cate that the switch and the controller can authenticate
each other.

In the improved Mynah authentication protocol, be-
cause digital signature mechanism is adopted, the switch
uses the private key to sign the message when send-
ing the message OF AUTH REPLY. After receiving
OF AUTH REPLY message, the controller needs to ver-
ify the digital signature using the public key of the
switch, to ensure the authentication for the switch
and integrity of the message OF AUTH REPLY. Sim-
ilarly, the controller uses the digital signature for the
message OF ECHO REQUEST, the switch receives the
OF ECHO REQUEST and uses the controller’s public
key to verify the digital signature to ensure the authenti-
cation for the controller and the integrity of the message
OF ECHO REQUEST.

About DPID duplication, according to the specifica-
tion of the improved Mynah authentication protocol, the
attacker cannot generate the digital signature for message
OF ECHO REQUEST because the private key of con-
troller is secret. At the same time the attacker also can-
not produce the digital signature for OF AUTH REPLY
because the private key of the switch is secret. So the im-
proved Mynah authentication protocol can prevent DPID
duplication.

6 Develop and Deploy the Im-
proved Mynah Authentication
Protocol

The improved Mynah authentication protocol was devel-
oped and deployed to open source controller ONOS [4]
and switch Open vSwitch to validate its security. The im-
proved Mynah authentication protocol program consists
of the controller side developed with Java language and
the switch side developed with C language. The improved
Mynah authentication protocol program is deployed to
the controller ONOS and the switch Open vSwitch and
be recompiled. The improved Mynah authentication pro-
tocol development architecture is illustrated in Figure 21.

Figure 21: Improved Mynah authentication protocol de-
velopment architecture

Running environment is composed of the hardware en-
vironment and the software environment. The hardware
environment is for Intel Dore dual-core CPU, memory
2GB. The software environment is for the operating sys-
tem for Ubuntu 14.0.1, the controller ONOS version 1.3,
the switch Open vSwitch version 1.0, the virtual network
simulation platform Mininet version 1.0, Apache Karaf
version 3.0.2.
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6.1 ONOS Controller Side Development

In the ONOS platform, the controller and the switch con-
nection consist of three steps. The controller starts listen-
ing to port 6633, the switch launches the connection with
controller, the controller and the switch make negotiation
on version and the message transmission.

The main class in ONOS controller side is the Open-
FlowControllerImpl class that implements the OpenFlow-
Controller interface. During the initialization of Open-
FlowControllerImpl class, the controller object Controller
class and OpenFlowSwitchAgent class are instantiated
at first to monitor the state of the switch that has es-
tablished the connection. And then it calls the Con-
troller.start(OpenFlowAgent agent) method for parame-
ter configuration and starts the server side, listens port,
waits for the switch to establish a connection.

After the connection is established between the con-
troller and the switch, the controller generates OFChan-
nelHandler object and listens for the messages sent by
the switch. After receiving the message sent by the
switch, the controller first analyzes the type of mes-
sage and performs different method calls according to
the message type. When the message type is Fea-
ture Reply, the controller should send the authentica-
tion request message OF Auth Request. When the mes-
sage type is Auth Reply, the controller should send the
OF Echo Request message.

In ONOS design mode, the OFMessage interface is de-
fined, which contains all the data items and operations in
an OpenFlow message. Its subinterfaces are also defined
for behavior and data items according to the explicitly de-
fined message items in OpenFlow protocol specification.
The implementation class developed by us process the
data according to the method defined by the parent inter-
face and the specific version information. The data that
need to transmit between the controller and the switch
is encapsulated into the instantiated object and commu-
nicates through the ChannelPipeline pipeline in ONOS
platform. The protocol message structure is shown in
Figure 22.

Figure 22: ONOS message structure

Because each message has a separate implementation
class, the ONOS controller side need to check Type

and Version of the message received and then find the
corresponding implementation classes according to the
Type and Version for message encapsulation, encryp-
tion, decryption and authentication etc. ONOS controller
has implemented the implementation classes of HelloRe-
sponse message and FeatureRequest message, so we fo-
cus on the implementation classes and deployments of
OF Auth Request message and OF Echo Request mes-
sage.

When the controller sends an authentication request, it
first needs to obtain parameters such as version number,
Xid and DPID. Then the digital signature is generated
for the DPID as part of the OF Auth Request message
and sent to the switch. When the controller receives the
OF Auth Reply message, it is also necessary to verify the
digital signature using the public key. If the verification
succeeds, the authentication from the controller to the
switch is true. If the verification fails, the controller ter-
minates the session and releases the connection. At this
time the controller saves the DPID in its own database.
If the attacker wants to use the same DPID to establish
connection, then the controller needs to query database.
The results show that there is a duplicate DPID, then the
controller refused connection.

6.2 Open vSwitch Switch Side Develop-
ment

When the switch receives the OpenFlow message, it also
needs to perform the action according to the message
type. When the message type is Auth Request, the switch
should send the OF Auth Reply message. When the mes-
sage type is Echo Request, the switch should send the
OF Echo Reply message.

After receiving the OF Auth Request message, the
switch first verifies the digital signature using the pub-
lic key of the controller. If the verification succeeds, the
authentication from the controller to switch is true. The
switch then generates the session key and encrypts the
session key and generates the digital signature as a field
of the OF Auth Reply message sent to the controller. Af-
ter receiving the OF Auth Reply message, the controller
verifies the digital signature using the public key of the
switch. If the verification is successful, the controller ob-
tains the session key and can use it to encrypt the follow-
up message to the switch. At the same time, the switch
uses the session key to decrypt the message.

6.3 Results and Analysis

After the deployment of the improved Mynah authenti-
cation protocol program, we find that when DPID of the
switch changes, the controller terminates and releases the
connection, restarts the new session request by the switch
and completes the authentication process again. Other-
wise, the controller remains in listening state. When the
digital signature verification fails, the controller or switch
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also to terminate the session process. That is consistent
with the results of the formal analysis with ProVerif.

7 Conclusion

With the rapid development and applications of SDN net-
work, people have paid a special attention to its security.
Recently Kang et al. propose an authentication protocol
called Mynah authentication protocol and claim that it
can address the vulnerability of DPID duplication and
provide the authentication between the controller and
the switch in OpenFlow-based SDN network. Owning
to security analysis of Mynah authentication protocol is
not clear, in this study we apply applied PI calculus in
symbolic model to formalize Mynah authentication pro-
tocol and mechanized analyze it with mechanized tool
ProVerif. We find that it does not provide mutual au-
thentication between the controller and the switch. At
the same time, Mynah authentication protocol can’t pre-
vent DPID duplication. Hence we propose an improved
Mynah authentication protocol to address the vulnerabil-
ities found by us. At the same time, the improved Mynah
authentication protocol is modeled by applied PI calcu-
lus and mechanized analyzed with ProVerif. The results
show that the improved Mynah authentication protocol
can prevent DPID duplication and provide confidential-
ity of data and authentication between the switch and the
controller. Finally, we develop and deploy the improved
Mynah authentication protocol to open source controller
ONOS and switch Open vSwitch to validate authentica-
tion and confidentiality. The experimental results show
that it can provide confidentiality of data and authenti-
cation between the switch and the controller. In the near
future, we will use the proof assistant Coq to prove the
correctness of the improved Mynah authentication proto-
col implementation.
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Abstract

The use of smart meters allows the power supplier to
collect detailed consumer data from consumers, which
may threaten consumers’ personal information. In or-
der to protect the privacy of consumers and prevent data
leakage from specific consumers, we propose a multidi-
mensional data aggregation scheme with differential pri-
vacy. The proposed scheme uses the Horner rule to deal
with multidimensional data. The proposed scheme uses
certificate-based aggregate short signature to achieve data
authentication and data integrity, which reduces the num-
ber of bilinear pairing to a constant. Specially, our pro-
posed scheme overcomes the differential attack problem
by adding Laplace noise to aggregated data. We ana-
lyze the level of differential privacy utility. Compared to
existing schemes, the proposed scheme is more efficient
in terms of computational cost and communication over-
head.

Keywords: Data Aggregation; Differential Privacy; Pri-
vacy Protection; Smart Grid

1 Introduction

In the past few years, we have seen increasing interest in
smart grid technology around the world [2]. Smart grid,
or future power grid, which is a combination of traditional
grid systems and advanced information and communica-
tion technologies, improves the efficiency, reliability, econ-
omy and power generation continuity of the modern grid
and provides more stable and reliable power for power
users [19, 25]. Advanced communications and information
technology applications solve many inherent problems in
traditional grids, such as lack of load balancing, intelli-
gent consumption and dynamic pricing [9]. Smart meters
in the smart grid system collects consumer power con-
sumption data and other information and send it to the

remote control center [11, 20]. The widespread deploy-
ment of smart meters has also brought problems about
privacy leaks [13]. Smart meters store consumer sensi-
tive power consumption information because they can be
used to analyze the user’s lifestyle [10]. During the data
transmission process, the authenticity, integrity and avail-
ability of the data may be destroyed, the user’s personal
sensitive information may be attacked by the attacker.

Varieties of security protection technologies have been
developed in smart metering [21]. The privacy protection
of existing smart grid communication process is mostly
based on data aggregation technology. The user encrypts
the usage data and sends it to the gateway. The gateway
authenticates all the received data and sends them to the
operation center after they are aggregated. Data aggre-
gation technology refers to the use of encryption methods
to enable power companies to calculate the total power of
all users to analyze the data without knowing the power
consumption of each user [25]. Existing data aggrega-
tion schemes use techniques such as homomorphic en-
cryption [15, 16, 17, 19], blind factors [8] and differential
privacy [3, 4, 18]. However, many of these schemes can
not achieve both integrity and confidentiality. Also they
can not resist some specific attacks. At the same time,
many studies are concerned about the one-dimensional
data, but with the development of smart meter technol-
ogy we need to focus on dealing with multidimensional
data.

In order to solve the existing problems of data aggre-
gation scheme, we propose a multidimensional data ag-
gregation scheme with differential privacy.

The contributions of this paper are in the following:

1) The proposed scheme uses certificate-based aggregate
short signatures [12]. The aggregated signatures used
in the scheme are short and efficient, which reduces
the number of bilinear pairing to a constant. The
security analysis demonstrates we can achieve data
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authentication and data integrity.

2) To resist the differential attack, the proposed scheme
provides ε-differential privacy by adding the Laplace
noise selected from the Laplace distribution to the
aggregated data of the community gateway.

3) Compared with others schemes, the proposed scheme
has lightweight computational cost and communica-
tion overhead.

The remainder of this work works as follows: Section 2
describes the work of the existing data aggregation sce-
nario. Section 3 describes the system model and the se-
curity model. Section 4 outlines the relevant preliminar-
ies. Section 5 presents our multidimensional data aggre-
gation scheme. Section 6 and Section 7 give the security
and performance analysis. Finally we draw our conclu-
sions in Section 8.

2 Related Works

In order to solve the privacy problem in the smart grid
data aggregation, a variety of data aggregation privacy
protection scheme are proposed. Li et al. [15] proposed a
method of incremental aggregation in the network using
homomorphic encryption, which did not solve the prob-
lem of authentication and data integrity. Li et al. [16]
proposed a scheme about privacy protection demand re-
sponse, which is based on homomorphic encryption and
identity-based signature to achieve the security of the
one-dimensional data aggregation. It also used adaptive
key evolution technology for demand response. Bao et
al. [3] proposed a lightweight data aggregation scheme
that added symmetric geometric noise to resist differen-
tial attacks and achieved fault tolerance. The scheme used
non-interactive session keys for source authentication and
integrity protection.

Chen et al. [5] proposed a multifunctional data aggre-
gation scheme that implemented statistical functions for
usage data, such as averaging, variance and so on. Fan et
al. [8] proposed the first one-dimensional data aggregation
solution for internal attackers, which utilized blind factors
to process confidential data and used small indexes to im-
prove batch validation to achieve security utility. He et
al. [10] improved the key leak problem in Fan’s scheme,
by reducing the number of bilinear pairing operations.
In order to reduce the computational cost, He et al. [11]
continued to improve the scheme, by using elliptic curve
cryptography and implementing a lightweight data aggre-
gation based on the Schnorr signature scheme. Abdalla
et al. [1] used the NTRU cryptosystem to achieve privacy
protection, and the new ring signature NSS was signed to
ensure integrity. But the scheme focused on the prediction
of the demand for electricity from a group of customers
in the same region instead of focusing on the process of
data aggregation.It also restricted the connection with the
provider only when the total clusters demand needed to
be adjusted.

All the aforementioned schemes consider one-
dimensional data aggregation. In order to deal with the
problem of multidimensional data aggregation, Lu et
al. [17] proposed the use of super-increasing sequence to
process multidimensional electricity data. The Paillier
homomorphic encryption system was used to encrypt
the aggregated data during data transmission, and they
used BLS short signature and batch verification. But
the scheme had only one residential area and a gateway,
which limited the size of the user and could not resist the
differential attack. Fu et al. [9] used the elliptic curve
ElGamal cryptography to encrypt multidimensional
data and adopted the method of aggregated signature
to carry out secure multidimensional data aggregation.
However, the data aggregation result obtained by this
scheme was the sum of all data. They could not separate
the fine-grained data of each dimension. Zhou et al. [26]
proposed a multilevel network aggregation scheme with
fault tolerance and invalid signatures search. Shen et
al. [19] used the Horner rule to handle multidimensional
data by using two-level gateways to protect privacy. The
aggregation scheme could handle dynamic users, but it
could not resist differential attacks.

3 System Model And Security Re-
quirements

In this section we will introduce the system model and
security requirements.

3.1 System Model

The system is a four-layer smart grid communication net-
work structure, which consists of the operation center,
regional gateway, community gateway and home area net-
work (ie users). The system model is shown in Figure 1.
An operation center is responsible for a region, corre-
sponding to the regional gateway; a region has m commu-
nities, corresponding to the community gatewayBGW1,
BGW2,BGW3...BGWm. The first i community has ni
users, and each user collects their electricity data with a
smart meter.

• OC: OC is a trusted entity that is responsible for
the registration verification of the gateway and the
user. It issues certificates for all gateway and users,
generates keys for the entire system and issues public
parameters. It also collects, processes and analyzes
real-time data, such as the sum of power usage data
for a given dimension or the power consumption dur-
ing peak hours, which implements segmented power
pricing decisions and appropriate resource allocation
to provide reliable service for smart grid systems.

• DGW : DGW has the function of aggregation and
relay. It’s responsible for verifying messages from
various BGW s and aggregating them. Then DGW
forwards the messages to OC.
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• BGW : BGW has the same function as DGW , re-
sponsible for verifying the confidential information
received by the users. Then BGW aggregates the
information and forwards them to the higher level
gateway. In this process, BGW may be easily at-
tacked by external attackers (such as differential at-
tacks) because of the low level of security.

• U : The smart meter owned by the user is responsi-
ble for periodically (for example, every 15 minutes)
to encrypt the coarse-grained l-dimensional data and
report it to BGW .

The communication between the user and BGW gen-
erally uses WiFi technology, while BGW and DGW ,
DGW and OC generally use the wired link to communi-
cate.

Figure 1: The proposed scheme

3.2 Security Requirements

In this system, we believe that OC, DGW ,BGW are com-
pletely trusted, but users are semi-honest, which means
users will not deliberately leak or change the information,
but they are curious about others, trying to infer the us-
age information of others.

There may be an adversary A in the system who will
steal the usage data when the user sends their data to the
gateway; or an adversary attack (such as a differential
attack) by analyzing the similar data sets obtained from
the two aggregations may happen, trying to infer the in-
dividual user’s sensitive information from the aggregation
difference.

Adversary A may also invade the database of DGW
and BGW , or invade communication links, which will de-
stroy the authenticity and integrity of the data.

Confidentiality: Even if some users may collude with
each other,they can not get the usage information of other
users. Adversary A who steals the electricity data can not
get the relevant information of a single user.

Authentication and data integrity: The user’s electric-
ity data in the transmission process requires authentica-

tion to avoid being tampering or forgery by malicious at-
tackers.

Differential privacy: Even if the opponent A launches
a differential attack, he/she can not get the individual
user’s sensitive electricity data.

4 Preliminaries

In this section we will outline the knowledge of Bilinear
pairing, Paillier encryption algorithm, horner rule, and
differential privacy as the basis of our scheme.

4.1 Bilinear Pairing

Let k be the security parameter and p be the prime with
k bits. Let G1,GT be a cyclic addition group of order p
generated by P (generator); a and b are elements in Zp
(Zp is the prime p-order cyclic group).

Assume that the discrete logarithm problem in G1 and
GT is a difficult problem. Bilinear pairing is a mapping
that satisfies the following properties [22]:

• Bilinearity: For any P,Q ∈ G1 and a, b ∈ Zp, we
have e(aP, bQ) = e(P,Q)ab.

• Non-degenerative: There are P,Q ∈ G1, making
e(P,Q) /∈ 1.

• Computability: For all P,Q ∈ G1, there exists valid
algorithms to calculate e(P,Q).

4.2 Paillier Encryption Algorithm

In the Paillier cryptography system, the public key is
pk(N, g), the corresponding private key is sk(λ, µ). Let
E(·), m and r represent encrypted functions, messages
and random numbers respectively. The ciphertext is c =
E(m) = gm · rNmodN2. The plaintext is m = D(c) =

L(cλmodN
2

) · µmodN .

4.3 Horner Rule [19]

The Horner rule uses the least multiplication strategy to
find the value of the polynomial A = anx

n + an−1x
n−1 +

...+a1x+a0 at x. Using this rule, n coefficients a1,a2,...,an
are obtained by n multiplications and n additions.

4.4 Differential Privacy [6]

If the data aggregation result D includes the user Bob’s
power usage data, the algorithm M (D) is executed to
obtain some calculation results. Assuming that the data
aggregation result D is changed to D’ after deleting of
Bob’s data , the execution of the algorithm M (D’) or
M (D) produces almost the same result. It is assumed
that Bob’s usage data is safe in the data set D under the
algorithm M. It means whether Bob’s data exists or not
will not affect the output.
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4.4.1 ε-Differential Privacy

If the data sets D1and D2 are different for at most one
element, the randomization function K gives ε- differential
privacy, that is, for any s ∈ Range(k), we have P [k(D1) ∈
s] ≤ eεP [k(D2) ∈ s].

4.4.2 Laplace Mechanism [7]

Laplace mechanism is to use the Laplace distribution to
produce noise. The probability density function of the

Laplace distribution is p(x) = 1
2be
− |x|

b . From the Laplace
distribution, noise r is randomly selected to be added to
the original aggregation, the perturbed result can achieve
ε- differential privacy.

5 Multidimensional Data Aggre-
gation Scheme

In this paper, the multi-dimensional data aggregation
scheme with differential privacy is divided into five stages:
initialization phase, registration phase, user data encryp-
tion phase, secure aggregation phase and data recovery
phase.

The processing of each stage is described in detail be-
low and the meaning of each character symbol is shown
in Table 1.

5.1 Initialization

At this stage, OC generates and publishes the parameters.
Giving the security parameters k and k1, OC guides the
entire system.

Step 1. OC generates (q, P,G1, G2, e) by runningGen(k).
Then OC calculates the Paillier encryption sys-
tem’s public key (N = pq, g) and the correspond-
ing private key (λ, µ).

Step 2. Define four secure hash functions H0 : {0, 1}∗ →
Z∗q , H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G1, H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q , H3 :
{0, 1}∗ → G1.

Step 3. Select two random factors R and R1. After choos-
ing the random number s ∈ Z∗q as the master key,
OC compute the relevant public key Ppub = sP
and Qpub = H1(P, Ppub).

Step 4. Finally, OC publishes the system public informa-
tion {q, P,G1, GT , e,N, g,R,R1, H0, H1, H2, H3,
Ppub, Qpub}.

5.2 Registration Phase

In this section, we have to complete the registration of
regional gateways , community gateways and users to en-
sure their legitimacy. The registration phase includes re-
gional gateway registration, community gateway registra-
tion and user registration.

5.2.1 Regional Gateway Registration

DGW registers in OC and OC issues a certificate for it.
After registration, DGW becomes a legal regional gate-
way. The process is as follows.

Step 1. DGW generates two random numbers r, x ∈ Z∗q ,
calculates X = xP , α = rP and β = r −
xH0(ID ‖ α)modq where is the x private key,
X is the public key. DGW then sends the
message{X,α, β, ID}to the OC.

Step 2. OC checks the equation α = Pβ+XH0(ID ‖ α).
If it does not exist, OC will deny the registration;
otherwise, OC calculate QID = H3(ID,X) and
issues a certificate certID = sQID.

Verification of regional gateway registration:

Pβ +XH0(ID ‖ α)

=P (r − xH0(ID ‖ α)modq) +XH0(ID ‖ α)

=rP − xPH0(ID ‖ α) +XH0(ID ‖ α)

=α−XH0(ID ‖ α) +XH0(ID ‖ α)

=α (1)

5.2.2 Community Gateway Registration

BGW registers in OC and OC issues a certificate for
it. After registration, BGW becomes a legal community
gateway. The process is as follows.

Step 1. BGWi generates two random numbers ri, xi ∈
Z∗q , calculates Xi = xiP , αi = riP and βi =
ri − xiH0(IDi ‖ αi)modq where is the xi private
key, Xi is the public key. Then BGW sends the
message {Xi, αi, βi, IDi} to the OC.

Step 2. OC checks the equation αi = Pβi +XiH0(IDi ‖
αi). If it is not met, OC will deny the reg-
istration; otherwise, OC calculates QIDi

=
H3(IDi, Xi) and issues a certificate certIDi

=
sQIDi .

Verification of community gateway registration:

Pβi +XiH0(IDi ‖ αi)
=P (ri − xiH0(IDi ‖ αi)modq) +XiH0(IDi ‖ αi)
=riP − xiPH0(ID ‖ α) +XiH0(IDi ‖ αi)
=αi −XiH0(IDi ‖ αi) +XiH0(IDi ‖ αi)
=αi (2)

5.2.3 User Registration

U registers in OC and OC issues a certificate for it. After
registration, U becomes a legal user. The specific process
is as follows.

Step 1. Uij generates two random numbers rij , xij ∈ Z∗q ,
calculates Xij = xijP , αij = rijP and βij = rij−
xijH0(IDij ‖ αij)modq where the xij is private
key, Xij is the public key. Then Uij sends the
message {Xij , αij , βij , IDij} to the OC.
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Table 1: Notations

Notations Description
OC Operation Center
DGW Regional Gateway
BGW Community Gateway
U User

k, q, P, Bilinear pair parameter
ki, p, q, g Paillier password system parameters

H0, H1, H2, H3 Hash functions
R,Ri The factor that handles multidimensional data
n The maximum number of users in a community
ni The number of users in the i-th community
r Random number
ε Differential privacy budget

Step 2. OC checks the equation αij = Pβij +
XijH0(IDij ‖ αij). If it is not met, OC will
deny the registration; otherwise, OC calculates
QIDij

= H3(IDij , Xij) and issues a certificate
certIDij = sQIDij .

Verification of user registration:

Pβij +XijH0(IDij ‖ αij)
=P (rij − xijH0(IDij ‖ αij)modq) +XijH0(IDij ‖ αij)
=rijP − xijPH0(IDij ‖ αij) +XijH0(IDij ‖ αij)
=αij −XijH0(IDij ‖ αij) +XijH0(IDij ‖ αij)
=αij (3)

5.3 User Data Encryption

The user data encryption generation phase is re-
sponsible for handling users’ multidimensional data.
Users regularly collect their l-dimensional usage
data(dij1, dij2, ..., dijl). Like [19], we handle multi-
dimensional data by synthesizing the l-dimensional data
into a polynomial and implements the following steps:

Step 1. Structure a polynomial with l-dimensional usage
data Mij = Rii(dij1R

1 + dij2R
2 + ...+ dijlR

l);

Step 2. The user selects r∗ij and calculates the ciphertext

Cij = gMijr∗Nij modN
2;

Step 3. Calculate hij1 = H0(IDij ‖ Cij ‖ Xij ‖ T ‖
Ppub),hij2 = H2(IDij ‖ Cij ‖ Xij ‖ T ‖
Qpub),Vij = hij1 · certIDij

+ xij · hij2 ·Qpub. The
signature is σij = (Cij , Vij);

Step 4. Send (IDij , σij , Cij , T ) to BGWi.

5.4 Secure Aggregation Phase

In this section we mainly complete the secure aggregation
of data in the community gateway and the regional gate-
way. Before the gateway data aggregation, we rely on the

aggregation of certificate-based short signatures to com-
plete the security certification, which ensures the integrity
of the data during transmission process. The length of the
signature and the number of bilinear pairing involved in
the algorithm are independent of the number of users.
After the community gateway data is aggregated, we add
noise to the community gateway to achieve differential
privacy.

5.4.1 Community Gateway Aggregation

The community gateway aggregates the signatures of the
received data and verifies it. Then the community gate-
way aggregates the encrypted data for all users in their
own community. During this process, the community
gateway will add Laplace noise to the encrypted data to
resist differential attack. To add Laplace noise to the ag-
gregated data, the sensitivity of the data set need to be
calculated.

Let D be a subset of the users and for two data sets
D1 and D2 with only one element different, we have ‖
A(D1)−A(D2) ‖1≤W . Therefore, the sensitivity of A is
∆f = W .

Step 1. Verify the received data (IDij , σij , Cij , T ). Then
BGW calculates received ni users aggregate sig-

nature V0 =
ni∑
j=1

Vij by using the aggregate signa-

ture generator. The corresponding signature set
is {(Ci1, Vi1), (Ci2, Vi2), ..., (Cini , Vini)}.

Step 2. Check that if the verification e(V0, P ) =

e(
ni∑
j=1

hij1QIDij
, Ppub)e(

ni∑
j=1

hij2Xij , Qpub) is met.

Step 3. If the verification is successful, the BGW aggre-
gates n = ni+n−ni encrypted l-dimensional data
items Ci1, Ci2, ..., Cin, where the ni usage data re-
ports are received from smart meters and the re-
maining n−ni data reports are constructed from
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the zero-dimensional vector. Then aggregate n

ciphertexts CGWi =
n∏
j=1

CijmodN
2.

Step 4. According the sensitivity ∆f = W , BGW gen-
erates a noise m̃i from the Laplace distribution.
The final result is calculated as C̃GWi

= CGWi
·

gm̃i . The resulting ciphertext is the disturbed
data and the noise therein ensures the privacy of
each user.

Step 5. BGW calculates hi1 = H0(IDi ‖ C̃GWi
‖ Xi ‖

T ‖ Ppub), hi2 = H2(IDi ‖ C̃GWi
‖ Xi ‖ T ‖

Qpub), Vi = hi1 · certIDi + xi · hi2 · Qpub. The

signature is σi = (C̃GWi
, Vi);

Step 6. BGW sends (IDi, σi, C̃GWi
, T ) to DGWi.

Verification of correctness:

e(V0, P )

=e(

ni∑
j=1

Vij , P )

=e(

ni∑
j=1

(hij1certIDij + xijhij2Qpub), P )

=e(

ni∑
j=1

hij1certIDij
, P )e(

ni∑
j=1

xijhij2Qpub, P )

=e(

ni∑
j=1

hij1QIDij
, Ppub)e(

ni∑
j=1

hij2Xij , Qpub). (4)

5.4.2 Regional Gateway Aggregation

The regional gateway aggregates the signatures of the re-
ceived data and verifies it. Then the regional gateway
aggregates the encrypted data for all users in its region.

Step 1. For the received data (IDi, σi, C̃GWi , T ), DGW
uses the aggregate signature generator to calcu-

late V ∗0 =
m∑
i=1

Vi. ThenDGW uses the aggregated

short signature verification method to verify if

e(V ∗0 , P ) = e(
m∑
i=1

hi1QIDi
, Ppub)e(

m∑
i=1

hiXi, Qpub).

Step 2. If the above verification is successful, the aggrega-

tion operation C̃ =
m∏
i=1

C̃GWi
modN2 is performed

by DGW .

Step 3. DGW calculates h1 = H0(ID ‖ C̃ ‖ X ‖ T ‖
Ppub), h2 = H2(ID ‖ C̃ ‖ X ‖ T ‖ Qpub), V =
h1 · certID + x · h2 · Qpub. The signature is σ =

(C̃, V );

Step 4. DGW sends (ID, σ, C̃, T ) to OC.

Verification of correctness:

e(V ∗0 , P )

=e(

m∑
i=1

Vi, P )

=e(

m∑
i=1

(hi1certIDi + xihi2Qpub), P )

=e(

m∑
i=1

hi1certIDi , P )e(

m∑
i=1

xihi2Qpub, P )

=e(

m∑
i=1

hi1QIDi , Ppub)e(

m∑
i=1

hi2Xi, Qpub). (5)

5.5 Data Recovery

For the received (ID, σ, C̃, T ), OC verifies if the signa-
ture e(V, P ) = e(h1QID, ppub)e(h2X,Q). After successful
verification, the Paillier decryption algorithm is used to
obtain the sum of all multidimensional data. Then We
use Horner rules to analyze the sum of the data for each
dimension.
Verification of correctness:

e(V, P )

=e(h1certID + xh2Qpub), P )

=e(h1certID, P )e(xh2Qpub, P )

=e(h1QID, Ppub)e(h2X,Qpub). (6)

C̃ =

m∏
i=1

CGWi
· g

m∑
i=1

m̃
modN2

= (

m∏
i=1

(

n∏
j=1

gMij · r∗ijmodN2))g

m∑
i=1

m̃

= (

n∏
j=1

(

m∏
i=1

gMij · r∗ijmodN2))g

m∑
i=1

m̃

= (

n∏
j=1

(gM1j · gM2j · ... · gMmj )(

m∏
i=1

n∏
j=1

r∗ijmodN
2))g

m∑
i=1

m̃

(7)

Let R∗ =
m∏
i=1

n∏
j=1

r∗ij . We have

C̃ = g

n∑
j=1

M1j+
n∑

j=1
M2j+...+

n∑
j=1

Mmj+
m∑

i=1
m̃

R∗modN2

= g
R1

1

n∑
j=1

l∑
v=1

Rvd1jv+...+R
m
1

n∑
j=1

l∑
v=1

Rvdmjv+
m∑

i=1
m̃

R∗modN2

= g
R1

1

n∑
j=1

Rv
l∑

v=1
d1jv+...+R

m
1

n∑
j=1

Rv
l∑

v=1
dmjv+

m∑
i=1

m̃

R∗modN2

(8)

Let Biv =
n∑
j=1

dijv ,which represents the sum of the
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electricity data of the first v dimension of all users in

community i. We have Bi =
l∑

v=1
Rv ·Biv and m̃ =

m∑
i=1

m̃i.

Let

M = R1
1

n∑
j=1

Rv
l∑

v=1

d1jv + ...+Rm1

n∑
j=1

Rv
l∑

v=1

dmjv

=

m∑
i=1

Ri1

l∑
v=1

Rv ·Biv

=

m∑
i=1

Ri1 ·Bi (9)

We have M̃ = M + m̃. Because C̃ = gM̃ · r∗Nij modN2

is still Paillier encryption algorithm form, we can get M̃
by using the corresponding private key (λ, µ). Here, al-
though M̃ is the noisy data, the impact of noise added
temporarily can be ignored. It will not affect the oper-
ation center for its analysis, because the accuracy of the
meter level allows the existence of the error and the error
can be controlled within the allowable range by changing
the size of ε.

By executing the data recovery algorithm [19] in Ta-
ble 2, using M̃ and R1 as the input of the algorithm,
OC can obtain Bi. Using Bi and R as the input of the
algorithm, OC can get Biv.

Algorithm 1 Data recovery algorithm

Input:A and x //A = anx
n + an−1x

n−1 + ... + a1x
Output:{a1,a2,...an}
1: X0=A /x
2: for j = 1 to l do
3: aj = Xj−1 mod x
4: Xj = Xj−1 mod x
5: end for
6: return {a1,a2,...al}

6 Security Analysis

In this section, we will show that our multidimensional
data aggregation scheme implements the security require-
ments that are proposed in Section 3.

• Confidentiality: The confidentiality of user data is
protected. Because the users’ encrypted data exist in
the form of ciphertext Cij = gMij ·r∗Nij modN2 during
the transmission process, and the Paillier cryptog-
raphy system is semantically secure for the selected
plaintext attacks, the adversary can not obtain the
user’s electricity information. Even if the adversary
invades the gateway database, he/she still can not
get the user’s specific electricity information. The
malicious users who want to analyze other people’s
usage information may collude with each other to

share their own data, but they can not infer elec-
tricity consumption of other users because the user’s
private key is a secret storage.

• Unforgeability and Data Integrity: The authenti-
cation and integrity of user data and aggregation
data are protected. In this scheme, the user’s pri-
vate key is composed of two parts, one part is the
user certificate generated by OC, and the other part
is the secret value, which is independently selected
by the user. Therefore, the security certification of
certificate-based signature is to prove that only know
the user’s certificate and secret value ( ie, fully aware
of the user’s private key) to produce a valid signature.
If an adversary wants to crack a signer’s private key
or certificate, it faces the difficulty of solving the dis-
crete logarithm, which is safe in the random predic-
tion model under the CDH model [12, 23, 24].

• Differential Privacy: User data can resist differential
attacks. Differential attack is to change the input of
the algorithm, through the output of the algorithm
or the change value of the output to expose the infor-
mation in the algorithm input. If we use an algorithm
to compute the aggregation result of a group of users’
usage data, the differential attack can obtain a set of
aggregation results by using the algorithm again. If
the data of the two aggregations differ by only one
user U, then the power consumption data of the user
U can be obtained by subtracting the value of the
two aggregation results.

In this scheme, ε-differential privacy is achieved by
adding noise to the community gateway with a given
privacy level of ε. Even if the external adversary
initiates a differential attack by analyzing the similar
data sets obtained from the two aggregations, he/she
gets the data with noise and can not calculate the
electricity usage information of a single user.

Assume that the adversary A obtains two perturbed
aggregations s + m̃s and t + m̃t , where s and t are
two data sets with only one element different and
m̃s and m̃t are two corresponding Laplacian noise.
Because|s− t| ≤W , for any integer k, we have

θ = P (s+ m̃s = k)/P (t+ m̃t = k)

= P (m̃s = k − s)/P (m̃t = k − t)

=
1

2b
e−
|k − s|
b

/
1

2b
e−
|k − t|
b

= e−
|k−s|−|k−t|

b (10)

Because−|s−t| ≤ |k−s|−|k−t| ≤ |s−t|, we have θ ≤
e|s−t|/b ≤ eW/b = eε satisfying ε-differential privacy.
So the aggregated data set is added enough noise
to provide differential privacy for each participating
user while still provides high efficiency. Our scheme is
safe in ε-differential privacy and can provide a strong
and provable privacy guarantee.
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Table 2: Comparison of five multidimensional electricity data aggregation schemes

Our Lu’s Shen’s Fu’s Zhou’s
Performance scheme scheme scheme scheme scheme

Confidentiality Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Unforgeability Yes No Yes No Yes

Signature verification security Yes No Yes No Yes
Multi-level gateway Yes No Yes No Yes

Dynamic users Yes No Yes No Yes
Differential privacy Yes No No No No

7 Performance Analysis

This section describes our scheme from the implemented
functions, the computational cost, the communication
overhead and the differential privacy utility. Table 2
shows the performance of the proposed scheme and the
other four multidimensional data aggregation schemes [9,
17, 19, 26]. We compared confidentiality, data integrity,
unforgeability, signature verification security, multi-level
gateway, dynamic users and differential privacy. Lu’s
scheme [17] and Fu’s scheme [9] have problems in secu-
rity of batch authentication signatures. Although Fu’s
scheme [9] can handle the aggregation of multidimensional
data, the aggregated result is not the fine-grained data
of each dimension. Shen’s scheme [19] solves the prob-
lem of counterfeiting in batch verification. But the above
schemes can not resist the differential attacks.

7.1 Computational Complexity

In our scheme, Ce,Cm and Cp represent the computa-
tional cost of an exponentiation operation in Zn2 , a scalar
multiplication operation in G1 and a pairing operation.
According to Shen’s scheme [19], the computational cost
of an exponential operation, a pairing operation and a
multiplication operation is shown in Table 3. Compared
with the exponential operations and pairing operations,
the computational cost of the multiplication operations in
Zn and the hash operations are considered negligible.

For our proposed scheme, a user Uij needs to perform
two exponential operations in Zn2 to generate Cij and
a scalar multiplication operation in G1 to generate the
signature. A community gateway needs to perform three
pairing operations and 2ni scalar multiplication opera-
tions to verify the aggregated signature. An exponential
operation needed to be used to add noise. A community
gateway generates the signature with a scalar multipli-
cation operation. In order to verify the aggregated data
from theBGW s, a regional gateway need to perform three
pairing operations and 2m multiplication operations. A
DGW need to generate the signature with a scalar multi-
plication operation. For the OC, three pairing operations
and two multiplication operations are used to verify the
signature.

In Table 4 we compare the computational cost of our

scheme with Shen’s scheme [19], Zhou’s scheme [26] and
our scheme. The computational cost of the user in Zhou’s
scheme is related to the dimension of the data, but our
scheme and Shen’s scheme are independent of the dimen-
sion of the data. Obviously our scheme has a better
performance than Zhou’s scheme. Through the following
analysis, we show that our scheme is better than Shen’s
scheme too.

On the community gateway side, we assume that the
maximum number of users per community is n(n ≥ ni),
let

3Cp + Ce + (2n+ 1)Cm ≤ (n+ 2)Cp + Cm

78.8 + 12.8n ≤ 20n+ 46.4

7.2n ≥ 32.4

n ≥ 4.5 (11)

When the number of users in a community is greater
than or equal to 5, our scheme has a less computational
cost. From Figure 2, it can be seen our scheme has a
better performance on the community gateway side.

On the regional gateway side, m is the number of com-
munity gateways, let

3Cp + (2m+ 1)Cm ≤ (m+ 2)Cp + Cm

66.4 + 12.8m ≤ 20m+ 46.4

7.2m ≥ 20

m ≥ 2.78 (12)

When the number of community gateways is greater
than or equal to 3, our scheme has a less computational
cost.

From Figure 3, it can be seen our scheme has a better
performance on the regional gateway side.

According to Table 4, we compared the total compu-
tational cost of our scheme, Shen’s scheme and Zhou’s
scheme. The computational cost of Zhou’s scheme is re-
lated to the dimension of the data, so we assume the di-
mension of the data is 3. From Figure 4, Figure 5 and
Figure 6, it is obvious that our scheme has a better per-
formance.

7.2 Communication Overhead

For each user encrypted data (IDij , σij , Cij , T ), the com-
munication overhead for all users in a community to the
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Table 3: Description Calculation time (ms)

Symbol Description Calculation time (ms)
Ce Exponential operation 12.4
Cp Bilinear pairing operation 20
Cm Multiplication 6.4

Table 4: The cost comparison

Symbol Our scheme Shen’s scheme Zhou’s scheme
User 2Ce + Cm 2Ce + Cm (l + 1)Ce + Cm
BGW 3Cp + (n− ni + 1)Ce + (2ni + 1)Cm (ni + 2)Cp + (n− ni)Ce + Cm 2Cp + (4n− 1)Cm + Ce
DGW 3Cp + (2m+ 1)Cm (m+ 2)Cp + Cm 2Cp + (4m− 2)Cm
OC 3Cp + 2Cm 2Cp 2Cp
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Figure 6: The total computational cost of Zhou’s scheme

community gateway is SU→BGW = (|IDij |+|σij |+|Cij |+
|T |)n. For each community gateway aggregated data
(IDi, σi, C̃i, T ), the communication overhead for all com-
munity gateways in a region to the community gateway
is SBGW→DGW = (|IDi| + |σi| + |C̃i| + |T |)m. For each
regional gateway aggregated data (ID, σ, C̃, T ), the com-
munication overhead for a regional gateway to the opera-
tions center is SDGW→OC = |ID|+ |σ|+ |C̃|+ |T |.

We choose 1,024 bits N (|N2| = 2048) and 160 bits
G1, set |ID|+ |T | to 64 bits. Table 5 shows the communi-
cation overhead comparison of our scheme and other two
schemes [17, 19].

The total communication cost of our scheme is 2272 ∗
m∗n+2272∗m+2272 and the total communication cost
of Shen’s scheme is 2308 ∗m ∗ n+ 2308 ∗m+ 2308. Our
scheme has less communication overhead than the other
schemes.

7.3 Differential Privacy Utility Compari-
son

In order to verify the effectiveness of differential privacy,
we assume that a community has 1,000 users. Between
17: 00-22: 00, every 15 minutes of electricity data is ag-
gregated, the community gateway adds Laplace noise to
achieve ε - differential privacy. Through the inverse cu-
mulative distribution function of the Laplace distribution,
we obtain the Laplace noise by inputting the random vari-
ables uniformly distributed in the range of (-0.5, 0.5) for
this inverse cumulative distribution function.

ε is the privacy budget, based on the data,we have
∆f = 200.

From Figure 7, it can be seen that the smaller ε we
use , the better the effect of privacy protection we have,
but the utility is relatively poor. The large ε we use, the
utility is better. The literature [14] made a more detailed
introduction about how to choose ε.
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Figure 7: Differential privacy utility comparison

8 Conclusions

In this paper, a secure multidimensional data aggregation
scheme is proposed, which uses the Horner rule to deal
with polynomials of multidimensional electricity data.
The method of certificate aggregation is used to realize
the unforgeability of authentication and signature. Time-
consuming pairing is reduced to a constant; by adding
Laplace noise to the community gateway to achieve ε - dif-
ferential privacy to resist differential attacks; through per-
formance analysis, the scheme’s computational and com-
munication overhead is improved.
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Abstract

Integration of cloud computing and mobile computing
with the proliferation of big data is making remarkable
strides in the health care industry. Aside the benefits ac-
crued from adopting this technologies, there are myriad
of challenges to overcome such as confidentiality of data
outsourced to the cloud, integrity of stored data, wide
area network (WAN) latency delays, and the resource con-
straints of the mobile devices. In this paper we propose
a Cloudlet-Based eHealth Big Data System with Out-
sourced Decryption (CBe-BDS-OD) to address the above
challenges. To accommodate mobile devices with limited
resources, the computation power is borrowed from the
cloudlet server securely. Security analysis demonstrates
that our scheme is secure. In addition, our performance
approach through theory analysis and experimental sim-
ulation indicates a substantial improvement in computa-
tion efficiency by 99% and therefore the scheme can be
deployed in resource-constrained mobile devices.

Keywords: Big Data; Cloud Computing; Cloudlet;
eHealth; Outsourcing; Resource-constrained Device

1 Introduction

Big data describes a massive volume of both structured
and unstructured data that are beyond the processing ca-
pability of traditional software and database techniques.
Big data is grouped into four (4) major features com-
monly known as “4 Vs of Big data“ thus Volume “scale
of data“, Velocity “analysis of streaming data“, Variety
“data in different forms“ [10] and Veracity “uncertainty
of data“[IBM]. The fifth other feature include Value “dis-

coverable behavior of data“ [ORACLE]. The high volume
eHealth data is generated by different sources which in-
clude biometric devices, networked sensors, RFID, mobile
devices (i.e. with Bluetooth and GPS etc) and others
such as hospital systems, for instance, the adoption of
Electronic Health Record (EHRs) and Electronic medical
records (EMRs) [26, 32]. These are the major sources of
eHealth big data. While big data has benefits attached to,
it requires a large computation and storage [33] capacity,
with which resource-constrained devices (i.e. with less
storage, battery life, computation power) [16] like mobile
smartphones do not have and hence leading to the lever-
aging of cloud to store such volume of data [23, 30].

Due to elastic scaling provided by the cloud [18], now
big data can be stored [33] an edge which cloud has over
traditional storage. This means the organization’s data is
outsourced to a third party on utility costing basis [22].
But cloud has notable limitations including requirement
of fast, reliable internet connectivity and high latency [29].
For real time applications like in healthcare, the adoption
of cloud computing achieves less because its located far
away from the mobile users and incurs long WAN latency
delays making inefficient [1, 23, 30] and therefore hurts
the mobile ‘thin clients‘. The cloudlet concept was in-
troduced in [29] to solve these issues. A cloudlet which
is also referred to as mini cloud, can be considered as a
“data center in a box“ whose objective is to bring the
cloud closer to the user [30] as shown in Figure 1. It is a
resource-rich server with Internet access that is well con-
nected to mobile devices via a high-speed local area net-
work (LAN) [23]. Mobile devices can migrate expensive
computations to the cloudlet stationed on discoverable,
localized, stateless servers running on single or multiple
virtual machines (VMs) [1]. As a result, it preserves mo-
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bile device battery, provides a more powerful computa-
tion, enhances flexibility and mobility [16]. During task
migration, mobile device does not need to communicate
with the Cloud directly instead it communicates with the
closest cloudlet [29].

Many works have been proposed to overcome the
storage limitations of massive data, where data is now
outsourced to the cloud. However, practical adoption
of those techniques, poses security and privacy chal-
lenges [15, 22, 25]. To overcome these, the data needed
to be shared are encrypted before they are uploaded to
the cloud, and fine-grained access control should be en-
forced [31]. An Attribute Based Encryption technique
proposed by Sahai and Waters [28] enables the data own-
ers to encrypt their data such that only end users that
satisfy given criteria can, perhaps, succeed in decrypting
the data. In ABE scheme [28], private key can decrypt a
given ciphertext only if the associated attributes and ac-
cess policy tally. There are two flavours of ABE schemes:
Key-Policy ABE (KP-ABE) [13] and Ciphertext-Policy
ABE (CP-ABE) [2, 31]. In KP-ABE scheme, each ci-
phetext are labeled with sets of descriptive attributes and
the access policy of this attributes are associated with end
user’s private key.

Decryption is realized only if the attributes on the ci-
phertext satisfy the access policy of the user’s private
key [13]. While in CP-ABE scheme, each ciphertext is
associated with an access policy, and every end user’s
private key is associated with a set of descriptive at-
tributes. To rightly recover the message, the attributes
in the user’s private key need to satisfy the access pol-
icy [2, 31]. ABE is one of the powerful cryptographic tool
for realizing fine grained data access control in the cloud
storage system [24, 28]. However, with the majority of
ABE schemes, the major drawback is inefficiency since
the size of ciphertext and decryption overhead (number
of pairing operations) grow with the complexity of the
access policy [17]. This becomes a bottleneck when ABE
runs on the resource-constrained device’s applications for
example on smartphones applications [6, 21, 25].

To minimize the workload operations on the end
user’s side while executing decryption algorithm, Green et
al. [11] proposed a scheme where expensive computation
operations is offloaded to the third-party. In this scheme,
a key blinding technique (i.e. transformation key) TK is
sent to the third-party (proxy) for translation of any ci-
phertext CT satisfied by end user’s attributes or access
policy into a simple ciphertext CT ′. The end user incurs
minimal overhead to recover plaintext from transformed
ciphertext CT ′ [14, 19] using the retrieving key RK. While
carrying out this, the proxy cannot learn any information
about the original plaintext. In [5], Chase proposed a
multi-authority ABE scheme which is secure against selec-
tive ID security model. To avoid a single authority issuing
keys which can lead to key compromise, decentralized key-
policy attribute-based encryption with privacy preserving
was proposed in [12] and decentralized CP-ABE with fully
hidden access structure was proposed in [27]. The scheme

proposed in [11] provides fine-grained access control solu-
tion to the resource-constrained devices such as mobile
phones in the cloud. However, in our scheme we intro-
duce a new architecture where cloudlet is stationed be-
tween mobile device user and cloud as shown in Figure 1.
This means the security infrastructure has to be modified
also. In our work each mobile user with attribute list F
is associated with a private key/decryptout key while the
cloudlet is labeled with access policy P which describes
the rightful users of the data.

The main contribution of this paper can be summa-
rized as follows:

1) Our CBe-BDS-OD proposed scheme, introduces an
efficient encryption for a cloudlet that achieves con-
fidentiality, collusion resistance and integrity of data
based on ciphertext policy-attribute based encryp-
tion.

2) To minimize the pairing load operations on end user’s
side with resource-constrained devices and thereby
reducing expensive computation, we adopted server-
aided transformation where the computational pro-
cessing power is borrowed from the server by the mo-
bile user. The mobile cloudlet server provided with
blinding key, transforms the complex ciphertext into
a simple one. In the process of performing this, the
mobile cloudlet server cannot reveal anything about
the underlying plaintext.

3) We have implemented our scheme to evaluate the per-
formance. The results in our protocol with server-
aided decryption demonstrate a substantial improve-
ment in computation efficiency by 99% at the end
user’s side compared to its counterpart and there-
fore can be deployed in resource-constrained mobile
devices.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec-
tion 2 we give the preliminaries related to our proposal.
In Section 3 we provide our scheme proposal which is IND-
AND-sAS-CCA2 secure for CP-ABE with outsourced de-
cryption for eHealth big data in cloudlet computing, we
also give the IND-AND-sAS-CCA2 security model. In
Section 4 we give concrete construction for our scheme.
Thereafter we give security proof for our proposal defined
in our proposed IND-AND-sAS-CCA2 security model in
Section 5 and in Section 6 we give experiment and analysis
results. Lastly we give our conclusion.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Bilinear Maps

Let G and Gτ be two multiplicative cyclic groups of prime
order p. Let g1, g2 be generators of G and e be a bilinear
map; e: G × G → GT . Bilinear map e has the following
properties:
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Figure 1: Three-tier architecture; Mobile device-eHealth;
Cloudlet-eHealth cloud

1) Bilinearity : ∀g1, g2 ∈ G and a, b ∈ Z∗p we have

e(ga1 , g
b
2) = e(g1, g2)ab = e(gb1, g

a
2 ).

2) Non− degeneracy : e(g1, g2) 6= 1.

3) Computability: There is an efficient algorithm to
compute e(g1, g2).

2.2 Definition of Access Structures

Our proposed Protocol is based on AND-gates multi-
valued attributes [8].

Definition 1. Access structure [8]:
We let U = {a1, a2, ....an} be a set of attributes. For
ai∈U the set of possible values is denoted as Ai =
{qi,1, qi,2, ...qi,ni}, where ni is the size of possible values
for ai. We let F = F1, F2, .., Fn, where Fi ∈ Ai be an
attribute list for a user, and P= P1,P2,...., Pn, Pi ∈ Ai
be an access structure. From the notation F �P, an at-
tribute list F is satisfying an access structure P where
Fi=Pi(i = 1, 2, .., n).

The size of the access structures corresponds to∏n
i=1 ni. In every ai, the hospital has to demonstrate a

status qi,∗ from Ai={qi,1,qi,2,...qi,ni}.

2.3 Taget-collision Resistant Hashing [7]

A function H: X→ Y is a target-collision resistant(TCR)
hash function if given a random preimage x∈ X it is hard
to realize x′ 6=x with H(x′)=H(x).

2.4 The Decisional Bilinear Diffie-
Hellman (DBDH) Assumption [28]

Let x,y,z,c ∈ Z∗p be randomly chosen and g be a gen-
erator of G. The decisional BDH assumption [28] is

that no probabilistic polynomial-time AD can distin-
guish the tuple(g,X = gx,Y = gy, Z = gz, e(g, g)xyz)
from the tuple (g,X = gx, Y = gy, Z = gz, e(g, g)c)
with more than a negligible advantage. An algorithm
AD has advantage of ε in solving DBDH problem in G
if AdvDBDH(AD) := |Pr[AD(g, gx, gy, gz, e(g, g)xyz) =
0]− Pr[AD(g, gx, gy, gz, e(g, g)c) = 0]| > ε.

We say that the DBDH assumption holds in G and Gτ
if ε is negligible.

2.5 The Modified Decisional Diffie-
Hellman (MDDH) Assumption [34]

Let x, y, z ∈ Z∗p be randomly chosen and g be a gener-
ator of G. The Modified DDH assumption [34] is that
no probabilistic polynomial-time adversary AD can dis-
tinguish the tuple(g,X = gx, B = e(g, g)y, C = e(g, g)xy)
from the tuple (g,A = gx, B = e(g, g)y, C = e(g, g)z)
with more than a negligible advantage. An algorithm AD
has advantage ε in solving MDDH problem in G if
AdvMDDH(AD) := |Pr[AD(g, gx, e(g, g)y, e(g, g)xy) =
0]− Pr[AD(g, gx, e(g, g)y, e(g, g)z) = 0]| > ε.

We say that the MDDH assumption holds in G and Gτ
if ε is negligible.

2.6 Notations

For convenience and better understanding the notations
used in our protocol and their description is as shown in
Table 1.

Table 1: Notations

ACRONYM DESCRIPTION
U Attribute universe
P Access structure
A Set of attributes

AA Attribute Authority
ISP Internet Service Provider
M Message
CT CipherText

MSK Master Secret Key
PK Public Key
SK Private Key
TK Transformation Key
RK Retrieval key
k length of a string
⊕ An exclusive-OR(XOR)

CSP Cloud Service Provider
H1, H2, H3 Three hash functions

F Attribute list

2.7 Generic ABE Definition [28]

There are two variants of ABE schemes; key-policy ABE
(KP-ABE)[13] and ciphertext policy ABE (CP-ABE) [2,
31]. Each ciphertext is associated with a set of attributes
and each secret key is associated with an access policy
for the case of KP-ABE while in CP-ABE, the attribute
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sets are associated with secret keys and access policies are
associated with ciphertext.

Definition 2. Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) [28,
21]: ABE has an attribute universe defined by U with
access structure P and is described using the following
polynomial-time algorithms:

Setup(1β ,U)→ (PK,MSK): This algorithm acquires
as an input a security parameter β and an attribute
universe U and yields a public key PK and a master
secret key MSK.

KeyGen(PK,MSK,Lkey→SK: The algorithm acquires
as input public key PK, the master secret key MSK
and list of descriptive attributes Lkey∈ P for key gen-
eration in the case of KP-ABE and Lkey ⊆ U for the
case of CP-ABE. It yields the secret key SK.

Encrypt(PK,m,Lenc)→CT : This algorithm acquires
as input a public key parameter PK, a message m,
and an attribute list Lenc⊆ U for KP-ABE or Lenc ⊆
P for CP-ABE. It yields ciphertext CT.

Decrypt(SK,CT )→ m: This algorithm acquires as in-
put secret key SK and a ciphertext CT. It yields mes-
sage m if the function G(Lkey,Lenc)=1 holds, other-
wise yields ⊥.

Correctness.
∀(PK,MSK)←Setup(1β ,U),SK ←KeyGen(PK, MSK,
Lkey), ∀m in message space, if G(Lkey,Lenc)=1 holds,
m=Decrypt(SK,Encrypt(PK,m,Lenc).

2.8 Attribute-Based with Outsourcing
Decryption [11]

Has the following polynomial-time algorithms:

Setup(1β ,U): Takes as an input a security parameter β
and a universe U . It yields public parameters PK
and master key MSK.

Encrypt(PK,m,(A,ρ)): Takes as an input public pa-
rameter PK and a message m to be encrypted. It
also takes as input LSSS access structure(A,ρ). It
yields ciphertext CT.

KeyGenout(MSK,S): Takes as input master key MSK
and set S. It yields transformation key TK and a
secret key SK.

Transformout(TK,CT): Takes as input transformation
key TK and ciphertext CT. It yields CT′.

Decryptout(SK,CT′): Takes as input a secret key SK
and transformed ciphertext CT′. yields message m.

3 Our Secured CP-ABE with
Outsourced Decryption in
Cloudlet Computing

3.1 Algorithm Definition

Our new scheme consist of seven algorithms as in [14]:

Setup(1β ,U): This algorithm takes as input security pa-
rameter β and universe U . It returns as an output
public parameter PK and master secret key MSK.

KeyGen(PK,MSK,F): This algorithm takes as input
public parameter PK, master key MSK and a set F.
Returns as an output private key SKF .

Encrypt(PK,m,P): This algorithm takes as input pub-
lic parameters PK, message m and access structure
P. Returns as an output the ciphertext CT.

Decrypt(PK,SKF ,CT): Takes public parameter PK,
private key SKF for the list F. Returns as an output
message m if SKF associated with F satisfies P

TKGenout(PK,SKF ): This algorithm takes as input
public parameter PK and private key SKF associated
with list F. It returns as an output transformation
key TKF associated with F and its corresponding
retrieving key RKF .

PartialDecryptout(PK,TKF ,CT): This algorithm
takes as an input public parameter PK, transfor-
mation key TKF and ciphertext CT. Returns as an
output partially decrypted ciphertext CT ′.

Decryptout(PK,RKF ,CT,CT′): This algorithm takes
as an input public parameter PK,retrieving key
RKF , ciphertext CT and transformed ciphertext
CT ′. Returns as an output message m.

Correctness:

1) Decrypt(PK,SKF ,Encrypt(PK,m,P)) = m

2) Decryptout(PK,RKF ,PartialDecrypt(Encrypt(PK,m,
P),PK, TKF ))=m

3.2 Definition of Security Model

We define security notions in this section. We propose
selective AND access structure and chosen cipher-
text security(IND-AND-sAS-CCA2) game in our CBe-
BDS-OD scheme. We have two kinds of chosen ciphertext
variants similar to [20, 34]:

1) The challenge ciphertext is original.

2) The challenge ciphertext is server-aided.
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3.2.1 The challenge ciphertext is original

Init: The adversary AD sends challenge access structure
P∗ to the challenger BD.

Setup: Challenger BD invokes setup algorithm to obtain
public parameter (PK) and master secret key(MSK ).
BD then sends PK to the adversary AD and keeps
MSK secret.

Phase 1: In the find stage AD has access to the following
oracles queries:

Private Key query oracle ORSKF , for the at-
tribute list F 2 P∗: BD runs SKF ←
Keygen(PK,MSK,F ). The challenger then
sends the private key SKF to AD.

Partial decryption key query oracle ORTK ,
for the attribute list F : On input F and access
structure P∗, challenger BD returns equivalent
transformation key TKF .

Retrieving key query oracle ORRK , for at-
tribute list F : Challenger BD returns equivalent
retrieving key RKF on input of F.

Partial decryption query oracle ORPDec,
for attribute list F and ciphertext CT :
On input of (CT, F ), BD outputs
PartialDecryptout(PK,TKF ,CT ).

Decryption query oracle ORDec, for at-
tribute list F and ciphertext CT. BD in-
vokes m←Decrypt(PK, SKF , CT), where
SKF ←Keygen(PK,MSK,F ) and F � P∗
if the input ciphertext is original. Other-
wise m← Decrypt(PK, RKF , CT ) where
RKF ← (SKF , F ) if ciphertext is server-aided.
m is send to AD.

Challenge: AD submits two plaintext messages m∗0 and
m∗1 of equal length from the message space M and
the access policy P∗ on which it wishes to chal-
lenge with the constraint that F cannot satisfy
P∗. BD flips a random coin γ to choose γ∈{0,1}
and encrypts m∗γ under the access structure P∗ i.e.
CT∗=Encrypt(PK,m∗γ ,P∗). Then BD sends the chal-
lenge ciphertext CT∗ to AD.

Phase 2: AD maintains query as in phase 1 adaptively
for private key, transformation key, retrieving key,
decryption and decryptionout with the following con-
straints:

1) AD should not make private key query that re-
sults in attribute list F that will satisfy access
policy P∗.

2) AD should not trivially issue decryption queries.

Guess: The adversary AD gives γ′∈{0,1} for γ and wins
the game if γ′=γ. |Pr(γ′=γ)- 12 | is defined as the ad-
vantage for adversary AD in the game.

Definition 3. Cloudlet-Based eHealth Big Data System
with Outsourced Decryption (CBe-BDS-OD) is said to be
IND-AND-sAS-CCA2-or secure1 if for all polynomial ad-
versaries the advantage AdvIND−AND−sAS−CCA−orCBe−BDS−OD (β)
is negligible.

The challenge ciphertext is server-aided:

Phase 1: Similar to the one of original challenge cipher-
text.

Challenge: AD submits two plaintext messages m∗0 and
m∗1 of equal length derived from the message space M
and the access policy P∗ which it wishes to challenge
with the constraint that F has not been used to query
ORRK . BD flips a random coin γ to choose γ∈{0,1}
and sets CT∗=(TK∗,Encrypt(PK,m∗γ , F

∗)). Then
BD sends the challenge ciphertext CT ∗ to AD.

Phase 2: Nearly similar to phase 1 with the following
restrictions:

ORTK : F = F ∗

ORDec : CT = CT ∗ also F = F ∗.

Guess: Similar to that in original challenge ciphertext
scenario. |Pr(γ′=γ)- 12 | is defined as the advantage
for adversary AD in the game.

Definition 4. Cloudlet-Based eHealth Big Data System
with Outsourced Decryption (CBe-BDS-OD) is said to be
IND-AND-sAS-CCA2-sa secure2 if for all polynomial ad-
versaries the advantage AdvIND−AND−sAS−CCA2−sa

CBe−BDS−OD (β)
is negligible.

3.3 System Model

In this Section we give some intuition for the idea behind
our scheme. Our scheme is partly based on scheme [8].
To realize outsourced decryption, our scheme partially fol-
lows [11, 34]. The hospital encrypts the data with public
key PKi. After which it outsources the encrypted data
to the cloud for storage. Mobile device does not need to
communicate with the Cloud directly instead it commu-
nicates with the closest cloudlet [29]. The mobile user
offloads some intensive tasks to the cloudlet by letting it
do partial decryption using token key (TK). Final decryp-
tion is carried out by the user using retrieving key RK.
To achieve CCA2 security in our protocol we follow [4, 9]
where decryptor is allowed to check whether the cipher-
text is valid;

1) Before proxy transforms the original ciphertext by
employing [4].

2) Before end user does final decryption utilizing [9].

1or stands for original
2sa stands for server-aided
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Figure 2: System model

We employ a cloudlet storage system that has multiple
authorities as shown in Figure 2. The model has the fol-
lowing entities: cloud server, cloudlet, proxy, Trusted Au-
thority/ authorities (AA), hospital, users.

1) Trusted Authority (TA): Also referred to as an At-
tribute Authority (AA). It generates system public
and secret keys. It is the only entity fully trusted by
all other entities participating in the system. TA is
used interchangeably with AA.

2) Cloud server: Cloud server stores eHealth big data
for the hospital and also offers access service of data
to the users.

3) Cloudlet: Cloudlet is located closer to mobile users.It
hosts the offloaded tasks.

4) Proxy: Performs outsourced decryption for eHealth
data user. It reduces the decryption load on users
with resources-constrained devices.

5) Hospital: Describes the access policies and encrypts
its data under those policies before sending them to
the cloud.

6) Users: The user that uses resource-constrained de-
vice is assigned with the key and can access the ci-
phertext freely from the cloudlet.They can recover
the plaintext only when its attributes satisfy the ac-
cess policy stated in the ciphertext.

3.4 Threat Model

Users need solid assurance of the existence of adequate se-
curity and privacy aspects in cloud before trusting their

data to it. In this subsection, we put into account the
possible attackers and their corresponding attacks to our
proposed protocol. Since cloudlet is closer to the user,
fierce attacking can be realized than ever (active attacks).
In addition, cloudlet proxy is assumed to be honest but
curious (passive). It may deviate from the scheme spec-
ifications norms and may try to acquire as much private
information as possible. To obtain the key to access data
which individually could not access, authorized users can
collude by combining their attributes (inner threats). Fur-
thermore, the proxy can collude with unauthorized users
to obtain some data. Integrity is another major issue as
data may be mutated or get corrupted. The user must
verify the integrity of outsourced data before decrypting.

3.5 Design Goals

Based on the possible attacks discussed in the preceding
subsection our system achieves the following design secu-
rity goals:

1) Confidentiality: The cloudlet service provider and
malicious users cannot recover encrypted data with-
out the owners consent. As shown by our system in
Figure 2, only intended users are able to decrypt their
messages. This ensures the privacy of the owner’s
data in storage, during partial decryption and final
decryption.

2) Integrity: Our system verifies the correctness of orig-
inal and transformed ciphertext.

3) Minimal overhead: Due to the resource-constraints
in mobile devices, minimal overhead costs must be
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provided during the time both of computation and
communication.

4 Main Construction

As mentioned in Subsection 3.3 above, our CBe-BDS-OD
is based on [8]. To realize outsourced decryption it follows
partly [11, 34].

Our new scheme is composed of seven algorithms as
in [14]:

Setup(1β,U): This algorithm takes as input security pa-
rameter β and universe U . A trusted authority(TA)
chooses a pairing group BG=(p,e,G,Gτ ), two gener-
ators g, h ∈ G, then selects two elements b ∈R Zp
and υi,j ∈R Zp(i ∈ [1, n], j ∈ [1, ni]). Trusted
Authority furthermore computes Y = e(g, h)b and
Vi,j = gυi,j (i ∈ [1, n], j ∈ [1, ni]) and selects the fol-
lowing TCR hash functions:

H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗p,

H2 : Gτ → {0, 1}2k,
H3 : {0, 1}∗ → G.

It publishes public parameters PK = (g, h, e, Y,
Vi,j , H1, H2, H3) and master secret key MSK =
(b, {υi,j}i∈[1,n],j∈[1,ni]). Note that ∀F, F ′(F 6=
F ′),

∑
qi,j∈F υi,j 6=

∑
qi,j∈F ′ υi,j is assumed.

KeyGen(PK,MSK,F ): This algorithm takes as input
public parameter PK, master key MSK and a set F.
TA then choses α ∈ Z∗p. Next he sets

K1 = hb(g
∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j )α.

K2 = gα

SKF = (K1,K2).

Encrypt(PK,m,P): This algorithm takes public pa-
rameters PK, message m ∈ {0, 1}k and access struc-
ture P as input. The encryption algorithm works as
follows.

1) Hospital chooses λ ∈ {0, 1}k and sets s =
H1(P,m, λ), then it computes,

B1 = H2(e(g, h)b.s)⊕ (m‖λ)

B2 = gs

B3 = (
∏
qi,j∈P

Vi,j)
s

B4 = hs.

Finally hospital computes E =
H3(P‖B1‖B2‖B3‖B4)s.

2) The hospital then generates CT=(P, B1, B2,
B3, B4, E) then it sends to the cloud.

TKGenout(PK,SKF ): This algorithm takes as input
public parameter PK and private key SKF associ-
ated with set F. Token key generation works as fol-
lows:
The user chooses σ ∈ Z∗p then generates a partial
decryption key pair as: TKF = (K ′T1,K

′
T2) where

K ′T1 = K
1/σ
1

K ′T2 = K
1/σ
2 .

Retrieving key is RKF = σ.

It returns as an output transformation key TKF asso-
ciated with F and corresponding retrieving key RKF .

PartialDecryptout(PK, TKF , CT ): This algorithm is
executed by CSP. It takes as input public parame-
ter PK, transformation key TKF and ciphertext CT
the proxy confirms first whether

e(B2, h)
?
= e(g,B4),

e(B2, H3(P‖B1‖B2‖B3‖B4))
?
= e(g,E),

e(
∏
qi,j∈P

Vi,j , B2)
?
= e(B3, g),

F |= P. (1)

If does not hold it aborts with ⊥, otherwise calculates
the following:

T ′ =
e(B2,K

′
T1)

e(B3,K ′T2)

=
e(gs, hb/σ(g

∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j)α/σ)

e((
∏
qi,j∈P Vi,j)

s, gα/σ)

=
e(gs, hb/σ(g

∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j )α/σ)

e((
∏
qi,j∈P g

υi,j )s, gα/σ)

=
e(gs, hb/σ(g

∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j )α/σ)

e((g
∑
qi,j∈P

υi,j )s, gα/σ)

=
e(g, h)s.b/σ.e(g, g)

α.s/σ
∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j

e(g, g)
α.s/σ

∑
qi,j∈P

υi,j

T ′ = e(g, h)s.b/σ.

Returns as an output partially decrypted ciphertext
CT ′ = (B1, T

′).

Decrypt(PK,SKF , CT ): Since there are two types of
ciphertexts likewise two computations are to be car-
ried out.

1) Parsing Original ciphertext as an input.

2) Parsing Server-aided ciphertext i.e. trans-
formed data as an input.

Parsing Original ciphertext as an input: The
decryption key employed is the private key SKF =
(K1,K2) that corresponds to set F. The user confirms
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Table 2: Performance evaluation benchmark

Operation Notation
Time computation in µs

Desktop PC setting Smartphone setting
Exponentiation in Gτ Te 0.067 42
Bilinear Pairing Tp 16.06 63

the validity of the ciphertext as in PartialDecryptout
above. If it does not hold, he outputs ⊥, otherwise
he proceeds by taking public parameter PK, private
key SKF for the set F and original ciphertext CT
then calculates the following.

T ′′ =
e(B2,K1)

e(B3,K2)

=
e(gs, hb(g

∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j )α)

e((
∏
qi,j∈P Vi,j)

s, gα)

=
e(gs, hb(g

∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j )α)

e((
∏
qi,j∈P g

υi,j )s, gα)

=
e(gs, hb(g

∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j )α)

e((g
∑
qi,j∈P

υi,j )s, gα)

=
e(g, h)sb.e(g, g)

α.s
∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j

e(g, g)
α.s

∑
qi,j∈P

υi,j

T ′′ = e(g, h)sb.

Computes m‖λ = H2(T ′′) ⊕ B1. Finally it outputs
m if B1 = H2(YH1(P,m,λ)) ⊕ (m‖λ) holds, otherwise
outputs ⊥.

Parsing Server-aided ciphertext i.e. trans-
formed data as an input: The input ciphertext
is the partially decrypted one (CT ′) and decryption
key employed here is the retrieving key RKF=σ that
corresponds to attribute set F. If F satisfies P then
the user computes:

m‖λ = H2(T ′σ)⊕B1.

Finally it outputs m if B1 = H2(YH1(P,m,λ))⊕ (m‖λ)
and YH1(P,m,λ) = T ′σ holds, otherwise outputs ⊥.

Correctness Analysis
Two faces:

1) Correctness for Original ciphertext.

2) Correctness for Server-aided ciphertext.

Correctness for Original ciphertext:

T ′′ =
e(B2,K1)

e(B3,K2)

=
e(gs, hb(g

∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j )α)

e((
∏
qi,j∈P Vi,j)

s, gα)

=
e(gs, hb(g

∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j )α)

e((
∏
qi,j∈P g

υi,j )s, gα)

=
e(gs, hb(g

∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j )α)

e((g
∑
qi,j∈P

υi,j )s, gα)

=
e(g, h)sb.e(g, g)

α.s
∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j

e(g, g)
α.s

∑
qi,j∈P

υi,j

T ′′ = e(g, h)sb.

Therefore we have, H2(T ′′)⊕B1 = H2(e(g, h)sb)⊕
(m‖λ)⊕H2(e(g, h)sb) = m‖λ.

Correctness for Server-aided ciphertext:

T ′ =
e(B2,K

′
T1)

e(B3,K ′T2)

=
e(gs, hb/σ(g

∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j)α/σ)

e((
∏
qi,j∈P Vi,j)

s, gα/σ)

=
e(gs, hb/σ(g

∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j )α/σ)

e((
∏
qi,j∈P g

υi,j )s, gα/σ)

=
e(gs, hb/σ(g

∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j )α/σ)

e((g
∑
qi,j∈P

υi,j )s, gα/σ)

=
e(g, h)s.b/σ.e(g, g)

α.s/σ
∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j

e(g, g)
α.s/σ

∑
qi,j∈P

υi,j

T ′ = e(g, h)s.b/σ.

Therefore, H2(T ′σ) ⊕ B1 = H2(e(g, h)s.b/σ)
σ ⊕

(m‖λ)⊕ and H2(e(g, h)s.b) = m‖λ.

5 Efficiency Evaluation

In this Section we present the performance evaluation for
both original and server-aided proposed schemes in Per-
sonal Computer (PC) and Mobile setting environments.
For better understanding we defined the following nota-
tions: Te and Tp for pairing exponentiation and bilinear
pairing respectively as shown in Table 2. We omitted
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scalar multiplication intentionally as its running time is
minimal. Our performance evaluation is based on experi-
mental results we carried out in our PC settings with Core
i-5 2.5GHz platform processor with memory 4 GB and
the Windows XP operating system and for Mobile set-
tings we adopted the experiment results due to [3], where
the hardware platform is Samsung Galaxy S2 smartphone
with a Dual-core Exynos 4210 1.2GHz processor ARM
Cortex-A9 with the Android OS, V2.3(Gingerbread). In
PC setting as indicated in Table 3 (PC setting), the to-
tal running time of original proposed scheme is 32.12 m/s
while in mobile setting Table 4 it is 126 m/s. In Server-
aided scheme(PC setting) the total running time is 16.127
m/s while for its counterpart in mobile setting it is 105
m/s. Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows the relative running
times of the considered operations for both original and
server-aided schemes in PC setting and mobile setting re-
spectively. Based on the above results it is evident that
the server-aided scheme is more practical to devices which
are resource-constrained in nature.

Figure 3: PC setting

Figure 4: Mobile setting

6 Security Analysis

In our security analysis we show that our CBe-BDS-OD
protocol is IND-AND-sAS-CCA2-secure in the definition
of our proposed IND-AND-sAS-CCA2 security. The fun-
damental idea behind our security proof is similar to [34].

Theorem 1. Suppose the DBDH assumption[28] holds in
(G,Gτ ) and H1, H2, H3 are the TCR hash functions, then
our CBe-BDS-OD is IND-AND-sAS-CCA2-or secure in
the random oracle model.

Proof. We show that if there exist an adversary AD that
can break the IND-AND-sAS-CCA2-or security of the
proposed CBe-BDS-OD scheme then we construct an al-
gorithm BD using AD as a subroutine to solve DBDH
problem. First DBDH challenger flips a fair coin δ and if
δ=0, it sets (g,X, Y, Z,C):=(g, gx, gy, gz, e(g, g)xyz) ; oth-
erwise it sets (g,X, Y, Z,C):=(g, gx, gy, gz, e(g, g)c) where
x, y, z, c ∈ Zp are randomly chosen. The challenger then
gives BD (g,X,Y,Z,C):= (g, gx, gy, gz, C). To be specific
BD will act as a challenger with AD to play the following
IND-AND-sAS-CCA2-or game.

Init: AD sends the challenge structure P∗ to BD. Let
P∗= [P∗1, ...,P∗n].

Setup: BD sets h=gω and Y = e(gx, (gy)ω) = e(g, h)xy

where ω ∈ Z∗p is chosen randomly. Furthermore, BD
chooses υ′i,j ∈ Zp( where i∈ [1,n], j∈ [1,ni]). There
are two cases: 1) where qi,j = P∗i he sets υi,j=υ

′
i,j .

2) where qi,j 6= P∗i sets υi,j = yυ′i,j . Then computes
public keys Vi,j (where i ∈ n[1, n], j ∈ ni[1, ni]) in
the following manner:

Vi,j = gυi,j =

{
gυ
′
i,j , where qi,j = P∗i

gυi,j , where qi,j 6= P∗i
(2)

BD then chooses the TCR hash func-
tions as in the actual scheme and sends
parameters=(p,g, h,G,Gτ , e,Y, Vi,j) to AD. AD
can adaptively query random oracles Hi(i ∈ {1, ., 3})
that are controlled by BD. BD maintains the list
HList
i (i ∈ {1,.,3}) which originally were empty. If the

query has been responded and recorded previously
in the list, BD responds with the same result. BD
response to random oracle queries is as follows:

1) H1: Upon receiving H1 query on (P∗,m,λ),
BD first confirms whether there’s a tuple
(P∗,m, λ, s) in the list HList

1 . If it exists it re-
turns the predefined s to AD, where s ∈ Z∗p.
Otherwise, BD computes H1(P∗,m,λ) = s, an-
swers AD with s, then the tuple (P∗,m, λ, s) is
added to the list HList

1 .

2) H2: Upon receiving H2 query on RC ∈ Gτ , BD
first confirms whether there’s a tuple(RC, κ1) in
the list HList

2 . If it exists it returns κ1 to AD.
Otherwise BD computes H2(RC) = κ1, answers
AD with κ1 then the tuple(RC, κ1) is added to
the HList

2 , κ1 ∈ {0, 1}2k.
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Table 3: PC setting

Number of operations and running time (m/s)
Exponential Pairing

Our scheme No. Time(m/s) No. Time(m/s) Total time (m/s)
Original 0 0 2 32.12 32.12
Server-aided 1 0.067 1 16.06 16.127

Table 4: Mobile setting

Number of operations and running time (m/s)
Exponential Pairing

Our scheme No. Time(m/s) No. Time(m/s) Total time (m/s)
Original 0 0 2 126 126
Server-aided 1 42 1 63 105

3) H3: Upon receiving H3 query on tuple
(P∗‖B1‖B2‖B3‖B4), BD first confirms whether
there exists such tuple (P∗‖B1‖B2‖B3‖B4, κ2, η)
in the list HList

3 , BD returns the predefined value
κ2 to AD where κ2 ∈ G, η ∈ Zp. Otherwise BD
computes κ2 = gη, returns κ2 to AD and the
tuple (P∗‖B1‖B2‖B3‖B4, κ2, η) is added to the
list HList

3 , η ∈ Zp.

Furthermore BD maintains the following lists which
originally are empty:

• SKListsk that stores (F, SKF ) tuple which are
responds from ORSKF (F ) queries.

• TKListtk that stores (F, SKF , TKF , RKF ) tu-
ple which are responds from ORTKF (F,P∗)
queries

• RKListrk that stores (F, SKF , TKF , RKF ) tu-
ple which are responds from ORRKF (F,P∗)
queries.

Phase 1: AD issues sequence of queries to which BD an-
swers as follows:

Private key extraction oracle ORSKF (F): BD
computes the private key for the attribute
list F in the following manner; If F � P∗ BD
aborts with ⊥, otherwise if F 2 P∗ as in [8]
there exist qi,l such that qi,l = Fi ∧ qi,l. Thus∑
qi,j∈F υi,j = V1 + yV2 such that V1, V2 ∈ Zp.

Also V1, V2 are represented by the sum of υ′i,j .
Therefore BD can compute V1 and V2. BD
selects φ ∈ Zp, sets α = φ−ωx

V2
then computes

the following:

SKF = (K1,K2)

K1 = (gy)φg
V1
V2
φ(gx)−

V1ω
V2

K2 = g
φ
V2 (gx)−

ω
V2

As in [8], we establish that SKF is valid private
key in the following manner:

K1 = (gy)φg
V1
V2
φ(gx)−

V1ω
V2

= gωxy.g−ωxy(gy)φg
V1
V2
φ(gx)−

V1ω
V2

= gωxy.g
V1
V2

(φ−ωx)gy(φ−ωx)

= gωxy(gV1 .gyV2)
φ−ωx
V2

= gωxy(gV1+yV2)
φ−ωx
V2

= hb(g
∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j )α. (3)

Note that in the above Equation 3, expression
gωxy.g−ωxy is introduced as it is =1, since
subtracting exponents ωxy − ωxy=0.

K2 = g
φ
V2 (gx)−

ω
V2 =g

φ−ωx
V2 = gα.

Therefore if V2=0 mod p then BD outputs ⊥. In
the case V2=0 mod p holds then it means there
exists list F such that

∑
qi,j∈Fυi,j =

∑
qi,j∈P∗υi,j

holds. For more information we refer the reader
to [8]. Finally BD stores the tuple(F, SKF ) to
the SKListsk and returns SKF to AD.

Transformation key extraction oracle ORTKF (F ):
Upon receiving attribute list F and access
structure P∗, BD confirms if there exists tuple
(F, SKF , TKF , RKF ) in the list TKListtk . If it
exists, BD returns the equivalent TKF . Other-
wise, if F 2 P∗, BD responds with an equivalent
private key SKF by invoking ORSKF and its
equivalent transformation key TKF as in the
actual scheme.

SKF = (TKF , RKF )

TKF = (K
1/σ
1 ,K

1/σ
2 )

RKF = σ.
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If F � P ∗, then BD selects σ ∈ Zp, (S1, S2) ∈
G then computes SKF = (TKF , RKF ) =

((S
1/σ
1 , S

1/σ
2 ), σ). Finally BD adds the

tuple(F, SKF , TKF , RKF ) to the list TKListtk

and responds AD with TKF .

Retrieving Key extraction oracle ORRKF :
Almost similar to ORTKF . It responds with
retrieving key RKF .

Partial decryption query oracle ORPDec:
Upon receiving the tuple (CT, F ), BD verifies
whether F � P embedded in CT. If it does not
satisfies, it aborts with ⊥. Otherwise it returns
PartialDecryptout(TKF , CT ). TKF is the
transformation key generated from ORTKF .

Decryption query oracle ORDec: Upon receiv-
ing the tuple (CT, F ), BD verifies whether
F � P lodged in CT. If it does not satisfies,
it aborts with ⊥. Otherwise it carries out the
following actions:

• If the ciphertext is original, first BD checks
whether Equation 1 above is satisfied. If
not BD outputs ⊥. Else if (F, SKF ) ∈
SKListsk , BD recovers the message m us-
ing SKF as in the actual scheme. Other-
wise BD checks whether (P,m, λ, s) ∈ HList

1

and also (RC, κ1) ∈ HList
2 in such way that

B1=κ1 ⊕ (m‖λ) while RC = e(g, h)s.b. If
such kind of tuple exists BD outputs m.
Otherwise aborts with ⊥.

• If the ciphertext is server-aided, first
BD confirms if there exists tuple
(F, SKF , TKF , RKF ) in the list TKListtk .
If it does not exist, it aborts with ⊥. Else
BD checks whether (P,m, λ, s) ∈ HList

1 and
also (RC, κ1) ∈ HList

2 in such way that
B1=κ1 ⊕ (m‖λ) while RC = e(g, h)sb.
If such kind of tuple does not exists it
outputs ⊥. Otherwise BD confirms whether
T ′ = e(g, h)sb/ϕ where ϕ = H1(ε) if its
true it outputs m. Otherwise aborts with
⊥.

Challenge: AD submits two plaintext messages m∗0 and
m∗1 of equal length from the message space {0, 1}k.
BD flips a random coin γ to choose γ ∈ {0, 1} and
encrypts m∗γ as follows:

BD selects λ∗ ∈ {0, 1}k, B∗1 ∈ {0, 1}2k then sets:

1) Compute B∗1 = H2(Z) ⊕ (m∗γ‖λ∗), B∗2 = gs,
B∗3 = (

∏
qi,j∈P∗ Vi,j)

s, and B∗4 = (gs)ω.

2) Issue a H3 query on (P∗‖B∗1‖B∗2‖B∗3‖B∗4) to ob-
tain the tuple (P∗‖B∗1‖B∗2‖B∗3‖B∗4 , κ2, η).
Finally computes E∗ = (gs)η. Out-
puts the challenge ciphertext CT ∗ =
(P∗‖B∗1‖B∗2‖B∗3‖B∗4‖E∗) to AD. If
C = e(g, g)xyz, the challenge ciphertext is
valid in relation to analysis in[8].

Phase 2: Nearly similar to phase 1 with stated con-
straints.

Guess: AD yields guess γ′ ∈ {0, 1}. If γ′ = γ, BD out-
puts true (decides C = e(g, g)xyz). Otherwise BD
outputs false (decides C 6= e(g, g)xyz).

From analysis in [9], the preceding simulation will ter-
minate with negligible probability. Therefore we get the
theorem.

Theorem 2. Suppose the MDDH assumption [34] holds
in (G,Gτ ) and H1, H2, H3 are the TCR hash functions,
then our CBe-BDS-OD is IND-AND-sAS-CCA2-sa se-
cure in the random oracle model.

Proof. We show that if there exist an adversary AD that
can break the IND-AND-sAS-CCA2-sa security of the
proposed CBe-BDS-OD scheme then we construct an al-
gorithm BD using AD as a subroutine to solve MDDH
problem. First MDDH challenger flips a fair coin δ and
if δ=0, it sets (g,X, Y,C):=(g, gx, e(g, g)y, e(g, g)xy); oth-
erwise it sets (g,X, Y,C):=(g, gx, e(g, g)y, (g, g)c) where
x, y, c ∈ Zp are randomly chosen. The challenger then
gives BD (g,X, Y,C) := (g, gx, e(g, g)y, C). To be specific
BD will act as a challenger with AD to play the following
IND-AND-sAS-CCA2-sa game.

Init: Same as in Theorem 1.

Setup: BD selects two random elements b ∈R Z∗p
and υi,j ∈R Z∗p (i ∈ [1, n], j ∈ [1, ni]). BD
then computes Y = e(g, h)b and Vi,j = gυi,j .
It also maintains and responds to the TCR list
HList
i (i ∈ {1,.,3}) as in theorem 1. It chooses H3

as the actual execution. It yields master secret key
MSK=(b, {υi,j}i∈[1,n],j∈[1,ni]) which is known to BD.

Phase 1: AD issues sequence of queries to which BD an-
swers as follows:

Private key extraction oracle ORSKF (F): BD
receives attribute list F from AD. BD then
invokes KeyGen(PK, MSK,F ) to obtain SKF

the private key for the attribute list F.

Transformation key extraction oracle ORTKF (F ):
Upon receiving attribute list F and access
structure P∗, BD confirms if there exists tuple
(F, SKF , TKF , RKF ) in the list TKListtk .
If it exists, BD returns the equivalent TKF .
Otherwise, if F 2 P∗, BD responds with
a related private key SKF by invoking
ORSKF and the related server-aided key pair

(TKF , RKF ) = ((K
1/σ
1 ,K

1/σ
2 ), σ) as in the

actual scheme. if F � P∗, BD gets the related
private key SKF by querying ORSKF (F )
with F ∗, and the equivalent server-aided key

pair (TKF , RKF ) = (((Xt)b(X
∑
qi,j∈F

υi,j)α,
Xα), •) where t, α are randomly chosen ele-
ments to generate the private key SKF∗ , while
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the • means the RKF is undisclosed. In the
case where F � P ∗, BD sets σ = a that is undis-
closed. Finally records (F, SKF , TKF , RKF )
in the list TKListtk .

Retrieving Key extraction oracle ORRKF :
Almost similar to ORTKF . It responds with
retrieving key RKF .

Partial decryption query oracle ORPDec:
Upon receiving the tuple (CT, F ), BD verifies
whether F � P in CT. If it does not satis-
fies, it aborts with ⊥. Otherwise it returns
PartialDecryptout(TKF , CT ). TKF is the
transformation key generated from ORTKF .

Decryption query oracle ORDec: Upon receiv-
ing the tuple (CT, F ), BD verifies whether
F � P in CT. If it does not satisfies, it aborts
with ⊥. Otherwise it carries out the following
actions:

• If the ciphertext is original, BD invokes
SKF ← KeyGen(PK,MSK,F ) and m ←
Decrypt(PK,SKF , CT ).

• If the ciphertext is server-aided,
BD confirms if there exists tuple
(F, SKF , TKF , RKF ) in the list TKListtk .
If it does not exist, it aborts with ⊥.
Otherwise BD carries out the following
actions:

– if attribute list F 2 P ∗ it employs the
corresponding RKF to retrieve the mes-
sage m and sends it to AD.

– Else if attribute list F � P ∗, BD estab-
lishes whether (P,m, λ, s) ∈ HList

1 and
also (RC, κ1) ∈ HList

2 in such way that
B1=κ1 ⊕ (m‖λ) where RC = e(g, h)sb.
If such kind of tuple does not exists
it outputs ⊥. Otherwise BD confirms
whether T ′′=e(X,h)bH1(P,m,λ) if its true
it outputs m. Otherwise aborts with ⊥.

Challenge: AD submits two plaintext messages m∗0 and
m∗1 of equal length from the message space {0, 1}k.
BD flips a random coin γ to choose γ ∈ {0, 1} and
encrypts m∗γ as follows:

BD selects λ∗ ∈ {0, 1}k, B∗1 ∈ {0, 1}2k then sets

B∗1 = H2(Y b)⊕ (m∗γ‖λ∗)

T ′ = C1/b.

If C = e(g, g)xy, the challenge ciphertext is valid in
relation to analysis in [8]

Phase 2: Nearly similar to phase 1 with the stated con-
straints.

Guess: AD outputs guess γ′ ∈ {0, 1}. If γ′ = γ, BD
outputs true (decides C = e(g, g)xy). Otherwise BD
outputs false(decides C 6= e(g, g)xy).

From analysis in [9], the preceding simulation will ter-
minate with negligible probability. Therefore we get the
theorem.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed server-aided decryption in
cloudlet for eHealth big data. We offloaded heavy com-
putation to the server, in order to minimize pairing and
reduce computation cost on the end user’s (client) side.
The validity of ciphertext is confirmed before partial de-
cryption and final decryption is carried out by server and
end user respectively. Further, the security analysis of the
scheme has proven its authenticity in the random oracle
model. We evaluated the performance of the scheme and
the analysis of the output indicates that our proposal is
IND-AND-sAS-CCA2 secure and practical and hence it’s
applicable to resource-constrained devices.
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Abstract

This paper presents an image-based multimodal biomet-
ric authentication scheme that utilizes a popular image
encryption technique, known as double random phase
encoding (DRPE). The proposed scheme aims at pro-
tecting biometric templates against unauthorized disclo-
sure without deteriorating the recognition accuracy. Un-
like conventional feature-based biometric authentication
methods, the proposed scheme uses phase-based image
matching of images captured from the employed biomet-
ric modalities; namely, palmprint and fingerprint, in order
to enhance both accuracy and security of the suggested
recognition system. A palmprint image is used as a se-
cret key to encrypt a fingerprint image, captured from
the same user, using DRPE. The encrypted fingerprint
image can be successfully decrypted only if the phase-
only-correlation between enrollment and authentication
palmprint images is sufficiently high (i.e. the two images
belonging to the same user). Then, the decrypted image
is matched against a fresh fingerprint image, also cap-
tured during verification, and the overall authentication
process succeeds if the matching result exceeds a prede-
fined threshold. The experimental results illustrate the
efficacy of the proposed scheme and show that it can im-
prove the security of biometric data without deteriorating
the recognition accuracy.

Keywords: Double Random Phase Encoding; Image-
Based Matching; Multimodal Biometric Authentication

1 Introduction

Traditional authentication systems that rely on user-
specific passwords and/or tokens are susceptible to several
usability issues. For instance, passwords can be forgotten
or stolen and tokens can easily be lost, shared or mis-
placed [3, 5, 11]. Biometric authentication systems, on

the other hand, identify individuals using their physio-
logical or behavioral traits such as iris, face, fingerprint,
palmprint, signature, and voice. These traits are unique
across individuals and thereby cannot be duplicated, for-
gotten, or lost [10,14]. Despite these inherent advantages,
the widespread deployment of biometric technology has
been impeded due to several reasons; the most crucial are
the issues of template security and the less than desirable
recognition accuracy of biometric systems [4].

These issues need to be addressed in order to enhance
public acceptance of biometric technology. Compromis-
ing biometric templates leads to serious security threats
during every authentication attempt since such templates,
unlike passwords and tokens, cannot be revoked or reis-
sued. As a result, several template protection schemes
have been proposed over the past few years [9, 15, 16] in
order to address the issue of template security. Unfortu-
nately, such schemes cannot preserve the recognition ac-
curacy exhibited by original (unprotected) biometric sys-
tems [20].

On the other hand, many multimodal biometric au-
thentication schemes have been proposed in the past
decade [30, 34] in order to improve recognition accuracy
as well as security of biometric-based authentication sys-
tems. Obviously, chances of compromising biometric
templates derived from multiple biometric modalities are
small compared to chances of compromising templates
generated from a single biometric modality. However,
these biometric templates are stored as unprotected tem-
plates in central databases.

In this paper, we present a new multi-modal biomet-
ric authentication scheme based on the well-known image
encryption technique: Double Random Phase Encoding
(DRPE) [17]. The DRPE scheme benefits from the high
correlation existing between phase components of encryp-
tion and decryption keys (masks) to recover the encrypted
image. In the case of biometric authentication, enroll-
ment and verification samples, belonging to the same
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user, can be employed as encryption and decryption keys
in DRPE [22–25, 28, 31] since the Phase-Only Correla-
tion (POC) between these samples is expected to be high
enough to restore the encrypted image [6, 7]. The goal
of our proposed scheme is to protect the stored biomet-
ric templates (images) using DRPE without deteriorating
the recognition accuracy through utilizing two different
biometric modalities; namely, fingerprint and palmprint,
for authenticating individuals. That is, images acquired
from one biometric modality will be used to encrypt im-
ages captured from the other modality using DRPE.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides a brief overview of both POC-based im-
age matching and DRPE. Section 3 introduces the pro-
posed image-based multi-modal biometric authentication
scheme. Section 4 presents the experimental results and
discusses the efficacy of the proposed method. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we first give a brief overview of phase-
only correlation (POC), describe a band-limited variant of
POC (BLPOC), and explains how both techniques can be
employed for image matching. Then, a brief description
of DRPE is provided.

2.1 Phase Only Correlation (POC)

The demand for highly accurate image matching tech-
niques is rapidly increasing in many fields, such as com-
puter vision, image sensing and analysis, biometrics and
security [1, 2, 6, 7, 21, 33]. POC-based image matching
techniques, which uses the phase components in Discrete
Fourier Transforms (DFTs) of images, have demonstrated
their effectiveness in implementing several biometric au-
thentication schemes [6,7]. In this subsection, we describe
the basic definition and mathematical formula of the POC
function used for image matching.

Consider two M × N images f1(x, y) and f2(x, y)
with index ranges x = −M0, · · · ,M0(M0 > 0) and
y = −N0, · · · , N0(N0 > 0), and M = 2M0 + 1 and
N = 2N0 + 1 for mathematical simplicity. Let F1(u, v)
and F2(u, v) denote the 2D discrete Fourier transforms
of f1(x, y) and f2(x, y) in which u = −M0, · · · ,M0 and
v = −N0, · · · , N0, given by:

F1(u, v) = DFT[f1(x, y)]

=

M0∑
m=−M0

N0∑
n=−N0

f1(x, y)e−j2π( mu
M + nv

N )

= AF1(u, v)ejθF1
(u,v),

(1)

F2(u, v) = DFT[f2(x, y)]

=

M0∑
m=−M0

N0∑
n=−N0

f2(x, y)e−j2π( mu
M + nv

N )

= AF2(u, v)ejθF2
(u,v),

(2)

where DFT[·] denotes the 2D discrete Fourier transform,
AF1(u, v) and AF2(u, v) are the amplitude components,
and ejθF1

(u,v) and ejθF2
(u,v) are the phase components of

the two images. The cross phase spectrum RF1F2
(u, v)

between F1(u, v) and F2(u, v) is given by:

RF1F2(u, v) =
F1(u, v)F2(u, v)

|F1(u, v)F2(u, v)|
= ej{θF1

(u,v)−θF2
(u,v)}

= ejθ(u,v),

(3)

where F2(u, v) is the complex conjugate of F2(u, v) and
ejθ(u,v) is the phase difference of F1(u, v) and F2(u, v).
Then POC function is the 2D inverse Fourier transform
of RF1F2

(u, v):

Pf1f2(x, y) =
1

MN

∑
u

∑
v

RF1F2
(u, v)ej2π( ux

M + vy
N ). (4)

If there is a similarity between two matched images, their
POC function gives a distinct sharp peak. If not, a ran-
dom noise with lower peaks are observed. The height
of the correlation peak is a good similarity measure for
image matching and the location of the peak is also a
good measure for translational displacement between two
images. Figure 1 illustrates an example of fingerprint im-
age matching using POC function and their corresponding
POC similarity.

2.2 Band-Limited Phase Only Correla-
tion (BLPOC)

In POC-based image matching, all the phase components
of the 2D-DFT of given images are involved. However,
some phase components in high frequency domain are not
reliable and can be prone to error. It has been observed
that the height of the correlation peak, resulting from
matching similar images, is significantly reduced if the
high frequency components are taken into account in the
matching process [6, 7, 21, 33]. Ito et al. [6] proposed the
Band-Limited Phase-Only Correlation (BLPOC) function
that eliminates meaningless phase components in high fre-
quency region and only uses the effective frequency band
of matched images to improve the performance of image
matching.

Figure 2 illustrates a fingerprint image and its corre-
sponding amplitude components of the 2D-DFT. The fre-
quency components that are higher than this dominant
frequency band have very low power, and hence thier
phase components are not reliable. Assuming that the
ranges of an effective frequency band of given matched
images are defined by u = −U0, · · · , U0(U0 > 0), v =
−V0, · · · , V0(V0 > 0), L1 = 2U0 + 1, and L2 = 2V0 + 1,
where L1 and L2 define the effective band size, the
BLPOC function is defined as:
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(a) POC of identical images (b) POC of similar images (c) POC of different images

Figure 1: Fingerprint image matching using POC function

PU0V0

f1f2
(x, y) =

1

L1L2

U0∑
u=−U0

V0∑
v=−V0

RF1F2
(u, v)ej2π( xu

L1
+ yv

L2
).

(5)

Figure 2: Fingerprint image with its corresponding am-
plitude components of the 2D-DFT

Figure 3 shows an example of palmprint image match-
ing, where the figure compares the original POC and the
BLPOC functions. The BLPOC provides a higher cor-
relation peak than that of the original POC. Thus, the
BLPOC function exhibits a much higher discrimination
capability than the original POC function.

2.3 Double Random Phase Encoding
(DRPE) Scheme

The DRPE scheme is an optical image encryption tech-
nique proposed by Refergier and Javidi [17]. The idea of
this scheme is to encode the original image into a com-
plex stationary white noise, employing two statistically
independent random phase masks; namely, RPM1 and
RPM2, in the spatial and Fourier domains respectively.
The DRPE scheme can be implemented optically or digi-
tally. An optical setup, also called 4f setup, which is com-
monly used to optically implement DRPE is illustrated
in Figure 4. This setup consists of two cascaded opti-
cal Fourier transformation lenses separated by two focal
lengths, with one focal length outside the lens with each
of the input and output image planes, and hence the total
is four focal lengths 4f .

The overall process of the DRPE scheme can be de-
scribed as follows. Let f(x, y) denotes the input image

to be encoded and ψ(x, y) denotes the encrypted im-
age. Let n(x, y) and m(u, v) are two independently ran-
dom noisy functions uniformly distributed over the inter-
val [0, 1] where(x, y) denotes the spatial domain coordi-
nates and(u, v) denotes the Fourier domain coordinates.

As illustrated in Figure 4(a), two random phase masks
are used in the encryption process; namely,
RPM1 = exp[j2πn(x, y)] and RPM2 = exp[j2πm(u, v)].

The encrypted image ψ(x, y) is obtained by multiplying
the input image f(x, y) with RPM1 in the spatial domain
and then convolving the resulting image with the function
h(x, y). That is, the encrypted image is given by:

ψ(x, y) = {f(x, y)exp[j2πn(x, y)]} ∗ h(x, y), (6)

where h(x, y) is the impulse response of h(u, v) =
exp[j2πm(u, v)] and ∗ denotes the convolution operation.
To recover back (decrypt) the original image, as shown in
Figure 4(b), the encrypted image ψ(x, y) is Fourier trans-
formed and multiplied with the complex conjugate of the
RPM2 used in the frequency domain exp[−j2πm(u, v)],
and then inverse Fourier transformed to produce the out-
put f(x, y)exp[j2πn(x, y)] whose absolute value is the de-
crypted image f(x, y) since f(x, y) is a positive image.
The decryption process can be expressed as:

f(x, y)exp[j2πn(x, y)]

= IFT{FT{ψ(x, y)}exp[−j2πm(v, w)]}, (7)

where FT [·] and IFT [·] donate the Fourier Transform
and the Inverse Fourier Transform, respectively.

The statistical analysis of DRPE [18, 27] proved its
efficiency as a secure image protection scheme because
of its efficient reconstruction of the original image and
its robustness against blind deconvolution. Moreover,
it has been shown that it is difficult to recover the
encoded image without knowing the employed random
phase mask [18]. Due to these attractive advantages,
several schemes based on the main idea of DRPE have
been proposed [8, 12, 29]. In addition, many security
systems are devised to merge DRPE with other meth-
ods such as holographic methods [26, 32], watermark-
ing [19], information hiding [13] and Biometric authen-
tication [22–25,28,31].
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(a) POC of identical images (b) POC of similar images (c) POC of different images

(d) BLPOC of identical images (e) BLPOC of similar images (f)BLPOC of different images

Figure 3: Example of palmprint image matching using the original POC and the BLPOC

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Optical implementation of the DRPE scheme
(a) Encryption process and (b) Decryption process

3 Proposed Scheme

This paper presents a secure multimodal biometric au-
thentication scheme that uses a palmprint image as a
secret key to encrypt a fingerprint image, both belong-
ing to the same individual, using DRPE. In DRPE, it is
possible to recover the original image even if the two en-
cryption and decryption keys are not identical. In other
words, the restoration accuracy of decrypted image re-
lies on the similarity between two keys. Therefore, the
DRPE is appropriate as encryption method for fingerprint
image when uses the palmprint image as a cipher key.
Figure 5 illustrates the main idea behind the proposed
multi-modal authentication scheme. During the enroll-
ment stage, DRPE is employed to encrypt a fingerprint
image, taken from the fingertip of the user being enrolled,
using a key represented by the phase components of the
2D-DFT of a palmprint image captured from the palm of
the same user. The encrypted random image (complex
amplitude) is safely stored as a protected template in a
central database.

At verification, the encrypted fingerprint image can
be successfully decrypted only if the phase only corre-
lation between enrollment and authentication palmprint
images is sufficiently high i.e. the two images belong-
ing to the same user). Then, the decrypted image is
matched against a fresh fingerprint image, also captured
during verification, using POC-based image matching and
the overall authentication process succeeds if the match-
ing result, of the fingerprint images, exceeds a predefined
threshold. This improves the security of the overall au-
thentication system since the user must present genuine
fingerprint and palmprint images in order to successfully
authenticate himself to the system. In other words, if
some adversary managed to present a true image of one of
the two modalities to the authentication system, he/she
would not be able to pass the authentication test suc-
cessfully unless he present a genuine sample of the other
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Image-based multimodal biometric authentication using DRPE (a) Encryption process and (b) Decryption
process

modality.

3.1 Encryption

Let FE(x, y) and PE(x, y) denote fingerprint and palm-
print images, captured during enrollment (encryption).
At enrollment, the amplitude of FE(x, y) is multiplied by
the first phase mask extracted from a random pattern
R(x, y) to obtain a phase modulated image FEm(x, y) as
follows:

FEm(x, y) = FE(x, y)exp[jR(x, y)]. (8)

The obtained phase modulated image, FEm(x, y), is
then transformed into the frequency domain using the
2D-DFT and the resulting coefficients matrix, FEm(u, v),
is multiplied by the second phase mask exp[jKE(u, v)],
that represents the phase components of 2D-DFT of the
user’s palmprint image PE(x, y) (encryption key) and is
given by:

PE(u, v) = FT [PE(x, y)]

= AE(u, v)exp[jPhE(u, v)],
(9)

where AE(u, v) is the amplitude components and
PhE(u, v) is the phase components of the 2D-DFT of the
palmprint image. That is, using KE(u, v) = PhE(u, v),
the encrypted image C(x, y) is obtained as a complex am-
plitude random image expressed as follows:

C(x, y) = IFT [FEm(u, v)exp[jKE(u, v)]]. (10)

3.2 Decryption

Let FD(x, y) and PD(x, y) denote fingerprint and palm-
print images, captured during verification (decryption).
To decrypt, the complex conjugate of encrypted image,
C∗(u, v) = F ∗Em(u, v)exp[−jKE(u, v)], is multiplied by
the phase mask (Decryption Key), exp[jKD(u, v)], ex-
tracted from a fresh palmprint image PD(x, y), captured
during verification as follows:

C∗(u, v)exp[jKD(u, v)]

= F ∗Em(u, v)exp{j[−KE(u, v) +KD(u, v)]}, (11)

where the image KD(u, v) represents the phase com-
ponents, PhD(u, v), of the palmprint decryption image
PD(x, y). That is,

PD(u, v) = FT [PD(x, y)]

= AD(u, v)exp[jPhD(u, v)].
(12)

Obviously, the inverse Fourier transform of the ob-
tained result releases the decrypted image as follows:

Fr(xd, yd)

= IFT [F ∗Em(u, v)exp{j[−KE(u, v) +KD(u, v)]}]
= F ∗Em(x, y) ∗ n(xd, yd),

(13)

where ∗ denotes the convolution and n(xd, yd) =
FT [exp{j[−KE(u, v) + KD(u, v)]}] represents the phase
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only correlation(POC) between enrollment and authenti-
cation palmprint images.That is, n(xd, yd) approximately
satisfies the following relation

n(xd, yd) ∼=

{
δ(xd − α, yd − β)(geniunepalmprint)

random sequence(imposterpalmprint),

where δ() denotes the Dirac delta function and α and β
represent the shift between enrollment and authentication
palmprint images. When a correct palmprint is used, the
restored image Fr(xd, yd) is expressed as F ∗Em(x− α, y −
β) with the same intensity pattern as that of FE(x, y).
When an incorrect palmprint is used, Fr(xd, yd) produces
a random image, which is the convolution ofFEm(x, y)
and a random sequence.

Figure 6: Palmprint image matching using POC

Apparently, the result of the decryption process in
DRPE equal to the result of the convolution between en-
rollment fingerprint image and the phase only correlation
(POC) between enrollment and authentication palmprint
images. As illustrated in Figure 6, if the two palmprint
images are belonging to the same user, the POC exhibits
a distinct sharp peak. Otherwise, it exhibits a random
noise. Then, the encrypted fingerprint image can be suc-
cessfully decrypted only if the phase only correlation be-
tween the two palmprint images is sufficiently high.

3.3 POC-based Image Matching

After decryption, the decrypted image is matched against
a fresh fingerprint image FD(x, y), captured during ver-
ification, using POC-based image matching method to
decide the acceptance or the rejection of an individual
based on a predefined threshold. The POC-based method
uses the phase components of the Fourier transformed
fingerprint images for effective image matching [6]. As
discussed earlier, POC-based image matching has proven
its efficiency even for low quality fingerprint images [6, 7]
as illustrated eariler in Figure 1. An example of POC-
based fingerprint image matching after geniune and im-
poster decryption is illustrated in Figure 7. Figure 7
(a) illustrates geniune fingerprint image, captured during
verification, matched against (b) the correctly decrypted
fingerprint image and (c) shows the POC similarity be-
tween matched image. Figure 7 (d) illustrates imposter

fingerprint image, captured during verification, matched
against (e) randomly decrypted image and (f) shows the
POC similarity between matched image.

4 Experimental Results

In this section, we describe a set of experiments that have
been carried out to evaluate the verification accuracy of
our proposed encoding method and to confirm the ran-
domness of images decrypted using an imposter key.

4.1 Experimental Setup

All experiments have been implemented using Matlab
R2011a on a coreTM 2 Duo 2 GHz processor with 2GB
RAM. We used CASIA palmprint image dataset with
three different fingerprint image datasets to check the ro-
bustness of the proposed method against shift and rota-
tion variations in the fingerprint images and to compare
its performance with the existing fingerprint verification
method that is also based on the DRPE scheme [22–25,
28]:

1) The 1st fingerprint dataset. This dataset was em-
ployed to test the robustness of methods proposed
in [22, 25, 28]. It contains 8 experimental subjects;
each contributes with 6 fingerprint images captured
using a capacitive fingerprint sensor developed by
NTT Electronics Corporation [25]. This dataset has
a good quality fingerprint images whose shift and ro-
tation are aligned.

2) The 2nd fingerprint image dataset. This dataset con-
tains 210 fingerprint images captured from 21 ex-
perimental subjects (10 fingerprint images per per-
son) [24]. These fingerprint images are collected with
some shift change.

3) The 3rd fingerprint image dataset. The popular CA-
SIA fingerprint image database (ver. 5.0). Images in
this dataset have various levels of shift and rotation
changes.

For each individual, one fingerprint image and one palm-
print image are used for enrollment (encryption) and the
others are used for verification (decryption). Each finger-
print and palmprint images are originally 8 bit gray-level
BMP files with palmprint image resolution 128*128 and
with fingerprint image resolution 256*256 in the 1st and
the 2nd datasets but 356 x 328 in the 3rd dataset, which is
reduced to 128*128 in the spatial domain and encoded as
binary images to be encrypted with the secret key gener-
ated from the palmprint image. The verification accuracy
is then evaluated under genuine and imposter decryption.

4.2 Robustness of Decryption Process

In this section, we evaluate the robustness of the proposed
scheme under geniune and imposter decryption.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 7: Example of POC-based fingerprint image matching after decryption in the proposed scheme

Figure 8 shows an example of a fingerprint image for
enrollment, a palmprint image used as a secret key for en-
cryption, captured from the same user and the encrypted
random image which is safely stored as a protected tem-
plate in a central database for verification.

At verification (Decryption and POC-based image
matching), the encrypted fingerprint image can be suc-
cessfully decrypted only if the same user’s palmprint im-
age is used as a secret key for decryption. then, the
decrypted image is matched against a fresh fingerprint
image, also captured during verification, using POC. To
test the effectiveness of the proposed method in improv-
ing the security of the overall authentication system since
the user must present genuine fingerprint and palmprint
images in order to successfully authenticate himself to the
system. As illustrated in Figure 9, we implemented and
tested all possible combinations of fingerprint and palm-
print images,captured during verification:genuine palm-
print for decryption with genuine fingerprint for poc-
matching,genuine palmprint for decryption with imposter
fingerprint for poc-matching,imposter palmprint for de-
cryption with genuine fingerprint for poc-matching, and
imposter palmprint for decryption with imposter finger-
print for poc-matching.

1) Decryption with geniune palmprint image. The en-
crypted fingerprint image can be successfully de-
crypted only if the same user’s palmprint image is
used as a secret key for decryption. Figure 9 (a)
and (f) show the encrypted image, Figure 9 (b) and
(g) show a palmprint image captured from the same
user,used as a decryption key, and Figure 9 (c) and
(h) the correctly decrypted fingerprint image.

2) Decryption with imposter palmprint image. Figure 9
(k) and (p) show the encrypted image, Figure 9 (l)
and (q) show a palmprint image captured from dif-
ferent user,used as a decryption key, and (m) and (r)

the randomly decrypted image.

As a result, the proposed scheme has proven its ro-
bustness against imposter decryption since the imposter-
decrypted image has high degree of randomness. Whereas
the encrypted fingerprint image can be successfully recon-
structed only if the POC between enrollment and verifi-
cation palmprint images is sufficiently high (i.e. the two
images belonging to the same user), otherwise, the en-
crypted fingerprint image becomes a random image.

4.3 Matching Score Calculation

After decryption, the decrypted image is matched against
a fresh fingerprint image, also captured during verifica-
tion, using POC-based image matching function to calcu-
late the matching score between matched images and the
overall authentication process succeeds only if the match-
ing result exceeds a predefined threshold. The height of
correlation peak in POC function is a good similarity mea-
sure to calculate matching scores between matched im-
ages. Figure 9 also illustrates the matching scores of the
four different decryption cases using POC function. Fig-
ure 9 (c) shows the correctly decrypted fingerprint image
that matched against a geniune fingerprint image shown
in Figure 9 (e) and Figure 9 (d) illustrates the poc simi-
larity as a distinct sharp peak. Figure 9 (h) shows the cor-
rectly decrypted fingerprint image that matched against
an imposter fingerprint image shown in Figure 9 (j) and
Figurer 9 (i) illustrates the poc similarity as a random
noise with lower peaks. Figure 9 (m) shows the randomly
decrypted image that matched against an imposter fin-
gerprint image shown in Figure 9 (o) and Figure 9 (n) il-
lustratws the poc similarity as a random noise with lower
peaks.Figure 9 (r) shows the randomly decrypted image
that matched against a genuine fingerprint image shown
in Figure 9 (t) and Figure 9 (s) illustrates the poc simi-
larity as a random noise with lower peaks.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8: Examples of resultant images in Encryption process. (a) fingerprint image for enrollment, (b) palmprint
image (encryption key) and (c) the encrypted image

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

(k) (l) (m) (n) (o)

(p) (q) (r) (s) (t)

Figure 9: Examples of resultant images, It is confirmed that the fingerprint image is reconstructed correctly using
same individual’s palmprint image for decryption, and nothing appears using different individual’s palmprint image
for decryption, (a) the encrypted image, (b) the same individual’s palmprint image for decryption, (c) the correctly
decrypted fingerprint image using (b), (d) POC similarity between (c) and (e), (e) the same individual’s fingerprint
image for verification, (f) the encrypted omage, (g) the same individual’s palmprint image for decryption, (h) the
correctly decrypted fingerprint image using (g), (i) POC similarity between (h) and (j), (j) different individual’s
fingerprint image for verification, (k) the encrypted image, (l) different individual’s palmprint image for decryption,
(m) the randomly decrypted image using (l), (n) POC similarity between (m) and (o), (o) different individual’s
fingerprint image for verification, (p) the encrypted image, (q) different individual’s palmprint image for decryption,
(r) the randomly decrypted image using (q), (s) POC similarity between (r) and (t), (t) the same individual’s
fingerprint image for verification.
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As a result, the proposed method increases the
system security since the user must present geniune
fingerprint and palmprint images in order to successfully
authenticate himself to the system. In other words, if
some adversary manages to present a true image of one
of the two modalities, he would not be able to pass the
authentication unless he present a true sample of the
other modality.

Since the BLPOC proves its effeiciency than POC by
providing much higher correlation peaks.We implemented
the proposed method using either POC and BLPOC to
calculate the matching scores and evaluate verification ac-
curacy of the proposed method in either case (POC and
BLPOC). Figure 10 illustrates the matching score cal-
culations of the four different decryption cases found in
Figure 9 using POC and BLPOC matching functions.

4.4 Verification Accuracy

The performance of our proposed method is measured by
using the false reject rate (FRR) and the false accept rate
(FAR) criteria that calculated by:

FAR =
NFN
NS

FRR =
NFP
NS

Where NFN is the number of the false negative trails,
NFP is the number of the false positive trails and NS is
the total number of trails in the experiment.

To test the efficacy of our proposed method, we
implemented it using the same fingerprint image datasets
of [22–25, 28] (1st and 2nd Databases) to make a com-
parison with the only existing fingerprint verification
method that also based on DRPE scheme [22–25, 28].
The results in Table 1, shows that the verification
accuracy of the proposed encoding method outperforms
the existing fingerprint verification method also based
on DRPE [22–25] by improving the little high FRR
while keeping the FAR enough low, especially with the
BLPOC matching function besides ensuring the security
of biometric data without deteriorating the recognition
accuracy by employing a multimodal system and also
using POC image matching method that proved its effec-
tiveness in low quality biometric images [1, 2, 6, 7, 21, 33]
since it is highly robust against noise, image shift and
brigthnes change. So it is very appropriate for matching
decrypted fingerprint images that represent enrollment
fingerprint images with some noise.

We also implemented the unimodal POC-based finger-
print matching [6], the unimodal POC-based palmprint
matching [7] and POC-based multimodal fingerprint and
palmprint score level fusion methods to make a compar-
ison between them and our proposed multimodal encod-
ing method. As illustrated in Table 1, we used the 1st

and 2nd fingerprint image Datasets to check the effec-
tiveness of using a mix of fingerprint and palmprint im-
ages for a secure template in our proposed method (POC
and BLPOC) with POC-based fingerprint matching and
POC-based palmprint matching. With the 1st dataset,
we conduct 40 genuine trails and 280 imposter trails for
all possible combinations and conduct 189 genuine trails
and 3780 imposter trails for all possible combinations with
the 2nd dataset. Table 1 shows the verification accuracy
for each method using the two datasets.

From experimental results in Table 1, we can observe
that the FRR of our proposed encoding method that
secure a fingerprint image by a key extracted from a
palmprint image is little high compared to the FRR of
POC-based fingerprint matching because the restoration
accuracy of the decrypted fingerprint image is related
to the similarity between enrollment and authentication
palmprint images, so that the encrypted fingerprint im-
age can be successfully decrypted only if the phase-only-
correlation between enrollment and authentication palm-
print images is sufficiently high and hence the decrypted
fingerprint image is similar, not exact to the enrolled fin-
gerprint image. And hence this little high FRR can be ac-
ceptable specially with improving the security of biomet-
ric data by using DRPE and a multimodal system. De-
spite, the little FRR of POC-based multimodal score fu-
sion that insecurely stores the enrollment fingerprint and
palmprint images for verification, our proposed method
can safely stores the enrollment fingerprint and palmprint
images as a mix template for a secure verification.

We also tested our proposed method with three dif-
ferent fingerprint image datasets; using the same number
of subjects for each dataset to check the robustness of
the proposed method against shift and rotation variation
in fingerprint images. We conduct 32 genuine trails and
224 imposter trails for all possible combinations in each
dataset. Table 2 illustrated the verification accuracy of
the proposed method for each dataset.

From experimental results in Table 2, the proposed
method is based on POC image matching, which is shift
invariant method. When authentication fingerprint im-
age shifted from enrollment one, the correlation peak is
shifted with the same translational displacement between
two fingerprint images but the value of the correlation
peak is not influenced by shift change. And thus the
probability of accurate verification cannot influence with
respect to image shift change. POC, on the other hand,
is very sensitive to image rotation. So, image rotation
cant be acceptable because the verification accuracy de-
creases remarkably and some improvements are required
to achieve high tolerance for a variety of fingerprint im-
ages. Figure 11 shows the ROC curves for the experimen-
tal results from Tables 1 and 2.
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(a) POC similarity (b)BLPOC similarity

(c) POC similarity (c)BLPOC similarity

(e) POC similarity (f)BLPOC similarity

(g) POC similarity (h)BLPOC similarity

Figure 10: Matching score calculation between matched images using POC and BLPOC functions

Table 1: The verification accuracy of Experiment 1

Experiment.1 The 1st fingerprint image database The 2nd fingerprint image database
FRR% at FAR%=0 FRR% at FAR%=0

POC-based Fingerprint image matching 5.63 3.25
POC-basedPalmprint image matching 0.0 0.63
POC-based multimodal score fusion 0.0 0.25
The proposed method (POC) 9.38 4.59
The proposed method (BLPOC) 7.50 4.43

Table 2: The verification accuracy of Experiment 2

Experiment.2 The Proposed Method (POC)
FRR% at FAR%=0

The 1st fingerprint image database 9.77
The 2nd fingerprint image database 10.16
The 3rd fingerprint image database 11.33
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11: ROC curves for: (a) the 1st dataset, (b) the 2nd dataset, (c) comparision between three different fingerprint
datasets

5 Conclusions

This paper presented an optical template protection
scheme, produces a secure biometric template as a mix
of fingerprint image and palmprint image based on the
principles of the optical (DRPE) scheme. Through the
experimental results we confirmed that the verification
accuracy of the proposed encoding method under genuine
and imposter decryption was found to be effectively com-
parable with the existing fingerprint verification method
that also based on the (DRPE) [22–25, 28] by effectively
improving the FRR besides a higher level of security by
using a multibiometrics and POC image matching.
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Abstract

Secure multiparty computation (SMC) is now a research
focus in the international cryptographic community. SMC
makes participants perform secure computation without
revealing their own private data. In this paper, we dis-
cuss a secure computational geometry problem, that is, to
privately determine whether two straight lines intersect.
This is a basic and important SMC problem. Almost all
protocols addressing this problem are applicable for in-
tegers, which limits their applications. So, we propose
an efficient scheme for rational numbers. We proved that
the protocol is secure under the semi-honest model by us-
ing the simulation paradigm. In addition, we propose a
protocol which can be applied to space problems. This
protocol can be used as a building block to construct new
protocols to solve some space problems. Finally, we an-
alyze the computational complexity and communication
complexity of the protocol, and present an experimental
result.

Keywords: Secure Multi-party Computation; Simulation
Paradigm; Straight Line Intersection

1 Introduction

Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC) [3] was initially
introduced by Yao as the millionaires’ problem [16] in
1982 for two parties. Then Ben and Goldwasser [2] ex-
tended SMC to multiple parties and established the the-
oretical basis of SMC [5, 13]. The heart of SMC is that
parties can cooperatively compute a function of their own
private data without disclosing any private information.
Hence, the paries are able to maximize their interests
while protecting their data privacy.

Privacy-preserving computational geometry is a
promising research area of SMC. It mainly focuses
on protecting the security of computational geometry.

Many privacy-preserving computational geometry prob-
lems have been studied, such as point-inclusion, intersec-
tion of two convex polygons, convex hulls. Du [1] intro-
duced the problem of the intersection of two straight lines.
Later, Luo [10] presented and solved the problem.

The relationship between two straight lines has signif-
icant application in practice. For instance, the spy of
Country A observes activity an route L1 while another
spy in Country B observes an activity route L2. They
are willing to cooperate to figure out whether L2 is rel-
evant to L1 and the result is helpful for both countries
to understand the trend of the target’s behaviors, such
as some suspected terroristic organizations, the military
dynamics of a dangerous country. However, neither A nor
B wants to disclose its observation to each other because
they don’t believe each other. It is possible that Coun-
try B exploits the intelligence information of Country A
(or sells it to the target) to expose the spy of Country
A, resulting in the spy being persecuted. So the problem
of the relationship between two straight lines is of great
significance.

A number of scholars have proposed protocols for this
problem. For example, Luo introduced and solved the
problem of the intersection of two straight lines. The
protocol is helpful, but it only works for integer points
on the lines [10]. In our real life, we usually choose some
rational points on the lines to meet the needs of numerous
practical applications. So we propose an efficient protocol
based on the plane geometry to solve this problem. Then
we use the simulation paradigm to prove the security of
the protocol. In addition, we propose a protocol which
can be applied to some space problems. This protocol can
be used as a building block to construct new protocols
to solve some space problems. Finally, we present the
computation and communication complexity of different
protocols and show an experimental result.
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 Security

Two-party Computation. Two-party computation is
a random mapping process where a random input
pair is mapped to a random output pair, which is
represented below:

f : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ −→ {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗

That is to say, for an arbitrary given input pair,
the function will output a pair of random variables
(f1(x, y), f2(x, y)). The function is denoted as

(x, y) −→ (f1(x, y), f2(x, y))

Semi-honest parties [8]. Our work assumes that all
parties are semi-honest. loosely speaking, a semi-
honest party is one that follows the protocol prop-
erly, except that it keeps a records of all its inter-
mediate computations and might try to derive the
other parties’ private inputs from the record. Gol-
dreich [4] proved that, given a protocol that privately
computes functionality f in the semi-honest model,
we can construct a protocol by introducing macros
that force each party either to behave in the semi-
honest manner or to be detected, by which case we
can privately compute functionality f in the mali-
cious model. The semi-honest model is not merely an
important methodological locus but may also provide
a good model for many settings. It suffices to prove
that a protocol is secure in the semi-honest setting.

Privacy by simulation [8]. Intuitively, a protocol is
private if what a party can efficiently compute by
participating in the protocol can also be efficiently
computed from its input and output only. This as-
sumption is formalized by the simulation paradigm,
which requires that a party’s view in a protocol exe-
cution can be simulated by its input and output only.
If so, the parties learn nothing from the protocol ex-
ecution itself, and the protocol is secure.

Definition 1. For a functionality f , π privately computes
f if there exist probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms,
denoted by S1 and S2 such that

{S1(x, f1(x, y)), f2(x, y)}x,y
c≡ {viewπ1 (x, y), outputπ2 (x, y)}x,y (1)

and
{f1(x, y)), S2(y, (x, y))}x,y

c≡ {viewπ1 (x, y), outputπ2 (x, y)}x,y (2)

where
c≡ denotes computational indistinguishabil-

ity, viewπ1 (x, y) and viewπ2 (x, y), outputπ1 (x, y) and
outputπ2 (x, y) are related random variables, defined as a
function of the same random execution.

2.2 A Symmetric Cryptographic Solution
to Determine Whether Two Numbers
Are Equal

Li et al. [9] proposed a secure solution to determine
whether two numbers are equal by using XOR operations.
This cryptographic protocol is much more efficient than
others because the computational complexity of symmet-
ric encryption is much lower than that of public key en-
cryption. We use this scheme as a basic module to design
Protocol 3 in Section 3. Li’s protocol is as follows:

Protocol 1: A symmetric cryptographic solution to de-
termine whether two numbers are equal.

Inputs: Alice has a number a, Bob has a number b.

Output: Whether a = b.

Setup: Alice and Bob choose random numbers r ∈
{0, 1}m and s ∈ {0, 1}n(m,n > 64), respectively, and
compute c = a⊕ r, d = b⊕ s. Then exchange c and
d.

Encryption Process: Alice and Bob compute a′ = d⊕
r = b⊕s⊕r, a′ = c⊕s = a⊕r⊕s, respectively. Then
they use hash to compute hash(a′) and hash(b′),
respectively. Finally, they exchange hash(a′) and
hash(b′).

Decryption Process: Alice and Bob judge whether
hash(a′) = hash(b′). If it holds, then a = b; oth-
erwise a 6= b.

2.3 Area of the Triangle In the Plane

There are three points P1(x1, y1), P2(x2, y2) and
P3(x3, y3) with rational coordinates. The area of the tri-
angle constituted by these three points can be computed
as follows:

SMP1P2P3
=

1

2
[y1(x3−x2)+x1(y2−y3)+x2y3−x3y2] (3)

If P1(x1, y1) , P2(x2, y2) and P3(x3, y3) is in counterclock-
wise order, then the area value is positive; otherwise the
area value is negative.

2.4 Protocol Based on the Formula for
the Area of the Triangle In the Plane

Li et al. proposed a protocol [7] for securely computing
the area of a triangle, but the protocol discloses the slope.
Then they improved and developed the protocol [6]. We
use this protocol as a basic module to design Protocol 3
in Section 3. The protocol is as follows:

Protocol 2: Securely compute Area of a Triangle in the
Plane.

Inputs: Alice’ s input is point P1(x1, y1), and Bob’ s in-
puts are point P2(x2, y2) and point P3(x3, y3).
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Output: SMP1P2P3 .

Setup: Paillier’s homomorphic encryption scheme
(G,E,D), Bob runs G(τ) (τ is the given security
parameter) to generate a key pair (pk, sk).

Encryption Process:

Bob executes the following:

1) Computes a = x3 − x2, b = y2 − y3, c = x2y3 −
x3y2. It is straightforward that the signs of a
and b are different. We assume that a > 0,
b < 0.

2) Chooses a random number r (r ∈ Z∗n) such that
b1 = b+ r > 0.

3) Uses the public key pk to encrypt a and b1, the
results are denoted by E(a) and E(b1), and then
sends E(a), E(b1), r and pk to Alice.

Alice computes

E(S1) = E(ay1 + b1x1) = E(a)y1 · E(b1)x1

R = rx1

and then sends E(S1) to Bob.

Decryption Process:

Bob decrypts E(S1)

S1 = ay1 + b1x1 = ay1 + b1x1 + rx1

and computes

S2 = S1 + c = ay1 + b1x1 + c+ rx1

Bob sends S2 to Alice.

Alice computes

SMP1P2P3
=

1

2
(S2 −R) =

1

2
(ay1 + b1x1 + c)

Alice tells Bob the result.

3 Determining the Relationship
Between Two Straight Lines
and Its Extension

In this section, we aim at solving the problem of privately
determining the relationship between two straight lines.
That is, Alice and Bob desire to determine the relation-
ship between their own lines without disclosing the lines’
information. This problem can be generalized as follows.
Alice has L1 : y = k1x+b1 and Bob has L2 : y = k2x+b2.
They want to know whether these two lines intersect. In
addition, they want to know whether L1//L2 or L1 ⊥ L2

without disclosing information about the lines. Many pro-
tocols have been put forward in recent years to solve this
problem. Luo [10] put a scheme with high computational

Figure 1: Two lines intersect

Figure 2: Two perpendicular lines

complexity. Yang [15] improved the protocol by using
Paillier homomorphic encryption [14]. The Paillier public
key encryption has additively homomorphic [11] property.
Yang’s protocol is of high computational complexity due
to many modular exponentiation operations. Although
Luo and Yang’s protocols solved the problem, their pro-
tocols are only limited to the integer field. In real life,
k1(k2) or b1(b2) are more likely to be rational numbers.
The existing protocols are not applicable. So it’s neces-
sary to design a protocol to meet this requirement and we
propose a protocol to solve this problem.

3.1 An Efficient Protocol for Determin-
ing the Relationship Between Two
Straight Lines

Alice has a private line L1 : y = k1x + b1 where k1
and b1 are rational numbers, Bob has a private line
L2 : y = k2x+ b2 where k2 and b2 are also rational num-
bers. They can separately and secretly compare the slopes
and intercepts. The two lines are parallel if they have the
same slopes and different intercepts. They are coincident
if they have the same slopes and intercepts. Otherwise,
the two lines intersect or may be perpendicular.

In the latter situation, Alice and Bob separately shift
L1 and L2 to go through the origin. Alice randomly
chooses a point denoted by P1(x1, y1) on L1, Bob ran-
domly chooses two points denoted as P2(x2, y2) and
P3(x3, y3) on L2. These three points constitute a trian-
gle M P1P2P3. We denote the height of M P1P2P3 by h,

the area of M P1P2P3 by SMP1P2P3 . h =
2SMP1P2P3

P2P3
. We

determine whether h = op1 (See Figure 1 and Figure 2).

If h = op1, L1 and L2 are perpendicular.
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If h 6= op1, L1 and L2 intersect.
In order to describe clearly, we define

P (L1, L2) =


0, L1, L2 intersect

1, L1, L2 are parallel

2, L1, L2 are coincident

3, L1, L2 are perpendicular

Protocol 3: An Efficient Protocol for Determining the
Relationship between Two Straight Lines

Inputs: Alice’ s private line L1 : y1 = k1x + b1, Bob’ s
private line L2 : y2 = k2x+ b2.

Output: P (L1, L2)

Setup: Suppose that k1 = u1

v1
where gcd(u1, v1) = 1, and

k2 = u2

v2
where gcd(u2, v2) = 1. Alice and Bob use

Protocol 1 to compare whether u1 = u2, v1 = v2,
respectively. If u1 = u2 and v1 = v2, then k1 = k2.
Similarly, Alice and Bob determine whether b1 = b2.
If k1 = k2 and b1 = b2, then L1 and L2 are coincident.
Otherwise, Alice and Bob do the following.

Alice and Bob separately shift L1 and L2 to go through
the origin. Alice randomly chooses a point P1(x1, y1)
on L1, and Bob randomly chooses two points de-
noted by P2(x2, y2) and P3(x3, y3) on L2. These three
points constitute a triangle M P1P2P3.

Encryption Process: Alice and Bob use Protocol 2 to
privately compute the area of M P1P2P3.

Decryption Process: Bob computes h, and Alice com-
putes op1. Then they use protocol 1 to determine
whether h = op1. If

h = op1

L1 and L2 are perpendicular. Otherwise, L1 and L2

intersect. Then they can get the result of P (L1, L2).

Thus, it’s important for us to use the idea, but almost
all protocols used to address this problem only work for
planes. This limits their applications. Thus, we propose
an efficient protocol for spaces.

3.2 A Secure Computational Protocol for
Triangle Area in Spaces

By the formula, the area of the triangle constituted
by three rational points P1(x1, y1, z1), P2(x2, y2, z2) and
P3(x3, y3, z3) in spaces is as follows:

S4P1P2P3
=

1

2

√√√√√
∣∣∣∣∣∣
y1 z1 1
y2 z2 1
y3 z3 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

+

∣∣∣∣∣∣
z1 x1 1
z2 x2 1
z3 x3 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

+

∣∣∣∣∣∣
x1 y1 1
x2 y2 1
x3 y3 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

(4)

which yields:

S4P1P2P3
=

1

2
{[x1(y2 − y3) + y1(x3 − x2) + y2x3 − y3x2]2

+[y1(z2 − z3) + z1(y3 − y2) + y2z3 − y3z2]2

+[z1(x2 − x3) + x1(z3 − z2) + z2x3 − z3x2]2} 1
2 .

We design a protocol to securely computes the area of
a space triangle, and it is shown as follows.

Protocol 4: An efficient protocol for computing the
space triangle area

Inputs: Private rational points P1(x1, y1, z1),
P2(x2, y2, z2) and P3(x3, y3, z3), where Alice has P1

and Bob has P2, P3.

Output: S = 1
2{[x1(y2−y3)+y1(x3−x2)+y2x3−y3x2]2+

[y1(z2 − z3) + z1(y3 − y2) + y2z3 − y3z2]2 + [z1(x2 −
x3) + x1(z3 − z2) + z2x3 − z3x2]2} 1

2

Encryption Process:

Bob does the following:

1) Randomly chooses a random number k ∈ Z∗n.
(k is accurate to three decimal places. )

2) Computes

a = y3 − y2, b = x3 − x2, c = y2x3 − y3x2
d = z3 − z2, e = y2z3 − y3z2, f = z2x3 − z3x2

and constitutes vectors

A = ((−ak, bk), (−dk, ak), (−bk, dk))

3) Sends A to Alice.

Alice randomly chooses three random numbers r1,r2,r3 ∈
Z∗n, and computes

T1 = −akx1 + bky1 + r1

T2 = −dky1 + akz1 + r2

T3 = −bkz1 + dkx1 + r3

Then Alice sends T1, T2, T3 to Bob.

Bob computes
T ′1 = T1 + kc

T ′2 = T2 + ke

T ′3 = T3 + kf

and sends T ′1, T
′
2, T

′
3 to Alice.

Alice computes

D1 = T ′1 − r1
D2 = T ′2 − r2
D3 = T ′3 − r3
T = D2

1 +D2
2 +D2

3

and tells T to Bob.
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Decryption Process: S = 1
2kT

1
2 = 1

2{[x1(y2 − y3) +
y1(x3 − x2) + y2x3 − y3x2]2 + [y1(z2 − z3) + z1(y3 −
y2)+y2z3−y3z2]2+[z1(x2−x3)+x1(z3−z2)+z2x3−
z3x2]2} 1

2 and tells the result to Alice.

Correctness: By Formula (4), the area of M P1P2P3 can
be computed from P1(x1, y1z1), P2(x2, y2, z2) and
P3(x3, y3, z3). So Protocol 4 is correct.

Privacy: In order to analyse the security, we check
whether each party can obtain the others’ private in-
formation by executing Protocol 4. A brief analysis
of the privacy of Protocol 4 is given as follows.

According to Protocol 4, Alice are supposed to re-
ceive a, b, d that contain Bob’s unknown variables:
x2, x3, y2, y3, z2, z3. It is obvious that the six un-
known variables cannot be derived from three equa-
tions. Therefore, Alice cannot obtain Bob’s secret
points.

Bob can only gain Alice’s information from three
equations as follows:

T1 = −akx1 + bky1 + r1

T2 = −dky1 + akz1 + r2

T3 = −bkz1 + dkx1 + r3

Because of the random numbers r1, r2, r3 which Alice
adds, it is impossible for Bob to obtain Alice’s secret
point the six unknown variables(x1, y1, z1, r1, r2, r3)
from the three equations. Therefore, Bob cannot ob-
tain Alice’s secret points. This demonstrates that
protocol 4 is private.

Thus, they can securely compute the area of a trian-
gle in the space.

3.3 Applications

As mentioned above, Protocol 4 can be used as a build-
ing block to construct new protocols to solve some space
problems such as the problem of the intersection of a line
and a plane. This problem is as follows:

Alice has a line L : x−x0

X = y−y0
Y = z−z0

Z . Bob has a
plane π : Ax+By+Cz+D = 0. They want to determine
the relationship between the line and the plane without
revealing their private data.

Firstly Bob finds out the line L3 of the normal vector
of the plane. They can separately shift L and L3 to go
through the origin, and use Protocol 4 to determine the
relationship between L3 and L. Thereby the relationship
between the line and the plane is obtained.

In order to describe clearly, we define

P (L, π) =


0, L, π intersect

1, L, π are parallel or coincident

2, L, π are perpendicular

Protocol 5: A Scheme for Determining the Relationship
between a line and a plane.

Inputs: Alice’ s private line L : x−x0

X = y−y0
Y = z−z0

Z ,
Bob’ s private plane π : Ax+By + Cz +D = 0.

Output: P (L, π)

Encryption Process:

Bob finds out the of normal vector L3 of the plane. Then
they separately shift L and L3 to go through the ori-
gin. Bob randomly chooses two points P4(x4, y4, z4)
and P5(x5, y5, z5) on L3. Alice randomly chooses a
point P6(x6, y6, z6).

Decryption Process:

Alice and Bob use Protocol 4 to compute the area of
M P4P5P6. And then they determine the relationship
between L and L3.

1) If L and L3 are parallel or coincident , then L
and π are perpendicular.

2) If L and L3 intersect, then L and π intersect.

3) If L and L3 are perpendicular, then L and π are
parallel or L is in the π.

Similarly, we can utilize the idea to solve the problem
of determining the relationship of two planes in spaces.

4 Security

In this section, we use the simulation paradigm to prove
that Protocol 3 is secure.

Theorem 1. Protocol 3 can securely determine the rela-
tionship of straight lines.

Proof. Alice and Bob respectively construct two simula-
tors, S1 and S2 which make Equations (1) and (2) hold.

In Protocol 3:

viewπ1 (L1, L2) = {L1, hash(k), hash(b), SM, op1,

hash(h), P (L1, L2)}
f1(L1, L2) = f2(L1, L2)

= outputπ1 (L1, L2)

= outputπ2 (L1, L2)

= P (L1, L2).

L1, L2 are the inputs of Alice and Bob. Alice got SM

when Protocol 2 finished.
Bob sent hash(k) and hash(b) to the Alice when they

comparing whether k1 = k2, b1 = b2. In addition, Bob
sent hash(h) to the Alice when they comparing whether
h = op1.

Alice constructs S1. S1 performs the following simula-
tion.
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1) By f(L1, L2), S1 randomly chooses a line L′2 such
that P (L1, L

′
2) = P (L1, L2). Suppose that L′2 : y′ =

k′2x+ b′2.

2) Suppose that k′2 =
u′
2

v′2
where gcd(u′2, v

′
2) = 1. S1 com-

pare whether u1 = u′2, v1 = v′2. Then S1 randomly
chooses two points P ′2(x′2, y

′
2)and P ′3(x′3, y

′
3) on L′2.

3) S1 computes S′M = 1
2 [y1(x′3−x′2)+x1(y′2−y′3)+x′2y

′
3−

x′3y
′
2].

Clearly, S′M 6= 0. Then S1 computes h′ and op′1. In
addition, S1 determine whether h′ = op′1.

Let

S1(L1, f1(L1, L2)) = {L1, hash(k
′
), hash(b

′
), S′M,

op1, hash(h
′
), P (L1, L2)}.

Since the selected points are random points and Pro-
tocol 1 has been proved, then

hash(k)
c≡ hash(k

′
), hash(b)

c≡ hash(b
′
)

SM
c≡ S′M, hash(h)

c≡ hash(h
′
)

thus,

{S1(L1, P (L1, L2), f1(L1, L2)), f2(L1, L2)}

c≡ {viewπ1 (L1, L2), outputπ2 (L1, L2)}

Similarly, the simulator such that Eq.(2) holds can be
constructed analogously, thus,

{f1(L1, L2), S2(L2, f2(L1, L2))}

c≡ {outputπ1 (L1, L2), viewπ1 (L1, L2)}

This completes the proof of the theorem.

5 Efficiency Analysis

5.1 Theoretical Analysis

Computational complexity . There are many proto-
cols such as Luo’s scheme and Yang’s scheme [15] de-
termining the relationship between two lines. Luo’s
scheme was put forward at first, then Yang greatly
improved recently. So we compare our protocols with
Luo’s scheme and Yang’s scheme.

Luo’s [10] scheme uses the scalar product protocol [1]
for n times. The scalar product protocol utilizes an
efficient oblivious transfer [12]. Suppose that the se-
curity parameter is p. Every invocation of scalar
product protocol needs to use 1-out-of-k oblivious
transfer p times. It needs lg k 1-out-of-2 oblivious
transfer for a 1-out-of-k oblivious transfer. Each 1-
out-of-2 oblivious transfer needs two modular expo-
nentiation operations at least.

Therefore, Luo’s Scheme needs at least 2p lg k mod-
ular exponentiation operations. In order to meet the
security requirement, Luo’s scheme requires p > 5
and k > 8. So, Luo’s scheme requires 30 modular
exponentiation operations at least.

Yang’s scheme uses the Paillier homomorphic encryp-
tion. Yang’s protocol 3 (Yang 3) encrypts 3 times
and decrypts 6 times to determine the relationship
between two straight lines. That is to say, it uses 12
modular exponentiation operations in total.

Our Protocol 3 uses XOR operations so it greatly
reduces the computational complexity. Protocol 3
uses at most 8 modular exponentiation operations
for computing the area of the triangle. In addition,
our protocols can be utilized in rational field while
Luo’s scheme and Yang’s scheme does not work in
rational field.

Communication Complexity. Communication com-
plexity, i.e. communication rounds, is an important
factor to evaluate secure multiparty computation so-
lutions. Luo’s scheme needs p rounds. Yang’s scheme
requires 2 round communications. Our protocols also
require 2 round communications. Table 1 summa-
rizes the comparison.

5.2 Simulation Result

In this section, we present an experimental result in terms
of efficiency. Since Yang’s scheme is much more efficient
than Luo’s scheme, we only compare our protocols with
Yang’s Scheme.

Experimental Settings: All the experiments are con-
ducted on an HP PC with 3.30 GHz Intel Core i5-
6600 processor with 8 GB RAM running a 64-bit
Windows 10 Enterprise. The program code is written
in Java.

Time Complexity Analysis: Our protocols can be
used in the rational field. Supposed that Alice se-
lects a point (16.5,13.2) on her line and Bob chooses
two points (14.4,10.8) and (9.6,7.2) on his line. We
run the experiment for 10000 times and randomly
pick up 10 sets of data and the result is shown in
Figure 3. Yang’s scheme does not work in rational
field, so we choose some integers to test. We assume
that in the Paillier homomorphic encryption scheme
the two large primes p and q are 256 bits. Suppose
that Alice selects a point (17,13) on her line and Bob
chooses two points (11,8) and (10,7) on his line. We
run the experiment for 10000 times and randomly
pick up 10 sets of data and the result is shown in
Figure 3.
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Table 1: Comparison of the computational and communication complexity

Luo’s scheme Yang 3 Protocol 3
Computational Complexity 2p lg k 12 8
Communication Complexity p 2 2

Figure 3: The comparison of Protocol 3 and Yang 3

The results of this experiment validate that our proto-
cols are more efficient.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an efficient protocol to pri-
vately determine the relationship between two straight
lines. The protocol improves the efficiency by utilizing
XOR operations and the idea of computing the area of a
triangle in the planes. Also, we presented a protocol to
compute the area of a triangle in the spaces. In addition,
the two protocols can be used in rational field. Then we
utilized simulation paradigm to prove the security and did
experiment to show the efficiency of Protocol 3. In the
future, We will discuss the problem of the relationship
between two straight lines in the malicious model.
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Abstract

Generalized proxy signcryption (GPSC) can realize both
proxy signature and proxy signcryption with only one key
pair and one algorithm, which significantly improves the
efficiency of a system with a large number of users, or
with limited storage space, or whose functions may be
changed. In this paper, we propose an identity-based
GPSC scheme in the random oracle model by using bilin-
ear pairings. Our scheme can perform public verification
in proxy signcryption mode, resist proxy key exposure at-
tacks, resist insider attacks and support self-delegation.
What is more, it needs no secure channel between the
original person and the proxy person. Under the adap-
tive chosen ciphertext, chosen identity and chosen warrant
attacks, the confidentiality of our scheme can be reduced
to the GBDH hard problem. Under the adaptive chosen
message, chosen identity and chosen warrant attacks, the
unforgeability of our scheme can be reduced to the GDH ′

hard problem. We compare our scheme in proxy signcryp-
tion mode with other identity-based proxy signcryption
schemes that use bilinear pairings, and the results show
that it is practical.

Keywords: Bilinear Pairing; Generalized Proxy Signcryp-
tion; Proxy Signature; Proxy Signcryption

1 Introduction

In the traditional public key cryptosystem [23], a user’s
public key is an arbitrary string. Therefore, it needs a
trusted third party - certificate authority (CA) to issue a
certificate to bind the public key with the user’s identity.
However, the cost of certificate management is considered
to be very high.

The identity-based public key cryptosystem [24, 9] uses
an e-mail address or a telephone number etc. to represent
a user’s public key, so there is no need for a public key
certificate to bind the public key with the user’s identity.
In this way, the cost of public key management is greatly

reduced.

Signcryption [17] can realize encryption and authenti-
cation in a single logic step in an efficient way, so it is
very suitable for resource-constrained systems.

Proxy signature [4, 14, 10] allows a designated proxy
signer to sign documents on behalf of the original signer
when the latter was absent. When the documents must
be kept secret, proxy signcryption [18, 16] can be used
instead.

Proxy signature and proxy signcryption are two sepa-
rate cryptographic primitives. If a person is designated
by an original person to be both a proxy signer and a
proxy signcrypter, he/she must use two algorithms and
two key pairs to realize the two functions. If we can use
only one algorithm and one key pair, that will save the
storage space, simplify the key management and reduce
the cost of changing system functions.

In 2016, by reference to the concept of generalized sign-
cription [32], Zhou [31] introduced a new concept of gen-
eralized proxy signcryption, which can realize both proxy
signature and proxy signcryption with only one key pair
and one algorithm. The algorithm can work in two modes
- proxy signature mode and proxy signcryption mode. If
the receiver’s identity is set to null, which is used as the
input of the algorithm, the algorithm will run in proxy
signature mode; else it will run in proxy signcryption
mode. In the same paper, a concrete identity-based GPSC
scheme in the standard model was also presented.

In this paper, we propose an identity-based GPSC
scheme in the random oracle model by using bilinear pair-
ings. Then, we prove the confidentiality of our scheme
in proxy signcryption mode under the GBDH hard as-
sumption and the unforgeability in proxy signature and
proxy signcryption modes under the GDH ′ hard assump-
tion. At last, we compare our scheme in proxy signcryp-
tion mode with other identity-based proxy signcryption
schemes that use bilinear pairings, and the results show
that our scheme is practical.

Our scheme has the following merits. First, it can be
verified publicly in proxy signcryption mode. Public ver-
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ification is very useful in the scenario where the firewall
first verifies the validity of the ciphertexts and only al-
lows valid ciphertexts to pass through to the receiver. It
prevents the receiver from unnecessarily using their re-
sources to decrypt the invalid ciphertexts. Second, our
scheme can resist proxy key exposure attacks [20]. Proxy
key is often used in a potentially hostile environment,
where it can be easily exposed, but such exposure must
not leak any information about the long term private key.
Third, our scheme supports self-delegation. Through self-
delegation, the user can avoid using the long term private
key in some situations, reducing the exposure risk of long
term private key. Fourth, there is no need for a secure
channel between the original person and the proxy per-
son, which reduces the cost of system implementation.
Fifth, our scheme can resist insider attacks. An inside
attacker refers to the original person, the proxy person or
the receiver. Even with their own private keys, the inside
attackers still cannot breach the security of the scheme.
Sixth, our scheme is very suitable for a system whose
functions may be changed. Consider the following sce-
nario: Previously a system only had the proxy signature
function. Due to some reasons, it needs to add the proxy
signcryption function. If we use the traditional method,
the system must be re-programmed and re-deployed, and
everyone in the system will be given a new key pair for
the added proxy signcryption function, which will increase
the cost of key management and the storage space of the
system. However, for our scheme, we only need to let it
run in proxy signcrytion mode and the added function will
be realized. In this case, the system does not need to be
re-programmed and re-deployed, and the total number of
keys remains the same. Thus, the cost of key management
and the storage space are saved. Reducing the cost of key
management is of great practical significance. It is just
due to the costly key management that the traditional
public key cryptosystem has not been widely applied.

Generalized proxy signcryption can have many prac-
tical applications. For example, a person delegates a
mobile agent to buy some goods or services on the In-
ternet for himself/herself. For some sensitive messages,
the mobile agent can use proxy signcryption, while for
others it can use proxy signature. As another example,
a general manager of a company delegates his/her sign-
ing/signcryption rights to his/her secretary for a period of
time when he/she is on vacation. For sensitive messages,
the secretary can use proxy signcryption, and for others,
she can use proxy signature. Both the mobile agent and
the secretary only need to keep one key pair and use one
algorithm in the above two examples.

1.1 Related Works

Generalized signcryption was first introduced by Han et
al. [8] in 2006, in which encryption, signature and sign-
cryption share one key pair and one algorithm for the
purpose of saving the storage space of keys and programs,
simplifying key management and deployment of the sys-

tem, and reducing the time spent in verifying the keys.
Following Han et al.’s work, Wang et al. [26] pointed out
some security flaws in scheme [8] and improved it, and
gave a security model for generalized signcryption scheme
for the first time in 2007. Lal and Kushwah [13] first gave
the security model of identity-based generalized signcryp-
tion and a concrete scheme in 2008. Yu et al. [29] pointed
out that the security model introduced in scheme [13] is
not complete, and gave a new security model and a con-
crete provably secure scheme in 2010. In the same year,
Kushwah and Lal [12] simplified the security model in-
troduced in scheme [29], and proposed a more efficient
identity-based generalized signcryption scheme. Han and
Gui [7] proposed a multi-receiver generalized signcryption
scheme in 2009. Ji et al. [11] gave for the first time a cer-
tificateless generalized signcryption scheme and security
model in 2010. In the same year, Kushwah and Lal [12]
pointed out that scheme [11] is insecure and proposed
a new scheme. Zhou et al. [32] proposed a new certifi-
cateless generalized signcryption scheme which is secure
against the malicious-but-passive key generation center
attacks [1] in 2014. Wei et al. [27] proposed an identity-
based generalized signcryption scheme in the standard
model and applied it in big data security in 2015. In the
same year, Zhou [30] pointed out that the multi-receiver
generalized signcryption scheme [7] is insecure and im-
proved it and Han et al. [6] proposed a generalized sign-
cryption scheme in the attribute-based setting. Shen et
al. [21] proposed an identity-based generalized signcryp-
tion scheme in the standard model in 2017.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we introduce the concept of bilinear pairing and
some complexity assumptions. In Section 3, we describe
the formal definition and security model of GPSC. In
Section 4, we propose an efficient identity-based GPSC
scheme in the random oracle model. In Section 5, we dis-
cuss the security and efficiency of the proposed scheme.
We conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Bilinear Pairing

Let (G1,+) and (G2, ·) be two cyclic groups of prime order
q, and g be a generator of G1. The map e : G1×G1 → G2

is said to be an admissible bilinear pairing if the following
three conditions hold.

1) Bilinearity: for all a, b ∈ Zq, P,Q ∈ G1, we have
e(aP, bQ) = e(P,Q)ab.

2) Non-degeneracy: e(g, g) 6= 1G2
.

3) Computability: for all P,Q ∈ G1, there exists an
efficient algorithm to compute e(P,Q).
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2.2 Complexity Assumptions

1) Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) Problem: Given
(P, aP, bP, cP ) ∈ G4

1 for unknown a, b, c ∈ Zq, one
must compute e(P, P )abc. The advantage of any
probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithm A
in solving the BDH problem in (G1, G2, e) is de-
fined to be: ADV BDHA = Pr[A(P, aP, bP, cP ) =
e(P, P )abc, a, b, c ∈ Zq]. BDH assumption: For ev-
ery PPT algorithm A, ADV BDHA is negligible.

2) Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) Problem:
Given (P, aP, bP, cP, T ) ∈ G4

1 × G2 for unknown
a, b, c ∈ Zq, one must decide whether T = e(P, P )abc.
The advantage of any PPT algorithm A in solving
the DBDH problem in (G1, G2, e) is defined to be:
ADV DBDHA = Pr[A(P, aP, bP, cP, T ) = 1, a, b, c ∈
Zq] − Pr[A(P, aP, bP, cP, e(P, P )abc) = 1, a, b, c ∈
Zq]. DBDH assumption: For every PPT algorithm
A, ADV DBDHA is negligible.

3) Gap Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (GBDH) Problem [2]:
Given (P, aP, bP, cP ) ∈ G4

1 for unknown a, b, c ∈ Zq,
one must compute e(P, P )abc with the help of a
DBDH oracle. The advantage of any PPT algorithm
A in solving the GBDH problem in (G1, G2, e) is de-
fined to be: ADV GBDHA = Pr[Ao(P, aP, bP, cP ) =
e(P, P )abc, a, b, c ∈ Zq], where o denotes a DBDH or-
acle. GBDH assumption: For every PPT algorithm
A, ADV GBDHA is negligible.

4) Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) Problem:
Given (P, aP, bP ) ∈ G3

1 for unknown a, b ∈ Zq, one
must compute abP . The advantage of any PPT algo-
rithm A in solving the CDH problem in G1 is defined
to be: ADV CDHA = Pr[A(P, aP, bP ) = abP, a, b ∈
Zq]. CDH assumption: For every PPT algorithm A,
ADV CDHA is negligible.

5) Gap Diffie-Hellman (GDH ′) Problem [2]: Given
(P, aP, bP ) ∈ G3

1 for unknown a, b ∈ Zq, one must
compute abP with the help of a DBDH oracle.
The advantage of any PPT algorithm A in solving
the GDH ′ problem in (G1, G2, e) is defined to be:
ADV GDH

′

A = Pr[Ao(P, aP, bP ) = abP, a, b ∈ Zq],
where o denotes a DBDH oracle. GDH ′ assumption:
For every PPT algorithm A, ADV GDH

′

A is negligible.

3 Formal Definition and Security
Model of Identity-based Gener-
alized Proxy Signcryption

3.1 Formal Definition

An identity-based GPSC scheme consists of the follow-
ing six algorithms, involving the original person IDA, the
proxy person IDP and the receiver IDR (IDR may be
null):

1) Setup(1k): Given a security parameter 1k, the pri-
vate key generator (PKG) generates a master private
key s and a common parameter params. params are
public to all. PKG keeps the private key s secret.

2) Extraction(params, s, IDi): On input params, the
PKG uses s to generate a private key Di for user IDi,
and then he/she sends it to the user securely.

3) Delegation(params,DA,mw): On input params, an
original person’s private key DA and a warrant mw

(which includes the delegation period, the identities
of original person and proxy person and the types of
delegated messages, etc.), the original person outputs
a delegation σ and sends {σ,mw} to the proxy person
IDP .

4) ProxyKey−generation(params,mw, σ,DP ): On in-
put params, a warrant mw, a delegation σ and a
proxy person’s private key DP , the proxy person pro-
duces a proxy key SKP .

5) GPSC(params,m,mw, SKP , IDR): This algorithm
has two modes: proxy signature mode and proxy
signcryption mode.

Proxy-signature mode: If the input to the receiver’s
identity IDR is null, it will run in this mode. Other
inputs are the message m, the params, the warrant
mw and the proxy key SKP . The proxy signer pro-
duces a signature σP .

Proxy-signcryption mode: If the input to the re-
ceiver’s identity IDR is not null, it will run in this
mode. Other inputs are the message m, the params,
the warrant mw and the proxy key SKP . The proxy
signcrypter produces a ciphertext σP .

6) UN-GPSC: This algorithm also has two modes:
proxy signature verification mode and proxy un-
signcryption mode.

Proxy-signature verification mode (params, mw, σP ,
IDR): If the input to the receiver’s identity IDR is
null, it will run in this mode. Any person can verify
the validity of the proxy signature σP . If it is correct,
the proxy signature will be accepted.

Proxy-unsigncrytion mode (params, mw, σP , IDR,
DR): If the input to the receiver’s identity IDR is
not null, it will run in this mode. The receiver IDR

uses his/her private key DR to recover the message
m or an invalid symbol ⊥.

For consistency, we require if σP = GPSC(params, m,
mw, SKP , IDR), then UN − GPSC(params, mw, σP )
= true when IDR is null or UN − GPSC(params, mw,
σP , IDR, DR) = m when IDR is not null.

3.2 Security Model of Identity-based
Generalized Proxy Signcryption

When the scheme run in proxy signcryption mode, it has
confidentiality security. The following security model [31]
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considers proxy key exposure attacks, insider attacks and
self-delegation.

Definition 1. (confidentiality, proxy signcryption mode)

An identity-based GPSC scheme is semantically se-
cure against the adaptive chosen ciphertext, chosen iden-
tity and chosen warrant attacks (IND-IB-GPSC-CCA for
short) in proxy signcryption mode if no PPT adversary A
has a non-negligible advantage in the following game:

Setup: The challenger C runs the setup algorithm to
generate a master private key s and a common pa-
rameter params. C gives params to A and keeps s
secret.

Phase 1: A can make the following polynomially bounded
number of queries.

1) Extraction queries: A produces an identity IDi.
C runs the extraction algorithm to produce a Di

and returns it to A.

2) Delegation queries: A produces a warrant mw,
a proxy identity IDP and an original identity
IDA. C runs the delegation algorithm to pro-
duce a σ and returns (σ,mw) to A. Here the del-
egation may be a self-delegation, i.e., the iden-
tity IDP may be equal to the identity IDA.

3) ProxyKey queries: A produces a proxy identity
IDP . C runs the proxy key generation algo-
rithm to produce a SKP and returns it to A.

4) GPSC queries: A produces a message m, a war-
rant mw, an original identity IDA, a proxy
identity IDP and a receiver’s identity IDR.
Here if IDR is null, it is equal to a proxy sig-
nature query or else it is equal to a proxy sign-
cryption query. C runs the GPSC algorithm to
produce a signature or a ciphertext σP to A.

5) UN-GPSC queries: A produces a σP , a warrant
mw, an original identity IDA, a proxy iden-
tity IDP and a receiver’s identity IDR. Here
if IDR is null, it is equal to a proxy signature
verification query or else it is equal to a proxy
un-signcryption query. If it is a proxy signa-
ture verification query, C runs the UN-GPSC
algorithm to return true or false to A. If it is
a proxy un-signcryption query, C runs the UN-
GPSC algorithm to return the plaintext m or an
invalid symbol ⊥ to A.

Challenge: The attacker A selects two different mes-
sages m0,m1 with equal length, a warrant m∗w, and
three challenge identities ID∗A, ID∗P and ID∗R ( ID∗R
must not be null). Here A has not made the extrac-
tion query to identity ID∗R. C randomly selects a bit
b ∈ {0, 1}, computes the mb’s proxy signcryption ci-
phertext σ∗P on (m∗w, ID

∗
A, ID

∗
P , ID

∗
R), and gives it

to A.

Phase 2: The attacker A can adaptively make a se-
ries of queries as in the Phase 1, but he/she can-
not make extraction query of identity ID∗R nor can
he/she make proxy un-signcryption query to σ∗P un-
der (m∗w, ID

∗
A, ID

∗
P , ID

∗
R).

Guess: When the attacker A wants to end the game,
he/she must give his/her guess b′ ∈ {0, 1} . If b′ = b,
he/she wins the game.

The advantage of the adversary A is defined as:
AdvIND−IB−GPSC−CCA(A) := 2Pr[b′ = b]− 1.

Note 1. The attacker A is allowed to make a query about
the private key of the original person or the proxy person
in the Challenge stage, but these inside attackers cannot
breach the security of the scheme.

When the scheme run in proxy signature mode or proxy
signcryption mode, it has unforgeability security. In the
following security model [31], it considers proxy key ex-
posure attacks, insider attacks and self-delegation.

Definition 2. (unforgeability, both modes) An identity-
based GPSC scheme is existentially unforgeable against
the adaptive chosen message, chosen identity and chosen
warrant attacks (EUF-IB-GPSC-CMA for short) in proxy
signature mode or proxy signcryption mode if no PPT ad-
versary A has a non-negligible advantage in the following
game:

Setup: Same as in the confidentiality game.

Attack: Same as in the confidentiality game.

Forgery: If any one of the following events occurs, A
wins the game.

1) The attacker A outputs a forged delegation σ∗

on (ID∗A, ID
∗
P ,m

∗
w). He/she has not made the

delegation query of (ID∗A, ID
∗
P ,m

∗
w) or extrac-

tion query of ID∗A, and σ∗ can pass the delega-
tion verification. Here the identity ID∗P may
be equal to the identity ID∗A (it means self-
delegation).

2) The attacker A pretends to be a proxy person
ID∗P to output a forged ciphertext σ∗P (which
may be a proxy signature or proxy signcryption)
on (ID∗A, ID

∗
R,m

∗
w). The ciphertext σ∗P is not

the output of GPSC query, A has not made ex-
traction query or proxy key query of ID∗P , and
σ∗P can pass the validation of UN-GPSC.

Note 2. The attacker A is allowed to make a
query about the private key of the original per-
son or the receiver (if ID∗R is not null) in the
Forgery stage, but these inside attackers cannot
breach the security of the scheme.

3) The attacker A pretends to be an original per-
son ID∗A to output a forged ciphertext σ∗P (which
may be a proxy signature or proxy signcryption)
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on (ID∗P , ID
∗
R,m

∗
w). The ciphertext σ∗P is not

the output of GPSC query. A does not make the
delegation query with (ID∗A, ID

∗
P ,m

∗
w), the ex-

traction query with ID∗A or the proxy key query
with ID∗P , and σ∗P can pass the validation of
UN-GPSC.

Note 3. The attacker A is allowed to make a
query about the private key of the proxy per-
son or the receiver (if ID∗R is not null) in the
Forgery stage, but these inside attackers cannot
breach the security of the scheme.

A’s advantage is its probability of victory.

Note 4. In the above Forgery stage, ID∗R may be null.
If ID∗R is null, it runs in proxy-signature mode or else it
runs in proxy-signcryption mode. So the two modes share
the same game.

4 An Identity-based Generalized
Proxy Signcryption Scheme

Based on Yoon et al.’s [28] identity-based signature
scheme, we give out our identity-based GPSC scheme.

4.1 The Concrete Scheme

Setup: Given a security parameter k, the PKG chooses
an additive cyclic group G1, a multiplicative cyclic
group G2, a generator P of G1, a bilinear pairing
e : G1 × G1 → G2 and four secure hash func-
tions H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G∗1, H2, H4 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q ,
H3 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}m. m represents the bit length
of a message. G1 and G2 have the same prime or-
der q. The PKG randomly chooses s ∈ Z∗q as the
master private key, and computes Ppub = sP as the
master public key. Let ID ∈ {0, 1}∗ be an iden-
tity of a user. The PKG defines a function f(ID):
If ID ∈ null then f(ID) = 0; else f(ID) = 1.
The PKG publishes the system public parameters as
{e,G1, G2, P, Ppub,m,H1, H2, H3, H4, f}, and keeps
the master private key s secret.

Extraction: Given an identity IDi of a user i, the PKG
computes the user’s private key as Di = sH1(IDi) =
sQi.

Delegation: The original person IDA first generates a
warrant mw, which records the identities and pub-
lic keys of original person and proxy person, the
type and scope of messages, the time period and
so on. IDA randomly selects kA ∈ Z∗q , and com-
putes RA = kA · P , hA = H2(mw, RA) and VA =
hADA+kAQA. The delegation is σ = (mw, RA, VA).
IDA transmits σ = (mw, RA, VA) to IDP publicly.
IDP can verify it through the equation e(VA, P ) =
e(QA, hAPpub + RA). If σ is valid, IDP accepts it;
else σ is re-produced.

Proxy-Key Generation: IDP randomly selects kP ∈
Z∗q , and computes RP = kP · P , hP = H2(mw, RP )
and VP = hPDP + kPQP . At last, the proxy key is
SKP = VP + VA.

GPSC: Let M ∈ {0, 1}m and tag ∈ {0, 1}. The proxy
person IDP first computes f(IDR). If f(IDR) = 0
then tag = 0; else tag = 1. IDP randomly selects
t ∈ Z∗q , and computes R = tP , T = e(Ppub, QR)t·tag,
h3 = tag ·H3(R, T, IDP , QP , IDA, QA), C = M⊕h3,
h4 = H4(mw, C,R, IDR, QR) and X = h4 · SKP +
t(QA + QP ). At last, the ciphertext is σP =
(mw, R, C,X,RA, RP , tag).

UN-GPSC:

1) tag = 0. σP = (mw, R, C = M,X,RA, RP , tag)
is a proxy signature. Anyone can compute
hA = H2(mw, RA), hP = H2(mw, RP ) and
h4 = H4(mw, C,R, null, null), and then veri-
fies the equation e(X,P ) = e(QP , h4hPPpub +
h4RP + R)e(QA, h4hAPpub + h4RA + R). If it
holds true, IDP accepts it; else he/she rejects
it.

2) tag = 1. σP = (mw, R, C,X,RA, RP , tag)
is a proxy signcryption. IDR can compute
hA = H2(mw, RA), hP = H2(mw, RP ) and
h4 = H4(mw, C,R, IDR, QR), and then veri-
fies the equation e(X,P ) = e(QP , h4hPPpub +
h4RP + R)e(QA, h4hAPpub + h4RA + R). If it
does not hold true, IDP rejects it; else he/she
accepts it and recovers the message M = C ⊕
H3(R, e(R,DR), IDP , QP , IDA, QA).

4.2 Adaptation

The scheme is an adaptive one and able to switch to two
different modes according to the receivers identity IDR.
If the input to the receiver’s identity IDR is null, it will
work in proxy signature mode or else it will work in proxy
signcryption mode. So the two modes share the same
algorithm, so we can use the same key pair to proxy-sign
or proxy-signcrypt documents.
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5 Analysis of the Proposed
Scheme

5.1 Correctness

e(X,P ) = e(h4 · SKP + t(QA +QP ), P )

= e(h4 · (hPDP + kPQP + hADA + kAQA)

+t(QA +QP ), P )

= e(QP , h4hPPpub + h4RP +R)e(QA, h4hAPpub

+h4RA +R)

T = e(Ppub, QR)t

= e(tP, sQR)

= e(R,DR).

5.2 Semantic Security

Theorem 1. In the random oracle model, if there is a
PPT attacker A with a non-negligible advantage ε against
the IND-IB-GPSC-CCA security of our scheme running
in proxy signcryption mode in time T and performing
at most qE extraction queries, qSKP

proxy key queries,
qDE delegation queries, qGPSC GPSC queries, qUN−GPSC
UN-GPSC queries, qH1

H1 queries, qH2
H2 queries, qH3

H3 queries and qH4 H4 queries, then the GBDH prob-
lem can be solved with probability ε′ ≥ ε · 1/qH1 · (1 −
1/qH1

)·(1−qUN−GPSC/2k) in time T ′ ≤ T+O((qGPSC+
qUN−GPSC+qE+qSKP

+qDE)·tm+qGPSC ·te+(qGPSC+
qUN−GPSC) · tp), where tm, te and tp represent the time
for a scalar multiplication on G1, an exponentiation on
G2 and a pairing operation, respectively.

Proof. Our proof is partially similar to scheme [2]. Chal-
lenger C is given (P, aP, bP, cP ) ∈ G4

1 for random a, b, c ∈
Z∗q . C does not know the values of a, b and c, and is asked

to compute e(P, P )abc with the help of a DBDH oracle.
To utilize adversary A, challenger C will simulate all the
oracles defined in Definition 1. C maintains four lists L1,
L2, L3 and L4, which are initially empty. We assume all
queries in the following are distinct and A will ask for
H1(ID) before ID is used in any other queries. In the
beginning, C gives the system parameters params to A
with Ppub = aP and he/she randomly selects a number
θ ∈ {1, 2, ..., qH1}.

H1 queries: On the i-th query ID, if i 6= θ, C randomly
selects x ∈ Z∗q and repeats the process until x is not in
list L1 and sets QID = xP . Then C stores (i, ID, x)
in list L1 and returns QID to A. Otherwise, C stores
(θ, ID,−) in list L1 and returns Qθ = bP to A.

H2 queries: A supplies an item (mw, RID). C randomly
selects h2 ∈ Z∗q and repeats the process until h2 is
not in list L2. C stores the item (mw, RID, h2) in list
L2, and returns h2 to A.

H4 queries: A supplies an item (mw, C,R, IDR, QR).
C randomly selects h4 and repeats the process

until h4 is not in list L4. C stores the item
(mw, C,R, IDR, QR, h4) in list L4, and returns h4 to
A.

H3 queries: A supplies an item (R, T , IDP , QP , IDA,
QA). C does the following.

1) C checks if the DBDH oracle returns 1 when
queried with the tuple (aP, bP, cP, T ). If it does,
C returns T and stops.

2) Otherwise, C goes through list L3 with entries
(R, ∗, IDP , QP , IDA, QA, h3), so that for differ-
ent values of h3, the DBDH oracle returns 1
when queried on the tuple (aP, bP, cP, T ). If
such a tuple exists, C returns h3 and replaces
the symbol * with T .

3) Otherwise, C randomly selects h3 ∈ {0, 1}m and
repeats the process until h3 is not in list L3. C
stores the item (R, T, IDP , QP , IDA, QA, h3) in
list L3, and returns h3 to A.

Extraction queries: A supplies an identity ID. C
searches in list L1 on ID and obtains (i, ID, x). If
i = θ, then C outputs failure and aborts. Otherwise,
C returns x(aP ).

Delegation queries: A produces a warrant mw, a proxy
identity IDP and an original identity IDA.

1) IDA 6= IDθ. C runs the delegation algorithm
as normal because C can get the private key of
IDA.

2) IDA = IDθ. C produces the delegation as fol-
lows.

a. Randomly selects k, hA ∈ Z∗q and computes
VA = kQA and RA = kP − hAPpub.

b. Saves the item (mw, RA, hA) to list L2. If
a collision occurs in list L2, C repeats the
Step (a).

c. Outputs the delegation σ = (mw, RA, VA)
to IDP .

Here the delegation may be a self-delegation, i.e., the
identity IDP may be equal to the identity IDA.

Proxy-Key queries: A produces a warrantmw, a proxy
identity IDP and an original identity IDA. C first
runs delegation query to get VA.

1) IDP 6= IDθ. C runs the proxy-key algorithm
as normal because C can get the private key of
IDP .

2) IDP = IDθ. C produces the proxy-key as fol-
lows.

a. Randomly selects k, hP ∈ Z∗q and computes
VP = kQP and RP = kP − hPPpub.

b. Saves the item (mw, RP , hP ) to list L2. If
a collision occurs in list L2, C repeats the
Step (a).
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c. Outputs the proxy-key SKP = VP + VA.

GPSC queries: A produces a message m, a warrant
mw, an original identity IDA, a proxy identity IDP

and a receiver’s identity IDR. Here if IDR is null,
it is equal to a proxy signature query or else it is
equal to a proxy signcryption query. C first makes a
proxy-key query to get IDP ’s proxy key, then runs
the GPSC algorithm as normal to produce a signa-
ture or a ciphertext σP to A.

UN-GPSC queries: A produces a σP , a warrant mw,
an original identity IDA, a proxy identity IDP and a
receiver’s identity IDR. If IDR is null, it is equal to
a proxy signature verification query or else it is equal
to a proxy un-signcryption query. If it is a proxy
signature verification query, it just needs public pa-
rameters. If it is a proxy un-signcryption query, we
consider two cases:

1) IDR 6= IDθ. C runs the UN-GPSC algorithm
as normal because C can get the private key of
IDR.

2) IDR = IDθ. C first runs the verification part
of the UN-GPSC algorithm, which just needs
public parameters. If the verification does not
succeed, C returns ⊥. Otherwise, it means the
verification of the UN-GPSC algorithm holds
true. In this situation, C checks if a tuple
(R, T, IDP , QP , IDA, QA, h3) exists in list L3,
so that for some T , the DBDH oracle returns
1 when queried on (aP, bP,R, T ). If such a
tuple exists, C recovers the message m using
the hash value h3. Otherwise, C randomly
selects h3 ∈ {0, 1}m and repeats the process
until h3 is not in list L3. C stores the item
(R, ∗, IDP , QP , IDA, QA) in list L3 and recov-
ers the message m using the hash value h3. The
symbol * denotes an unknown value of pairing.

At last, attacker A selects two different messages M0,M1

with equal length, a warrant m∗w, and three challenge
identities ID∗A, ID∗P and ID∗R ( ID∗R must not be
null). If ID∗R 6= IDθ, C outputs failure and aborts;
otherwise C proceeds to construct a challenge as fol-
lows. C selects a random b ∈ {0, 1} and a random
hash h∗3 ∈ {0, 1}m, and sets R∗ = cP and C∗ = h∗3 ⊕
Mb. Then C makes a delegation query to get (R∗A, V

∗
A),

makes a proxy-key query to get (R∗P , SK
∗
P ), makes H4

query on the tuple (m∗w, C
∗, R∗, ID∗R, Q

∗
R = bP ) to get

h∗4 and computes X∗ = h∗4 · SK∗P + (x∗A + x∗P )(cP )
(Q∗A = x∗AP,Q

∗
P = x∗PP, x

∗
A, x

∗
P can be obtained from

list L1). At last, the challenge ciphertext is σ∗P =
(m∗w, R

∗, C∗, X∗, R∗A, R
∗
P , tag = 1).

In the second stage of the confidentiality game, A can
adaptively make a series of queries like before with the
restrictions as in Definition 1. At last, Amust give his/her
guess. A cannot find out that σ∗P is not a valid ciphertext
unless he/she asks for the hash value of H3(R∗ = cP, T =

e(P, P )abc, ID∗P , Q
∗
P , ID

∗
A, Q

∗
A). If this happens, C will

solve the GDBH problem due to the first step ofH3 oracle.
Now, we assess the probability of success. In the Chal-

lenge stage, the probability that ID∗R = IDθ is 1/qH1
.

The probability of A querying the private key of IDθ is
1/qH1 . In the UN-GPSC queries, the probability of C re-
jecting a valid ciphertext does not exceed qUN−GPSC/2

k.
The time complexity of C depends on the scalar mul-

tiplication on G1, the exponentiation on G2 and pairing
operations needed in all the above queries. The extraction
queries, delegation queries and proxy-key queries need
O(1) scalar multiplications on G1. The GPSC queries
need O(1) scalar multiplications on G1, O(1) exponenti-
ation on G2 and O(1) pairings. The UN-GRSC queries
need O(1) scalar multiplications on G1 and O(1) pair-
ings.

5.3 Unforgeability

Theorem 2. In the random oracle model, if there is a
PPT attacker A with a non-negligible advantage against
the EUF-IB-GPSC-CMA security of our scheme running
in proxy signature mode or proxy signcryption mode in
polynomial time and performing at most qE extraction
queries, qSKP

proxy key queries, qDE delegation queries,
qGPSC GPSC queries, qUN−GPSC UN-GPSC queries, qH1

H1 queries, qH2
H2 queries, qH3

H3 queries and qH4
H4

queries, then the GDH ′ problem can be solved with a non-
negligible advantage in a polynomial time.

This theorem follows from Lemmas 1, 2 and 3.

Lemma 1. If A can forge a delegation of our scheme with
a non-negligible advantage ε ≥ 10(qH1

+qDE)(qDE+1)/2k

in polynomial time t, then the GDH ′ problem can be
solved with probability ε′ ≥ 1/9 · 1/qH1

· (1 − 1/qH1
) ·

(1 − qUN−GPSC/2
k) in time t′ ≤ 23qH2(t + (qGPSC +

4qUN−GPSC)te)/ε, where te represents the time for a
pairing operation.

Lemma 2. If A can pretend to be a proxy person to forge
our scheme (which may be a proxy signature or proxy sign-
cryption) with a non-negligible advantage ε in polynomial
time t, then the GDH ′ problem can be solved with prob-
ability ε′ ≥ 1/qH1

· (1 − 1/qH1
) · (1 − qUN−GPSC/2

k) ·
(ε3/(qH2

+ qH4
)6 − 3/2k)ε in time t′ ≤ 2t + (qGPSC +

4qUN−GPSC)te, where te represents the time for a pair-
ing operation.

Lemma 3. If A can pretend to be an original per-
son to forge our scheme (which may be a proxy signa-
ture or proxy signcryption) with a non-negligible advan-
tage ε in polynomial time t, then the GDH ′ problem
can be solved with probability ε′ ≥ 1/qH1

· (1 − 1/qH1
) ·

(1 − qUN−GPSC/2k) · (ε3/(qH2
+ qH4

)6 − 3/2k)ε in time
t′ ≤ 2t + (qGPSC + 4qUN−GPSC)te, where te represents
the time for a pairing operation.

Proof. (Lemma 1) Suppose challenger C is given
(P, aP, bP ) ∈ G3

1 for random a, b ∈ Z∗q . C does not know
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the values of a and b, and is asked to compute abP with
the help of a DBDH oracle. To utilize adversary A, chal-
lenger C will simulate all the oracles defined in Definition
2. C maintains four lists L1, L2, L3 and L4, which are
initially empty. We assume all queries in the following are
distinct and A will ask for H1(ID) before ID is used in
any other queries. In the beginning, C gives the system
parameters params to A with Ppub = aP and randomly
selects a number θ ∈ {1, 2, ..., qH1

}.
The H1, H2, H4, extraction, delegation, proxy-key,

GPSC and UN-GPSC queries are the same as in The-
orem 1.

H3 queries: A supplies an item
(R, T, IDP , QP , IDA, QA). C does the follow-
ing.

1) C goes through list L3 with entries
(R, ∗, IDP , QP , IDA, QA, h3), so that for
different values of h3, the DBDH oracle returns
1 when queried on the tuple (aP, bP,R, T ). If
such a tuple exists, C returns h3 and replaces
the symbol * with T .

2) Otherwise, C randomly selects h3 ∈ {0, 1}m and
repeats the process until h3 is not in list L3. C
stores the item (R, T, IDP , QP , IDA, QA, h3) in
list L3, and returns h3 to A.

At last, attacker A outputs a forged delegation σ∗ on
(ID∗A, ID

∗
P ,m

∗
w). He/she does not make delegation query

with (ID∗A, ID
∗
P ,m

∗
w, σ

∗) or extraction query with ID∗A,
and σ∗ can pass the delegation verification. Here the iden-
tity ID∗P may be equal to the identity ID∗A (it means
self-delegation). If ID∗A 6= IDθ, C outputs failure and
stops. Otherwise, we suppose the forged delegation is
σ∗ = (m∗w, R

∗
A, V

∗
A). According to the forking lemma [19],

we can get two valid delegations σ∗ = (m∗w, R
∗
A, V

∗
A)

and σ′ = (m∗w, R
′
A, V

′
A), so that V ∗A = h∗AD

∗
A + k∗AQ

∗
A,

V ′A = h′AD
∗
A + k∗AQ

∗
A and h∗A = H∗2 (m∗w, R

∗
A) 6= h′A =

H ′2(m∗w, R
∗
A). Therefore we can get V ∗A − V ′A = (h∗A −

h′A)D∗A = (h∗A − h′A) · abP and abP = (V ∗A − V ′A)(h∗A −
h′A)−1.

Now, we assess the probability of success. In the
forgery stage, the probability that ID∗A = IDθ is 1/qH1 .
The probability of A querying the private key of IDθ is
1/qH1

. In the UN-GPSC queries, the probability of C re-
jecting a valid ciphertext does not exceed qUN−GPSC/2

k.
Combined with the forking lemma, the probability of C
success is ε′ ≥ 1/9·1/qH1 ·(1−1/qH1)·(1−qUN−GPSC/2k).

In terms of the time complexity, GPSC needs one
pairing operation and UN-GPSC needs four pairing
operations. Combined with the forking lemma, the
running time of C is t′ ≤ 23qH2

(t + (qGPSC +
4qUN−GPSC)te)/ε.

Proof. (Lemma 2) Suppose challenger C is given
(P, aP, bP ) ∈ G3

1 for random a, b ∈ Z∗q . C does not know
the values of a and b, and is asked to compute abP with

the help of a DBDH oracle. To utilize adversary A, chal-
lenger C will simulate all the oracles defined in Definition
2. C maintains four lists L1, L2, L3 and L4, which are
initially empty. We assume all queries in the following are
distinct and A will ask for H1(ID) before ID is used in
any other queries. In the beginning, C gives the system
parameters params to A with Ppub = aP and randomly
selects a number θ ∈ {1, 2, ..., qH1

}.
The H1, H2, H3, H4, extraction, delegation, proxy-key,

GPSC and UN-GPSC queries are the same as in Lemma 1.
At last, attacker A pretends to be a proxy per-

son ID∗P to output a forged ciphertext σ∗P (which
may be a proxy signature or proxy signcryption) on
(ID∗A, ID

∗
R,m

∗,m∗w). The ciphertext σ∗P is not the out-
put of a GPSC query. A does not make extraction query
or proxy key query on ID∗P , and σ∗P can pass the vali-
dation of UN-GPSC. If ID∗P 6= IDθ, C outputs failure
and stops. Otherwise, we suppose the forged ciphertext
is σ∗P = (m∗w, R

∗, C∗, X∗, R∗A, R
∗
P , tag). According to the

multiple-forking lemma [3], with the same inputs and dif-
ferent oracle instance to H2 and H4, we can get 4 forged
signatures

σ
(1)
P = (m∗, R∗, X(1), R∗A, R

∗
P ),

σ
(2)
P = (m∗, R∗, X(2), R∗A, R

∗
P ),

σ
(3)
P = (m∗, R∗, X(3), R∗A, R

∗
P ),

σ
(4)
P = (m∗, R∗, X(4), R∗A, R

∗
P ).

Let h
(1)
P and h

(2)
P be two different hash values of H2,

and h
(1)
4 , h

(2)
4 , h

(3)
4 and h

(4)
4 be four different hash values

of H4. We have

X(1) = h
(1)
4 · (h(1)

P DP + kPQP + hADA + kAQA) + t(QA +QP ),

X(2) = h
(2)
4 · (h(1)

P DP + kPQP + hADA + kAQA) + t(QA +QP ),

X(3) = h
(3)
4 · (h(2)

P DP + kPQP + hADA + kAQA) + t(QA +QP ),

X(4) = h
(4)
4 · (h(2)

P DP + kPQP + hADA + kAQA) + t(QA +QP ).

Thus, we have

((X(1) −X(2))(h
(1)
4 − h

(2)
4 )−1 − (X(3) −X(4))(h

(3)
4

−h(4)4 )−1)(h
(1)
P − h

(2)
P )−1 = abP.

Now, we assess the probability of success. In the
forgery stage, the probability that ID∗P = IDθ is 1/qH1

.
The probability of A querying the private key of IDθ is
1/qH1 . In the UN-GPSC queries, the probability of C re-
jecting a valid ciphertext does not exceed qUN−GPSC/2

k.
Combined with the multiple-forking lemma, the proba-
bility of C success is ε′ ≥ 1/qH1

· (1 − 1/qH1
) · (1 −

qUN−GPSC/2
k) · (ε3/(qH2

+ qH4
)6 − 3/2k)ε.

In terms of the time complexity, GPSC needs one
pairing operation and UN-GPSC needs four pairing op-
erations. Combined with the multiple-forking lemma,
the running time of C is t′ ≤ 2t + (qGPSC +
4qUN−GPSC)te.

Proof. (Lemma 3) The proof is similar to that of
Lemma 2.
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5.4 Comparison of Performance

We compare our scheme running in proxy signcryp-
tion mode with other identity-based proxy signcryption
schemes that use bilinear pairings, which include Li et
al.’s scheme [15], Duan et al.’s scheme [5], Wang et al.’s
scheme [25] and Tian et al.’s scheme [22]. The compari-
son results are listed in Table 1 and Table 2. The pairing
computations that can be pre-computed are not included
in Table 1. P, M and E represent a pairing computa-
tion, a scalar multiplication on G1 and an exponentia-
tion on G2, respectively. From Table 1, we can see that
scheme [15] and [5] need 8 and 7 pairing computations
in the proxy un-signcryption stage, respectively. There-
fore, the computational costs of these two schemes are
higher than those of the other schemes, indicating they
are inefficient. Scheme [25] is the most efficient one in
all stages, but it is vulnerable to the proxy key exposure
attacks. Once the proxy key is exposed in scheme [25],
the original person can compute the private key of the
proxy person. Scheme [22] needs 4 pairing computations
in the delegation stage, and thus the cost greatly exceeds
those of the others, indicating it is inefficient. About the
ciphertext size, our scheme is slightly longer. In general,
our scheme is one of the efficient schemes.

6 Conclusions

Generalized proxy signcryption can realize both proxy sig-
nature and proxy signcryption with only one key pair and
one algorithm, which significantly improves the efficiency
of a system with a large number of users, or with lim-
ited storage space or whose functions may be changed. In
this paper, we propose an identity-based GPSC scheme in
the random oracle model by using bilinear pairings. Our
scheme can perform public verification in proxy signcryp-
tion mode, resist proxy key exposure attacks, resist in-
sider attacks and supports self-delegation. What is more,
it needs no secure channel between the original person and
the proxy person. Under the adaptive chosen ciphertext,
chosen identity and chosen warrant attacks, the confiden-
tiality of our scheme can be reduced to the GBDH hard
problem. Under the adaptive chosen message, chosen
identity and chosen warrant attacks, the unforgeability of
our scheme can be reduced to the GDH ′ hard problem.
Through performance evaluation, our scheme is found to
be practical.
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Abstract

The strong unforgeability of digital signature means that
no attacker can forge a valid signature on a message, even
given some previous signatures on the message, which has
been widely accepted as a common security requirement.
Recently, Tsai et al. and Hung et al. presented an efficient
identity-based signature scheme and a revocable identity-
based signature scheme, respectively. Meanwhile, they all
claimed that their scheme is strongly unforgeable against
chosen message attacks. In this paper, we point out that
the two schemes cannot meet the requirements of strong
unforgeability by giving some concrete attacks and briefly
analyze the reasons why the provably-secure schemes are
insecure following their security model.

Keywords: Cryptanalysis; Identity-Based Signature;
Strong Unforgeability

1 Introduction

To simplify the complicated certificate management in
traditional public key systems, Shamir [11] introduced the
concept of identity-based public key cryptography (IB-
PKC). In IB-PKC settings, an entity’s public key is some
unique public information such as ID card, email address,
while the corresponding private key are directly derived
by the private key generator (PKG) from these public
identity information. Moreover, the author addressed the
first identity-based signature (IBS) scheme. Since then,
a few classic IBS schemes [3,5] were presented in random
oracles following Shamir’s idea.

As shown in [2], however, a security proof in random
oracles can only serve as a heuristic argument and does
not necessarily imply the security in the real implementa-
tion. It arises interest to construct a IBS scheme provably
secure without random oracles. Until 2006, the first prac-
tical IBS scheme provably secure in the standard model

was presented in [9]. Unfortunately, it does not cover the
strong unforgeability [1] which is needed in a variety of
applications. Afterwards, lots of improved IBS schemes
were proposed to meet the requirements of strong unfro-
geability in the standard model [7, 8, 10].

Recently, Tsai et al. [12] analyzed the existing strongly
unforgeable IBS schemes without using random oracles
and proposed an efficient and practical IBS scheme with
short signature that is secure without random oracles.
In the same year, Hung et al. [4] introduced a revoca-
ble identity-based signature (RIBS) scheme in the stan-
dard model. They all claimed that their (R)IBS scheme
is strongly unforgeable against chosen message attacks.

In this paper, we first illustrate that Tsai et al.’s IBS
scheme cannot meet the requirements of strong unforge-
ability by giving some concrete attacks. Then, we demon-
strate that an attacker can easily discover the difference
between simulated signatures and real signatures by in-
teracting with the challenger. Finally, we show that Hung
et al.’s RIBS scheme is actually based on Tsai et al.’s IBS
scheme and can give some similar cryptanalysis according
to the same ideas.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 gives some preliminaries. In Section 3, we review
Tsai et al.’s IBS scheme and cryptanalyze its security. In
Section 4, we look back Hung et al.’s RIBS scheme and
briefly do some cryptanalysis on it. Finally, the conclu-
sion is given in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Bilinear Groups and Complexity As-
sumption

Bilinear groups: Let G1 and G2 be two multiplicative
cyclic groups of same prime order p and g be a gen-
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erator of G1. The bilinear map ê : G1 × G1 → G2

has the following properties [6, 13]:

• Bilinearity: ∀g, h ∈ G1 and ∀a, b ∈ Z∗p, we have

ê(ga, hb) = ê(g, h)ab;

• Non-degenracy: ê(g, g) 6= 1G2 for 1G2 denotes
the identity element of G2;

• Computability: There exists an efficient algo-
rithm to compute ê(g, h).

Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) Assumption:
Let (G1,G2, p, ê) be a description of the bilinear
group of prime order p. g is a generator of subgroup
G1. The CDH assumption is that if the challenge
tuple D = ((G1,G2, p, ê), g, g

a, gb) is given, no
probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithm
A can output gab ∈ G1 with more than a negli-
gible advantage. The advantage of A is defined
as AdvCDHA (λ) = Pr[A(D) = gab] where the
probability is taken over random choices of a, b ∈ Zp.

2.2 Collision Resistant Hash (CRH) As-
sumption

Let Hk : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n be a collision-resistant hash
family of functions, where n is a fixed length and k is an
index. We say that the (ε, t)−CRH assumption holds if
no polynomial time adversary A running in time at most
t can break the collision resistance of Hk with probability
ε. Here, the successful probability of the adversary A is
presented as Pr[A(k) = (m0,m1) : m0 6= m1, Hk(m0) =
Hk(m1)], where the probability is over the random choice
consumed by the adversary A.

2.3 Frameworks and Security Notions

Identity-Based Signature (IBS) Scheme consists of four
polynomial-time algorithms as follows:

Setup. Given a security parameter κ, this algorithm pro-
duces a master secret key msk and the corresponding
public parameters params. Then params are pub-
lished and msk is kept by itself.

Extract. Given a user’s identity ID, the public parame-
ters params and the master secret key msk, this al-
gorithm computes a private key DID for ID, which is
transmitted to the user ID through a secure channel.

Sign. Given a private key DID of a user ID and a mes-
sage m, this algorithm running by the user ID gen-
erates and outputs a signature σ of ID on m.

Verify. Given a user’s identity ID, a message m and a
signature σ, a verifier checks the validity of σ. More
precisely, the algorithm outputs 1 if accepted, or 0 if
rejected.

Strong Unforgeability for Identity-Based Signature
Here, we denote by OE an oracle simulating the
algorithm Extract, and by OS an oracle simulating
the algorithm Sign. Strong unforgeability under
an adaptive chosen-message attack is defined using
the following game between a challenger C and an
adversary A:

Setup: C picks a security parameter κ and runs the algo-
rithm Setup. It keeps the master secret key msk to
itself and gives A the resulting parameters params.

Extract queries: A adaptively asks for the private key
of any identity IDi. To each extraction query of IDi,
C responds by runningOE to generate the private key
DIDi of IDi and forwarding DIDi to A.

Signing queries: A adaptively asks for the signature of
any identity IDi on any message mi. To each signing
query of IDi on Mi, C responds by running OS to
generate a signature σ, and sending σ to A.

Forgery: A outputs (ID∗,m∗, σ∗) and wins if the fol-
lowings hold:

1) σ∗ is a valid signature of ID∗ on m∗;

2) ID∗ is not queried during extract queries;

3) (ID∗,m∗, σ∗) is not queried during the sign
queries.

We define AdvA to be the probability that A wins the
above game, taken over all coin toss of C and A. In
this paper, A is said to (t, qe, qs, ε)-strongly break an
identity-based signature (IBS) scheme if A runs in time
at most t, makes at most qe extract queries, at most
qs signing queries, and AdvA is at least ε. An IBS
scheme is (t, qe, qs, ε)-strongly existential unforgeable un-
der an adaptive chosen message attack if no adversary
(t, qe, qs, ε)-strongly breaks it.

Revocable Identity-Based Signature (RIBS) Scheme
consists of five polynomial-time algorithms as follows.

Setup. Given a security parameter κ and the total num-
ber z of all periods, this algorithm outputs a master
secret key msk and the corresponding public param-
eters params. Then params are published and msk
is kept by the PKG.

Initial key extract. Given an identity ID, the public
parameters params and the master secret key msk,
this algorithm outputs the initial key DID which is
transmitted to the user ID through a secure channel.

Time key update. Given an identity ID, a time period
t, the public parameters params and the master se-
cret key msk, this algorithm outputs the time key
TID which is transmitted to the user through a pub-
lic channel. The user can combine the initial key DID

and the time key TID to obtain the full private key
SID,t.
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Sign. Given an identity ID, the corresponding private
key SID,t, a time period t and a message m, this
algorithm outputs a signature σ of ID on m in t.

Verify. Given an identity ID, a message m and a sig-
nature σ, a verifier checks the validity of σ in the
period t. More precisely, the algorithm outputs 1 if
accepted, or 0 if rejected.

Strong Unforgeability for Revocable Identity-Based
Signature Here, we denote by OE an oracle simulat-
ing the algorithm Initial key extract, by OT an oracle
simulating the algorithm Time key update, and by
OS an oracle simulating the algorithm Sign. Strong
unforgeability under an adaptive chosen-message at-
tack is defined using the following game between a
challenger C and an adversary A:

Setup: C picks a security parameter κ and runs the algo-
rithm Setup. It keeps the master secret key msk to
itself and gives A the resulting parameters params.

Extract queries: A adaptively asks for the initial key
of any identity ID. To each extraction query of ID,
C responds by running OE to generate the initial key
DID and forwarding DID to A.

Update queries: A adaptively asks for the time key of
any identity ID in period t. To each update query of
ID, C responds by running OT to generate the time
key TID and forwarding TID to A.

Signing queries: A adaptively asks for the signature of
any identity ID on any message m in period t. To
each signing query, C responds by running OS to gen-
erate a signature σ and sending σ to A.

Forgery: A outputs (ID∗,m∗, t∗, σ∗) and wins if the fol-
lowing holds:

1) σ∗ is a valid signature of ID∗ on m∗ in t∗;

2) σ∗ has not been outputted in the signing queries
on (ID∗,m∗, t∗);

3) Either ID∗ or (ID∗, t∗) has not appeared in the
extract queries or the update queries, respec-
tively.

The adversary A’s advantage is defined as the probability
that A wins the above game. In addition, to simplify the
security analysis, we consider two types of adversaries,
namely, outside adversary and inside adversary (or re-
voked user). Note that if the adversary is an outsider, it
is allowed to issue all queries in the above game except for
the initial key extract query on the target identity ID∗.
If the adversary is an insider, it is allowed to issue all
queries in the above game except for the time key update
query on (ID∗, t∗).

3 Tsai et al.’s IBS Scheme

3.1 Review of Tsai et al.’s Scheme

The strongly unforgeable identity-based signature
scheme [12] is specified by the following four algorithms.

Setup. Given a security parameter κ, the PKG chooses
two groups G1, G2 of sufficiently large prime order
p > 2κ, a generator g of G1 and an admissible bilinear
map ê : G1 × G1 → G2. The PKG sets three colli-
sion resistant hash functions, namely, H1 : {0, 1}∗ →
{0, 1}m, H2 and H3 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n, where m
and n are fixed lengths. We assume p > 2m and
p > 2n so that the hash outputs can be viewed as
the elements of Zp. The PKG chooses two random
values u′, w′ ∈ G1 as well as two vectors ~u = (ui)
of length m and ~w = (wj) of length n, where ui,
wj ∈ G1 for i = 1, 2, ...,m and j = 1, 2, ..., n. The
PKG then chooses a secret random value α ∈ Z∗p
and sets g1 = gα ∈ G1. Finally, the PKG ran-
domly chooses g2 ∈ G2 and sets the master secret
key msk = gα2 and the public parameters params =
(G1,G2, ê, g, g1, g2, H1, H2, H3, u

′, ~u, w′, ~w).

Extract. Given a user’s identity ID ∈ {0, 1}∗, the PKG
sets v = H1(ID). Here, v = (v1, v2, ..., vm) is a bit
string of length m. Let U ⊂ {1, 2, ...,m} be the
set of index i such that vi = 1, for i = 1, 2, ...,m.
The PKG chooses a random value rv ∈ Z∗p and
computes the user’s private key DID = (D1, D2) =
(gα2 (u′

∏
i∈U ui)

rv , grv ). The PKG transmits DID to
the user via a secure channel.

Sign. Given a message m ∈ {0, 1}∗, let vm = H2(m)
be a bit string of length n and let vmj denote the
jth bit of vm. Let W ⊂ {1, 2, ..., n} be the set
of index j such that vmj = 1, for j = 1, 2, ..., n.
The signer with identity ID chooses a random num-
ber rm ∈ Z∗p and then computes h = H3(m‖grm).
The signer uses her/his private key DID = (D1, D2)
to create a signature on the message m by σ =
(Dh

1 (w′
∏
j∈W wj)

rm , Dh
2 , g

rm).

Verify. Given a signature σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3) of a signer
ID on a message m, a verifier can compute h =
H3(m‖σ3) to validate the signature tuple by the
equation

ê(σ1, g)
?
= ê(g1, g2)hê(u′

∏
i∈U

ui, σ2)ê(w′
∏
i∈W

wi, σ3).

The algorithm outputs “accept” if the above equation
holds, and “reject” otherwise.

3.2 A Concrete Attack

Now, we shall in detail show how an attacker A forges
a new signature σ′ for a previously signed message m by
interacting with the challenger C according to the security
model [12].
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1) C takes a security parameter κ and runs the
Setup algorithm to produce a master secret key
msk = gα2 and public parameters params =
(G1,G2, ê, g, g1, g2, H1, H2, H3, u

′, ~u, w′, ~w). C then
gives params to A and keeps msk by itself.

2) Given any user’s identity ID and any message m, C
runs the Sign algorithms in Tsai et al.’s scheme and
produces the corresponding signature σ for m under
ID. The signature’s concrete forms are as follows,
where h = H3(m‖grm).

σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3)

= (Dh
1 (w′

∏
j∈W

wj)
rm , Dh

2 , g
rm)

= ((gα2 (u′
∏
i∈U

ui)
rv )h(w′

∏
j∈W

wj)
rm , grvh, grm)

3) A picks r′v ∈R Z∗p and computes a new signature σ′

for m under ID with σ′1 = σ1((u′
∏
i∈U ui)

r′v )h =

(gα2 (u′
∏
i∈U ui)

rv+r
′
v )h(w′

∏
j∈W wj)

rm , σ′2 =

σ2g
r′vh = g(rv+r

′
v)h and σ′3 = σ3, where

h = H3(m‖grm).

It is clear that σ′ is a new valid signature for m on ID
since

ê(σ′1, g)

= ê((gα2 (u′
∏
i∈U

ui)
rv+r

′
v )h(w′

∏
j∈W

wj)
rm , g)

= ê((gα2 )h, g)ê(((u′
∏
i∈U

ui)
rv+r

′
v )h, g)ê((w′

∏
j∈W

wj)
rm , g)

= ê(g1, g2)hê(u′
∏
i∈U

ui, σ
′
2)ê(w′

∏
i∈W

wi, σ
′
3).

Thus, the scheme fails to satisfy the requirement of strong
unforgeability.

3.3 Flaws in the Security Proof

It is well known that a provably-secure cryptographic
scheme should resist all attacks under the appropriate
adversarial model. Then, why is Tsai et al.’s IBS scheme
which is strictly proven under their security model not se-
cure? In fact, there exist some fatal flaws in Tsai et al.’s
security proof as follows.
• Signing query(ID,m). Upon receiving the query along
with (ID,m), the challenger C sets v = H1(ID) and vm =
H2(m).

Case 1. If F (v) 6= 0 mod lv, the challenger C can con-
struct the private key for v = H1(ID) as in the ex-
tract query, and then use the Signing algorithm to
respond a signature σ on m.

Case 2. If F (v) = 0 mod lv and K(vm) = 0 mod lm, the
challenger C reports failure and terminates. Other-
wise, if F (v) = 0 mod lv and K(vm) 6= 0 mod lm,

the challenger C chooses two random values rv, rm ∈
Z∗p and then computes h = H3(m‖grm) to gener-
ate the simulated signature σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3), where

σ3 = g
−h

K(vm)

1 · grm .

From the above descriptions, we notice that if F (v) =
0 mod lv (where v = H1(ID)), C cannot respond a valid
signature σ on message m under the identity ID since
H3(m‖grm) 6= H3(m‖σ3). That is to say, an adversary
can easily distinguish the distribution of simulated signa-
tures from that of real signatures by making some sign-
ing queries under the target identity ID∗ and message
m∗. Therefore, the security argument of Tsai et al.’s IBS
scheme did not work out exactly as their simulated game
definition.

4 Hung et al.’s RIBS Scheme

4.1 Review of Hung et al.’s Scheme

Here, we review the strongly secure revocable identity-
based signature scheme [4] by the five algorithms below.

Setup. Given a security parameter κ and the total num-
ber z of all periods, the PKG chooses two cyclic
groups G1 and G2 of sufficiently large prime order
p > 2κ. Let g be a generator of G1 and ê : G1×G1 →
G2 be an admissible map. The PKG sets the master
secret key and the public parameters by running the
following tasks.

1) Pick two secret values α, β ∈ Z∗p at random and

compute g1 = gα+β ∈ G1. Select a random
g2 ∈ G1 and compute gα2 and gβ2 .

2) Set four collision resistant hash functions H1 :
{0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}nu , H2 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}nt ,
H3, H4 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}nm , where nu, nt and
nm are fixed lengths.

3) Choose three random values u′, t′, w′ ∈ G1 and

three vectors ~U = (ui), ~T = (tj), ~W = (wk),
where ui, tj , wk ∈ G1 for i = 1, 2, ..., nu, j =
1, 2, ..., nt and k = 1, 2, ..., nm.

4) Finally, the PKG sets the master secret key

msk = (gα2 , g
β
2 ) and the public parameters

params= (G1, G2, ê, g, g1, g2, H1, H2, H3,

H4, u
′, ~U, t′, ~T , w′, ~W ).

Initial key extract. Given a user’s identity ID ∈
{0, 1}∗, the PKG sets vu = H1(ID). Here, vu =
(vu1, vu2, ..., vunu

) is a bit string of length nu. Let
U ⊂ {1, 2, ..., nu} be the set of indices i such that
vui = 1, for i = 1, 2, ..., nu. The PKG chooses a ran-
dom value ru ∈ Z∗p and computes the user’s private
key DID = (D1, D2) = (gα2 (u′

∏
i∈U ui)

ru , gru). The
PKG transmits DID to the user via a secure channel.

Time key update. Given a user’s identity ID ∈ {0, 1}∗
and a period t, the PKG sets vt = H2(ID, t). Here,
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vt = (vt1, vt2, ..., vtnt) is a bit string of length nt.
Let T ⊂ {1, 2, ..., nt} be the set of indices j such
that vtj = 1, for j = 1, 2, ..., nt. The PKG chooses
a random value rt ∈ Z∗p and computes the user’s

private key TID = (T1, T2) = (gβ2 (t′
∏
j∈T tj)

rt , grt).
The PKG sends TID to the user via a public chan-
nel. Upon receiving TID, the user combines it with
his/her initial secret key DID = (D1, D2) to ob-
tain the signing key SID,t =(S1, S2, S3)=(D1T1, D2,
T2)= (gα+β(u′

∏
i∈U ui)

ru(t′
∏
j∈T tj)

rt , gru , grt).

Sign. For a period t, given a non-revoked user’s identity
ID ∈ {0, 1}∗, a message m ∈ {0, 1}∗, the user first
computes a string vm = H3(m) of length nm. Let
vmk denote the k-th bit of the string vm and let
W ⊂ {1, 2, ..., nm} be the set of indices k such that
vmk = 1 for k = 1, 2, ..., nm. Then the user chooses a
random number rm ∈ Z∗p and computes grm and h =
H4(m‖grm). Finally, the user generates a signature
σ on the message m as follows:

σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4)

= (Sh1 (w′
∏
k∈W

wk)rm , Sh2 , S
h
3 , g

rm)

= (g
(α+β)h
2 (u′

∏
i∈U

ui)
ruh(t′

∏
j∈T

tj)
rth(w′

∏
k∈W

wk)rm ,

gruh, grth, grm),

where (S1, S2, S3) is the signing key SID,t obtained
above.

Verify. Given a signature σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4) of a signer
ID on a message m in a period t, a verifier can com-
pute h = H4(m‖σ4) to validate the signature tuple
by the following equation

ê(σ1, g)
?
= ê(g1, g2)hê(u′

∏
i∈U

ui, σ2) ·

ê(t′
∏
j∈T

tj , σ3)ê(w′
∏
k∈W

wk, σ4).

The algorithm outputs “accept” if the above equation
holds, and “reject” otherwise.

4.2 Some Concrete Attacks

In fact, Hung et al.’s RIBS scheme is based on Tsai et al.’s
IBS scheme. Thus, we can easily give a similar cryptanal-
ysis according to the same ideas in Subsection 3.2. Here,
we shall show how an attacker A forges a new signature
σ′ for a previously signed message m by interacting with
the challenger C under the security model defined in [4].

1) C takes a security parameter κ and runs the Setup
algorithm to produce the master secret key msk =
(gα2 , g

β
2 ) and the public parameters params= (G1,

G2, ê, g, g1, g2, H1, H2, H3, H4, u
′, ~U, t′, ~T , w′, ~W ).

C then gives params to A and keeps msk by itself.

2) Given any user’s identity ID, a period t and any
message m, C runs the Sign algorithms in Hung et
al.’s scheme and outputs the corresponding signature
σ for m under ID in t. The signature’s concrete
forms are as follows, where h = H3(m‖grm).

σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4)

= (Sh1 (w′
∏
k∈W

wk)rm , Sh2 , S
h
3 , g

rm)

= (g
(α+β)h
2 (u′

∏
i∈U

ui)
ruh(t′

∏
j∈T

tj)
rth(w′

∏
k∈W

wk)rm ,

gruh, grth, grm)

3) A picks two random values r′u and r′t from Z∗p and
forges a new signature σ′ on m under ID in t as
follows, where h = H3(m‖grm).

σ′1 = σ1((u′
∏
i∈U

ui)
r′u)h((t′

∏
j∈T

tj)
r′t)h

= (gα+β2 (u′
∏
i∈U

ui)
ru+r

′
u(t′

∏
j∈T

tj)
rt+r

′
t)h(w′

∏
j∈W

wj)
rm

σ′2=σ2g
r′uh=g(ru+r

′
u)h, σ′3=σ3g

r′th = g(rt+r
′
t)h and

σ′4 = σ4.

It is clear that σ′ is a new valid signature for m on
ID in t since

ê(σ′
1, g)

= ê(g
(α+β)h
2 (u′

∏
i∈U

ui)
(ru+r′u)h(t′

∏
j∈T

tj)
(rt+r

′
t)h

(w′
∏
k∈W

wk)
rm , g)

= ê(g
(α+β)h
2 , g)ê((u′

∏
i∈U

ui)
(ru+r′u)h, g) ·

ê((t′
∏
j∈T

tj)
(rt+r

′
t)h, g)ê((w′

∏
k∈W

wk)
rm , g)

= ê(g1, g2)
hê(u′

∏
i∈U

ui, σ
′
2)ê(t

′
∏
j∈T

tj , σ
′
3)ê(w

′
∏
k∈W

wk, σ
′
4).

Therefore, the RIBS scheme fails to meet the re-
quirement of strong unforgeability under their secu-
rity model. For more details about cause analysis,
the interested readers are referred to Section 3.3.

5 Conclusion

Strong unforgeability has been widely accepted as a com-
mon security requirement for signature schemes. In this
paper, we first reviewed two so-called strongly unforgeable
identity-based signatures presented by Tsai et al. and
Hung et al., respectively. Then, we demonstrated that
both of them are not strongly unforgeable by giving some
concrete attacks. Finally, we illustrated that there exist
some serious errors in their proving process.
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Abstract

Generally, multi-proxy blind signature scheme has been
proposed to provide privacy protection. However, multi-
proxy blind signature scheme requires their signatures of
all the proxy signers. So there are some drawbacks about
proxy signature. Proxy knows all the information of sign-
ers, it will lead to information leakage. Therefore, we
propose a discrete logarithm-based multi-proxy blind sig-
nature scheme in this paper. The new scheme combines
Elliptic curve, bilinear mapping and blind signature. El-
liptic curve can avoid that a proxy signer is absent or
makes mistakes causing unsuccessful signature. It en-
hances the robustness and fault tolerance. Meanwhile,
blind idea makes proxy signers have no information about
sensitive message. Bilinear mapping can reduce the com-
putation time. Finally, the security analysis shows that
this new scheme is with more flexibility and fault toler-
ance than traditional multi-proxy signature schemes. And
it can be widely used in many real engineering applica-
tions.

Keywords: Blind Signature; Bilinear Mapping; Discrete
Logarithm; Elliptic Curve; Multi-proxy Blind Signature
Scheme

1 Introduction

Proxy signature means that a designated proxy signer can
generate valid signatures on behalf of the original signer in
an agent signature scheme [12,13,18]. It allows the origi-
nal signer to delegate the signature to the proxy signer
and generate an effective proxy signature. Proxy sig-
nature contains initialization process, authorization pro-
cess, proxy signature generation process and proxy sig-
nature verification process. Traditional proxy signature
schemes are easily attacked and sensitive information is
leaked [7, 10, 16]. Then in order to meet the actual de-

mand, some improved proxy signatures are proposed.

Xie et al. [26] proposed that in the system initial-
ization phase, when each user’s public key was certified
by CA, the registering user must perform a challenge-
response protocol or zero-knowledge protocol to convince
CA that he knew the private key corresponding to his
public key. Ma et al. [17] proposed a proxy signature-
based re-authentication scheme for secure fast handoff in
WMNs. To begin with, he designated the mesh portal
(MPP) as the authenticator of the MH that initially ac-
cessed a certain mesh domain. After the successful initial
association, the MH was authorized to obtain a tempo-
ral proxy delegation of the MPP for the preparation of
handoff. Making use of the proxy delegation in hand-
off case, the MH could efficiently associate with a target
MAP connecting to the MPP by performing the proposed
re-authentication scheme, in which mutual authentication
and pairwise master key (PMK) establishment were per-
formed between the MH and the MAP in a three-way
handshake procedure without involving any other parties.

A proxy signature scheme allowed a proxy signer to
sign messages on behalf of an original signer within a given
context. Most identity based proxy signature schemes
currently known employ bilinear pairings. So an iden-
tity based proxy ring signature (IBPS) scheme from RSA
without pairings was constructed, and the security was
proved under the random oracle model [4]. Lan et al. [11]
put forward a new security cloud storage data encryp-
tion scheme based on identity proxy re-encryption. This
scheme could flexibility share data with other users secu-
rity without fully trusted cloud. For the detailed struc-
ture, he used a strong unforgeable signature scheme to
make the transmuted ciphertext had publicly verification
combined identity-based encryption. Furthermore, the
transformed ciphertext had chosen-ciphertext security un-
der the standard model. Liu et al. [14] constructed the
initial threshold proxy signature scheme independently,
which is an improvement for proxy signature scheme.
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In a (t, n) threshold proxy signature scheme, an original
signer delegates his signature right to n proxy signers, in
which cooperation of t proxy signers can produce a valid
proxy signature. Then a lot of threshold proxy signature
schemes are proposed [2, 8, 15,22,28,29].

Through the above analysis, we make a summary on
the type of proxy signature scheme.

1) Proxy multi-signature [27]. m → 1, m original sign-
ers delegate the signature to one proxy signer.

2) Multi-proxy signature [19, 23]. 1 → n, an original
signer delegates the signature authority to n proxy
signers.

3) Multi-proxy multi-signature [3, 12]. m→ n, m origi-
nal signers delegate the signature to n proxy signers.
It is an extension of m → 1 and 1 → n applications
and increases the flexibility of scheme.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
and Section 3 introduce Bilinear map and Elliptic curve
respectively. the system model for wireless body area net-
work. Section 3 outlines the proposed scheme to analyze
detailed processes. Experience and security analysis are
given in Section 4. Section 5 finally concludes the paper.

2 Bilinear Map

Supposing G0 and G1 are two p − order multiplicative
cyclic groups [5]. g is a generator of G0 and e is a bilinear
map, namely e : G0 ×G0 → G1, then for any i, j, k ∈ G0

and a, b ∈ Zp, the map e has the following properties [21]:

1) Bilinear: e(ia, jb) = e(i, j)ab.

2) Non-degenerative: e(g, g) 6= 1.

3) Polymerizability: e(i · j, k) = e(i, k)× e(j, k).

If the group operation is highly computable in G0 and
the map e : G0 × G0 → G1, then the group is called
bilinear. So map e is commutative: e(ga, gb) = e(g, g)ab =
e(gb, ga).

3 Elliptic Curve (ECC)

The elliptic curve crypto-system is currently known as the
public key system, which provides the highest encryption
intensity for each bit [1]. Assuming that q is a big prime
number. Fq is the finite field of q. r is a prime number.
Therefore, Elliptic curve EC of Fq is defined as,

y2 = x3 + ax+ b.

Where (4a3 + 27b2)modq 6= 0. Elliptic curve encryp-
tion algorithm is with small key length, high safety per-
formance, little digital signature time. In the applica-
tion of intelligent terminal, it has great potential devel-
opment, such as PDA, mobile phones. In the network,

ECC algorithm also ensures its real-time collaborative
work. Higher sensitivity level data encrypted by ECC
algorithm , the speed can satisfy the large amount data,
and the high security can well protect the safety of the
system.

4 New Multi-proxy Blind Signa-
ture Scheme

First, we give the parameters used in this paper as shown
in Table 1.

Assuming that the discrete logarithm problem in Zp is
difficult. And proxy signers, less than t, are dishonestly,
that is, they unfaithfully execute the protocol.

4.1 Signature Scheme Based on Bilinear
Map

Supposing that G1 is the additive group with generator
P and q order. G2 is the multiplicative group with q
order. Bilinear map is defined as e : G1 × G1 → G2.
H1 : 0, 1∗ → Zq and H2 : 0, 1∗ → G1 are two Hash
functions.

Detailed signature scheme based on bilinear map is as
follows.

1) Key generation algorithm.

• Private key generation. Randomly selecting s ∈
Z∗q as system private key.

• Public key generation. Ppub as system public
key, where (G1, G2, q, P, Ppub, H2) are public pa-
rameters.

2) Signature algorithm. For M ∈ 0, 1∗, signer computes
PM = H2(M) ∈ G1, SM = sPM . So the signature of
information M is SM .

3) Verification process. Verifying equation e(SM , P ) =
e(H2(M), Ppub). If it is correctness, then user accepts
signature.

4.2 Generation Phase of Proxy Certifi-
cate

Assuming that m original signers and n proxy signers hold
consultation the message range and the validity period of
proxy for the proxy signature, and then it forms the Proxy
Agent signature protocol W (including the public key of
all original signers and proxy signers).

1) Ui randomly selects kUi
= Z∗q , calculates LUi

=

gkUi mod p, and sends it to other m − 1 original
signers and proxy signers. Each pj randomly selects

kpj
∈ Z∗q , calculates Lpj

= gkpj mod p, and sends it
to other n − 1 proxy signers and m original signers.
Finally, all original signers and proxy signers com-
pute and save K =

∏m
i=1 LUi

∏n
j=1 Lpj

mod p.
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Table 1: Parameter explanation

Symbol Definition
p, q Prime number. Where q is large prime factor of p− 1.
g g ∈ Z∗p , gq ≡ 1(modp).

h(·) A secure one-way hash function.
|| Concatenation of bit strings.
t The threshold value.

xui
Private key of original signer.

Ui Original signer.
yui = gxui mod p Public key of original signer.

xpj ∈ Z∗q The private key of proxy signer.
pj = (1, 2, · · · , n) Proxy signer.
ypj

= gxpj mod p Public key of proxy signer.
IDj The identity information.
UI The message owner.

2) Ui calculates VUi
= (h(W )xUi

+ kUi
K) mod q, sends

it to other m−1 original signers and n proxy signers.
Personal delegation certificate of Ui is (LUi , VUi). pj
calculates Vpj

= (h(W )xpj
+ kpj

K) mod q, sends it
to other n − 1 proxy signers and m original signers,
then delegation certificate of pj is (Lpj

, Vpj
).

3) Each Ui

pj
verifies the correctness of the

VUi

Vpj
by follow-

ing formulas:

gVUi = y
h(W )
Ui

LK
Ui

mod p, i = 1, 2, · · · ,m.

gVpj = yh(W )
pj

LK
pj

mod p, j = 1, 2, · · · , n.

If VUi
and Vpj

are correct, then each proxy signer pj
computes V = (

∑m
i=1 VUi

+
∑n

j=1 Vpj
) to generate

the delegation proxy certificate K,V .

4.3 Generation Phase of Proxy Signature
Key

When signature enters into i − th phase, U uses the sig-
nature private key xUi−1

of (i − 1)th phase to calculate
the signature private key xUi of i− th phase.

xUi = xUi−1 mod n.

Each pj randomly selects nj ∈ Z∗q and aje ∈ Z∗q , cal-
culates and broadcasts Nj = gnj mod p and gaje mod p
to other proxy signers. It requires that the product of
any t Nj of the proxy signers is unequal. Meanwhile,

It constructs a polynomial fj(x) =
∑t−1

e=0 ajex
e mod q, to

satisfy aj0 = (xpj
+njV ). pj calculates and sends the sub-

secret fj(IDi) mod q for other pi(o = 1, 2, · · · , n, i 6= j),
Calculate and save fj(IDj) mod q.

4.4 Generation Phase of Proxy Signature

Set the message m will be generated according to the
will of the original signer. In this algorithm, each proxy

member Di will produce a part proxy signature for m
according to generated proxy key Ki. Then it appoints
one agent member M to collect all the proxy signatures
and get the final proxy signature scheme.

1) Each proxy member Di randomly generates integer
kpi
∈ Z∗q , computes rpi

= e(p, p)kpi . And rpi
is

broadcast to other l − 1 proxy members.

2) Each proxy member Di calculates rp =
∏l

i=1 rpi and
cp = H1(m||rp), Upi

= cpspi
+kpi

p. So the part proxy
signature of each proxy member for m is binary array
(cp, Upi

).

3) Each proxy member Di sends Upi
to assigned mem-

ber M .

4) M puts each proxy member’s proxy signature into

equation cp = H1(m||
∏l

i−1 e(Upi , p)(eH2(ξ), pK0 +
pKi))

−cp .

When all the proxy signature verifications are passed. M
calculates Up =

∑l
i=1 Upi . So the proxy signature of each

proxy member for m is quaternion array (m, cp, Upi
, ξ).

4.5 Proxy Signature Verification Phase

Generated delegation proxy certificate (K,V ) can ver-
ify the the validity of final signature. Due to Y =∏n

i=1 ypi
modp and Q =

∏n
i=1Ni mod p The verification

is as follows:

gV = KK(

m∏
i=1

yUi

n∏
j=1

ypj )h(W ) mod p.

gS = (Y QVNN )B+h(M)h(W ) mod p.

5 New Scheme Analysis

5.1 Security analysis

1) The security of the certificate.
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Theorem 1. Under the discrete logarithmic prob-
lem (DLP) difficulty assumption, personal delega-
tion certificate of Ui(LUi

, VUi
), personal proxy certifi-

cate (Lpj
, Vpj

) of pj and delegation proxy certificate
(K,V ) are safe.

Proof. Assuming that the attacker A counterfeits a

certificate (L′U1
, V ′U1

) of U1, it needs to meet: gV
′
U1 =

y
h(W )
U1

(L′K
′

U1
), K ′ = L′U1

∏m
i=2 LUi

∏n
j=1 Lpj

. Setting
a known L′U1

, through the above two formulas to
solve V ′U1

, it needs to solve the discrete logarithm
in Zp, so personal delegation certificate of U1 is safe.
Similarly, certificate (Lpj

, Vpj
) of pj is safe.

Let A counterfeits a delegation proxy certifi-
cate (K ′, V ′), which needs to satisfy: gV

′
=

K ′K
′
(
∏m

i=1 yUi

∏n
j=1 ypj )h(W )modp. Under the DLP

difficulty assumption, (K,V ) is security.

2) Unforgeability. There are two existence-
unforgeabilities of proxy signature: existence
authorization-unforgeability and proxy signature
existence-unforgeability.

Theorem 2. Under the DLP difficulty assumption,
the final proxy signature cannot be forged.

Proof. If A directly constructs B′ and forges S, it
needs to solve the discrete logarithm or first forge
part signature S′i. But we use the following explana-
tion to verify that S′i cannot be forged. If A randomly
selects ni and ci. It uses S′i = (Tici + niN)(B +
M̄h(W )) mod q to calculate S′i, but when it com-

putes gS
′
i , the process is very difficulty. It is also

difficult to solve ni and ci by Ni = gni mod p and
Ci = gci under the DLP difficulty assumption. To
sum up, the new scheme satisfies unforgeability.

3) Non-repudiation. The original signature group can-
not deny authorization to proxy signature group.
The delegation proxy certificate (K,V ) satisfies Ci =
gci . And Ci = gci refers to the private key informa-
tion of all the original signers, so the original signa-
ture group cannot deny the authorization.

Proxy signature group cannot deny the signature of
message M . In the proxy signature key generation
phase, pj only constructs the polynomial fj(x) sat-
isfying aj0 = (xpj

+ njV )modq with its own private
key, and verifies the public key ypj of pj . And then
it verifies the validity of the final signature. There-
fore, the proxy signature group cannot deny its proxy
signature.

4) Traceability. When a dispute occurring, the iden-
tity of the T proxy signers who actually participate
in the signature can be identified according to the
uniqueness of the N in the final signature, that is,
the scheme is traceable for the actual identity of the
signer involved.

5) Robustness. This new scheme adds a threshold proxy
process in the proxy signature generation phase.
Only t proxy signers can complete the signature.
Therefore, when the several proxy signers cannot par-
ticipate in the signature, it will not affect the imple-
mentation of this scheme. Namely, the scheme has
good robustness and fault tolerance.

6) Blindness. UI first uses the randomly number α and
β to blind M as M̄ . Then it sends B and M̄ to the
member pi in E, and pi wants to acquire message
M through M̄ = (α−1h(M ||B′) + β) mod q, that is
impossible. Therefore, each pi in E cannot obtain the
specific content of its signed message. So the scheme
is with blindness.

7) Unlinkability. When UI publishes the final signa-
ture of M , even if all pi reserve intermediate variable
Bi in each signature process and combine them to
calculate B. By B′ = (αB + αβh(W )) mod q and
M̄ = (α−1h(M ||B′) + β) mod q to solve blind factor
α and β. But α and β are randomly selected, pi still
does not know the final signature corresponding to
which intermediate variables Bi, thereby pi cannot
combine the final signature with the detailed infor-
mation of signature process. They are independent.
So the scheme satisfies the unlinkability and effec-
tively protect the privacy message.

8) Preventing the abuse of signature privilege. In W , it
clearly stipulates the message range of proxy signa-
ture and the proxy valid period, this can prevent the
proxy signer abuse of their proxy right. Because the
proxy private key contains the original signer and
proxy signer’s private key, it only can be used for
proxy signatures, which ensures that the proxy pri-
vate key cannot be used for other purposes other than
generating valid proxy signatures.

5.2 Proof of Correctness

Theorem 3. If the original signer and proxy signer
strictly generate the correct parameters according to (1)
and (2), the formula (1) and (2) can be verified.

Proof. gVUi = gh(W )xUi
+kUi

K = y
h(W )
Ui

LK
Ui
modp, that is,

the formula (1) can be verified, and the same for for-
mula (2). The original signer and proxy signer are es-
tablished by verifying (1), (2) to confirm the security of
their personal delegate certificate and personal proxy cer-
tificate.

6 Experiment And Analysis

We make comparison experiments to demonstrate the per-
formance of our new scheme with MSBQ [6], EMRP [24],
QPBW [25] and ECCB [20] with MATLAB 2014b plat-
form. Supposing that bilinear pairings in this scheme is
e : G × G → GT . GT is bilinear target group. Table 2
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Table 2: Performance comparison with different schemes
Stage MSBQ EMRP QPBW ECCB New scheme

Encryption p+ 3eT + 5h 2p+ 2eT + 4e+ 2h 3p+ 2eT + 3e+ 2h 4p+ 3e+ 2h 3e
Deryption 3p+ 2eT + 4h p+ 3eT + 3e+ h 2p+ 2eT + 3h 3p+ 4eT + 3h 2e

Table 3: Comparison results with different methods
Scheme Blind signature scheme Muilt-proxy muilt-signature scheme Security Threshold signature scheme
MSBQ NO NO YES YES
EMRP YES NO NO NO
QPBW YES NO NO NO
ECCB NO YES NO YES

New scheme YES YES YES YES

is the computation complexity with different schemes.
Where symbols p, eT , e and h denote bilinear pairings
operation, exponential operation in GT , exponential op-
eration in G and Hash operation. Their coefficients are
operation numbers. From the table, we can know that our
new scheme needs the least operation time. In addition,
it has the optimal encryption results.

Table 3 is the comparison result with different methods
in terms of qualitative analysis.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a discrete logarithm-based
multi-proxy blind signature scheme in this paper. The
new scheme combines Elliptic curve, bilinear mapping and
blind signature. It can meet indistinguishable against
adaptively chosen-ciphertext attacks in random oracle
model. We also give security proof and efficiency anal-
ysis in this paper. And comparison with other proxy re-
encryption schemes shows that our scheme is with high
efficiency, more flexibility and fault tolerance. In the fu-
ture, we will study more advanced re-encryption schemes
taking communication cost between authorized user and
proxy into consideration.
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Abstract

This paper emphasises the study on ways of constructing
the substitution boxes (S-boxes). To improve the strength
of block cipher, a new proposed substitution box for sym-
metric key cryptography was designed based on Fibonacci
numbers and prime factor. This new security approach
was designed for better security of block ciphers. The
level of security S-box was evaluated based on the cryp-
tographic properties such as balance criteria, nonlinear-
ity, correlation immunity, algebraic degree, transparency
order, propagation, number of fixed points and opposite
fixed points, algebraic immunity, robustness to differen-
tial cryptanalysis, signal to noise ratio (SNR) Differential
Power Analysis (DPA) as well as confusion coefficient.
The AES S-box and the new proposed S-box were anal-
ysed to verify the cryptographical security of the S-box.
Result showed that the new proposed S-box using the Fi-
bonacci numbers and prime factor possessed good cryp-
tographic properties compared to the AES S-box.

Keywords: Block Cipher; Cryptography; Fibonacci; S-box

1 Introduction

Cryptography is an important part of information secu-
rity that covers the investigation of algorithms and pro-
tocols for secure information. Within the advancement
of technology, the design of cryptographic algorithm is
often enhanced to ensure that information is secure. In
terms of security, it is always a question of whether or not
these algorithms are secure enough to protect informa-
tion. Block ciphers are the most prominent and impor-
tant elements to provide high level security. Generally,
block cipher is a deterministic algorithm on fixed length

group of bits known as blocks to transform a fixed length
block of plaintext message blocks into cipher text blocks
of the same length. Since 1970, block cipher design and
analysis have been widely studied culminating in the se-
lection of Rijndael [8] as the new Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) in 2001 [5]. Thus, a modern block cipher
was designed based on the AES substitution box (called
S-box) to substitute blocks of input bits to a set of out-
put bits. S-box is a critical part of any block cipher that
provides the primary source non-linear [12,16].

This paper proposes a design of secure symmetric en-
cryption S-box to improve the existing S-box. The de-
sign and characteristics of S-box in a block cipher are
the central measures of resistance against all adequately
high nonlinearities [9]. The confusion and diffusion prop-
erties are needed to build a strong encryption algorithm
as suggested by [37]. However, there are some problems
addressed in the process of the designing of a new S-box.
The two sets of problems arise from the selection of an S-
box before its cryptographic use can be considered secure.
The first problem is related to the design (or search) of
a good S-box while the second problem is in the verifica-
tion of a given S-box as one cryptanalytic technique [2].
Hence, constructing secure S-boxes to use them in dif-
ferent cryptosystems for increasing their security is the
current study problem [17]. S-box design is usually the
most important task while designing a new cipher [7].

The design of the new S-box is an important concern
in creating new and more secure cryptosystems [11]. The
disadvantages of S-box design are the limitations that
make it vulnerable and insecure [1, 18]. Currently, there
are no algebraic procedures that can give the preferred
and complete set of properties for an S-box [33]. Thus,
there has been a lot of attention on redesigning, recre-
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ating or renewing the design and implementation of the
original AES S-box.

Based on previous studies, there are various techniques
used to construct the standard AES S-box such as linear-
transform and non-linear function [39], fractional linear
transformation [19], branch numbers [36], affine trans-
formation [6, 41] and the network RFWKIDEA32-1 [26].
In another study, it was shown that Fibonacci number
can make secure communication from cryptanalysis at-
tacks [35]. This technique can fulfil the requirements for
communication such as capacity, security and robustness
to secure data transmission over an open channel. Recent
studies proved that the performance of encryption and
decryption algorithm using Fibonacci number is faster
than symmetric algorithms [38] and RSA algorithms [14].
These studies demonstrated that the performance of en-
cryption and decryption algorithm can be increased using
Fibonacci numbers. However, no study has addressed Fi-
bonacci technique and prime factor to construct the AES
S-box. In this paper, Fibonacci numbers and prime factor
were used to improve the original AES S-box.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, previ-
ous studies on Fibonacci numbers are reviewed. Section 3
briefly describes the AES S-box in cryptography, the Fi-
bonacci numbers and prime factor. Comparison between
the properties of Boolean functions of our new proposed
S-box and the AES S-box is explained in Section 4. Fi-
nally, conclusion is presented in Section 5.

2 Review on Fibonacci Numbers

In the field of cryptography, numbers play an important
role in different theoretical and practical applications.
Cryptosystems rely on the assumption that a number of
mathematical problems are computationally intractable
since they cannot be solved in polynomial time [29]. The
Fibonacci numbers are natural numbering system appro-
priate for the development of each living thing. Many
studies have investigated on how Fibonacci sequence can
be observed in the real world. These numbers occur ev-
erywhere in nature, ranging from the leaf arrangement
in plants, the structure of DNA as well as various pro-
portions in human face and structure of sea shells. One
study has been conducted observing that the phyllotaxis
of plants follows the Fibonacci sequence [28].

A study by [23] showed that the structure of DNA and
its organization pattern is a fractal. Then, [31] discovered
that the DNA gene-coding region sequences are strongly
related to the Golden Ratio and Fibonacci/Lucas integer
numbers. In another study, [3] examined the Fibonacci
numbers can be seen in the structure of coronary arterial
tree and that diseased atherosclerotic lesions in coronary
arteries follow the Fibonacci distribution. Nevertheless,
in computer science, the Fibonacci numbers act as a foun-
dation for various algorithms that are widely applied. In a
previous study, the Fibonacci numbers have been applied
in the encryption and decryption algorithm to display en-

crypting message.
In another study [34], it was shown that the content

of the original message were changed to the ciphertext by
taking each character from the message and converting it
based on the Fibonacci numbers. Based on these previous
studies, understanding the role of the Fibonacci numbers
may be a key to increase the performance of block cipher
in cryptosystems.

3 AES S-box in Cryptography

Substitution is a nonlinear transformation that makes the
confusion of bits. It is often considered as a look-up ta-
ble, which uses several byte substitution transformations
in the key expansion routine to perform a one-for-one sub-
stitution of a byte value. An n ×m S-box is a mapping
from n input bits to m output bits, S : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m.
Basically, an S-box is a set of m single output Boolean
functions combined in a fixed order. There are 2n inputs
and 2m possible outputs for an n ×m S-box. Generally,
an n×m S-box, S, is represented as a matrix of size 2n×m

for each m-bit entry. An n×m S-box is a bijective S-box
where each input is mapped to a dissimilar output entry
and all possible outputs are presented in the S-box.

In 2001, the National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology (NIST) announced the AES as a new standard
to replace the Data Encryption Standard (DES). This
standard indicates that the Rijndael algorithm is gener-
ally utilized as a part of numerous cryptographic appli-
cations. It was designed to handle additional block sizes
and key lengths 128, 192 and 256 bits. The 128 bits AES
encrypted a 16 byte block using a 16 byte key of 10 en-
cryption rounds. The value of each byte in the array is
substituted according to a look-up table.

The Rijndael AES S-box is designed based on three
transformations. The S-box is generated by determining
multiplicative inverse for a given number in Galois Field
GF(28) using the irreducible polynomial:

m(x) = x8 + x4 + x3 + x1.

The multiplicative inverse is then transformed as in Equa-
tion (1):

x′i = xi ⊕ x(i+4)mod8 ⊕ x(i+5)mod8 ⊕ x(i+7)mod8 ⊕ Ci. (1)

Where xi is the bit i of the byte and the column vector Ci

is added with the value {63} or {01100011}. The affine
transformation element of the Rijndael AES S-box can be
expressed as shown in Figure 1.

This affine transformation is the sum of multiple rota-
tions of the byte as a vector. Figure 2 shows the original
AES S-box represented here with hexadecimal notation.

3.1 Construct AES S-box Using Fi-
bonacci Numbers and Prime Factor

In this paper, the Fibonacci numbers and prime factor
were applied to construct the AES S-box to propose a
new S-box.
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Figure 1: Affine transformation of Rijndael AES S-box

Figure 2: The AES S-box

3.2 Fibonacci Numbers

In mathematics, the Fibonacci numbers or Fibonacci se-
quences are the numbers in the integer sequence of 0, 1,
1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, 233, 377, 610.... Based
on the definition, the first two numbers in the Fibonacci
sequence are 0 and 1, and each subsequent number is the
sum of the previous two. In mathematical terms, the
sequence Fn in Fibonacci numbers is defined by the re-
currence relation

Fn = Fn−1 + Fn−2. (2)

With seed values

F0 = 0, F1 = 1. (3)

The Fibonacci numbers were applied because they have
a wide range of significant mathematical properties that
make them very useful in computer science. Moreover, the
Fibonacci numbers are efficiently computable. Based on
this fact, the series can be generated efficiently. Any num-
ber can be written as the sum of unique Fibonacci num-
bers. The straightforwardness and beauty of Fibonacci
numbers are persuaded to create matrix cryptosystems,
which are helpful in securing information.

3.3 Prime Factor

The prime factor is the most remarkable and practical
for cryptography. Many algorithms used in public-key
cryptography contain various and critical security appli-
cations. Most of them are related to the fact that prime
factorisation is unique. Prime factorisation is the finding
of prime numbers that can be multiply together to make
the original number. In a number of theories, prime fac-
tor is a positive integer where the prime numbers divide
that integer exactly. For a prime factor p of n, the multi-
plicity of p is the largest exponent a for which pa divides
n precisely. In this paper, the AES S-box was improved
with the Fibonacci numbers and prime factor to make a
strong and secure S-box against cryptanalysis attack.

The new proposed S-box was constructed by the fol-
lowing steps:

1) The multiplicative inverse in the finite field GF(28)
was taken and the element {00} was mapped to itself.

2) The affine transformation was applied (over GF(28)).

3) Each byte in the S-box was assumed to comprise 8
bits labelled [x7, x6, x5, x4, x3, x2, x1, x0].

4) XOR with the value {63} or {01100011} which is a
byte of Ci.

5) Then XOR with the Fibonacci number.

6) XOR with the prime factor.
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Figure 3: Proposed S-box

The new equation of the Fibonacci numbers and prime
factor is expressed as below.

x′i = xi ⊕ x(i+4)mod8 ⊕ x(i+5)mod8 ⊕ x(i+7)mod8 ⊕ Ci

⊕Fn ⊕ P a1
i . (4)

Based on the Equation (4), the proposed S-box gener-
ated is illustrated in Figure 3.

4 Analysis of S-boxes Properties

To ensure that the newly proposed S-box is secure, crypto-
graphic tests were applied. In this paper, the AES S-box
and the new proposed S-box were analysed using the S-
box Evaluation Tool (SET). The SET is a tool utilised for
analysing cryptographic properties of Boolean functions

and S-boxes composing ANSI C code [32]. The quality of
an S-box is determined based on cryptographic properties
that must be considered in the designing and analysing of
S-boxes.

The experiments were conducted on Ubuntu 16.04LTS
operating system to test the cryptographic properties of
S-boxes, which are balance criteria, nonlinearity, cor-
relation immunity, algebraic degree, transparency or-
der, propagation, number of fixed points and opposite
fixed points, algebraic immunity, robustness to differen-
tial cryptanalysis, signal to noise ratio (SNR) Differen-
tial Power Analysis as well as confusion coefficient. Each
property of S-boxes relates to a certain cryptographic at-
tack.The results from the AES S-box and the new pro-
posed S-box are depicted in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

Meanwhile, the explanation for the cryptographic
properties of S-box is described as follows:

Balance: The most fundamental of all cryptographic
properties desired to be presented by Boolean func-
tion is balance. For an n×m, S-box is mapped from
GF (2n) to GF (2m). If every value ∈ GF (2m) is
mapped by an equal number of distinct input values,
then the S-box is balanced. On the other hand, if an
n-variable Boolean function whose Hamming weight
is not equal to 2n−1, it is called an unbalanced func-
tion [17].

Nonlinearity: One of the most important cryptographic
properties of a Boolean function is nonlinearity. In
fact, the nonlinearity of a n-variable Boolean function
f represents a measure of the dissimilarity between
f and the n-variable affine function a that f bears
the closest bitwise similarity to be measured by the
Hamming distance between f and a. S : {0, 1}n →
{0, 1}m is defined as the least value of nonlinearity
of all nonzero linear combination of n Boolean func-
tions fi : {0, 1} → {0, 1}, i = n − 1, ?1, 0 [17]. The
nonlinearity of an S-box must be high to resist lin-
ear cryptanalysis. Without a nonlinear component,
an attacker could express the input and output with
a system of linear equations where the key bits are
unknown.

The strength of S-box can be evaluated based on
the nonlinearity criteria where the high nonlinear-
ity is considered as cryptographically strong. Highly
nonlinear functions were stimulated since algorithms
close to linear are vulnerable to various approxima-
tion attacks [10]. The available limit of nonlinearity
for 8× 8 S-boxes is 100 [27].

An optimal value of nonlinearity is 120 [20]. Hence,
the analysis of the nonlinearity must be high to resist
linear cryptanalysis. Thus, the highest possible value
of NL is 120 ≤ NL ≤ 100.

Correlation Immunity: Correlation immunity is a prop-
erty of Boolean functions that denotes the extent of
independence between linear combinations of the in-
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put bits and the output. An n-variable Boolean func-
tion, f(x), which is mth-order correlation immune, is
denoted CL(m) if it is statistically independent of
the subset of m input variables where 1 ≤ m ≤ n.
An n-variable boolean function, f(x), which is mth-
order correlation immune, is denoted by CL(m), if,
for every ω such that 1 ≤ HW (ω) ≤ m,̂F (ω) = 0.
Thus, the higher the order of correlation immunity
m, the more positions in F̂ (ω) must have the values
of zero [40].

Algebraic Degree: The S-boxes should be the algebraic
functions of higher degree to resist higher order dif-
ferential attacks [22]. The algebraic degree of an S-
box (similarly, a Boolean function) is desired to be
as high as possible to resist a cryptanalytic attack
known as lower order approximation [42].

Algebraic Immunity: Boolean functions with high al-
gebraic immunity (AI) are vital to reduce the pos-
sibility of utilising algebraic attacks in breaking an
encryption system. The algebraic immunity of an
S-box depends on the number and type of linearly
independent multivariate equations it satisfies [30].

Transparency Order: Transparency order is proposed as
a parameter for the robustness of S-boxes to Differ-
ential Power Analysis (DPA): lower transparency or-
der denoting more resistance. However, most crypto-
graphically strong Boolean functions have been found
to have high transparency order [24]. Also to prevent
DPA attacks, transparency order of the S-box should
be as low as possible.

Propagation Characteristic: An n-variable Boolean
function f(x̄) satisfies the propagation characteris-
tics of degree k if f(x̄) changes with a probability
of half when i, (1 ≤ i ≤ k) bits of f(x̄) are com-
plemented. Propagation characteristic is a Boolean
function property that enables a function to achieve
good diffusion by ensuring output uniformity [15,17].

Fixed(Fp)and Opposite Fixed Points(OFp): For an n×
m S-box, a fixed point is defined as f(x) = x where if
an input x is given, the output is also x. An opposite
fixed point is defined as f(x) = x̄, where x̄ denotes
the bitwise complement of x. The number of Fp
and OFp should be kept as low as possible to avoid
leakage in any statistical cryptanalysis [21].

Robustness to Differential Cryptanalysis: Let F =
(f1, f2, ..., fn) be an n×m S-box where fi is a com-
ponent function of S-box mapping fi = {0, 1}n →
{0, 1}m . F is said to be robust against differential
cryptanalysis [25].

Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) Differential Power Analy-
sis: The SNR of the DPA signal increases with the
resistance against linear or differential cryptanaly-
sis. When the SNR is bounded, the lower bound is

reached by the poorest cryptographic S-boxes namely
affine S-boxes. High quality cryptographic S-boxes
are evaluated based on high SNR, which is close to
the maximum bound [15]. A higher SNR values mean
that the signal strength is stronger in relation to the
noise levels.

Confusion Coefficient: The confusion coefficient prop-
erty was defined with the intention to characterise
the resistance of an S-box. Recently, [13] introduced
confusion coefficient as a new property that relates
to the DPA resistance of S-boxes. A high confusion
coefficient indicates that the S-box output is very dis-
tinctive. Table 1 shows the comparison between the
proposed S-box and the standard AES S-box. Based
on the balance properties, findings suggest that both
S-boxes are balanced. There is no exploitable bias
where an attacker is unable to trivially approximate
the functions or the output. In particular, a large im-
balance may enable the Boolean function to be easily
approximated by a constant function.

The confusion in a cipher system is measured through
the nonlinear properties. Thus, the results indicate that
the nonlinearity value of the standard AES S-box and the
proposed S-box is high, achieving the optimal value to re-
sist linear cryptanalysis attack. For correlation immunity,
the results show that the AES S-box and the proposed S-
box are zero independence between linear combinations
of the input bits and the output. Meanwhile, the result
for the algebraic degree properties shows that the pro-
posed S-box has achieved high algebraic degree compared
to the AES S - box. The AES S-box showed an alge-
braic degree 7, whereas the proposed S-box displayed an
algebraic degree 8. Therefore, the proposed S-box will
be more difficult to be attacked by algebraic attacks or
higher-order differential cryptanalysis.

For algebraic immunity, the results demonstrated that
the AES S-box and the proposed S-box is 4, which indi-
cate that both S-boxes are secure from algebraic attack.
For the transparency order properties, the proposed S-
box was found to be smaller than the AES S-box, which
means that the proposed S-box has better DPA resistance
compared to the AES S-box. For propagation character-
istic, the comparison of the PC(k) was satisfied by both
S-boxes. While for the number of Fixed Points (Fp) and
Opposite Fixed Points (OFp), the results showed that
both S-boxes were satisfied. For robustness to differen-
tial cryptanalysis, the proposed S-box was seen to have
higher resistance to DPA attacks than the AES S-box.
The SNR (DPA) valued of the proposed S-box (9.8) was
higher than the AES S-box (9.6). Thus, the proposed S-
box has better resistance to DPA attacks in terms of SNR
(DPA).

The last cryptographic property is confusion coeffi-
cient. From the results, the proposed S-box has a con-
fusion coefficient variance of 0.1016 compared to the AES
S-box, which is 0.1113. Hence, it was seen that the pro-
posed S-box indicated a low confusion coefficient value to
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Figure 4: Result for AES S-box

make it harder for the side-channel attacks to attack the
S-box.

As a conclusion, the proposed S-box has good crypto-
graphic properties for algebraic degree, transparency or-
der, robustness to differential cryptanalysis, SNR(DPA)
and confusion coefficient than the AES S-box. Besides,
the result of balance = 0, nonlinearity = 112, correlation
immunity = 0, and algebraic immunity = 4 is similar to
AES S-box.

According to [40], if an S-box satisfies these crypto-
graphic properties, the S-box can be considered crypto-
graphically secure. Therefore, it is important for every
S-box to be evaluated based on cryptographic properties
to resist linear attack, differential attack, algebraic attack
and side channel attack.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, a new way to enhance the AES S-box has
been explored using the Fibonacci numbers and prime fac-
tor approach to increase the security of S-box in a block
cipher. The results showed that the values of several cryp-
tography properties of the proposed S-box are similar with
that of the existing S-box such as balance, nonlinearity,
correlation immunity, algebraic immunity and propaga-
tion characteristic. Hence, the proposed S-box inherits all
good cryptographic characteristics of the standard AES
S-box. From the result, it was observed that the proposed

Figure 5: Result for the proposed S-box

S-box has a high algebraic degree, low transparency order,
low robustness to differential cryptanalysis, high signal
to noise ratio (SNR) differential power analysis and high
confusion coefficient compared to the standard AES S-
box. The experiments have shown that the new proposed
S-box fulfilled the confusion and diffusion properties as
described by [37].

The experimental results indicate that the proposed S-
box has a high quality of cryptography properties. There-
fore, the Fibonacci numbers and prime factor have made
the proposed S-box to have more resistant to linear crypt-
analysis attacks and differential cryptanalysis. As a re-
sult, this approach had increased the security level of S-
box to achieve high quality cryptography properties. Fu-
ture studies can be done by demonstrating of cache-timing
attacks against the proposed S ?box as introduced by [4].

Timing attack is a type of side-channel attacks that
allows an attacker to extract information based on the
time taken to execute cryptographic algorithms. Since
cryptographic systems generally work on the keys, hence,
side-channel attacks have been developed to break a sys-
tem. The size of the proposed S - box was analysed to see
whether or not it leaks timing information during cache
hits to determine its immunity against cache-timing at-
tacks.
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Table 1: Comparison of cryptographic properties between the AES S-box and the proposed S-box

Cryptographic AES Proposed Range of Good
Properties S-Box S-Box Value Cryptographic

(Parameter n) Properties
Balance 0 0 n = 0 No Exploitable Bias
Nonlinearity 112 112 120 ≥ n ≥ 100 High
Correlation Immunity 0 0 n ≤ 0 Low
Algebraic Degree 7 8 n ≥ 10 High
Algebraic Immunity 4 4 n ≤ 4 Low
Transparency Order 7.860 7.859 n < 7.8 Low
Propagation Characteristic 0 0 n ≤ 0 Low
Fixed (Fp) and 0,0 1,0 n ≤ 4 Low
Opposite Fixed points (OFp)
Robustness to 0.984 0.981 n < 0.98 Low
Differential Cryptanalysis
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) 9.600 9.887 n > 0.98 High
Differential Power Analysis
Confusion Coefficient 0.111 0.101 n ≤ 0 Low
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Abstract

With the development of mobile network technology, mo-
bile e-commerce is becoming mature, so opportunities and
challenges are brought to businesses; therefore, the infor-
mation security protection of mobile e-commerce is one
of challenges. To strengthen the protection, X enterprise
was taken as an example to conduct risk assessment in as-
pects of transactions, organization, data and third-party
cooperation using the analytic hierarchy process and tri-
angular fuzzy entropy. It was shown that the information
security risk of the enterprise is overall low; transactions
are the very common information leakage incident of the
four aspects, and third-party cooperation is the safest.
Finally, relevant suggestions of information safety protec-
tion were put forward based on the assessment results of
the four aspects.

Keywords: Analytic Hierarchy Process; E-Commerce; In-
formation Security; Triangular Fuzzy Entropy

1 Introduction

With the development of mobile network technology,
mobile terminals have already popularized in people’s
life, which leads to a new business pattern, mobile e-
commerce [1, 9]. At present, mobile e-commerce has fea-
tures such as high openness, interoperability and no time
limitation, so it has become the primary element of mod-
ern economic informatization. It can reduce costs, sim-
plify processes and increase trade opportunities in trade
activities. Despite the rapid development of e-commerce,
the actual proportion of e-commerce in the whole eco-
nomic trade volume is still very low, which is mainly
caused by security problems [14]. As e-commerce does
not need to be face to face, the personal privacy of con-
sumer information is required, and the information of the
seller or merchant is a trade secret. Therefore, the secu-

rity of information is crucial in mobile e-commerce.

Zhang et al. [15] proposed a single electronic
watermarking algorithm for six applications in e-
commerce: graphics physical paper, electronic paper anti-
counterfeiting, electronic seal, copyright protection, digi-
tal fingerprint generation and secure communication pro-
tection was verified with the effectiveness of the algorithm
through simulation experiments. Jang et al. [7] studied
the trust issues between smart phone and information se-
curity through empirical research based on users. Their
purpose was to study the relationships among computer
literacy, network literacy, knowledge of mobile phone
virus and the trust (confidentiality, integrity, and avail-
ability) of information security management (ISM) prin-
ciple of the smart phone users. It was shown that the
network literacy had a positive effect on virus knowledge,
but the computer literacy didn’t have. Barai [5] analyzed
the operation mode of e-commerce system to solve a secu-
rity problem of database encryption, and introduced an
encryption method based on symmetric and asymmetric
encryption technology to overcome the single encryption
technology of the traditional electricity system, and then
the method was verified to be effective by simulation ex-
periments. In the study, X enterprise was taken as an
example to conduct risk assessment in aspects of trans-
actions, organization, data and third-party cooperation
using the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and triangu-
lar fuzzy entropy (TFE), and then relevant suggestions
were put forward based on the assessment results.

2 Concepts of Mobile E-
Commerce

2.1 Mobile E-Commerce

Mobile e-commerce allows users to trade online through
wireless networks. Customers can communicate with mer-
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chants and visit the key business information any time
through mobile terminals. As mobile terminals are used
in information interaction, mobile e-commerce has char-
acteristics of mobile terminals: mobility, convenience, po-
sitioning and real-time connection [14].

Figure 1: Mobile e-commerce implementation

Figure 1 is the implementation process of mobile e-
commerce, and the whole process is simple. As long as
the mobile operator opens corresponding wireless services
to e-commerce participants on both sides, they can com-
municate online through the terminals and obtain trans-
action information anytime.

Figure 2: Mobile commerce frame

Figure 2 is a simplified mobile e-commerce frame [12].
Mobile e-commerce transaction is implemented based on
Internet, Intranet and financial Intranet, and the trans-
action is finally implemented under the influence of wired
network and infinite network. Mobile users can enjoy the
services provided by merchants everywhere.

2.2 Security Problems Of Mobile E-
Commerce

With the popularization of mobile terminals (mobile
phones, iPads, etc.), the technology of mobile network
has developed rapidly. Further, the business model has
already changed before the relevant credit system, user
privacy measures and policies are improved [3]. From
the perspective of current development, many problems
in mobile e-commerce still need to be solved [11]:

1) Hackers can get trade secrets or customer informa-
tion illegally by breaking the business system of en-
terprises;

2) Information is destroyed by spreading viruses, for ex-
ample, the bitcoin virus maliciously, and then black-
maillmg users;

3) The authority of the internal administrator of the
business system is limited and not reasonable.

In order to solve the above problems, it is indispensable to
establish a security system for mobile e-commerce. Fig-
ure 3 is a simple model of a security system.

Figure 3: Security system model

It could be noted from the model [5] as shown in Fig-
ure 3 that the whole security system includes the appli-
cation security layer, system security layer, network se-
curity layer and physical security layer, which realize the
security protection of e-commerce information. The eval-
uation of security system is also part of security protec-
tion research, so this study researches the evaluation of
e-commerce information security system to improve the
security protection of e-commerce information

3 Evaluation Method of E-
Commerce Information Se-
curity System

3.1 Analytic Hierarchy Process

AHP is one of multi-objective decision analysis meth-
ods [4], which combines qualitative with quantitative. It
firstly divides a complex system into several subsystems,
and then the subsystems into the target layer, criterion
layer and indexes layer according to their characteristics,
making the target analysis in order; security protection
measures are provided based on the analysis results. The
evaluation process includes system decomposition, secu-
rity judgment and comprehensive judgment. The model
of AHP [8] is shown in Figure 4.

3.2 Triangle Fuzzy Number

The mathematical formula of triangular fuzzy number [16]
is:

Ñ(x) =


0, x ≤ a
x−a
b−a , a < x ≤ b
c−x
c−b , b < x ≤ c
0, x > c.

(1)
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Figure 4: The hierarchical model

where Ñ is the triangular fuzzy number, which is denoted
as (a, b, c). The positive fuzzy number is only considered
in the system risk assessment, so Equation (1), ∀x < 0,

Ñ(x) = 0 also should be satisfied. In the evaluation, a
represents the most pessimistic estimate, b represents the
most likely estimate, and c is the most optimistic esti-
mate.

3.3 The Entropy Weight Method

Entropy is a value that measures the uncertainty or in-
formation amount of the system. Its definition [6] is:

H = −α
m∑
i=1

pm log pi, (2)

where H stands for the entropy of the system, and m
stands for the status number, 0 ≤ pi < 1 and

∑m
i=1 pi = 1.

The entropy value of the system can be used to describe
the degree of variation of the system; the greater the
value, the greater the degree of variation and the less
information. In this way, the entropy weight of i-th eval-
uation index in the system is defined as [10]:

εi =
1−Hi

n−
∑n

i=1Hi
(i = 1, 2, · · · , n), (3)

where 0 ≤ εi ≤ 1,
∑n

i=1 εi = 1. The effective information
degree of an index in the system is expressed as entropy
weight.

4 Case Analysis

4.1 Assessment of The Enterprise Profile

A Chinese enterprise X whose main business was mo-
bile e-commerce and its existing information security pro-
tection level was evaluated. With the advent of mobile
Internet, the enterprise X transformed its business and
began to reduce the traditional electronic commerce to
adapt to the development trend of the market, and then

this enterprise used the model of online ”brand + oper-
ation” to increase mobile electronic commerce activities
which mainly included ”boost business”, ”pull business”
and ”interactive business”. As the business was related
to the personal information of customers closely, it was
crucial to protect the e-commerce information security,
and some corresponding countermeasures should be put
forward based on risk evaluation.

4.2 Evaluation Method

1) The information security protection risk of X enter-
prise was evaluated through questionnaire survey in
aspects of organizational risk, data risk, transaction
risk and third-party cooperation risk. A total of 200
questionnaires were randomly distributed in a ratio
of 1:2:4 to middle-level leaders, grassroots cadres and
ordinary employees, and the score of each index was
between 0 and 100.

2) The results recorded after questionnaires were re-
cycled, and a standardized matrix was constructed
based on the score formula of positive and negative
indicators [13], and standardized data was obtained.
Then the entropy weight of each index was deter-
mined, referring to Equation (3).

3) Six experts were invited to evaluate the information
security protection of enterprises, and the subjective
evaluation matrix of experts could be obtained. The
triangular fuzzy weight derived by the fuzzy synthesis
matrix was obtained by the weight set of experts,
and then the comprehensive weight of indicators was
determined. The calculation formula of triangular
fuzzy weight is:

ωi =
µi∑n
i=1 µi

(4)

where µi stands for the weight vector of the i-th index
in the triangular fuzzy set; the formula of comprehen-
sive weight is:

σi = θεi + (1− θ)ωi, (5)

where θ is the weight ratio of the objective preference
coefficient, here θ = 0.4.

4.3 Evaluation Results and Analysis

Table 1 shows the weight of each indicator and their re-
sults. It can be seen that the final evaluation of 13 indi-
cators is:

D = [0.016 0.0329 0.0517 0.0661 0.0187 0.0245 0.0641

0.0496 0.0925 0.1103 0.0136 0.0374 0.0389]T ;

and the evaluation score of each criterion layer is
(1006, 1093, 0.3165, 0.0899).
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Table 1: Weight of each indicator and evaluation results

Criterion layer IL EW TFW CW AR

”Organization” risk (A1) Financial Guarantee (A11) 0.0347 0.0474 0.0423 0.016
Personnel Risk (A12) 0.0414 0.0564 0.0504 0.0329

Safety Gear(A13) 0.108 0.0776 0.0898 0.0517
Data risk (A2) Database Security (A21) 0.1066 0.096 0.1002 0.0661

Information Encryption Security (A22) 0.0498 0.0547 0.0527 0.0187
Integrity Strategy (A23) 0.0693 0.0445 0.0544 0.0245

”Transaction” Risk (A3) Access Security (A31) 0.0895 0.1026 0.0974 0.0641
Application Security (A32) 0.0856 0.0875 0.0867 0.0496

Network Security (A33) 0.132 0.1143 0.1214 0.0925
Terminal Security (A34) 0.1665 0.1142 0.1351 0.1103

Third-party ”cooperation” risk Risk of Relationship Weakening (A41) 0.0107 0.0475 0.0328 0.0136
(A4) Contract Control Ability (A42) 0.0453 0.0828 0.0678 0.0374

Partner Level(A43) 0.0606 0.0745 0.0689 0.0389

IL: Index Layer; EW: Entropy weight; TFW: Triangular Fuzzy Weight; CW: Comprehensive Weight;
AR: Assessment Result.

Table 2 shows combined weight, assessment result and
final risk value of each criterion layer. The final risk val-
ues are 0.0184 for A1, 0.0227 for A2, 0.1394 for A3, and
0.0152 for A4, and the total risk value of the security
protection of e-commerce information of the whole enter-
prise is 0.1957. The risk degree of information security
protection of the enterprise could be evaluated through
the risk value calculated above. In general, the final risk
value means high risk when it was larger than 0.7, and
low risk when it was less than 0.3. The overall risk value
of enterprise X was 0.1957, which means that the infor-
mation security protection risk was low. The comparison
suggested that the risk value of A3 was the highest, fol-
lowed by A2, A1 and A4, showing that the most possible
link of information security protection risk was the mo-
bile transaction link, while the third party cooperation
was relatively safe.

The comparison of different weights and evaluation re-
sults of indicators in the criterion layer are shown in Fig-
ure 5.

In terms of transaction risk, it was found from the com-
parison of transaction risk block that when the entropy
weight is 0.1665, integrated weight is 0.1351, evaluation
results are the highest, and the triangular fuzzy weights
(0.1142) was relatively high, showing that the mobile ter-
minal was most likely to affect the risk of information
security protection in trading. Information leakage could
cause a wide range of serious problems. The enterprise
should pay real attention to the aspect of transaction risk.

In terms of data risk, the entropy value weight (0.1066),
triangle fuzzy weight (0.096), integrated weight (0.1002)
and evaluation results (0.0661) are much higher compared
with the information encryption security and integrity
strategy in Figure 5. The risk of database security is the
highest so that the enterprise should pay real attention
to database security. The integrated weights of the other

Figure 5: Comparison between weight and evaluation re-
sult of each indicator
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Table 2: Evaluation results and final risk values of the criterion layer

Criterion layer Combined weight Assessment result Final risk value
Organization risk (A1) 0.1825 0.1006 0.0184

Data risk (A2) 0.2073 0.1093 0.0227
Transaction (A3) 0.4406 0.3165 0.1394

Third-party cooperation risk (A4) 0.1695 0.0899 0.0152
Total - - 0.1957

two indicators are moderate. The evaluation results are
relatively low, indicating that the loss and influence of en-
terprises are the least while accidents occurring because
of the well protective measures. As the entropy weight
and triangle fuzzy weight are paid attentions to by em-
ployees and experts at different degrees, the two weights
are different, and the indicators paid less attentions to
cause greater loss in the event of accidents.

In terms of organizational risk, the evaluation result
of information security institutions is the largest, the risk
of organizational personnel is the second, and financial
security is the smallest as shown in Figure 5, and the
integrated weight of financial security is relatively close to
that of organizational personnel risk, 0.0423 vs. 0.0504,
respectively, showing that the risk level between them is
similar. While the evaluation result of financial security
(0.016) is far lower than that of organizational personnel
risk (0.0329), indicating that the enterprise pays enough
attention to information security protection of financial
security.

In terms of the third cooperation risk, the integrated
weight of the level of the third-party cooperators, con-
tract control, and weakened customer relationship risk are
relatively low, 0.0689, 0.0678 and 0.0328, respectively as
shown in Figure 5. The results of risk assessment are also
low, indicating that the enterprise performs well in man-
aging third-party cooperation, and for cooperators that
have high of information, their risks of information secu-
rity protection are less likely to happen.

4.4 Measures for Strengthening Informa-
tion Security

Protection According to the assessment results and the
analysis above, corresponding measures can be taken from
several aspects of the criterion layer to improve the secu-
rity protection of e-commerce information and reduce se-
curity risks under the background of mobile consumption.

1) In terms of organizational risk, the enterprise should
strengthen the awareness of information security pro-
tection and regard it as the core content in the train-
ing of information security operation of employees.
Moreover, it should strengthen employees’ sense of
belonging to improve the overall information liter-
acy; according to the business arrangement and sta-
tus, and requirements of information security, the en-

terprise should also formulate the framework of in-
formation security protection based on current man-
agement and protection technologies, keep up to date
with the information security control system and fo-
cus on the implement of enterprises’ supervision.

2) In terms of transaction risk, the enterprise should
ensure the confidentiality and integrity of the infor-
mation during the network communication transac-
tions between the two parties, strengthen the man-
agement of relevant keys and the ability of resisting
external attacks of the internal network, and strictly
manage the use of employees’ rights in the informa-
tion network to minimize the risks of customers in
communication transactions; in the meanwhile, the
enterprise should also ensure the accuracy of identi-
fication in the interaction between mobile terminals
and the network, and pay attention to technologies
such as voice print recognition and fingerprint identi-
fication to help the enterprise improve the identifica-
tion ability so to ensure the security and authenticity
of data interaction.

3) In terms of data risk, databases should be encrypted
effectively to prevent data theft caused by attacks in
the internal system. Identification, recovery of lost
data, isolation of physical storage devices, detection
of network ports and data backup are all the encryp-
tion methods applied to databases, and the encryp-
tion of the physical level also needs the isolation of
physical facilities and regular maintenance of equip-
ment.

4) In terms of third-party cooperation, the enterprise
should ensure the stability of the internal organiza-
tion and the source of funds, strengthen the aware-
ness of information security protection of employees
and relevant security expertise, and select the third-
party operators carefully to ensure that both parties
have high levels of information management to ensure
the information security protection in transactions.

5 Conclusion

In the study, security protection degree of e-commerce
under the background of mobile consumption was eval-
uated by AHP and TFE. X enterprise was taken as an
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example to conduct risk assessment in aspects of transac-
tions, organization, data and third-party cooperation, and
the results achieved are that the overall risk of the secu-
rity protection of e-commerce information is low; the risk
of transaction is the highest while the risk of the third-
party operation is the lowest. The mobile terminal has
the worst information security protection in the risk of
transactions. The enterprise should pay more attention
to information encryption and integrity strategy due to
the lowest security protection of database. In the aspect
of organization risk, the highest risk was the information
security protection, and the enterprise performed well in
managing third-party cooperation; cooperators have high
levels of information, so their risks of information secu-
rity protection are less likely to happen. In the end of the
study, several suggestions were proposed for e-commerce
information security protection.
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Abstract

Secure group communication is becoming more and more
important in internet. In order to provide a secure and
reliable communication among the members of a confer-
ence over a public network, all group members must have
the ability to establish a common secret key. We call this
kind of the public key distribution system is a conference
key distribution system (CKDS). Our protocol bases on
the two-party Diffie-Hellman protocol to build intermedi-
ate keys from each subgroups gradually until the entire
conference key is obtained. The process of forming the
entire conference key will constructed a ripple structure
which reduce the times of encryption and decryption than
butterfly scheme key distribution systems. Our protocol
promote the efficiency of a conference key distribution
system.

Keywords: Conference Key; Key Authentication; Secure
Group Communication

1 Introduction

A public key distribution system called public key distri-
bution system (PKDS) is developed firstly [4]. However,
this system provides only one pair of communication par-
ties to share a particular pair of encryption and decryp-
tion keys [3, 9, 11, 13, 14, 21, 30]. The public key distri-
bution system is applied in a conference key distribution
system (CKDS) to permit any legitimate parties to share
the same encryption and decryption keys. Hence, a con-
ference key distribution system (CKDS) [2,29] is a scheme
which generates a conference key and then spreads this
key to all legitimate participants for establishing a secure
communication.

Imgresson et al. [16] proposed a conference key dis-
tribution system (CKDS) without authentication on a
ring network. For authenticate legitimate members us-

ing member’s identification information (such as mem-
ber’s name and address) in cryptosystems, Shamir and
Fiat proposed identify-based signature schemes [5], and
Okamoto proposed an identity-based scheme [23]. An
identity-based system applies to generating a conference
key with authentication [23], called an identity-based con-
ference key distribution system (ICKDS). Koyam and
Ohta [17] applied Identity-based CKDS (ICKDS) on a
ring network, complete graph network, and a star net-
work. Many conference key schemes had been proposed
for various enterprise organizations [1, 6–8, 15, 20, 25, 27,
31]. In this paper, we will propose a new hierarchical ap-
proach, the ripple scheme, to improve a conference key
distribution.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 gives a brief overview of the butterfly scheme.
The proposed method is described in Section 3. Sections
4, 5, and 6 discuss the encryption and decryption cost,
performance comparisons, and security analysis. Section
7 closes the paper with the conclusion.

2 Review of The Butterfly Scheme

In the butterfly scheme [26], the users generate a share
keys for small subgroups, and furthermore these sub-
groups form larger subgroups and establish new subgroup
keys by previous subgroup keys. These steps of key gen-
eration are repeated until the whole group constructs a
share key for all users. The butterfly scheme is shown in
Figure 1.

The initiation phase: Each user uj chooses a random
secret integer αj ∈ Z∗

p , where Z∗
p denotes the non-

zero elements of the integers mod a prime p.

A conference key generation and distribution phase:
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Figure 1: The butterfly scheme

1) In the first pairing, the members of a pair ex-

change gx
0
j , where x0j = αj . For example, u1

sends gx
0
1 to u2, and u2 sends gx

0
2 to u1. Then

the users u2j−1 and u2j compute x1j = gx
0
2j−1x

0
2j

= gα2j−1α2j , where x1j ∈ Z∗
p . Therefore, the

members of a pair have established a conven-
tional Diffie-Hellman key exchange.

2) In the second pairing, we may pair the pairs u1j
= {u2j−1, u2j} into a second level of pairs. For
Instance, u21 = {u11, u12}, and a general rule u2j =

{u12j−1, u
1
2j}. Consequently, the second level of

pairings consists of 4 users in a pair. Each user

u12j−1 and u12j exchange gx
1
2j−1 and gx

1
2j . Every

member in u2j can compute x2j = gx
1
2j−1x

1
2j .

3) In the third pairing, consisting of 8 users may
be formed. Each user u22j−1 and u22j exchange

gx
2
2j−1 and gx

2
2j . Then, every member in u3j can

compute x3j = gx
2
2j−1x

2
2j . Reasoning from above

the principle, we may produce a general rule, ukj

= {uk−1
2j−1, u

k−1
2j } and xkj = gx

k−1
2j−1x

k−1
2j .

3 The Proposed Scheme

We propose a different hierarchical approach to improve a
conference key distribution. In our scheme, the users form
keys for small subgroups using Diffie-Hellman scheme [4],
and these subgroups act as single entities and chose a
user as their manager to establish subgroup key that form
larger subgroups and establish new keys using the man-
ager’s key chosen by in the previous subgroup keys. The
process repeats until the entire group has formed a key
that was shared by all members. For simplicity, we sup-
pose the ripple scheme for establishing a group key for
8 users as shown in Figure 2. Our scheme describe as
follow.

x1 user1 u
x2 user2 u uPPP
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Figure 2: The Ripple scheme

The initiation phase:

Each useri chooses a random secret integer xi ∈ Z∗
P ,

i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}.

A conference key generation phase:

1) In the first round, the mem-
bers of a pair exchange gxi ,
i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} to establish a con-
ventional Diffie-Hellman key as their subgroup
key (SK for short). Thus the users form keys
for small subgroups, and these subgroups
as single entities. For example, user1 sends
gx1 to user2, and user2 sends gx2 to user1.
Then, user1 and user2 establish a subgroup
key SK12 = gx1x2 mod p. Therefore, the
user2k−1 and user2k calculate a subgroup
key SK(2k−1)(2k) = g(x2k−1)(x2k) mod p ,
k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, respectively.

2) In the second round, to form larger subgroups
and establish new subgroup keys. The new sub-
group key is formed by the manager’s key which
is selected from each subgroup. For example,
user1 and user2 form a small subgroup which
subgroup key SK12 is gx1x2 mod p. And imme-
diately they select a group manager user1. As
the same way, user3 and user4 get a small sub-
group key SK34 = gx3x4 mod p, and then select
a group manager user3. Afterwards, they take
the manager’s key gx1 and gx3 to form a larger
subgroup key SK1234 = gx1x3 mod p for {user1,
user2, user3, user4}. Obviously, {user5, user6}
and {user7, user8} can separately get SK56 =
gx5x6 mod p and SK78 = gx7x8 mod p. They
also select the manager user5 and user7 to from
SK5678 = gx5x7 mod p.

Finally, the conference key SK12345678 =
gx1x5 mod p is formed by the manager user1
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user1
DH13 = gx1x5 ⊕ gx1x3

- user3 gx1x5 = DH13 ⊕ gx1x3

user1
DH12 = gx1x5 ⊕ gx1x2

- user2 gx1x5 = DH12 ⊕ gx1x2

user3
DH34 = gx1x5 ⊕ gx3x4

- user4 gx1x5 = DH34 ⊕ gx3x4

user5
DH56 = gx1x5 ⊕ gx5x6

- user6 gx1x5 = DH56 ⊕ gx5x6

user5
DH57 = gx1x5 ⊕ gx5x7

- user7 gx1x5 = DH57 ⊕ gx5x7

user7
DH78 = gx1x5 ⊕ gx7x8

- user8 gx1x5 = DH78 ⊕ gx7x8

Figure 3: The conference key distributes to each member

and user5 from {user1, user2, user3, user4} and
{user5, user6, user7, user8}.

The conference key distributes to each member
phase:

The group manager user1 and user5 possess the
conference key (for short CK).

1) user1 send DH13 = gx1x5
⊕
gx1x3 to user3.

As the same time, user1 also sends DH12 =
gx1x5

⊕
gr1r2 to user2.

2) user2 gets the conference key gx1x5 by comput-
ing DH12

⊕
gx1x2 .

3) user3 gets the conference key gx1x5 by
DH13

⊕
gx1x3 . Then DH34 = gx1x5

⊕
gx3x4 is

computed by user3 and sends it to user4.

4) user4 gets the conference key gx1x5 by
DH34

⊕
gx3x4 .

5) As the same way, user5 send DH56 and DH57

to user6 and user7, respectively.

6) user6 gets the conference key by DH56

⊕
gx5x6 .

7) user7 gets the conference key by DH57

⊕
gx5x7

and send DH76 to user8 .

8) user8 gets the conference key by DH78

⊕
gx7x8 .

4 Encryption and Decryption
Costs

As indicated in the previous section, our protocol is su-
perior to the others with respect to exponentiation oper-
ations. With respect to conference key generation time,
the total cost is 22 exponents and 12 XOR. We describe
as follow.

The conference key generation phase:
Table 1 is the cost of the conference key generation
phase.

1) The first round: Each useri and useri−1

establishes a secret key SK(2i−1)(2i) based on
Diffie-Hellman key exchange. There are 16 ex-
ponents in this round.

2) The second round: There are 2 expo-
nentiation to form SK1234 secret key for
{user1, user2, user3, user4}. As the same way,
to construct SK5678 secret key requires 2 expo-
nents.

3) The third round: To construct SK12345678

(i.e. conference key) requires 2 exponents.

The conference key distributes to each member
phase:

Figure 3 describes the conference key distributes
to each member. Obviously, useri will generates
DHij = gx1x5⊕gxixj and send to userj , the pair
of (i, j) ∈ {(1, 3), (1, 2), (3, 4), (5, 6)}. Finally,
userj get conference key gx1x5 .

Therefore, if n members require n × 2 +∑log2n−1
i=1

1
2i exponents and 2log2n XOR to con-

struct a conference key. In tree based conference
key distribution systems require 2nlogn. Our
protocol is more efficient obviously.

5 Performance Comparison

In this section, we shall compare the computational com-
plexity of our scheme with that of the butterfly scheme.
To analyze the computational complexity, we first define
the following notations.
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Table 1: The Cost of the Conference Key Generation Phase

Round Operation Exponents per useri Times of exponents
useri compute gxi useri

1 i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} 8
SK(2i−1)(2i) = g(2xi)(2i) useri
i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} 8

SK1234 = g(x1)(x3) user1, user2 2
2 SK5678 = g(x5)(x7) user5, user7 2

3 SK12345678 = g(x1)(x5) user1, user5 2

Total 22

TMUL: the time for computing modular multiplication.

TEXP : the time for computing modular exponentia-
tion.

TXOR: the time for computing exclusive OR.

n: the number of participants in the conference.

In the conference key generation stage of our scheme,
n members generate an entire conference key. Each mem-
ber chooses a random secret key xi and computes the
corresponding public key gxi . Then, the members of a
pair exchange their secret gxi , i ∈ {1, ..., n} to construct
a conventional Diffie-Hellman key as their subgroup key.
Obviously, round 1 requires 2n × TEXP . In the sec-
ond Round, n2 subgroup keys form larger subgroups by a
convention Diffie-Hellman key, which require n

2 × TEXP .
As the same way, round i requires n

2i−1 × TEXP . Total
computational complexity in this stage is required 3n-2n

×( 1
2 )

(log2 n) × TEXP .

After generating the entire conference key (CK), each
member enters the conference key distribution stage.
User1 computes DH1,( n

22
+1) = CK

⊕
g
x1x n

22
+1 and send

to user( n
22

+1). Then user( n
22

+1) obtains the confer-

ence key by DH1,( n
22

+1)

⊕
g
x1x n

22
+1 . As the same

way, usern
2 +1 computes DH(n

2 +1),(n
2 + n

22
+1) = CK

⊕
g
xn

2
+ n

22
+1 and send to user(n

2 + n
22

+1). User(n
2 + n

22
+1)

also gets the conference key by DH(n
2 +1),(n

2 + n
22

+1)⊕
g
xn

2
+ n

22
+1 . Therefore, round 1 requires 4×TXOR. The

round 2 requires 8 × TXOR and round i requires 2(i+1)×
TXOR. Total computation complexity in the key distri-
bution stage is required (2(log2 n)+1 − 4)× TXOR.

In the computational complexity of the butterfly
scheme, each user uj chooses a random secret integer αj
and the members of a pair exchange x0j to get the Diffie-

Hellman key u1j in the first round. Therefore, round 1
requires 2n× TEXP . In the round 2, the members form
u2j = {u12J−1, u

1
2J} and require n× TEXP . The round i re-

quires n× TEXP . Therefore, the butterfly scheme requires
n(log2 n+ 1)× TEXP .

According to Table 2, our scheme is more efficient than
the butterfly scheme obviously.

6 Security

The security level of the proposed CKDS is based on Dis-
crete Logarithmic Problem. Assume p is a large prime
and g is a generator for Z∗

p . If b ∈ X∗
p is publicly known,

it is still hard to find the a such that b = ga mod p. In
our scheme, we extend two party Diffie-Hellman key ex-
change to construct a conference key, that is, two users
such as user1 (with private key x1 and public key b1 =
gx1 mod p) and user2 (with private key x2 and public
key b2 = gx2 mod p) can calculate the shared key SK
= gx1x2 mod p. Any user except user1 and user2 can
not calculate SK even they know x1 and x2. Although
the Diffie-Hellman key exchange exits a Man-in-Middle
attack, many solutions [10, 12, 18, 22, 24, 28] are proposed
to solve this problem.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we show a different group key that the users
produce a group key by the two-party Diffie-Hellman pro-
tocol. Our new scheme is more efficient than the butterfly
scheme [26].
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Abstract

The popularity of computers and the Internet in recent
years facilitates people’s life, but the Internet also pro-
vides a convenient crime platform for illegal elements. In
order to detect and prevent Internet fraud accurately, As-
sociation Rules Mining was performed on the information
in the samples of some Internet fraud cases using Apri-
ori algorithm in this study. The attribute fields used for
searching association rules are location of crime, scope of
crime, time of crime, number of cases and degree of loss.
Finally, it was found that the inherent rule is that Inter-
net fraud in the suburban community will cause a higher
loss. Moreover, several measures were put forward to pre-
vent crimes.

Keywords: Apriori Algorithm; Data Mining; Internet
Fraud; Supervision and Investigation

1 Introduction

With the maturity of Internet technology and the popu-
larity of Internet terminals such as computers and mobile
phones, the network has rapidly been integrated into our
daily life [4]. The Internet has brought us a lot of conve-
nience. Moreover, all aspects of the modern society can-
not be separated from the Internet, for example, banking,
traffic management and criminal investigation. However,
in addition to bringing convenience to people’s lives, it
also provides a new space for criminals to commit crimes.
As a virtual society, the network has many social char-
acteristics; however, the information of users involved in
network is unreal because of the virtual property of the
network [16]. Criminals commit crimes, such as Internet
fraud, by taking advantage of the virtual property of the
network. Untrue information makes it very difficult to
solve cases.

Many scholars have studied this aspect. Vlasselaer [15]
proposed a method for detecting fraudulent credit card
transactions on Internet stores. The method combined
the characteristics of RFM based on customer transaction

and the derived characteristics with the network charac-
teristics of credit card holder and merchants to figure out
the time-dependent suspicious score of each network ob-
ject. The model combining two kinds of characteristics
has good effect. Wu et al. [17] detected network identity
fraud events on Facebook by analyzing the browsing be-
haviors of SNS users and found that the method could
achieve a reasonable detection accuracy within a given
observation time. Shen [10] carried out a deception de-
tection experiment with three-stimulus guilty knowledge
test paradigm under the simulated network fraud condi-
tion and put forward a multi-domain electroencephalogra-
phy (EEG) signal processing method. The optimal subset
was obtained using a genetic algorithm, and the linear dis-
criminant analysis was used for classification. The results
showed that the method was effective in detecting fraud
under the simulated network fraud condition. In order to
detect and prevent Internet fraud more accurately, this
study performed association rule mining on the informa-
tion in some Internet fraud case samples using the Apriori
algorithm, and put forward the corresponding suggestions
according to the rules.

2 Internet Fraud

2.1 Definition of Internet Fraud

With the rapid development of Internet technology, peo-
ple’s life has become more convenient, and has depended
on the Internet more and more. Moreover, because of the
non-face-to-face communication and anonymity on the In-
ternet, it provides a hotbed for the new network crimes.
Internet crime has emerged with the birth of the Inter-
net. Although it emerged not too long ago, its harm to
society is no less than that of traditional crimes. Internet
fraud [7, 13] is a kind of Internet crimes. The crime of
fraud is constantly changing with the development of the
times and society, and the emergence of the network is a
convenient tool for the illegal elements.

In general, Internet fraud is defined as the act of mak-
ing up or concealing the facts through the network or
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communication tools which rely on the Internet to achieve
the illegal possession of a large amount of others’ prop-
erty, the word ”Internet” has two connotations, Internet
in broad sense and narrow sense. At present, there is
no specialized classification of network fraud in China’s
criminal law [12]. The main reason is the wide range of
network fraud. The content of fraud includes the cate-
gories of frauds described in the current criminal law, but
it is difficult to be classified as a single category because
of the use of the Internet [5].

2.2 Characteristics of Internet Fraud

The popularity of the Internet and computers has a pro-
found impact on people’s lives and also makes the network
economy develop rapidly. The criminals also take the op-
portunity to implement fraudulent activities taking the
advantage of network vulnerability. Based on the analy-
sis of Internet fraud cases, the characteristics of Internet
fraud are concluded as follows:

1) A wide range of crime objects [9]:
Traditional fraud is usually face to face; therefore,
the victim of traditional fraud is often fixed, people
in an age group or people who engage in some kind
of job. However, after the emergence of network,
fraudsters release false information regardless of cost
and object via the Internet or the group chat function
of communication tools such as QQ. It shows that the
object of Internet fraud has changed from the single
group to all netizens, i.e., the target of crime becomes
more extensive.

2) Diversity of ways of crime:
As the Internet has been applied in different kinds
of professional fields, people on the Internet engage
in different kinds of works. Considering the wide
range of crime object mentioned above, fraudsters
may try to improve success rate by adopting different
fraud means for different objects. Therefore, network
fraud also has the feature of diversity. Moreover, the
progress of network communication technology pro-
vides more network fraud tools for Internet fraud.

3) Professional crimes [2]:
In the early stage of the emergence of Internet fault,
netizens were easy to be deceived by simple false in-
formation as they have not been familiar with it.
However, with the increase of knowledge and the im-
provement of security awareness, the ability of ne-
tizens in identifying false information has also been
improved. Fraudsters are more specialized in fabri-
cating false information. Modern defrauders often
have two skills: familiarity with the process of net-
work business transactions and proficiency at com-
puter programs.

4) Lowering trend of criminal age [8]:
The amount of information on the network is huge,
but there is a lot of negative information. Young

people who are shallow and immature and vulnerable
to the temptation of bad information are more likely
to commit crimes in pursuit of enjoyment. In recent
years, the cases of Internet frauds in different regions
show that the proportion of youngsters is increasing.

5) The concealment and continuity of fraud behaviors:
In Internet fraud, fraudsters only needs to send
false information to victim, and the information sent
through the network is not easy to be found. There-
fore, the characteristics of fraudsters are difficult to
know, and the backwardness of the network identity
verification system makes virtual identity a protec-
tive umbrella of criminals. As for continuity, because
the low implementation cost of Internet frau, it makes
criminals feel less guilty.

6) Difficult evidence collection in detection pro-
cess [14]:
Evidence collection is easy for traditional fraud be-
cause of the fixed objects and locations. However, for
the network fraud, its concealment makes the crime
process not easy to be found. Secondly, the dissem-
ination and storage of its information is in the form
of digital, which is very easy to be modified, hid-
den and deleted, and traces can be eliminated timely
before exposure. In addition, because of the right
to privacy of citizens, identity authentication on the
network in the initial stage is very ambiguous, and
most of the network identity information is not true.
Once the criminals commit fraud with such an iden-
tity, the public security organs are difficult to collect
evidences.

3 Apriori Algorithm

Apriori algorithm [3] put forward by Agrawal is used for
searching the project relationship in database. It searches
project relationship step by step and constantly repeats
procedures of connection and pruning. Connection [6]
means obtaining candidate set Bk by connecting frequent
set Mk and Mk−1. Suppose Mk−1 = (m1,m2, · · · ,mn),
mi, mj , (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n) are two elements of Mk−1,
and mt[x] as the X-th item of mt. Two elements in Mk

and Mk−1 can be connected, and moreover if mi and mj

in Mk−1 can be connected and (mi[m] = mj [1])∩(mi[2] =
mj [2])∩· · ·∩(mi[k−2] = mj [k−2])∩(mi[k−1] = mj [k−1])
when and only when the first k− 2 element of the two el-
ements are the same, then the result set generated after
connection is mi[m]mi[2] · · ·mi[k − 1]mj [k − 1]. Prun-
ing [11] means determining the count of each element in
candidate set Bk through scanning database and elimi-
nating elements with infrequent count. The remaining
elements constitute a new frequent set Mk. The flow of
Apriori algorithm [1] is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The flow of Apriori algorithm

4 Instance Analysis

With the continuous progress of information technology,
the information processing of cases has been advanced.
In the public security system, the functions of data pro-
cessing have been relatively perfect, including recording,
storage, classification-type query and static statistics of
data, which greatly promote office efficiency, but it is diffi-
cult to make linking analysis of information between cases
and explore the potential laws of cases. In order to deal
with this problem and improve the detection rate of cases,
Apriori algorithm was applied to search for information
rules in cases.

4.1 Selection of Field

The information of network fraud cases in the database
of the public security system was statistically analyzed,
and the fields which appeared the most frequent were se-
lected as the attribute values. After statistical analysis,
crime scene, scope of crime, time of crime and number of
criminals and degree of loss were selected as fields.

4.2 Data Preparation

The essential connection between different crimes and the
law of committing crimes can be obtained through ana-
lyzing the information of cases. The information of some
network fraud cases was selected from the case database
of the public security department as the sample data ac-
cording to the selected fields above. The content of the
fields is shown in Table 1.

4.3 Establishment of Database

According to Table 1, the network fraud information was
converted to the transaction database D. Crime scene was
set as A; scope of crime was set as B; time of crime was
set as C; scope of crime was set as D, and degree of loss
was set as E. The subclassification was distinguished by
number as shown in Table 2.

4.4 Data Mining

Association analysis was performed on the samples using
Apriori algorithm, and the flow of the algorithm has been
shown in the last section. In this study, the minimum
support was set as 30%, the minimum confidence was set
as 75%, and the measure of support was 3. Then the
detailed data mining is as follows.

1) Candidate set B1 was obtained after performing
scanning and statistics on Table 2 as shown in Fig-
ure 2.

2) The statistics of different item sets in Figure 2 were
compared with measure of support; item sets whose
statistics was smaller than 3 were deleted, and finally
frequent set M1 was obtained as shown in Table 3.

It could be found from Table 3 that C3, C4 and D1
were deleted, indicating that time of crime was at
16:00 22:00 and 22:00 4:00, and one criminal had
a low association with the other information of the
cases.

3) Item sets in frequent set M1 were combined in pairs,
and then candidate set B2 was obtained as shown in
Figure 3.
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Table 1: The information of some network fraud cases

No. Crime scene Scope of crime Time of crime Number of criminals Degree of loss
1 Residents community Suburb 4:00-10:00 3 High
2 Bank Suburb 22:00-4:00 2 Low
3 Bank Urban area 16:00-22:00 1 High
4 Residents community Suburb 10:00-16:00 2 High
5 Bank Urban area 10:00-16:00 3 Low
6 Residents community Urban area 10:00-16:00 3 Low
7 Residents community Suburb 16:00-22:00 2 High
8 Residents community Suburb 22:00-4:00 1 Low
9 Bank Urban area 4:00-10:00 2 High
10 Residents community Urban area 4:00-10:00 3 High

Table 2: Transaction database

No. Crime scene Scope of crime Time of crime Number of criminals Degree of loss
1 A1 B1 C1 D3 E1
2 A2 B1 C4 D2 E2
3 A2 B2 C3 D1 E1
4 A1 B1 C2 D2 E1
5 A2 B2 C2 D3 E2
6 A1 B2 C2 D3 E2
7 A1 B1 C3 D2 E1
8 A1 B1 C4 D1 E2
9 A2 B2 C1 D2 E1
10 A1 B2 C1 D3 E1

Figure 2: Candidate set B1
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Figure 3: Candidate set B2

4) The statistics of the item sets in Figure 3 were com-
pared with the measure of support; item sets whose
statistics was smaller than 3 were deleted, and finally
frequent set M2 was obtained, as shown in Table 4.

5) The item sets in frequent sets, M2 and M1, were
combined in pairs, and then candidate set B3 was
obtained as shown in Figure 4.

6) The statistics of the item sets in Figure 4 were com-
pared with the measure of support; item sets whose
statistics was smaller than 3 were deleted, and finally
frequent set M3 was obtained, as shown in Table 5.

Frequent set M3 was the final output result, i.e., the
potential law between the network fraud cases mined from
the sample database, which was numbered A1B1E1; af-
ter the conversion according to Table 1, the law was that
the loss of victims was high when network fraud crimes
happened in residence community and suburb. According
to this law, the public security department can pay more
attention to the related information in the surrounding of
residences communities in suburb, and take corresponding
measures to prevent crimes, for example, through popu-
larizing fraud prevention knowledge, reminding residents
to use more complex, strong passwords in key settings to
protect personal property, warning them not to disclose
the password of bank cards, especially to the stranger,
reminding residents who like online shopping not to do
online transactions in public places, and not clicking on
unidentified links sent by communication tools such as
QQ or WeChat.

5 Conclusion

This paper first introduced the definition of network
fraud, summarized several characteristics of network

Table 3: Frequent set M1

Item set Statistics Item set Statistics
A1 6 C2 3
A2 4 D2 4
B1 5 D3 4
B2 5 E1 6
C1 3 E2 4

Table 4: Frequent set M2

Item set Statistics Item set Statistics
A1B1 4 B1E1 3
A1D3 3 B2D3 3
A1E1 4 B2E1 3
A2B2 3 C1E1 3
B1D2 3 D2E1 3

Table 5: Frequent set M3

Item set Statistics
A1B1E1 3
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Figure 4: Candidate set B3

fraud, and performed association rules mining on the in-
formation of some network fraud case samples. The data
attribute fields used for searching association rules are
crime scene, scope of crime, time of crime, number of
criminals and degree of loss. The inherent law found was
that network fraud in residential communities in suburb
will cause a higher loss. This rule provides a reference for
preventing crimes and finding a way to solve cases, which
can help the police arrange the police strength scientifi-
cally and rationally. Finally, several measures were put
forward for preventing fraud.
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